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This is what happens when we spurn the value of prophylactics. 

 

This is why everything that is happening to me right now is happening to 

me right now, and in the particular manner that it is happening.  

 

This is where the undesirables of both God and Satan go when Purgatory has no 

Vaca ncies. 

 

This is who occupies the jails and mental institutions……or should. 

  

This is what happens when we put friends before family.  

 

This is how I eventually shipwrecked on the Isle of Apathy  

 

 

This is my story, and I’m sticking to it. 

Only the names have been changed to protect the guilty and/or utterly stupid.  

 

Mahdakis (mä-dä-kis)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Window of time -- years ago – 

 
The birth-givers disrobed and produced babies to throw 

into the abyss where they would not grow. 
 

But grow they did, from seeds to weeds, 
into carnivorous men and goatish women 

longing for tall fires in deaths’ cold breath of life. 
 

Thirsting for sexual domination 
in the semblance of licentious obedience, 

 
Ball gags,         Whips,              Rubber sheets… 

 
Love in Chains 

 
 

Invigorating cruelty served up daily  
with their bread and wine, 

While upon the heavenly humiliation  
of invasive maneuvers they would dine. 

 
And the birth-givers, who no longer spoke 

in bombastic tongues,   
Could only watch with shameful amusement 

as the perverted night ate their young. 

 



 

Sex 
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 The Pros and Cons of Hitchhiking 
 

ome on my face you handsome bugger,” he begged. “Come on my face 

and treat me like the dirty little whore that I am.” 

Hitchhiking was a hell of a way to get around, but it was all most of the 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. had for means of transportation. You met interesting 

characters, if nothing else. That was a given when you stop to think about the 

mentality of a person who picks up hitchhikers in the first place. Then, to pick 

up hitchhikers who look like they would murder you or, for a hitchhiker to get 

into a car with people whose faces or face, they can barely see; well that’s just a 

telltale symptom of insanity coming from both involved parties, to begin with. 

The perception is, if you’re out there on the highways and roads, and crazy 

enough to get into a strangers’ car, you’re probably up for most anything on any 

given day, and deserve whatever comes your way; a risk taker, or a sexual 

daredevil of sorts. Then, if you’re crazy enough to pick up a complete stranger 

and let them in your car, you’re also probably up for most anything, if not more 

than the one looking for the ride. After all, the passenger needs to get 

somewhere; the driver doesn’t need to pick that person up. Now you have a 

potentially volatile situation with two crazed people, most likely depraved in 

some manner, dying to get their freak on and out-express the other; ready to 

explode on one another in some twisted manner. Now, if a member of the 

opposite sex picks you up……and you get in…. then all bets are off. Anything 

is game. That’s just the rule and everyone who hitchhikes or picks up 

hitchhikers knows it. It’s like walking nude and blindfolded into a singles bar 

holding a jar of Vaseline. Perhaps it is just a simple matter of one or both parties 

exercising extremely poor judgment. On the other hand, maybe there are just 

really nice, decent people out there who wish to help out a fellow human being. 

Maybe. But in six years, they never found their way into Mahdakis’s world.  

He had been hitchhiking since the age of thirteen and had his share of 

perverted people. Once, up in The Mountains, a blonde piece of white trash took 

him inside her trailer and had sex with him on the floor as her young child sat 

and looked on, playing with his Tonka toys. “Sorry, but I can’t leave him alone. 

I mean, what kind of mother would I be, you know.” It was mid-day on a school 

day and her old man was somewhere at work. Her thing, at least that day, was to 

have a complete stranger spank her silly and then come on her chest. She lured 

Mahdakis into her trailer by simply rubbing his leg up and down in the 

passenger seat, and asking point blank, “I’ve been bad. Wanna give me a 

spanking?” Who in their right mind would say no? Even to a skanky looking 

woman such as she was? After a few minutes of beating her flat, scrawny white 

ass on the living room floor with the infantile audience, Mahdakis remembered 

her saying, “You can fuck my titties, if you want. I like the warm feeling of cum 

on them.” She rolled over on her back expectantly, making a target of her face. 

“C 



“I don’t mind a little cum on my face either, but please understand, I am a 

Christian woman and must be faithful to my husband. I am also not allowed to 

engage in any form of sodomy.” 

This was also how he originally met Copper Tom’s ex-girlfriend, the cocaine 

fiend, only they were two complete strangers standing at a bus stop in front of 

the Y-DOG. But one hour later, they had their hands down each other’s pants 

making out on her couch in her apartment. Her enticing pick-up line had been 

similar, “Wanna come back to my place and finger me? I’ll jerk you off.”   

But, getting back to Mahdakis’s perverted hitchhiking experiences: there was 

no forgetting the very first of his many bizarre road stories. It was none other 

than a close friend of his birth-giver’s, who stopped and picked him up. Her 

name was June Bughe and almost as soon as he got in the car, she asked him if 

he wanted to perform oral on her. It’s funny how forward and straight-to-the-

point people can be when they are horny and behind the wheel, taking you 

somewhere they know you need to be. Mahdakis would never have expected 

this from a nice woman such as June Bughe, and if he told anyone, no one 

would ever believe him. Maybe she had been drinking or having a bad day, or 

both. June Bughe was like an older baby-sitter to him. She would drop by the 

house and look in on him when his birth-giver was away at one of his trade 

shows. She was nothing much to look at in terms of her body; she was hefty and 

very short; yet, her face had a very playful look to it and her long dark healthy 

hair made her very easy on the eyes from the neck up. In the time that he had 

known her, she never expressed one iota of interest in him. “C’mon, get in!” he 

recalled her saying. “You heading home? It’s a bit out of my way, but I’ll take 

you.” Then, less than a mile up the road, says, “Listen. You wanna pull over for 

a while and mess around?” Before he could give her his answer, June Bughe 

was slowing the car down and veering off to the right-hand side of the road. “I’ll 

show you my boobs,” she said, with a big glowing smile on her face. 

“Okay,” the blushing teen said, with a curious smile. 

“You show me yours, I show you mine. That’s the game. Cool?” the car came 

to a stop in a secluded pull-off area. “Okay, take it off my boy…take it all off. 

Let’s see that hot little body of yours. You work out a lot, don’t you?” 

“A little.” 

“It looks more like a lot.” 

“I guess,” he said, throwing his shirt on the floor. 

“You guess? Hmm,” she remarked, studying his bare chest. “What’s the rest 

look like?” 

Mahdakis looked at her with slight helplessness but then smiled and said, 

“Really wanna see?” 

“You want to see these, right?” she brushed her hand over her chest, 

“For quite some time now.” 



“Oh really?” she yelled in her typically boisterous voice, watching him strip 

down to his underwear. “Naughty little boy….Is that so? And what exactly 

is….…Sorry, everything my boy…..C’mon, fair’s fair. Take it off. You’re not 

shy are you?” Her face became still as he took the last of all his clothing off, 

revealing an erect penis. “Well, hello, hello! So,” she swallowed, “so uh….what 

exactly do you think about when you think about seeing me naked?” 

“I guess…..just…..kissing them… I mean, you….and stuff.” 

“And stuff?….Okay, well, a deal’s a deal,” she said, as she pulled her sweater 

up over her head and sat in the car facing him with her bra on and the rolls of fat 

hanging over the sides of her tight jeans like pizza dough. She had never waited 

for, or got an answer to her initial question about wanting to mess around. She 

must have just assumed that since he wasn’t kicking and screaming, that the 

answer was yes. “So? What do you think?” 

“Y-your bra i-is still on,” he said, eager to absorb every tantalizing inch of her 

body, of which there were many. 

“And it’s gonna stay on unless you can give me a reason to take it off,” she 

said, with her big dark eyes dancing and ogling the naked thirteen-year-old up 

and down. “Well?” 

“I’m not too sure what you...want me to….do?” 

“Well, for starters, you can help me get out of these,” she said, in a 

condescending tone, tugging on the waistbands of her jeans and underwear 

simultaneously. 

Mahdakis did as she wished and, with all his might, pulled her jeans and 

underwear down just below her knees. “That’s good enough. You can work with 

that, right?” 

“What do you mean?” Mahdakis said, slightly horrified and trying to keep his 

eyes off her pulsating hooch. 

“Here,” she said, raising her legs so the jeans that were still around her calves 

were now behind him and resting on his lower back. 

 “You want me to eat you out?” he asked, not completely sure of her genuine 

intentions or what eating out really was. While he knew the term from around 

school, he really didn’t understand its benefits or even how to go about it. That 

was about to change in a hurry however, as nature’s instincts would soon take 

over and figure it out for him. 

 “That’s the idea…..if you want. You don’t have to. But if you’re hungry, go 

for it,” she said, with her love only inches away from his curious face. “Are you 

hungry?”  

“I could eat a horse,” he said, trying to be cool. 

“Well you’re in luck, I’m almost as big as one!” she laughed.  

Filled with blissful fright, he took one last look at her face before accepting 

her offer and, eyeballing her tits said, “That comes off now,” and then lowered 

his head. Although she was an adult, she was only in her mid-twenties; so 



perhaps that, along with his rapid maturity, is why it never seemed as strange for 

him as it should have. 

She leaned back and absorbed the spectacle of his naked body and erect penis; 

watching with dominant observance as he worked it for her. She casually undid 

her bra and, as she did, he cupped the humungous boobs in his hands while 

continuing to perform his adolescent duty. There was something oddly 

childbearing, yet extremely erotic, about her breasts, as if they were too old for 

her body. “Your cock looks really nice,” she approved. He looked up 

acknowledging her words, but kept on licking her puss as she continued to 

speak, “Could you make it come for me? I’d like to see you come over 

yourself.” He obediently gripped his cock and started yanking furiously. “Easy, 

easy boy. Slow down. Let it come slowly, you’ll enjoy it more.” He slowed 

down and continued stroking his six-inch virgin shaft for her. “See?” she said 

with vibrato in her voice as she herself began to come. “Slow and easy wins the 

race. It’s not…...Ahhhhh…….yeah………..it’s not the…mmm…..” she gripped 

the back of his head with one hand. “It’s not how fast the work gets done, but 

the….hmm-hmm….quality of it…….yeah, boy that’s it, right there…..don’t 

move from that spot…..fast now faster…hit it! On that spot. Hit it with that 

tongue, boy!” she yelled shoving his face ferociously into her with rapid 

movements while digging her nails into his scalp. “Come for me! Come for me, 

boy. Do it now! We’ll come together. Wait to the count of three…..ready? I 

want to see you come. Come for me!….when I tell you to.” Mahdakis began 

stroking his cock as fast as he could. “Hold it, hold it…………NOW!” And as 

his load flew all over the gear shifter and into parts of the radio and air vents, his 

mouth began to fill with a strange new warm fluid. After a couple of minutes, 

her squat little body stopped shaking and she faced the ceiling with her eyes 

closed. “Good boy,” she whispered, patting his head. “Nice job.” 

He finished cleaning her off and finally came up for air. She was still naked. 

Despite her fat and lack of height, he thought she wore her sexuality well. But 

there was suddenly an odd look on her face as she dressed and began to ready 

herself for the ride. Then, with much disdain in her voice and pointing her finger 

at him she said, “Don’t….ever tell anyone about this,” as if they had just done 

something bad, and not engaged in a delightful experience for two people bored 

out of their minds and looking for a little excitement. Mahdakis wiped his hand 

on the bottom of his pant leg and pulled his jeans back up. She watched as he 

did, getting one last look at him.  

The fact was, nothing ever happened again with her. He would see her a few 

times a week for the next two years and she never once let on that anything had 

ever happened between them; as if he had merely dreamed the entire incident. 

Once in a while, she donned a scornful glance or a stare of regret in his general 

direction. Even if she had said something like, ‘Listen, I made a mistake. That 

should never have happened. I feel very embarrassed. Can we please forget 



about it?’ he would have appreciated it more than her cold resistance. Instead, 

he was left to wonder what he did wrong. This is the point where, and why, 

seemingly harmless sex with an adolescent turns into child molestation or 

statutory rape. This is why rules are set up, and why the law now frowns upon 

this type of behavior. Because, while their bodies may be built for it, and their 

libidos desire it, their minds are still learning and need to be educated as to the 

ramifications of what IT is, and assurance that the sex they just partook in, was 

absolutely fabulous and normal. The youth must gain something from it, and 

feel good about the experience, and not be left to feel as if something were 

stolen from them, or that he or she had done something bad or incorrectly. Those 

are the feelings and second-guesses that can fester in the mind and heart of that 

child for the rest of their lives and make or break their sexuality when they 

become an adult. Wasn’t he the child here, and not June Bughe? Maybe not. 

Maybe the bodies that we come in are deceiving and do not reveal the accurate 

mental development of the soul trapped inside us. 

 

Anyway…...he was six years removed from that now, and this was another 

new experience, and the creepy-perverted-bastard who had his face planted in 

Mahdakis’s lap didn’t have a big pair of tits, or even some nice long flowing 

hair to enjoy.    

“Those are some nice sturdy legs right there,” the creepy-perverted-bastard 

said when Mahdakis first got into the car. He slapped his fortyish year old hand 

on the young bare thigh and inquired, “I like a good pair of legs. Are you a leg 

man? Uh…..” 

“Snowy. My name’s Snowy,” Mahdakis lied. 

“That’s a nice….hustler name, isn’t it?” 

In fairness to the creepy-perverted-bastard, Mahdakis had just thrown a load of 

wash in the washer and was getting ready to do a workout when Spitzer called 

and said she ran into Snowy, and that he was having a ‘special’ kind of 

gathering at his place. Everyone was to be there as soon as possible. Having not 

yet any clean long pants, and seeing as it was unusually warm for the last day of 

October, Mahdakis thought nothing of going out and hitching a ride the way he 

was dressed – in very tight gym shorts that came only 5 inches below the crotch, 

a tank top, and an NBA headband around his long hair. He did however, have 

the presence of mind to throw on his jean jacket with the studs and patches on it, 

before he walked out the door. 

“It’s what they call me around here,” Mahdakis said, alertly aware of the hand 

that kept slapping him lightly on his bare thigh and would then stay for a 

duration, and get higher and higher up his leg with each slap.  

Not getting much resistance from Mahdakis, the creepy-perverted-bastard 

eventually decided to take a chance, and grabbed Mahdakis’s crotch.  

‘Jesus, what the fuck is this?’ Mahdakis thought. 



The creepy-perverted-bastard held his package tightly and remarked, “I like 

that. Do you?” 

As fucked up as all these drivers were that picked him up, and as expressed 

previously at the beginning of this chapter, it takes two insane people to do the 

crazy tango. Mahdakis was not insane, but to say he enjoyed the pleasures of the 

flesh would be an understatement. Somewhere, somehow, Mahdakis adapted a 

very open and appreciative attitude towards people who wanted to have sex with 

him. Maybe it was being alone in The Mountains, night after night, with no one 

around. The idea that anyone would want something to do with him was pretty 

damn cool to him. But the lack of sexual inhibition (of any kind) however, most 

likely stemmed back to fifth grade summer vacation in South Norford, when an 

innocent game of Truth or Dare between he and his friend turned into a bizarre 

oral sex frenzy. It seemed fun at the time, and in retrospect, quite harmless. 

Nobody ever found out, and the two boys learned a thing or two. For one, they 

both learned that they definitely liked girls better than boys. The other fellow 

eventually joined the military; fought for his country, married a woman, had 

kids, conducted a normal life and, needless to say, never talked to Mahdakis 

again, or had any desire to.  

Maybe it was the fag-hags that hung around his older gay brother, who took 

turns molesting him since he was the age of twelve. Perhaps, but most likely, a 

lot of it had to do with being alone for so many years that he just appreciated his 

penis being touched by another human being. So, while most guys his age would 

have clocked this guy in the face, or jumped out of the car, Mahdakis took it 

with a grain of salt and more of a compliment than anything. He sat back and 

stared straight ahead, as the creepy-perverted-bastard fondled him. “Would you 

mind?” the man said snapping the elastic of his gym shorts open, trying to get a 

peek at his cock. Mahdakis looked away from the molester and held the shorts 

open. “I appreciate that son, but unfortunately, I really can’t see much from this 

angle while I’m driving.” 

“Whatever,” Mahdakis said growing annoyed, but still sucking his gut in, to 

give the old man’s hand room to get into his shorts. “You’re really a weird dude, 

you know that?” 

“Mmm. And you’re a regular square peg.” 

“I need to get to my friend’s house, so if you could concentrate on the road 

and stop messing around….” 

“Oh, there’s no problem with that. I’ll do whatever you want me to do,” the 

man slobbered, as he started to masturbate Mahdakis. 

“Careful! Watch the road!” 

“Sorry,” the man said, struggling to keep his eyes off his handy work, “my 

reach isn’t what it used to be.”  

Mahdakis let out an irritated sigh and relented to pulling his gym shorts down 

to his thighs for the old guy. “There! Now just take me where I need to go and 



don’t say I never did anything for you! Jesus!” He didn’t want the man to crash 

the car, or at least that was how he justified it to himself. Truth was, it didn’t feel 

bad, and he wouldn’t mind a late afternoon explosion. “Wouldn’t you be happier 

doing this to a girl, instead?” 

“Oh no,” the man said, “thayz got all kinds of nasty diseases up there and you 

don’t know they’re there until the last minute. That’s how they git you.” The 

creepy-perverted-bastard continued to jerk him off and babble about the 

unkempt state of a vagina verses the cleanliness of a nice hard penis. “The 

problem with a woman is, you never know what you’re getting into until you’re 

right up in there. You know what I’m tellin’ you?” 

“Not really,” he said, trying to hide the embarrassment of his hard cock, “I like 

pussy.” 

“Butcha like this too, oh, I can see dat fer sure!” he gave Mahdakis a wink. 

“And this is better fer ya.” 

‘Yuck’ thought Mahdakis, ‘Don’t wink, that’s queer. Just jerk me off already.’  

“Them women keep all kinds a nasty clutter and foul smells locked up in dem 

dark holes. But once you’re there…yer there! You know? You can’t just up and 

leave; yuze gots ta do yer duty. Now, with a fella, you can see right away if 

sumthin’ is wrong or not, ’specially with a nice clean young sport like yerself.” 

He looked down at his hand on Mahdakis’s unit. “Lordy, that is one nice pecker, 

right there. Yes sir, I think I’d like to suck on that for a while, if you get my 

meaning.” 

“How can I not get your meaning? That’s pretty much straight to the point, 

don’t you think?” 

“Yeah, sir-ree.” 

“Okay, I need to get to my buddie’s place, and besides, I’m not really into 

guys.” Mahdakis said sternly.  

“Could you pretend? I’ll pay ya fer it. You don’t have to do anything. Just sit 

there. I’ll do all the work.” 

“You wanna pay to give me head?” 

“Sure. Be happy ta.”  

Mahdakis was an odd bird. He would let anyone do almost anything to him, 

but once you started talking about doing it, and describing the act, he would get 

a little freaked out, as if only the words brought attention to the truth of his own 

perversions, and not the acts themselves. If the guy had just pulled over, not said 

a word, and started sucking him off, Mahdakis probably wouldn’t have done 

anything but come in his mouth, and it wouldn’t have cost the guy a nickel, but 

Mahdakis really started to go limp now as the man babbled on about dirty cunts 

verses the taste of a nice clean penis. The man’s hands were suddenly cold and 

clammy. Mahdakis thought about getting out and trying his luck with another 

driver, but he was lazy and this guy was nothing to be afraid of whatsoever and 

he was not pressuring him in anyway. He was going in the right direction to 



Snowy’s house, quite fast, too. And being that Snowy now lived ten miles away, 

this was all very convenient. Usually, it would take two to three different rides 

from different drivers to get there, often walking half the way. The creepy-

perverted-bastard would easily take no for an answer and still drop Mahdakis off 

at, or close to his destination. “Well, we’re almost there. Right up here on the 

right is where I’m going so….”   

The man pulled over to the side, under some trees next to the woods. It was 

less than a quarter mile to Snowy’s. He looked forlorn, yet excited, like a child 

on Christmas morning, and said, “So, what do you say? C’mon! It’s been quite 

some time since I’ve seen the pleasure of such a sturdy young man,” he begged, 

staring at Mahdakis’s naked lower half; his hick accent suddenly gone.  

“I’m really…..not into this sort of thing,” Mahdakis said, pulling up his gym 

shorts. 

“Oh no…Please….don’t get dressed. I’ll give you every dollar I have.” 

“How much is that?” 

He scrounged through his pockets and his wallet, pulling out a shoelace, 

screws, lint, a piece of chocolate, and a variety of other shit that should not have 

been in someone’s pocket. He laid it all out on the seat, as they both counted. 

“Sixty-two dollars and forty-five cents,” he finally said. 

Mahdakis pondered for a moment. It was a lot of money for someone with no 

job. “I don’t have to do anything to you, right?” 

“Not at all. I just want a taste what you got there. Besides, you got a real nice 

ass. That’s why I picked you up, you know.” 

Bingo. Knowingly or not, the man had appealed to the youngster’s weakest 

attribute - his vanity, which loved to be stroked; and Mahdakis took great pride 

in the appearance of his tight ass. So, to the extreme delight of the creepy-

perverted-bastard, Mahdakis removed his jacket and tank top and said, “I got 

time to kill.” He eagerly grabbed the bills. “Sold.” Then he pulled his pants all 

the way down to the floor and announced, “It’s yours. Have fun.” 

“Oh I will,” the man said, with a mouth full of penis. “I want this so bad.” 

He watched for a few minutes as the pathetic man sucked on his semi-limp 

penis and wondered what the hell was wrong with him. ‘What kind of nasty 

degenerate would humiliate himself like this? What IS this dudes’ problem? I 

wonder what his birth-givers did to him to make him want to suck so much cock 

everyday…or is this just a one-time thing with me? Why do I find myself in these 

bizarre situations? Does everyone go through this, or do I have some sort of 

‘Come have Kinky Sex with Me’ bull’s-eye on my back that only the sexually 

deviant can see? Look at him go. Maybe his birth-givers didn’t do anything. 

Maybe this just happens to you when you get older. Will that be me some day? 

Christ, I hope not. Death couldn’t come soon enough, if that’s the case……I bet 

I could kill him right here and nobody would ever know. Yeah, I bet I could. I 

saw a tire iron in the back seat. I could put him out of his perverted cock-



sucking misery and just whack him with it upside his head, drag his body into 

the woods over here, set it on fire, push the car down the road, and let it roll 

into the ravine. No one would know for days, at least. That’s right, faggot, suck 

that thing, you horny fruitcake……Man, I’d like to punch him square in the face 

when he’s done. Maybe I will. What a goddamn queer this idiot is. Where is he 

from? I wonder what kind of family he has now, if at all. Decent enough car, 

he’s not broke by any means. But man, he really enjoys having that in his 

mouth…or thinks he does. I wonder what he’d do if I took it out. Would he cry 

like a baby? Give me more money? I don’t think he has any more, at least not on 

him. Hmm, Let’s see…Mahdakis considered the situation for a moment, feeling a 

little bad for the guy that his dick wouldn’t get hard again, but the man wasn’t 

going to stop until Mahdakis came, and that wasn’t going to happen unless he 

could somehow get his dick harder. He saw the woods. He loved being naked in 

the woods and having sex in them whenever he could. The woods stimulated 

him without fail. He pulled his pelvis back so his penis fell out of the man’s 

mouth. “If you want me to come, you’ll have to follow me into the woods. I like 

it there,” he said, pulling his pants up.  

“But…” 

“Or I take the cash and we say good-bye. 

“No, no, no, don’t go. Wait. Let me grab my wallet.”  

The man followed him a couple hundred yards into the woods where 

Mahdakis turned around and told the guy if he wanted him naked again, then 

he’d have to take his gym shorts off for himself. He was at his wits end and tired 

of appeasing this perv. Yet, for some reason, the thought of absolute power over 

this creep had gotten him aroused again and his cock was sticking straight out in 

front of him with a perfect outlining of its structure poking through the cotton-

nylon fabric. He raised his bare arms in the air and rested them on tree limbs to 

either side of him and said, “Self-serve, you dirty perv. Take ’em off and pump 

your own.” 

The creepy-perverted-bastard did exactly that. He was beside himself at the 

sight of Mahdakis fully naked and in a state of complete arousal as he knelt 

down in a pile of dry leaves. “I’m the perv? You’re the one who’s hard as a rock 

there, sonny-boy.” 

“Just extending my gratitude for the ride.” 

“Is that what you call that? Fine, here’s to your….gratitude.” Then the man 

wrapped his forearms around the back of the young man’s thighs and grabbed 

his hairless buttocks with both hands. “Now that’s a nice ass, you son of a bitch; 

nicest ass I’ve felt on a young boy….maybe ever.” He then proceeded to service 

him while gripping the boy’s ass for dear life.  

Every once in while Mahdakis thrust his cock to the back of the pervert’s 

throat, initiating a gag reflex out of the man. As well as being outdoors and in 

the wilderness, Mahdakis liked the sight of his own cock sticking straight out in 



front of him and into the face of such a worshiping specimen, despite the gender, 

and he was getting off on it. So much so, he hadn’t noticed the finger up inside 

him, or maybe he did, but consciously refused to acknowledge it. The dirty 

queer started to gag more, as if he knew the sound was turning Mahdakis on. 

“What’s the matter? Can’t handle it?” The man’s motions got faster in obedient 

response. Mahdakis could feel himself on the brink of an orgasm. The blowjob, 

while completely wrong, disgusting, and humiliating, was not bad. The creepy-

perverted-bastard was working him over good, and now two fingers had 

completely disappeared. Mahdakis didn’t appear too concerned, however, as he 

grabbed the top of the man’s head in an attempt to maintain dominance, and 

started shoving the man’s face into his cock, violently; the head of his cock 

hitting the back of the man’s throat with each thrust, and with each thrust, the 

man’s fingers working their way higher and higher. The power struggle went on 

for a minute or so more. The man sounded like he was going to throw up. 

Mahdakis was starting to squirm as he could feel the gushing finally about to 

come. “C’mon, you old queer, choke on my cum, fucker!”  

“Come on my face you handsome bugger, come on my face and treat me like 

the dirty little whore that I am!” and with that, Mahdakis pushed the old man’s 

head into him as far as it would go and came into his gagging throat. His penis 

seemed to go through to the back of the man’s neck as cum rolled out the sides 

of his mouth 

“How’s that motherfucker?” Mahdakis looked down at the man who was now 

holding his balls sacredly in the palm of his hand, and then lifted himself off his 

fingers. It was over. 

“How’s that, you ask?” he said still on his knees, licking his lips and catching 

his breath. “You tell me. You’re the one who came in fifty different directions.” 

“Uh-huh.” Mahdakis couldn’t deny the intensity. 

“Don’t feel bad. It’s the penetration…..Makes you come better.” 

‘Really. What the hell is wrong with me, anyway? Coming all over some ugly 

middle-aged dude. Yuck! I guess because I turned him on, it turned me on?? I 

may be too self-centered for my own good…...Mental note: Learn some basic 

humility. Don’t wear tight gym shorts in public. Never tell this to anyone…Fuck 

this nonsense; I gotta get out of here and bury this deep in the ocean.’ 

They turned and walked quietly towards the car, each lost in their own 

embarrassing thoughts. The man got in, put his hands on the wheel, looked out 

the passenger window to where Mahdakis was standing, and caught his eye. 

“Next time it’s more than just my fingers.” 

“You’ll need a lot more money for that.” 

“Name your price. I’ll have it,” he said, starting the car. “I’d pay anything for 

that ass.” 



“Oh that reminds me,” Mahdakis said, leaning into the window, grabbing 

something off the seat, “I almost forgot my forty-five cents……you’ll forgive 

me if I don’t shake your hand.” 

The Creepy-perverted-bastard gave him a wink, put the car in gear and 

shouted over the engine, “So, if you ever set that sweet ass in my car again it’ll 

be with expectations of some payback,” and as the car drove off, “I’LL BE 

LOOKIN’ FER YA!”  

There was the sound of a car slamming its brakes on as he pulled out onto the 

open road. It was accompanied by a loud horn and an angry voice, “WATCH IT, 

ASSHOLE!!”  

‘Jezebel! She’s driving Cannoli’s car, too, with Yogi and …..Some Other Old 

Dude? I thought they broke up. What the hell is going on? They must have come 

from Snowy’s place.’ Luckily, they did not see him there. How would he explain 

his guilt-ridden presence? ‘Why the fuck was Snowy hanging out with Jez, 

without him being there?’ This thought angered him for a while until his 

thoughts returned to the activities of the last hour: ‘Jesus Christ, that was the 

most fucked up faggot-ass thing I’ve ever been a part of. What the hell was I 

thinking?’ 

Again, all of this could have been avoided with one simple word; a word 

Mahdakis, with all his extensive vocabulary, hadn’t yet learned to pronounce 

when it came to matters of the flesh. That word…….was ‘No’.  

Mahdakis would read about the creepy-perverted-bastard’s suicide years later 

in the newspaper and in the obituaries but never put two-and-two together, and 

realize it was him. He never got a name, and he didn’t recognize the photo they 

used. The photo they used was from a better time in the man’s life; a time when 

the world made sense, a time when he loved only women, a time when dreams 

were right around the corner, a time when he had family and worked as the head 

salesman at a Toyota/Mazda dealership, his time; a time before the Notorious 

Pizza Caper. 

 

‘Refer all inquiries to God’…..and so on and so on. 
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Easy Meat 
  

ometimes you can fuck a person every day of the week and never know a 

thing about them. Other times, you can know everything about a person 

except what they’re like when they’re getting off. The latter usually holds true 

with best friends of the same sex; at least best friends of the same sex who don’t 

engage in sex together. There’s a reason for this. I think that if we knew what 

our best friends were like behind the bedroom door, we wouldn’t be best friends 

with them anymore, or in the first place.  

Prime examples of this necessary ignorance can be found every day in the 

crime section of almost any newspaper. Wherever there’s a rape, there’s always 

that typical best friend of the alleged rapist that brazenly goes before reporters 

and makes that predictable statement: “They have the wrong guy. So-and-So 

isn’t capable of such a heinous crime. I’ve known him all my life. He’s a pillar 

of his community and a faithful Christian.” 

Yep, real salt of the Earth. Fact is, one never knows a person inside and out 

until they’ve seen how that person’s insides pop out while their outsides are 

going in. But how can you possibly know you don’t know the person you think 

you know? You can’t. It’s that one little thing that you’ll never know. And it’s 

most likely for the better. As a case in point, let’s take Mahdakis and Tony; if 

either one had any inclination of what the other was up to when his pants were 

off, neither one would have an ounce of respect for the other…..and with damn 

good reason. 

 

He was lying on his bed, sitting up right with a pillow between his back and 

the wall. Nicki subserviently, held a joint to his mouth while he inhaled a hit and 

blew it back out in her face.   

“Asshole,” she said playfully. Then she took a hit off the joint herself and as 

she held it in said, “You wanna fuck before we go to this party, or what?” 

“Sure. Why not? You wanna know what I was thinking though?” 

“What were you thinking?” she said snuggling close to Tony. 

“I was thinking of tying you up.” 

“Ha-ha…. alright, I’m into that.” 

“And spraying white stuff all over your body.” 

“I’m into that, too!” 

“Fine. Get naked, I’ll be right back.” 

As Nicki undressed, Tony made his way downstairs towards the kitchen. 

When he returned to the bedroom, Nicki lay completely naked on his bed, her 

chunky body pouring off the sides like pancake batter. Noticing the tray of food 

in his hand she said, “What are you going to do, eat while you fuck me?” 

“Something like that. I got the munchies.” 

“Well, I got something you can munch on. You don’t need all that.” 

S 



“Fine. Let’s tie your ass up to the bed rails first though.” 

Nicki smiled and obliged him. She held her arms up in the air without 

resistance while he tied bandanas around her wrists and then the other end of the 

bandanas to either bedpost. 

“Oooh, am I supposed to start screaming for help now? Help. Help me,” she 

laughed. 

“Quiet you!”  

“Easy! Not so tight. It’s not like I’m going anywhere.” 

“There,” he said triumphantly, “now we’re ready to munch on some meat,” he 

smirked as he got up and turned around to the plate of food he brought up and, 

with his back facing her said, “What about you? You hungry? Want some 

meat?” 

Not sure what he had in mind, but willing to play along, she said, “Sure lay 

some meat on me, big boy.” 

“I like mayonnaise with mine. You?” 

“I like anything white and sticky,” she said, giggling nervously.  

“Good,” Tony said, and quickly turned around and began hurling spoonfuls of 

mayonnaise at her naked torso. “Then you’ll love this, cunt! Ha-ha-ha-ha!!!!” 

“Hey, what the fuck are you doing? Cut the shit!!” 

Tony threw mayonnaise at her for a minute or so as she struggled to get free 

from the tight bandanas, her legs flailing in the air. “What the hell’s the matter 

with you? Have you lost your fuckin’ mind? Get me out of here, Tony! Now!” 

“Fuck that! I wanna eat……NOW!” with that, Tony then jumped on top of her 

and began spreading the mayonnaise on her body with his bare hands, as if he 

were greasing a watermelon. 

“What the….Man, you’re into some bizarre shit, motherfucker,” Nicki said, as 

she watched him lather her up with Hellman’s. “I hope you plan to lick it all off, 

now.” 

“I’m gonna eat it!” 

“Even better, let’s just get this ritual of yours over with. My God, this is some 

wacked out crap.” 

Tony walked across the room and picked up the tray, which had an assortment 

of cold cuts on it. 

“What the hell?” she yelled. 

“It’s meat! Here! Have some fucking meat, bitch!” and then began whipping 

slices of salami, bologna, and ham at her mayonnaise-lathered body. 

“Holy shit, man! What the fuck is the matter with you?!! Get me out of here! 

Help!” 

“You said to lay it on you! Well, I’m laying it on you now, cunt!” Tony kept 

throwing the meat at her, which of course would stick to the mayonnaise if it 

landed flat enough. Some of it adhering to gravity and peeling itself off her body 



after a few seconds, but there was so much being thrown at her, that she was 

covered after only a minute.  

She continued yelling, screaming, and tugging at the bandanas, but to no avail. 

“Anthony, this isn’t funny, or erotic! I’m afraid! Please stop!!” 

“I’m afraid too,” he said, standing over by the food tray again; and lifting up 

his arm, he resumed to his throwing. “I’m afraid I forgot the cheese!!! HA-HA!” 

But the cheese wasn’t sticking so well because of the fact that her body was 

already covered with meat product. He needed more adherent. “Here! You need 

some of this!” he said, running up to her and viciously spraying her entire body 

with mustard.  

“Stop! You fuckin’ dick! Stop!!” 

“Ya like Gulden’s? Mmm. I do! It’s spicy! Ha-ha-ha-ha!” 

“Fuckin’ asshole! You’re getting it in my hair! Stop! Stop it, Anthony!! 

Please!” 

After running out of meat and dairy products, he jumped on top of the bed so 

his knees held her ankles down.” 

“Ow! That hurts!” 

“Good!” 

“Where is this coming from? What the hell did I do?……Shit….. what the 

fuck?” 

Tony had pulled it out of his pants and was proceeding to masturbate on top of 

her. “Here! This is some of the chef’s special sauce! It makes the entire meal! 

You’ll love it!” 

While very afraid and disturbed by his entire display of madness, Nicki still 

couldn’t help but let out some hysterical laughter. 

“Ah, so you think it’s funny, huh bitch? How funny is this?” and then he 

ejaculated on the only clean area of her body…….her face. “There!..........Now 

I’m done.” 

“Thank God,” she said, lapping it away from her lips. “I thought you’d….” 

“Shhh. Listen,” he held her hand over her mouth and whispered, as the sound 

of a door slamming, ran throughout the house. “Shit. Dickbag’s home.” Dickbag 

was, of course, the intensely hated husband of his female-birth-giver; the one 

she married just a few years back, and the one that brought them both to this 

dreadful place called Delaware. 

“No way, man. I gotta use your shower,” Nicki whispered in a panic. 

“Not gonna happen. Sorry babe, just put on your clothes and let’s get out of 

here. We’ll sneak down to your place and get you a shower and a change of 

clothes before going to Snowy’s.” 

“Say what? I can’t put those clothes on! I’ll ruin them. I’m covered with meat 

and condiments because I’m dating a psycho-path boyfriend who gets off on 

throwing food! You’re a sick dick, you know that? And what’s the matter, you 

too fuckin’ lazy to cut up a little lettuce and tomato?” 



“Just shut up and get your stuff. He’s coming up the stairs.” 

Of course, the first place he went was to the bathroom to take a shower, so 

getting cleaned off was definitely out of the question. Nicki stood up and 

reluctantly put her pants on as slices of meat and cheese continued to jump off 

her body. She stuffed her undergarments in her purse and grabbed a T-shirt out 

of Tony’s drawer. As she attempted to put it over her full figured body, it ripped 

in half coming down over her shoulders.  

“Shit, what the hell are you doing over there?” Tony whispered to her. 

“You’re fuckin’ teeny-weenie t-shirt ripped. You have anything bigger?” 

“Sure. It’s not mine anyway, It’s Mahdakis’s, one of his favorite’s actually.” 

“Well, it’s not now. What’s it doing in your dresser drawer, anyway?” 

“I can’t remember. I must have needed it for something.” 

“God only knows, with the two of you.” 

“Fine. Here, wear this.” Tony tossed her his New York Giants football jersey. 

She put it on hesitantly and grabbed her purse. “The Giants suck. We’re 

Eagles and Skins fans down here you know.” 

“I don’t think anything I have will fit you. It’s either that, or a hefty trash bag.” 

“Oh fuck you, dude!” 

“Shut up. Let’s make our move.” 

“What about the fuckin’ food all over the place? There must be like two 

pounds of meat; and the mayo and mustard all over the floors and walls, not to 

mention your bed. You’re just going to leave it all there?” 

“Fuck it. I’ll deal with it tomorrow. Let’s go.” 

As they scurried down the carpeted stairs Nicki whispered, “What are you 

going to tell your female-birth-giver, that someone stuffed explosives into one of 

your sandwiches?” 

Tony smiled and grabbed her on the ass. “You know babe, that’s not bad. She 

hates Mahdakis. She’d probably think it was something he was capable of, 

anyway. I think I’ll use it.” They laughed, hugged, and kissed all the way to the 

car. 
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The Shirt off Your Back 
 

e ran up the stairs in a mad frenzy, banged on the door, and let himself in 

without waiting for an answer. He yelled in an accusing manner, “You 

wanna tell me what the fuck Jezebel was doing here? And with Yogi?” 

“You wanna tell me why you’re dressed like Larry Byrd?” 

“My clothes are in the wash. Cannoli said to get here as fast as I could, so I 

threw on my jacket and left with what I had on. Is that okay with you?” 

“More like, what you didn’t have on.” (exhale) “I don’t give a fuck,” (inhale-

exhale) “but there are some real perverts out there. You should be careful 

hitchhiking. Why aren’t you with Cannoli and Jack, anyway?” 

“Huh? What are you talking about? They’re coming later, I thought.” 

“Yeah well now they’re coming later, thanks to you. Ha-haaa!” Shake-shake-

shake. “You were supposed to meet them at her house, lame-brain. They called 

here an hour ago, looking for you. They’re sitting there waiting for you. Ha-

haaa!” Cough-cough-cough. 

“You really ought to get that looked at. You’re too young to be coughing like 

that all the time.” 

“Tell me about it, pal.” (exhale) “But first things first; I got priorities you 

know.” 

“Like?” 

“Like seven ulcers.” (inhale) “I think I’m gonna need an operation soon…. 

hey, don’t touch that!” 

“What is it, a computer?” 

“Yeah, my grandparents gave it to me as a gift.” 

“My male-birth-giver had one of these. A Texas Instrument, I believe. What is 

it doing?” 

“Downloading.” 

“Down…. what? Never mind. So seven ulcers, huh? That’s a rash, man. Now, 

why the hell was Jezebel here? You guys getting chummy now?” 

“Hell no! Don’t be naïve.” Snowy looked at a clock on an end table. “You left 

right when Cannoli called?” 

“Yeah, it sounded important.” 

“And it took two hours to get here? Thank God you’re not the Fire 

Department. What did you, walk most of the way?” 

“Most. Then some guy picked me up and gave me a hand.” 

“Well alright Magnum P.I., if you must know, Jez is back with that loser, 

middle-aged biker boyfriend of hers. What the fuck’s with you anyway, are you 

still into her?” 

“No man, she’s used goods to me. I thought I saw Some Other Old Dude in the 

car with her.” 

H 



“Yeah, it was him. Well, anyway, thanks to him, I was able to score some of 

this,” Snowy said, pulling a humongous sandwich bag out from under his pillow 

that was filled to the zip loc with white powder. 

“Coke?” 

“Not just any coke. This shit is almost pure. I guarantee you will not taste this 

again for quite some time. Some Other Old Dude knows some other dude in 

Jersey who sells this stuff all the time. He makes a buck or two I’m sure, 

peddling it for him over here. But this stays with you and me, okay? Only Jez 

and Yogi know about him doing this. God forbid Captain H ever get his filthy 

mitts on this stuff.” 

“Wouldn’t it be more convenient to buy, though? Being that he’s right here 

and all?” 

“He jacks the price up too high on his stuff. But you didn’t hear that from me, 

okay? I still have to buy from him for all the other stuff if I want a special favor 

every now and then, it’s just that when it comes to the cheaper stuff, you have to 

look elsewhere.” 

“Yeah, sure. Whatever. I don’t care about any of this shit. I don’t even do 

coke.” 

“You will tonight!” Snowy laughed just before turning around and going into 

another coughing fit. 

“Oh yeah?” 

“Yes sir! All of my good friends get the good stuff tonight, on the house.” 

Snowy turned back around and threw a pair of jeans and a concert shirt at 

Mahdakis. “Here, put these on. You look like a member of the fuckin’ Village 

People, for Christ’s sake.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Drive My Car 
 

hey were standing in a circle in the middle of the parking lot behind Barely 

Bagels, the five of them smoking cigarettes under the clear dark sky, and 

mapping out their movements for the mysterious evening ahead. They had called 

each other earlier and decided to meet here and head down to Snowy’s party 

together. Presently they were waiting for Frank Slate to show up. They had been 

doing this for over twenty minutes now. “So,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “now 

T 
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what? You guys wanna get going, or just stand here and jerk-off all night staring 

at each other's feet?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble. 

“Funny you should ask,” Floyd said. “What’s the matter with my feet, 

anyway? You don’t like ’em. I just had a pedicure you know.” 

“You mean a manicure.” 

“No Carl, I mean a pedicure.” 

“A pedicurist is someone who delivers babies, stupid.” 

“It’s not a stork?” 

“Huh, I never saw a baby delivered through someone’s toenails. You sure you 

don’t mean a podiatrist?” 

“It’s a manicure, Nicki, they do the nails. You know that.” 

“Yes, I do. And a podiatrist doesn’t deliver babies, by the way.” 

“He scrapes them, right?” 

“The babies?” 

“A manicure is the finger nails, asshole, and a pedicure is the toenails. Floyd’s 

right.” 

“Don’t talk to me like that; I’m a guy, I’m not supposed to know those things.” 

“So the rule of being a guy is that there are certain things you’re not supposed 

to know?” Nicki asked. 

“Somethin’ like that.” 

“That must be one hell of a long list you have then, huh?” 

“Shut the fuck up, will ya.” 

“Hey!” Tony finally stepped in. “She is my girlfriend, you know.” -Bobble-

bobble-bobble. 

“Yeah, okay, fine.” Carl shook his head in disbelief as Nicki stuck her tongue 

out at him from behind Tony. “So now what?” 

“I don’t know,” Tony said, impatiently. “Are you guy’s ready ta go?” 

“We’re supposed to hook up with Slate. He said he’d meet us here in his new 

car. We were gonna go with him because we all wanted to leave Snowy’s earlier 

than you guys.” 

“That is to say, Carl wanted to leave early so he can hook up with Dakota later 

on.” 

“You’re just jealous because you don’t have a girl at the moment.” 

“No I don’t. That’s why I was looking forward to standing here all night, 

jerking-off.” 

“Okay, enough nonsense. What kind of car are we looking for?” 

Floyd and Carl shrugged their shoulders and Carl said, “No idea. He never told 

us what kind he got.” 

“Yeah, I think he wanted it to be a surprise.” 

“What about that one, over there?” Nicki suggested, pointing to an old beat up 

1969 Firebird. 

“The bird? Nah. Too sporty for Frank.” 



“Besides, it’s been here since before we got here.” 

“I’ll bet you it is his car,” Nicki insisted. 

“What makes you think so?” 

“Oh, I don’t know,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “maybe because he’s sleeping 

inside of it.” 

Everyone turned and looked into the dark green car. Sure enough, Frank Slate 

was resting his eyes in the driver’s seat. Carl Scungilli walked over and banged 

an open hand on the passenger side window. “Hey! You alive in there?” 

Frank opened the door lethargically and said, “You people about ready, or 

what? Christ, I thought you’d never finish gabbing.” 

“Dude, you been here the whole time just staring at us waiting for you?” Floyd 

asked. 

“Well, if that’s what you were doin’, then, uh…yeah….Kind of fucked up isn’t 

it?...Me just sittin’ here……you guys just standin’ there……Huh-huh-huh-huh.” 

“Real funny,” Carl said, violently yanking the door open. “Now let’s get 

goin’.” 

“We’ll meet you guys there,” Tony, getting into his car, which Nicki had 

already gotten into. 

“Okie-Doke,” Floyd said and waved, as he watched them pull out. Then the 

payphone on the outside wall began to ring. Floyd walked over and picked it up. 

“Hello?.....Yeah, hey man, what’s going on?” he covered the mouthpiece and 

looked over at Carl and Frank. “It’s Boodles…… Yeah, we’re behind Barley 

Bagels.” 

“She knows that, asshole. She just called the fuckin’ payphone.” 

“What’s that?....No, that’s just Carl. He’s angry because Tony told us not to 

come on our feet……….Huh?.......Well, I don’t know there’s been a lot of 

unexplained, bizarre pregnancies. Who’s to say? I read this story once where…” 

“Yo! We have to go….now! What the fuck does she want? Find out and then 

hang up.” 

“I don’t know why he’s being a jerk,” Floyd said into the phone. “Sure.” Floyd 

handed the phone to Carl. “Here. She wants to talk to you.” 

“I don’t-…..Hey, Boodles, what’s up?.............ah, going to Snowy’s for the 

party. Aren’t you going?.........You didn’t…know?...….oh……Well….what’s 

that? Frank. Yeah, Frank got a new car today.……..Huh? Can you come with 

us?” 

“Fuck that! I don’t want to deal with her tonight. Tell her we have a full car!” 

Frank shouted across the parking lot. 

“Ah….Frank said………..Oh, you heard him?........Okay, then…..we’ll see 

ya.” Carl hung up the payphone and started laughing out loud. “Ha-ha-ha-ha!! 

You fuckin’ idiot, she heard every word you said.” 



Frank didn’t say anything as Carl and Floyd jumped in the car, Floyd in the 

back seat. Carl looked around at the black leather upholstery of the vintage car. 

“Not bad. Not bad at all. I like it…..You wanna go now?” 

“I do,” said Frank, staring blankly at the shifter. 

“So then…..” 

“What’s the matter, Frank, you getting all nostalgic about leaving the parking 

lot?” 

“Ha. You been here so long it’s like another home to you, aye?” 

Still, Frank Slate sat and stared at his instrument panel and then gave serious 

consideration to the keys in the ignition. He put his hands on the keys and turned 

it on. When the motor started, he jumped back and yelled in horror; “Ahhh!” 

This naturally, caused Floyd and Carl to do the same; “Ahhh!” 

“Ahhh!” Carl echoed, slamming the back of his head against the window. 

“Careful of the glass, dude!” Frank Slate said as he sat in his seat and stared 

out the window. He turned the car off again. Carl and Floyd exchanged a look of 

concern as Carl’s eyes caught Frank’s. He looked sheepishly at Carl and said, “I 

forgot how to drive, man. What the fuck am I supposed to do?” 

“Are you serious? Hee-hee-hee-hee.” 

“Dude, you’ve been driving cars for the past three years. Are you having an 

episode or something?” Carl asked nervously, while unsuccessfully trying to 

contain his laughter. 

“It’s not funny man. I need to get out for a moment and get some fresh air. I 

don’t know what the fuck I’m doing.” As Frank got out, Carl and Floyd looked 

at each other and shook their heads. Outside, Frank Slate was pacing slowly 

back and forth. He gave a yell in the car, “Hey, one of you guys wanna drive? 

You just got to be careful though. It’s a new car and all.” 

Carl looked at Floyd with his hands in the air and said loud enough for all to 

hear. “I don’t get my license back for two more months. Until then, I gotta be 

cool. If I get stopped, I’m in trouble. What about you?” 

“Dude…I plan on getting wasted tonight. I could drive us there, but I wouldn’t 

want to get behind the wheel later on, especially in a car Frank just bought. 

Dude, how the fuck did you forget how to drive?” 

“I don’t know man, I think I’m alright now, but I think I’d better be calling it a 

night.” Frank Slate started walking towards the car. “You guys staying here? I’m 

gonna lock it up and walk home. I’ll come get it tomorrow when I feel better. 

I’m sorry guys; I don’t know what the hell just came over me.” 

“You’re leaving?” 

“Wouldn’t you if you all of a sudden forgot how to drive?” 

“I-I just don’t believe that. I mean, have you been drinking?” 

“I don’t think so…Well, anyway, let’s lock her up. C’mon, get out.” 

Floyd and Carl got out as Frank locked the doors and then headed up the 

sidewalk. His home was only up over the crest of the hill. Floyd and Carl’s 



homes, if they were allowed to stay in them, were also within walking distance. 

But they weren’t going home anytime soon and needed a place to be. Floyd lit 

up a cigarette and rested his arm on the payphone. “Well, now what?” 

“I don’t know man, this is beat. I’m supposed to meet Dakota here in a couple 

of hours so there’s no point in hitching a ride to Snowy’s if all we’re going to 

have to do is turn right around and hitch back. We might as well hang nearby, 

unless someone we know drives by.” 

“Like him!!!” Floyd yelled and pointed in the empty street of Pennsylvania 

Avenue. It was Pumpkinhead flying by them in his Chevy El Camino, with the 

cape around his neck flying out the back sliding-glass window as he drove. As 

usual, Pumpkinhead was baked off his ass, doing sixty in a thirty mile an hour 

zone, and could not see in time, who was yelling at him. 

“Pumpkinhead!” 

“Hey! Hey, Pumpkinhead!” 

Pumpkinhead simply drove by waving indifferently, as if they were unfamiliar 

fans yelling for an autograph. There was plenty of room in the car for them, had 

Pumpkinhead noticed his friends jumping up and down, screaming. But he 

didn’t, because he was too busy trying to light a bowl while driving. 

“Ah shit! You know he’s going to Snowy’s too. Damn it!” 

“Dude, he’s fuckin’ shot. Let’s just go inside and get some coffee. At least it’s 

warm.” 

“Yeah, alright. Hey, you got any bud on you?” 

“Dakota’s bringing some later.” 

“Oh.…. Any booze?” 

“Nope.” 

“Well this is one fine How-Do-You-Do, now ain’t it?” 

“Not the way I intended on spending my Friday night either.” 

“You got a quarter? We can call Snowy’s place and see if anyone will pick us 

up, or if anyone around here hasn’t left yet.” 

“Cool. What’s his number?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“Do you know his grandparents last name?” 

“No. I think it’s Smith, or something.” 

“Smith? You’re kidding, right? You want to start calling every fuckin’ Smith 

in the book? How about a first name?” 

“I don’t know. Try Snowy.” 

“Seriously?” 

“I don’t know, man. All I know is they live on Almira.” 

As their backs were turned, studying the phone book, Boodles DiNero drove 

by them with not only Jason in her car, but along the way, she had stopped to 

pick up Dakota as well. 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

All Tomorrow’s Parties 
 

hat the fuck man, let me in!” Jason demanded, standing on the third 

stair from the top, pushing on the door to Snowy’s room, which was 

now above the garage. “Stop horsing around, Snowman, or I’ll huff and I’ll puff 

and…..” 

“And you’ll suck my dick! What the fuck are you doing here anyway? You’re 

supposed to be here tomorrow,” Snowy said, pushing back on the door from the 

other side. 

“Tomorrow? Yeah, right. But the real party is going on tonight. Good thing I 

got my ear to the ground.” 

“And I’m gonna put your face to the ground, with it, if you don’t stop pushing 

this fuckin’ door! Now, come back tomorrow.” 

“What the fuck is this? Come back tomorrow? Are you joking around or 

something?” 

“Does it look like I’m joking?” Snowy said, grabbing a broom and shooing 

him away. “Now get down the stairs motherfucker, and come back tomorrow! 

This is the only way I could do it. You’re ruining everything!” 

“I’m ruining everything? What’s tomorrow? Get that thing away from me.” 

“There’s not much room in here, Jason, so I had to throw the party in shifts. 

One group of friends tonight, and one tomorrow; all different people; one’s that 

you and I know from way back.” 

“But, why can’t I just stay here now and not come tomorrow?” 

“Because, there will be too many people up here.” 

“So what?” 

“So, the Fire Marshall may come and shut us down, or something.” 

“Shut you down? Fire Marshall? Have you lost your mind?” 

“No. Besides, if you don’t come tomorrow, like I asked, I won’t have any one 

cool to hang out with?” 

“Why did you invite un-cool people to begin with?” 

“I was gonna ask the same thing,” said Rizzo, from inside the room. 

“Rizzy!” Boodles yelled walking past Snowy and into the room, without a 

fight. 

“So, I have to hang out with the un-cool people?” 

“W 
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“Stop your sobbin’ before I snap you in half.” 

“Yeah, right. C’mon, man. Rizzo’s here.” 

“Yeah, and do you know why she’s here? Because I asked her to come tonight, 

like I asked you to come tomorrow night. You don’t see her showing up last 

night at my house do you, slim? No, she show’s up when she’s asked because 

that’s the respectful thing to do, and not show up unannounced like a Kirby 

fuckin’ vacuum salesman.” 

“Fine. Sorry about that. I’ll come tomorrow so you have someone cool to hang 

with. But I’m here now, so let’s hang now, as well.” 

“Hey, can we come again tomorrow?” Pablo asked in an instigating manner. 

Snowy got into Jason’s face and said, “See what you’re doing? If you come 

both days, then he’s gonna wanna come both days, and Rizzo will have to come 

both days, then everyone’s gonna wanna come both days, and pretty soon it’ll be 

fuckin’ anarchy. Look at these people in here, you’re getting them all riled up.” 

Jason looked in at Pablo, Rizzo, Cannoli, and Jack sitting peacefully and talking 

softly amongst themselves. “You’re about to incite a riot. If you don’t go, I’ll be 

forced to call the authorities!” 

“Ha! What are you gonna tell ’em, ‘Hey officer, there’s this crazy guy at my 

cocaine party here on Almira, and he won’t leave.’ Huh? Fine……Boodles, let’s 

go.” 

“I wanna stay,” she yelled from inside. 

“We can’t! The Grand Pooh-Bah of Parties is kicking us out.” 

“Oh, c’mon,” Boodles whined. 

“You’re fine,” Snowy assured. “HE has to go, though.” 

“Say what? She’s fine? She can stay but I can’t? She wasn’t even invited. How 

much of that shit have you had so far?” 

“But she was your ride, right?” 

“Of course!” 

“That’s fine. I allotted for most people to come with a person who would be 

their ride. But she can’t come tomorrow, too. You’ll have to drive yourself or 

find someone else to take you, someone who isn’t here tonight.” 

“Huh? Dakota’s with us. She wasn’t invited either.” 

“No, but Carl was. I figured he’d bring her. So she’s more than welcome. 

Besides,” he continued in a whisper, “look at what she’s wearing.” 

Jason stared in disbelief and poked his finger hard on Snowy’s chest. “Fine, 

but this is some fucked up shit, and I’m not going to forget it. Boods! C’mon, I 

need a ride back to my house, apparently.” 

“Take Dakota if you’re leaving, unless you can find a ride later.” Snowy 

looked at the saucy longhaired brunette in the tight jeans. 

“I’m coming back,” Boodles informed him. 

“No you’re not. Once you leave you can’t come back.” 

“Say what? Why not?” 



“Because you’re HIS ride, and that’s the only reason you’re allowed to stay, 

and she wasn’t invited without Carl, so she has to leave with you, unless 

someone gives you a ride later on.” He looked at Dakota. 

“Okay. I can get a ride later. Pumpkinhead is coming, right?” 

“Far as I know.” 

“I’m staying,” Dakota said confidently, walking into the room, and plopping 

herself and her purse down, next to Cannoli Spitzer and Jack Carrot. 

“Well, I don’t wanna go,” said Boodles, as Pumpkinhead came walking up the 

stairs, behind Jason. 

“Okay, stay here,” Snowy said, pushing her back in and addressing 

Pumpkinhead with his eyes. “Dude, stay right there.” 

“Yeah, what’s up man?” 

“Can you give Jason a ride back home? He’s not feeling himself tonight.” 

“Ahh man, what a rash. I just got here, dude. Can’t we chill for a minute?” 

“No,” said Jason sarcastically, “because once you’re in, you can’t leave and 

come back…those are the rules.” 

Goiter, who had been standing behind Pumpkinhead laughed and said, “Can’t 

we get some sort of ticket stub? Ha-ha-ha.” 

“What the fuck is he doing here?” 

“Say what?” 

“I thought you were coming alone.” 

“I saw him hitchhiking on the road. He had nothing to do.” 

“So why does he have to do nothing here? Why couldn’t he do nothing 

somewhere else?” (inhale-exhale) “You just don’t know when to leave well 

enough alone, do you, Pumpkinhead?” 

“What the fuck, man?” 

“Fine.” (exhale) “But you’ll have to stand outside, under the tree. There’s no 

more room for anyone in here.” 

“There’s only five people in there!” 

“Can you give this joker a ride back, or not? Dude, I’ll make it worth your 

while.” 

“What are you going to do,” asked Goiter, “give him a blow job? Ha-ha-ha.” 

“I’m gonna crack you in the fuckin’ head, is what I’m gonna do.” 

“Who is this guy, anyway?” Jason asked. 

Mahdakis came to the door just then, looked at Goiter then stared into Jason’s 

eyes. “His name is Goiter Knight. He’s the younger brother of my very close 

friend, Angelica. You ever met her? She looks a lot like your sister.” 

Jason clammed up and shifted his eyes to the floor, nodding. “Hmm.” 

“Alright man, let’s go.” Pumpkinhead motioned to Jason. 

“Okay, hang on…Boods, come here for a minute.” 

Snowy retreated back into the bedroom as Boodles came out to talk with her 

departing guy. “What’s up? Sorry you have to leave. I feel awful.” 



“Then come with me.” 

“He’s giving away free coke.” 

“Fuck it; I’ll go find Alex or someone to hang out with. No problem.” Then 

turning to an inaudible whisper, Jason said, “But leave early, if you can, and 

bring back a doggie-bag for us later, if you get my drift.” 

Boodles smiled understandingly and shook her head. “Done.” 

“C’mon man, let’s go.” Pumpkinhead said impatiently. “You wanna come, 

Goiter?” 

“Might as well, I’m in no big hurry to start standing under a tree all night.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Snortin' Whiskey, Drinkin’ Cocaine 
 

nce the nonsense with Jason was over, the party resumed at a normal pace 

and Snowy McPeet was walking around like a Parkinson’s victim passing 

mirrors with pre-cut lines on them to various groups of friends. Cocaine wasn’t 

Mahdakis’s thing, but it was free and it was in abundance, so why not? It wasn’t 

as if he could ever afford the habit, so he wasn’t worried about becoming 

hooked. The same could not be said, however, for a number of his good friends, 

who were not only letting the seeds of rock addiction be planted within them, 

but also the mildly devious and sinister nature that typically accompanies the 

addiction. 

It was the first time he had seen Rizzo since they broke up. She seemed very 

different to him, yet looked exactly the same, as if someone had cloned her. 

Something had surely changed inside of her in the past month and a half. For 

starters, she and Pablo had come with their own coke-kits; an aluminum box that 

usually contained cut straws, a razor blade, and sometimes Q-Tips and/or a 

condom. They were definitely schooled for this sort of activity. Mahdakis sat 

with them for an uncomfortable moment or two just to be cordial. It wasn’t 

uncomfortable because of their romantic past, but more so because Rizzo and 

Pablo were into themselves that night, as often cokeheads are. The jokes they 

made seemed inside, and their motivation and aspirations seemed diluted in 

white powder. They really hadn’t much to talk about besides offering him a line 

or two, which he did. And as he did, he noticed that for every line or two that 

they did, another line went into a small baggie that Pablo had hidden in his left 

O 
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boot. They were stealing coke from their friend, Snowy, who was kind enough 

to share with them at no cost in the first place. Although he wasn’t going to rat 

them out for their disgusting behavior, it was the last straw for him (so to speak).  

He scanned the room in search of an excuse to get away, and found Dakota 

sitting with Snowy on his bed. They were chatting adjacent from Cannoli 

Spitzer and, what Mahdakis assumed to be, her boyfriend, Jack Carrot. Dakota 

looked uncomfortable, like she was looking for an excuse to get away, but that’s 

hard to do with the host of the party who keeps feeding you free drugs. 

Mahdakis decided to walk across the room to Dakota. In the two seconds it took 

to get over there, a thought went through his mind…. Perhaps this was precisely 

why he and Rizzo could never connect. She was growing in an opposite 

direction as he, and needed to free herself from him. While neither one realized 

this, or was to blame for delaying her growth, it certainly would explain a lot. 

Mahdakis was not like Pablo él Dente or the people that they hung around with 

often. Not that they were bad people; they weren’t. They were just too 

unimaginative for Mahdakis’s company. She was definitely getting laid on a 

regular basis now, too. Anyone could see it as she hadn’t quite yet figured out 

how to hide her tickling satisfactions, or realized yet how ugly it was to let it be 

known. Either way, Rizzo was giving it to Pablo, and wanted the world to know, 

but wouldn’t give him a fuckin’ hand job all summer…..and had wanted the 

world to know that, as well. 

When Mahdakis approached, he heard Snowy McPeet describing the big box 

on his TV stand to Dakota. “It’s a computer.” 

“I know that, but what do you do with one of those?” 

“Are you kidding? All kinds of stuff! (exhale) “I probably shouldn’t be telling 

you this, but right now, for instance, I’m downloading a game.” 

“What do you mean…...downloading?” Mahdakis cut in. 

   (inhale) “Downloading.” (exhale) Meaning right now there’s a game being 

loaded into it.” 

“From where?” asked Dakota. 

Snowy picked up the phone wire. “From here.” Shake-shake-shake “Texas, to 

be exact.” 

“You mean to tell us that right now a game that is in Texas is going through 

that phone line and into your computer?” 

“That’s exactly what I mean, Poindexter. I found this guy that exchanges video 

games with people and right now I’m downloading an awesome adult game 

called, Clock ’em Cock ’em Robots. I started it yesterday. It should be finished 

sometime tonight.” 

“What should be finished?” 

“Ahhh!” Snowy screamed in exasperation. “The Game! Downloading! The 

computer should have it all in its system by tonight.” 

“Two days to download a game?” 



“You can buy one in less time, you know.” 

“Yes, but this is free, and some of this is shit that’s not on the market.” 

“So how does this other guy in Texas, have it?” 

“Pirating. Bootleg.….Ahhh, never mind! Just DON’T touch anything, okay? 

Especially the phone…if it rings, don’t pick it up. Just let it ring. I gotta see who 

just pulled in the driveway and check out where they parked.” 

As Snowy walked away and went outside, Mahdakis and Dakota were left on 

the bed, staring at each other in bewilderment. “A computer. Where does he get 

money for this stuff?” 

“His grandmother is loaded,” Mahdakis informed, “but between me and you, I 

think his priorities are a little off. I mean, the dude doesn’t even have a car…..or 

a license, I don’t think. He definitely has no car. Yet he’s busy with 

these….games?” 

“What’s his deal?” 

“Well, I probably shouldn’t be telling you this, Dakota,” Mahdakis said, 

imitating Snowy, “but he is building a flying machine down in the garage.” 

“Ha-ha-ha, that is funny.” 

“It is. But I’m serious. Here.” He handed her the mirror with lines on it. She 

did two and gave it back to him. He did one and put it on the table.  

“Did I see him on a mope-head the other day?” 

“Oh yeah! That’s right. He does drive one of those. It’s in the garage next to 

the future flying machine.” Mahdakis picked up his bandana and wiped a spot of 

blood (maybe it was snot) of her nose. “Where’s Carl? I thought he said he was 

coming.” 

“I don’t know,” Dakota said, inhaling a cigarette with her head turned away 

from him as if she were posing for a magazine. “Not here. That’s all I know. I 

hope he’s all right, though. It’s not like him to say one thing and do another.” 

Then she leaned back against the head of the bed, facing his side and draped her 

left leg over his left thigh. A move that wasn’t missed by Cannoli Spitzer. “Did 

he say anything to you?” 

“Ah. No,” Mahdakis said, gingerly touching her ankle socks. Dakota loved to 

be loved, and often it meant nothing more than a stroke, which is what Mahdakis 

assumed she was looking for. He, himself didn’t know the details of her sexual 

adventures, and wasn’t sure if he ever wanted to. He liked her an awful lot, but 

he also hated blending in. So, if everyone else was having sex with her, he 

wanted to be the one guy that wasn’t. He also liked the cherishing proposal of 

something being ‘untouchable’. If he were to believe all the stories he heard 

about her, he’d never come near her without a hospital mask on. But you can’t 

believe everything you hear, so he accepted fifty percent of them, which was 

still a number that would give Wall Street a turbulent day. “Maybe Carl’s just 

hung up somewhere,” he continued, while moving his hand slightly up to her 

shin, then slapping it. “What’s the deal with you guys, anyway? Are you going 



to move in together? The last time we spoke, you were a little more than 

hesitant.” 

“I’m more comfortable with the idea of it now, but we still got away to go yet 

before we reach my level of non-commitment.” 

“Non-commitment?” 

“Yeah.” Dakota sat up straight, putting her hand over his so that he would 

know it was still okay to touch her leg, then let go of it and rested her elbows on 

her bent knees, with her hands clasped together, and continued in more of a 

whisper so no one would hear (the room was only a fifteen x thirty loft), “why 

do we have to be committed entirely to each other just because we are living 

together?” 

“It is the right thing to do, don’t you think?” 

“No, I don’t. I think the right thing to do is allow each of us to be ourselves 

and see where the natural road of co-existence leads us; as opposed to forcing 

something that is spiritually unhealthy.” 

“Christ, you sound just like Jezebel, you know that?” 

“Eew. Don’t say such things,” she giggled. 

“It’s true. She and I had this exact conversation. The maddening thing about it 

was getting her to admit that she really just wanted to fuck other guys.” 

“That isn’t just it. There’s other reasons, you know.” 

“Sure.” 

“There are. Besides, Jezebel’s an idiot. You were the best thing that ever 

happened to her, and she let it go.” 

“See? You’d better be careful.” 

“Mahdakis,” Cannoli Spitzer stood up with an illuminating smile on her face 

and pride in her voice, “this is Jack! My guy! Come here. Say hi.” 

‘What a cunt. She’s doing this on purpose.’ Mahdakis thought, getting up from 

under his seductress and walking to the window, where Cannoli and Jack sat. As 

Mahdakis extended his hand, he could hear the voices of Tony and Nicki enter 

the room behind him. Jack knew the stupid-secret handshake and executed it 

well. “I’ve heard a lot about you…..all good, too.” Mahdakis took a drag off his 

Tijuana Small and smiled. “You’ve got much to live up to, thanks to her, ya 

know.” 

“Shouldn’t….shouldn’t be a problem,” Jack said playfully. “A-a-and…I’m 

sure whatever she said….I-is true.” 

“Carl!” Dakota yelled. “Over here.” 

Cannoli whispered to Mahdakis, “Timing’s everything, huh?” 

Mahdakis stood nodding in agreement. “Huh.” Then turning to Carl Scungilli 

to shake his hand, said, “What’s up bro? Your girl here was getting a little 

anxious and worried.” 

“Yeah, well, Floyd and I tried to call here, but the damn phone line is busy, or 

it just keeps ringing and ringing.” 



“How’d you get here baby, hitch?” Dakota asked Carl. 

“Nah. His brother gave me a ride. I saw him dropping off Jason, and ran over 

to the car.” 

“Pumpkinhead’s here?” 

“Yep. Outside. Snowy’s showing everyone where to park, like he’s a concert 

events traffic coordinator.” 

“Oh, I know, H-he might as well be wearing a, a reflective vest a-a-and 

waving a pair of those giant fluorescent glow sticks,” said Jack. 

“Also, Goiter has to stand under the tree for some reason, so Snowy’s giving 

him some blow to kill the time.” 

“He’s all heart, that guy.” 

“Sure is,” Carl said, waving a bag of coke. “Hey, wanna take a walk outside 

with me?” Carl asked Dakota. 

“Sure. I’m game.” 

As the two of them left, not to return for some time, Mahdakis resumed his 

conversation with Jack and Cannoli. As much as he resented Jack’s presence, he 

could tell immediately that disliking the guy was going to be a lot more difficult 

than he thought. Jack Carrot was a lean, clean-cut, six-foot tall red head who 

carried himself with the confidence of a five-time champion quarterback and, 

who’s face looked like it was ready to crack a joke at any minute, or laugh at 

someone else’s. He seemed to be the kind of guy who held everyone as an equal 

and showed respect for them, no matter who they were. Mahdakis understood 

now why Cannoli missed him so, and why she basically shrugged off any 

advances Mahdakis ever made towards her as child’s play. The only question 

was, why was he with her? Oh well, not his business; love is love and that’s that. 

Although, being the pervert that he was, he could not help but try to envision the 

two of them having intercourse. ‘How did that work?’ he wondered. ‘There’s at 

least a two-foot difference between them. Even if she gave oral, she couldn’t do 

it very comfortably on her knees because she wouldn’t be able to reach it. 

Maybe it’s really long….Damn this dude’s got it all.’ Mahdakis concluded that 

he lied on his back a lot, and that she was more or less the worker bee. The 

thought of her performing naked was beginning to get him aroused again. He 

wondered if she was blonde down there as well, or had the Italian in her 

dominated that area. His cock was begging to grow as he stood directly in front 

of Cannoli Spitzer. She saw it move in his pants and gave him a ghastly look of 

horror. He needed to stop his perverted day dreaming right this instant. As luck 

would have it, that instant came right then, in the form of a music disc, slicing 

right into the side of his head. “Ow! What the fuck?” Mahdakis looked to the 

floor, and at the strange object that had just hit him. “What is this, dude?” 

(inhale-exhale) “It’s called a CD, a Compact Disc. Think of it as a miniature 

record, but one that never scratches or breaks. Check it out.” Snowy McPeet 

picked the CD up off the floor, threw it in the air like a Frisbee and watched it 



land, then glide a little along the dusty wooden floor. Snowy put his half-burnt 

cigarette in the ashtray next to Cannoli as he went across the room to retrieve the 

device. “Check it out!” He yelled lighting a cigarette across from them and 

gliding the CD across the dusty floor once again. (exhale) “These fuckers take a 

beating and keep on playing. You can do anything to these and they’ll still play 

the songs without skipping or anything.”  

“No shit,” Tony said, sounding very interested. “I heard these were comin’ out 

soon.” 

“My God,” (inhale) “do you remember how annoying it was listening to vinyl 

and getting to that one spot where you knew it was going to always skip?” 

(exhale) Shake-shake-shake “Christ, no more,” he said, putting the cigarette in 

the same ashtray as the other one he had just laid down two minutes before, 

which was still burning. Then he ran over to the CD player and put the dusty, 

scratchy CD inside of it.” 

“How much are these things?” 

“And what do you mean, ‘do we remember playing vinyl?’ We still do,” 

Cannoli said. 

“You won’t after you here this, my fair maiden. Check it out.” 

“Dude, you got a light?” Tony asked, getting up to check out the CD player. 

“Yeah, hang on,” Snowy said, hitting play and then lighting a cigarette for 

Tony. Snowy, observing him inhale it said, “That’s not a bad idea. I think I’ll 

have one too.” He reached inside his shirt, pulled out a pack of Players 

cigarettes, and lit another fresh one. (inhale-exhale) “Ahhh….Pure satisfaction. 

Just like….” 

“Ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-

ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch-ch,” came the sound of the song playing on the CD 

player. It was a song called Changes, and it was skipping something bad. 

Cough-cough-cough “What the fuck!” (exhale), Snowy exclaimed, taking his 

cigarette out of his mouth and putting it on the table next to where Nicki Tater 

was sitting. He then ran over to the CD player and pounded on it yelling, 

“Fuckin’ thing! What the hell is this?”  

As the CD player would not open and kept on skipping, the room erupted with 

laughter. “I think I’ll stick with my records and tapes,” Pablo yelled from across 

the room. 

“Yeah, same here,” said Boodles, now walking over. “Where’d you get this, 

anyway? I have to know so I never go there.” 

Snowy lit a cigarette. “I’m not at liberty to say.” 

“Say what?” 

“It’s classified!” (inhale) “That’s all I can say.” (exhale) “But I’ll tell you this, 

the guy told me these things were indestructible. That’s how they’re advertised, 

too. Tomorrow I’m gonna go over there and stab the fuckin’ guy right in his 

heart and twist ‘till he stops kicking.” 



Goiter yelled from outside and down below, “Hey! The record’s skipping! Ha-

ha!” 

Snowy ran to the window in a mad rage, grabbing a hamper full of dirty 

clothes on his way, and threw the entire thing and its contents out and on top of 

Goiter’s unsuspecting head. “No fuckin’ shit, asshole! And it’s a CD, not a 

record! This is new improved technology!” 

“Sounds awesome!” said Goiter standing beneath the tree, pealing a sticky t-

shirt off the top of his head. “So you’re making it skip like that on purpose? 

Hey, nice gym shorts. I never figured you for the athletic type. Ha-ha-ha.” 

Snowy turned towards his audience, legitimately angry, and said, “This little 

douche is crusin’ for a fuckin’ beatin’” 

“A Bruisin’.” 

“Whatever.” 

“Can I have another line?” Goiter yelled. 

“Another line? You want a line?” Snowy yelled back. 

“Yeah.” 

“Okay pal, I got your line….hang on.” Snowy left the window for a moment 

and turned around. “Pumpkinhead, reach in that closet behind you and…” 

“NO!” Rizzo yelled. “Don’t do it!! There’s a dead body in there!” 

“Shut your pie hole, over there. Don’t listen to her. Reach in that closet and 

grab my fishing pole…..Hurry!” 

Pumpkinhead turned around and opened the door to the closet. “I’ll be 

damned; there is a dead body in here.” Carefully studying the pole he just picked 

up in the closet, Pumpkinhead turned towards Snowy and said, “Wow, ya know, 

I used to do a lot of fishing when I was younger man.” 

“I’m sure you did, Huck Finn, and we’d all love to hear about it someday. But 

right now, you gotta stop screwin’ around and gimme that thing,” Snowy said, 

reaching over the head of Jack and Tony and grabbed the pole from 

Pumpkinhead. “Gimme the tackle box, too.” 

“Hey! What’s going on up there?” 

“Pipe down! It’s coming!” Snowy yelled back down to Goiter, then changed 

the tone of his voice to a diabolical whisper, “Here watch this.” He quickly put a 

small baggie of cocaine on the end of the fishhook.  

“Oh, c’mon,” said Cannoli, “don’t do that to him.” 

“Would you prefer I do it to you?” 

“Oh my God,” said Nicki, laughing into Tony’s shoulder, “what a nut case.” 

“He-he. I can’t wait to see his face. Here you go! One line, coming up!” 

Snowy yelled, lowering the line out the widow just a couple of feet above 

Goiter’s head. “Jump for it!” 

Goiter jumped a few times and gave up. “It’s too high I can’t reach it.” 

“Bark like a dog!” 

“Say What?” 



“I’ll lower the line if you bark like a dog.” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha!” laughed Tony Ravioli. 

“Awe, man,” Jack said, smiling.  

“Oh stop this. It’s so mean,” said Boodles, with her crooked-tooth smile. 

“C’mon…Bark!” 

There was silence as Goiter once again tried unsuccessfully to grab the bag of 

cocaine off the fishing line, then gave in. “Bark, bark, bark!” 

“What the fuck is that?” 

“A dog barking!” 

“How many dogs say BARK? None. Humans’ say bark. Dog’s say woof! Now 

bark like a dog, not a human!”  

 

 

“What the fuck is his problem with the Goiter?” Pablo asked Pumpkinhead. “I 

mean, the dude’s done nothing all night long but stand under a tree and have 

dirty clothes thrown on top of him.” 

“I don’t know dude, but this is some funny shit right here.” 

“You’re studying to be a super hero; shouldn’t you do something about this?” 

“I’m off the clock, yo.” 

“Off the clock?” said Rizzo. “You mean being a super hero is that 

regimented?” 

“Union rules, dude,” Pumpkinhead confirmed, taking a drag off a joint. “You 

don’t want to out-do another super hero who’s on duty. If you do, they call you a 

Mustang Sally.” 

“A what?” 

Pumpkinhead took another hit. “Mustang Sally; someone who works too hard 

on the line and makes the others look bad, thereby potentially increasing the 

overall workload for everyone.” 

“Oh,” nodded Rizzo, “and you wouldn’t want that now, would you.” 

“Hell, no. They’d fuck with your benefits.”  

“What exactly are your benefits?” 

“A bunch of shit that I’m not at liberty to talk about.” 

“There sure does seem to be a lot of extraneous top secret bullshit going on in 

this room, tonight,” Rizzo whispered to Pablo. 

“I’ll tell you this though,” Pumpkinhead finally exhaled. “We get free rice 

pudding whenever we want.” 

“That’s important.” 

“Laugh all you want, but let me ask you…” Pumpkinhead began rubbing his 

hands on Pablo’s forehead. “If you could have anything to eat on the entire 

planet….right now….right here and now…anything you want…..What would it 

be? What is it you desire most, Pablo? Right now, at this particular moment in 

time?” 



Pablo él Dente grinned as he gave careful consideration. “You know…some 

rice pudding would be excellent right about now.”  

“Here you go,” Pumpkinhead said, handing him a small plastic container of 

rice pudding and then walking away. 

“How did he do that?” 

“Super powers, I guess,” said Rizzo.  

 

 

“Fine!” Goiter yelled back. “Woof! Woof, woof! Woof, woof, woof!” 

“At a boy! Keep barking,” Snowy said, lowering the line within reach. 

“What the fuck are you doing?” Carl said as he and Dakota approached Goiter 

from behind.  

“Getting some free coke!” Goiter jumped and grabbed the small bag 

triumphantly then looked up again. “Thanks dude! Hey, you got another straw? I 

lost mine somewhere out here.” 

“This is some fucked up shit,” said Carl. 

“Sure.” Snowy reached in his back pocket and prepared to throw some straws 

out the window. “But first put those sexy gym shorts on your head.” 

“Goiter, don’t!” Dakota ordered. 

“You have a straw on you?” 

“No, but don’t give in to this bullshit. They’re just making an ass out of you.” 

“Nah, go ahead,” said Carl. “Don’t listen to her. I wanna see what happens 

next.” 

“Oh Christ already,” said Cannoli. “What is this, some sort of hazing?” 

“Shut up you,” Snowy said to her, then yelling out the window. “Put ‘em 

on…just for a second.” 

“Fine,” Goiter said, putting them on his head. 

“Ha-ha-ha! Ahh man, here’s your straws,” Snowy said, throwing them out and 

then pulling the pole back inside. 

“EEEWWW! This is some fucked up shit, man!” came the voice from outside 

and down below, again. “These smell like cum!” 

“Oh, God, they do!” Dakota jumped back. 

“The straws?” 

“These shorts, asshole!” 

 

 

“So why doesn’t he take them off his head?” Pablo inquired quietly to Rizzo.  

“Maybe he enjoys the stench,” she suggested. “He didn’t say he didn’t.” 

Pablo cut another line. “I’m still not clear as to why he’s out there in the first 

place. Can you help me with that one?” 



“I don’t know. It’s just a shitty thing to do to someone,” Rizzo said, shoveling 

cocaine into a baggie hidden in her shirtsleeve. “I mean, why not just make him 

stand inside with a dunce cap on his head, and throw spaghetti at him?” 

“Now, that would be funny.” 

 

 

“They’re not my shorts, dickhead! They’re his!” Snowy yelled, pointing at 

Mahdakis. “So shut up before I come down there and bust your curly head wide 

open.” 

“Actually it’s his hair that’s curly, not his head,” Cannoli corrected. 

(exhale) “And you’re next.”  

“Uh-huh,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble Tony Ravioli said, looking Mahdakis and 

Snowy both up and down, “you guys share the same hamper?” 

“Oh my,” said Rizzo from her far corner, laughing uncontrollably. 

“That’s disgusting,” Nicki said, with a smile on her face. “Mahdakis, you 

should be ashamed of yourself, man.” 

“I guess that helps explain the smell in this room,” said Cannoli. “What were 

you guys doing before we got here?” 

“I-I think that smell is you, babe.” 

“What? Me? Why would I smell like sex?” 

“That’s not, that’s not what I smell. I smell, like, cold cuts. Did you shower 

after work?” 

“Yeah, I showered!” Cannoli defended herself, though she had just started a 

part time job working in the deli of a local grocery store, so it was feasible. 

Rizzo made a sniffing motion with her nose. “Yeah, I’ve been smelling ham 

all night.” 

“I thought it was me,” Pablo concurred. “I thought I was going crazy.” But 

only two people knew the real source of the smell…..and they weren’t talking. 

“So, so, th-th-these are the people you wanted me to meet?” said Jack with that 

wry grin on his face. 

“Hey,” said Snowy, lighting up another cigarette, “I can’t account for what 

Porno Pete was doing before he got here. All I know is that I gave him a pair of 

pants to wear, and that’s it.” (exhale). 

“You’re wearing a pair of his pants?” All eyes were now on Mahdakis, with 

grave skepticism. 

Mahdakis looked over at his younger brother. “Did you notice if the dryer was 

still running when you left?” 

“Yeah, I heard it stop. Yep.” 

Mahdakis looked at everyone and then back at Goiter down below. “They fit 

you well, you know. You can have ’em if you want.” 

Cannoli could see that her friend was embarrassed and immediately changed 

the subject. “I need to get some air. It’s really smoky in here, you know.” She 



forced out a fake cough. “You people shouldn’t smoke so much with only one 

window, or at least not at the same time,” she said, waving the smoke away from 

her face. “Man!”  

“It is really smoky in here,” Nicki agreed. 

“I’m not smoking.” 

“Me neither.” 

“I had a joint earlier, and those three are all outside under the tree.” 

“I don’t smoke.” 

“We shared one a while ago, but not now.” 

“I’d like one, if someone has one. All I have are these cigars.” 

“I don’t smell cigar smoke or pot smoke. Look at all these cigarettes burning 

in the ashtrays,” Cannoli Spitzer said, walking around the room like an 

inspector. Look at this one here,” she said picking the one up off the table next 

to Nicki. “It’s not even in an ashtray. This is just a fire waiting to happen.” 

Snowy was pissed. “Use the fuckin’ ashtrays, you asshole degenerates! Christ, 

that’s all I fuckin’ need, a fire here. I’d lose everything. (inhale) One more 

incident like that, and I’m gonna have to ask you all to go home!” Cough-cough-

cough, (exhale)  

“And who’s is this?” Cannoli continued. When no one answered, she walked 

around to the next one, which was also still burning. “And this one?” When no 

one answered still, she went back to where she was sitting and picked up two 

from the ashtray at the same time. “Whose are these, burning?” 

“Who the fuck cares?” Shake-shake-shake “What is this? Just go outside, if 

you can’t take our smoking. So sorry we all ruined your good time, princess.” 

“I-it’s just kind of stupid to have all these cigarettes burning for no reason, is 

all,” Jack defended. 

“Everyone here smokes. What can I tell you?” 

“B-but no one’s smoking them, Snowy; that’s her point, they’re just burning in 

the ashtrays, fogging up the air.” 

“Well, find out who they belong to and smack ’em upside the head. I only 

smoke Players, these other clowns all smoke Marlboro’s.” (inhale) “What kind 

are they, Cannoli?” 

Cannoli, reading the filter of everyone, said, “Players…This one, too. Players, 

they’re all Players.” 

“What?!!” Snowy said, rubbing his temple and looking into his half-empty 

pack of butts. “Who the fuck’s stealing my cigarettes? You fuckin’ bozo’s better 

cut the shit before I strangle all of you and put you into a soup.” (exhale) 

“Ungrateful cock-suckers!” He grabbed Pumpkinhead as he walked away. 

“C'mon Zorro, let’s go outside and roll one up.” 

“Sure thing dude.” 

“I like your cape. That’s cool.” 

“Made it myself.” 



“You don’t say. Real silk?” 

“Nothing but.” 

“How can I get one of those?” 

Mahdakis followed Cannoli and Jack outside, to talk with Goiter and his little 

gang a bit, but away from the caped crusading, pot smoking dual, and struck up 

a conversation, a conversation that would change things once again. “I saw Jez 

driving your car.” 

“Oh yeah, where? It’s not mine anyway, it’s hers.” 

“Well, she was coming from Snowy’s place as I was walking towards it. You 

sold it to her, or something?” 

“Ha-ha! What a piece of shit. She’s going to be sorry,” Carl said. 

“Yep. Made a pretty good buck, too. Jack’s gonna fix this Camaro up, that I 

got my eye on.” 

“Nice. What kind of Camaro?” 

“Blue.” 

“Good kind. You know about cars, dude?” Mahdakis asked, lighting up a 

Tijuana. 

“Yeah, that’s ….that’s what I do. I’m a mechanic. Well, I mean, uh…it’s, it’s 

what I-” 

“It’s what he’s going to do when he finds a job.” 

“I got it, okay?” he said staring at Cannoli, red-faced. 

“Oh now, look at the nice couple arguing over there,” Goiter said. 

“Hey, shut the fuck up over there,” Cannoli barked. 

Mahdakis shook his head a little and laughed, “Ha. I just can’t see her driving 

a car.” 

“Let me know when she’s on the road. I want to steer clear of her, too,” 

Dakota laughed. 

“Oh ah…she won’t be driving it for too long,” Jack smiled. “The-the 

transmission’s gonna go sooner than later.” 

“No doubt,” Carl said.  

“It’s shot. I put it in myself, but it’s got a lot of miles on it already. Carl here 

helped a little, too.” 

“Oh well,” was all Mahdakis would say. 

Cannoli Spitzer thought hard on whether to tell Mahdakis of what Jezebel 

Crowley had said about him, and as long as she lived, she would always wonder 

why she did. “You know, she asked a lot of questions about you.” 

“Oh yeah?” Mahdakis said trying to appear indifferent. “Be careful what you 

tell her. She’s evil, you know. She probably wants to find out where I go and 

what I do, so she can kill me at some point without anyone suspecting her.” 

“I don’t think so,” Cannoli said, lowering her eyes. “This was ‘girl talk’.” 

“Uh-oh,” Jack said, glancing over at Goiter. “This is where we should exit.” 

“I can’t. I gotta stand here under this tree.” 



“Who says? Snowy? I’ll handle him. Come on in with me.” 

“C’mon Dakota, let’s go see what Pumpkinhead and Snowy are up to,” Carl 

said. 

Mahdakis waited until everyone was out of earshot then asked, “What kind of 

‘girl talk’ are we talking?” 

“The good kind. The kind we are prohibited from talking about with 

guys…...It’s a girl thing. But I’ll tell you this, Mahdakis my friend; I don’t think 

she wants to kill you.” 

“Oh no?” 

“Far from it.” Cannoli Spitzer continued to observe his demeanor, which he 

was aware of, so he kept himself cool as a cucumber on the outside. “I think she 

misses you…...She mentioned wanting to see you again. Can you believe that 

shit?” 

“See? You mean like to say Hi, and whatnot.” 

“No, I mean…” Cannoli hesitated and grit her teeth. “I mean she’d like to see 

a lot of you…again…...I think she regrets some things.” 

 “Ha.” Mahdakis couldn’t help but let a big smile take over his entire face. 

“No kidding.” 

“Knock it off,” she warned. “I’m only telling you because I thought it was 

amusing. Amusing, only because you assured me that you were long over her 

and wanted nothing to do with her ever again. If I thought you felt otherwise, I’d 

not tell you at all.” 

“I know. I don’t need her. My love for her is passé my dear. I’ve moved on.” 

“You better have. Because I swear to God, if you start hanging around her 

again I’m not going to hang around you anymore. I don’t like the fuckin’ witch, 

and I think she’s bad for you. She’s hurt you on multiple occasions, and you’ve 

given her too many chances as it is. I’d have no respect for you if you started 

dating her ever again, and neither would anyone up in that room.” 

Mahdakis heard what she was saying but would not make eye contact. Maybe 

it was the shame he felt for the sudden yearning of Jezebel’s love again, or 

maybe it was the anger he felt towards Cannoli, for being such a hypocritical 

bitch of a person and currently, a very intolerable friend. 

“C’mon, let’s go upstairs. I have to go keep an eye on Jack.” 

“I’ll be up in a minute.” Mahdakis waved her off. 

She turned to go and looked back at him. “I’m serious. Don’t think about her if 

you know what’s good for you, and for you and me.” then she disappeared up 

into the stairwell with the others right on her tail. 

‘Keep an eye on Jack’? Mahdakis thought as he puffed on his cigar. ‘What the 

fuck kind of nonsense is that? Did I dodge a bullet? And who the hell is she to 

tell me what I should and should not do? Why does she think she knows what’s 

best for me when she can’t even find it in herself to trust her own man…..for 

whatever reason. Why is she so adamant about me not dating Jezebel? Why? 



Was she in love with me, and jealous of her? That doesn’t seem right, but you 

never know. Either way, what’s the point now? She has her guy, and she and I 

had our chances, so that couldn’t be it. Was she just that controlling of a friend? 

That insecure that she needed to have a place for everyone and everyone in their 

place, and since Jez had no place in her life, Cannoli wouldn’t find a place in 

her life for anyone associated with Jezebel? What was going on here?’ 

Mahdakis thought back to that night a couple of months ago when Frank Slate 

had his bad trip. Cannoli was very firm about her position with Jezebel then, too. 

He remembered Frank saying, that Cannoli was a bad friend, and how shocked 

Tony was, too, to hear her say such things. This made him feel better in that, 

maybe not everyone up there in that room hated Jez, or him for wanting to love 

her. He hoped not, because he was going to call her first chance he got. He had 

to. He wanted to. His vanity craved it. If Cannoli was telling the truth, then this 

was also a chance to reclaim some sort of a normal love relationship in his life, 

and not just silly teenage puppy love. No, it would hopefully be the kind of true 

love that two people, for whatever reason, have for one another, and who are 

meant to be together. Mahdakis considered; he was in no hurry to get upstairs to 

these particular people; people with loved ones. He was happy for his best 

friend, Tony Ravioli. He sincerely was, but at times he felt like a third wheel; 

besides, Nicki had been a little bit of an influence on Tony, an influence 

Mahdakis wasn’t crazy about. She was heavily into the nose candy. They all 

knew it, and they both knew that Mahdakis didn’t like being around them when 

they were on that kind of a high so, out of courtesy, they hid it from him 

whenever possible. He could hear her laughing upstairs right now. She and Tony 

had arrived already primed. Then there was the happy couple known as Rizzo 

and Pablo, just a glaring reminder of another one of his catastrophic failures. 

Failure to be seen as a man, failure to impress, and failure in good judgment. His 

vanity was allotting him more anger than necessary. While Boodles DiNero and 

Jason Miller were a mystery, and seemingly detached, they must be having a 

good time behind closed doors, and sharing many heart-warming sentiments. 

Even Snowy was happy with his make-believe girlfriend, Andrea. In fact, she 

was on her way right now, but wouldn’t be here until later when everyone was 

gone. Charlotte had chickened out on the aspect of taking their relationship one 

or two steps further. They still saw each other often, but the fact that she 

couldn’t, or didn’t want to take what they had more seriously, only accentuated 

the vulgarity of their lustful liaison. Although Charlotte was usually the one on 

the submissive end, Mahdakis was beginning to feel used, somehow. He was 

tiring of their clandestine meetings and covert procedures. He wanted to share 

some of what they did with one of the guys….or someone. More importantly, he 

wanted to be inside someone he loved, for a change, and he had not done that 

since Jezebel. Even if her love was make-believe, he deemed it as real. 

Therefore, it made him feel good about himself. Mahdakis needed very much to 



love someone, or at least find someone who would let him love them. He didn’t 

need much back, either, just some common courtesy. Jezebel fit that order to a 

tee. Not only that, Mahdakis really did love her…….a lot! He also thought she 

had the sexiest body a man could lie with, and he wanted it again. He wanted it 

all to himself. Maybe this was the time to jump in; or, maybe he should make 

her wait a little. God knows if she told Cannoli all of this, then she knew it 

would eventually get back to him. It was probably a desperate ploy. But at least 

she was the one to take the first step; camouflaged as it may be, it was still a step 

in rekindling their fire. Then of course, there was Cannoli and Jack upstairs, the 

couple of all couples. They would probably be married in few years and still be 

together when they were forty or fifty. Yuck. At least Jezebel was in agreement 

with him of living no longer than thirty or so; they had often discussed getting a 

convertible and driving off a cliff together while dosed on LSD, laughing, 

kissing and carrying on…plunging to their happy deaths. His ear caught 

something upstairs and for a few minutes he stopped to listen through the open 

window above………. 

 

 

Mahdakis had long since appointed her a sort of manager/marketing director 

of the band, and for the past few months, Boodles DiNero had been steadily 

convincing the people of Norford that a fake band named ‘Cum n Wet It’, had 

blown up Pock’s van in revenge for his band getting a better billing date at the 

Y-DOG than they did. The story was intended as an elaborate joke, or a 

publicity stunt at very best; but as time went on, and people remained bored 

chatting about their own pathetic lives, they began talking about the lives of the 

people in this band-that-never-existed, and the stories about them spiraled out of 

control, taking on a life of their own. People actually became obsessed with this 

band-that-never-existed, and more so, outraged. They wanted to know who these 

assholes were. One rumor going around was that the lead singer (everyone could 

only assume was a guy because no one ever heard a recording) recently had a 

botched sex change and would whip out his mangled piece of flesh during a 

song-that-never-existed, called ‘Cut Down to Size’, from their album-that-never-

existed, ‘The Prime of Your Life’. Another one was that the bass player was a 

henchman for Gary over in Deephole, New Jersey, and that he had spent his 

teenage years in an adult prison. Captain H was curious about the validity of that 

rumor. Another rumor was in regards to how they got their name. Cum n Wet It 

was, at first, a song that they wrote when, one night, a woman jumped the small 

stage and blew the guitar player during the solo of that song. No song ever 

existed, but the name stuck and, as well, so did the act. It was said that someone 

got a blowjob while performing on stage by audience members every show. 

Boodles took this rumor and stretched it to people in the audience getting oral 

once in a while, too. That was sure to sell another ticket to one of their fake 



shows, she thought. Whichever rumor you believed, or did not believe, one thing 

was consistent amongst all the gossip, and that was that the band was really 

good; on the cusp of being signed to a major label. The amusing thing about it 

was that none of Mahdakis’s band had started these rumors and there was no 

music or visuals of any kind to substantiate any of this, yet people couldn’t stop 

talking about the band-that-never-existed, Cum n Wet It’.  

Recently, Boodles DiNero started developing ideas on how to profit from this 

joke. Her thought now was to have Mahdakis’s band play as the fake band, 

‘Cum n Wet It’, a week after their own show and make a killing at the door from 

all the angry people who wanted to find out who the fuck this band was. The 

band would of course be wearing makeup or disguises so no one would know 

who they were. This money, on top of the previous week’s money, would make 

for a good month.  

With everyone except Mahdakis, back up in the Snowy’s loft, Boodles 

grabbed a coke spoon and began tapping a preservative jar she found next to 

Snowy’s bed. Ting-ting-ting “Listen up everybody.” Ting-ting-ting “Listen up.” 

She stopped tapping and waited until she had everyone’s attention. “Okay, as 

most of you know, that fuck-ass degenerate band, ‘Cum n Wet It’, blew up 

Pock’s van a while back, and are now going to be playing on our turf. They’re 

going to be playing the week after we do, in the same venue. We have to try as 

hard as we can to make them look bad. If they look bad, then they’ll never be 

asked to play anywhere around here again. So…..what I came up with was this; 

the Y-DOG can only sell a limited number of tickets to these shows because of 

fire rules and so forth. Through Tommy, who works there off and on, we happen 

to know where the tickets are getting printed and when they will be picked up. I 

could be right there, at the Y to intercept sales and distribution of the tickets to 

anyone, with a bulk buy. If we buy up as many tickets as possible, they won’t be 

able to sell very many to their friends and fans, and will play in front of an 

empty room.” 

“So we buy tickets to a show that we don’t go to?” 

“Yep.” 

“That’s a lot of money, don’t you think?” 

“Not if we all just buy one or two tickets. They’re only five bucks a piece.” 

Despite the humor of her crisscrossed eyes, Boodles was very persuading. 

“So, the show will be a sellout, but there won’t be anyone there.” 

“Uh-huh.” Boodles smiled and nodded happily.” 

“I think it’s a good plan,” Nicki said. “Fuck these cock-suckers and their 

terrorist ways.” 

“I kind of want to see them.” 

“Me too.” 

“Forget about that,” Boodles said, trying to fan the fire of their curiosity. 



“But we still have to buy tickets for Mahdakis’s band, right?” -Bobble-bobble-

bobble 

“Right.” 

(exhale) “Excellent. Count me in for one. Fuck it, make it two,” Snowy said, 

handing her a ten spot. (inhale) “I love anything to do with corruption and 

diabolical schemes that fuck people in the ass! Ha-haaa!” -Cough-cough-cough, 

Shake-shake-shake. 

Boodles passed the preservative jar around and everyone threw in ten dollars 

for the cause. The group was so snowblind at this point that some people 

donated twice because they couldn’t remember if they had or not. When she got 

the jar back, it had one hundred and thirty dollars in it. “Thanks everyone! 

You’re awesome! This is gonna be great. Now, if you can just pass the word to 

all of our friends who can’t be here tonight, we’ll have enough for a good bulk 

purchase of those tickets by week's end.” 

“I’ll get at least a five spot from all the jokers at my party tomorrow. I assume 

Jason already threw in?” 

“No, he didn’t. Get him for ten. I gotta get home now though. Does anyone 

need a ride?” 

“Nah. We’re good,” said Carl, scratching his crotch. “I think we’re gonna head 

out now, too.” 

“Yeah, we really should get going,” Rizzo said to Pablo, who was already 

getting up. 

“Us too,” Cannoli said, grabbing her purse. 

They all filed downstairs and outside to where Mahdakis was, still smoking his 

cigar and contemplating his non-existent love life. Nicki and Tony stayed 

upstairs as the rest of them walked to their cars, Mahdakis grabbed Boodles by 

the arm when she came out. “How much did we make?” 

“Huh? Oh,….this…um…” 

“Give it to me.” 

Boodles handed him the jar and he started counting. “This isn’t Snowy’s 

emergency ‘piss jar’ is it?” 

“I hope not.” 

“Was it next to his bed?” 

“No…No,” she lied. 

“One thirty?” 

“Yeah, but they’re all going to tell other people too, so we stand to make a lot 

more than that.”  

Mahdakis counted out seventy dollars, shoved it in his pocket before anyone 

could see, and handed the rest over to her. 

“Sixty for me and seventy for you? I did the work.” 

“It’s my product. Besides, this money is supposed to go towards the band, 

remember?” 



“Yeah, yeah, yeah……see you later Rizzy!” She turned around and waved. 

“That’s okay you can keep the jar,” she said, wiping her hand on her pant leg 

and handing him the empty jar. 

“Later on, man,” was Mahdakis’s half-hearted good-bye to Rizzo and Pablo. 

“What am I going to do with this?” he asked, and tossed the jar on the lawn. 

“Well, I should be going too. Are you staying here with Snowy, Tony and 

Nicki?” 

“Yeah…….Unless you want to give me a reason to come with you,” he said 

with a sly grin. 

Boodles contorted her face, even more than usual, and made a standoffish 

pose. “What the hell is that supposed to mean, dude?” 

“It means I’d be willing to part with this seventy dollars for a better cause if 

you’d like it back.” 

Boodles DiNero continued staring at him. Mahdakis was supposed to be that 

one guy who was different than all the rest, the one that you could hang around 

with like a girl-friend and not worry about anything sexual. Boodles was not that 

kind of a girl, and while she loved the green, she never sold her body for it. “I 

have to go,” she said sternly, her angry brown eyes cutting into him like a buzz 

saw. “You should go home and take a cold fuckin’ shower!” 

 She must have been angry, Boodles never used swear words, Mahdakis 

thought. He took a few steps towards her and attempted to grab her elbow. 

“Hey….Hey…Sorry. I was just kidding” 

“No you weren’t! I saw the look on your face. You want to fuck me…and pay 

me for it.” 

“Well I figured you’d want something in return, since you’re dating Jason, and 

all.” 

“You better get your fuckin’ head on straight. I don’t know where this is 

coming from, but it’s not the Mahdakis I know and like, and it’d better not be a 

turning point, or I’m out of here. Good night!” 

“Boodles….” 

She opened the door to her car and huffed, “Later!”  

 

 

There was still enough cocaine left for an army barracks by the time Mahdakis 

finally made his way up the stairs. “Here,” Snowy said, handing him a mirror 

with lines on it, “we’ve been waiting for you, well not really, but we’re glad you 

could find it in you to finally make an appearance.” 

“You having an episode out there, buddy?” Tony asked slightly serious. 

“Yeah, c’mon dude. Look at all this coke we have to finish,” Nicki instigated. 

And, indeed, there was a mound of coke on the table in front of them. “All 

this?” 



“Oh yeah,” Shake-shake-shake “so don’t pass go, don’t collect two-hundred 

dollars, just sit down, shove your face in it, and get busy.” 

“Just the four of us left? Is anyone else still here?” 

“Just the four of us.” (exhale) “Finally. I thought those freeloading 

cocksuckers would never leave.” 

“Didn’t you invite them?” 

“Yeah! Sure I did! It doesn’t mean I have to like them, though.” 

“Usually it does.” 

“So what the fuck’s your problem, Mopey?” 

“Cannoli’s kind of an asshole, I think.” 

“Kinda? No shit; she’s okay, but she has her moments, let me tell you.” 

“Spill it. What did she say to you?” 

Mahdakis snorted a line off the mirror and held his head back briefly before 

continuing, “First she tells me that Jez was asking about me and is sorry for all 

she’s done, and basically misses fucking me; then Cannoli says, ‘But don’t you 

dare, or you and I will not be friends; and neither will those people upstairs.’ 

What the fuck is that? Why even tell me that shit, in the first place then?” 

“A real friend wouldn’t, and it’s not true about the people upstairs,” said 

Nicki. 

“Speak for yourself.” 

“Snowy!” 

“Just kidding. Calm down over there, Joan Crawford.” Snowy took the mirror 

from Tony and chopped eight more lines up. “What business is it of hers where 

you put your dick, anyway?” 

“She seems more concerned with where I put my heart. But this is real easy 

talk for her…and you guys, because you all have someone at the moment. I 

don’t.” 

“Dude, you’ve only been without Rizzo for what, two months or less?” 

Cough-cough-cough “Break out the violins.” –Shake-shake-shake 

“I was never with Rizzo. Or she was never with me….Whatever; you know 

what I just did?” 

“Pray tell.” 

“I just hit on Boodles.” 

“Ha-haaa!” -Cough-cough-cough “Ha-haaa!” -Cough-cough-cough “Oh my 

God! You must be desperate. That says it all, buddy! Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!” –Cough-

cough-cough.  

“And unsuccessfully too, I might add. I would normally never do that!” 

“Who would? Ha-ha-ha-ha!!” 

“What the fuck’s so funny with him, over there?” 

“What’s funny is that he hit on an ugly piece of trash like her, and 

then…then…the icing on the cake……she turns him down! Ha-ha-ha-ha- 

Cough-cough-cough, Shake-shake-shake. 



“As a woman with a male friend, I understand what she is trying to do….and 

tell you. She doesn’t want to see you get hurt again. That’s all. Her intentions 

are good. And, as we know, Jezebel is very capable of doing bad things, whether 

she means to or not.” 

“She’s very diminutive.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble 

“Who is…..what? What did you just say?” 

“She knows how to get people do things for her, whether they want to or not.” 

Tony clarified.  

“Manipulative.” 

“Isn’t that what I just said?” 

“No,” (inhale) “what you said was, she is very small.” (exhale) 

“Well, there’s nothing small about the way Mahdakis feels for her, I can tell 

you that right now,” said Nicki. “You know what I think?” 

“He’s a big boy now. Maybe we should just let him decide what’s good for 

him.” 

“Don’t cut me off, bitch.” 

“’Scuse me?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble 

Nicki continued, “Hey I like Jezebel, and personally have nothing against her, 

and if you want to date her again, well that’s your business.” 

“Just don’t hang around us when you do, though,” Tony said with a smirk. 

“Shut up!” 

“Say what, woman?” Tony stared at his disobedient woman in appalling 

disbelief. 

“I won’t stop hanging around you and even if her presence did bother me, I 

wouldn’t tell you, because I’m your friend and have to accept your likes and 

dislikes.” 

(exhale) “The fuck we do!” Cough-cough-cough 

“Nicki’s right man,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “it’s none of our business who 

you date, and if you want to date her again, so be it. That’s just the way it goes.” 

“Like when someone gets shot walking across the street,” (inhale) “that’s just 

the way it goes!”  

“Snowy, stop being a dick.” 

“Just have some more coke and shut your sweet little ass.” 

“Ha! Trust me, there’s nothing little about that.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble  

“Fu-u-uck you. Why am I surrounded by dickheads and assholes.” 

“Cocks and cock-suckers.” 

“So, is that what you want, Mahdakis? To date her again?” 

“I’m not sure. Right now, I do. But, right now I also haven’t been with a 

woman in a while so I can’t tell if I’m talking with my dick or my heart. I’m 

pretty sure I love her. I always did, much to the dismay of others, I know. But 

there’s another side to her… A really good and smart side.” 

“Smart isn’t her problem. In fact, she may be too smart for her own good.” 



“Or yours,” Snowy agreed. 

“And that’s what worries us as friends. Otherwise she’s fine.” 

“Date her if you want,” Shake-shake-shake “Who the fuck cares? Let’s talk 

about something else.” 

“Sorry, I appreciate the support. I just gotta figure out how I really feel.” 

“More importantly, figure out how she feels,” Nicki said. “Give it awhile and 

make sure that she, as well as you, isn’t just grasping at straws.” 

“Yeah, that’s true, man. She may be going through some weird shit now, and 

all of a sudden, you pop into her heart because you’ve always been there for her. 

Then, when she eventually gets through whatever weird shit it is she may be 

going through, she tosses you to the dogs like a steak.” 

“Nice. I could go for a steak right now. Anyone down with that?” 

“A steak? Snowman, it’s going on two in the morning.” 

“There’s one in the fridge. I’ll just go outside and fire up the grill!” 

 

 

The rest of the night was a blur. After much inane chatter, and when the 

mound of cocaine had dwindled down to a pile of chalk dust, Tony and Nicki 

left. That was around five or so. When Mahdakis awoke, it was nearing ten-

thirty in the morning. There was a note on Snowy’s bed. He picked it up and 

read it: ‘Dude: Andrea came by and picked me up sooner than expected. I didn’t 

want to wake you because you looked like you needed some sleep. You’re 

welcome to stay, but I have to remind you to stay out of my grandparent’s part 

of the house, downstairs. They would probably have a heart attack if they saw 

the likes of you walking around. I hope you are able to sneak back into your 

birth-givers house and grab a quick shower. Just in case though, there is a pile 

of clean clothes on my bed. Grab some if you need…but bring ’em back, 

asshole!  Talk to you later, – The Snowman.’ 

Mahdakis was certain that he would be able to sneak into his house for a quick 

change of clothes and a shower, so he put his sneakers on and headed downstairs 

and outside. The smell of gas and burnt food got his attention. There was a 

black, hard, London broil steak smoldering on the grill, which had long since 

run out of gas. The knobs were still turned up all the way. It must have been left 

on, and depleted itself overnight, Mahdakis thought. He turned the knobs to the 

off position, grabbed the propane-stenched steak off the grill, and gnawed at the 

crunchy morsel as he walked ten miles back home. 

It’s funny how fast cocaine can make you move. Mahdakis was home in under 

an hour. Granted the woodshop teacher from high school gave him a lift for a 

few of those miles, but still very fast nonetheless. He showered and changed his 

clothes before his birth-giver or her husband could catch him in the house, as he 

was no longer a welcome body under their roof, and headed out to nowhere in 

particular.  



While taking his shower, he became immersed in shame as he recalled the 

embarrassing incident with Boodles DiNero. He felt like he needed to get laid. 

As well, maybe getting laid would help clear up his heart about Jezebel and 

himself. Maybe he didn’t desire her as much as he desired her body. He had to 

find out by clearing up some of the plumbing in his backed up system. So, to the 

phone booth at Grandma’s he went. It wasn’t because it was the only phone 

booth around, but he thought a bottle of vodka would be nice to help wash down 

the charcoal encrusted, leathery steak he just ingested. He dialed ‘The Number’ 

and much to his surprise, she was home. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Vodka Twist 
  

t was surprising to find her home on a Saturday because the weekends were 

usually devoted to family matters, Alex, or both. But as luck would have it, 

she was just finishing up with some volunteer work at a bake sale for her church, 

and had time for a quick rendezvous before meeting up with Alex and his birth-

givers. A Saturday hook-up still meant only a small window of opportunity. So 

it was a good thing Charlotte Cummings never required foreplay. Nope, 

Charlotte came tuned up, greased, and ready to roll; even when she was on her 

period. 

Charlotte picked him up at the liquor store. He got in the car and they kissed, 

“Thanks for coming,” he said modestly. “I know the weekends are usually not 

cool, but I really need this.” 

“Bad week?” 

“Don’t ask. Let’s just say my confidence is in turmoil.” 

“Seriously?” Charlotte was puzzled. “You? What gives? You’re supposed to 

be the rock amongst us.” 

“Oh man, don’t even mention rock right now.” 

“Good time at Snowy’s?” 

Mahdakis looked at her with suspicion. “Yeah. How did you know?” 

“Cannoli stopped by the church and bought a couple of pies….and some 

cookies.” 

“Which are probably long digested by now, I imagine.” 

“Oh stop,” Charlotte laughed. “You’re her good friend; you shouldn’t say such 

things.” 

I 
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“Let’s go to Twisty Turn Trails.” Mahdakis pointed. 

Charlotte turned right and headed for the hiking trails. They drove in silence 

for a while as Mahdakis studied her face with skepticism. “Is something the 

matter?” she said nervously. 

“I don’t know. What did you and Cannoli talk about?” 

“You mean, did she tell me that Jezebel is talking about you again, and how 

she’s afraid you’ll fall off the wagon with her?” 

“Yeah, that.” 

“Nope. She didn’t.” 

“Good.” 

“Violet did.” 

“What? Shit man, why is everyone so interested in my love life?” 

“You mean lack of? Don’t worry; we won’t be for long. It’s just that now 

there’s nothing else to talk about, flavor of the week…slow news day and all 

that.” 

“Did she stop by the church, too?” 

“Yeah, but she didn’t buy much. She was there to make a donation of her own 

baked goods.” Charlotte Cummings looked at him with her right eyebrow up, 

trying to get him to follow up on here statement. “You wanna know what she 

made?” 

Mahdakis did a double take upon seeing the menacing look on her shiny 

brown face. “Oh Christ, not brownies?” 

“Yep.” 

“Dude, you let Violet-Basia Sinclair make brownies for a bunch of 

churchgoers? You should know better!” 

“You think they were laced?” 

“Most definitely.” 

“Good. Those fuckin’ people at the church need a good time. My God, they’re 

stiff and superstitious. I think they’re still living in the Dark Ages.”  

“Who isn’t?” 

She pulled the car off to the side of the road and turned towards him. “I’m glad 

you called me,” she said, undoing her blouse buttons, and letting her tits fall out 

in the open. Mahdakis immediately got busy suckling them as she continued to 

drone on, “It was such a snooze fest at that bake sale, and in an hour I have to 

start getting ready to attend a formal dinner tonight at the Hyatt Regency.” 

“Mmm. Yeah? What’s goin’ on?’ he said halfheartedly. 

“A stuffy campaign dinner for Pierre S. du Pont….the fourth!” 

He stopped licking her dark areola for a moment and pondered, “He’s not still 

our governor anymore, is he?” 

“No, but he may be the next president of the United States if Alex’s folks have 

their way. The word is, he’s going to run next year and needs contributions. 

God, I hate these fake-bullshit events.”  



“Cool.”  

They embraced in a brief make out session and then found themselves 

wandering off into the woods of Twisty Turn Road, known simply by the locals 

as, The Trails. Charlotte Cummings stopped, turned around, faced him, then put 

her right foot triumphantly on a large rock and said, “So, what’ll it be, today? 

Hmm?” 

Mahdakis didn’t know exactly what he wanted as he approached her, putting 

his hands to the sides of her waist. “I don’t know. I know I love the way you 

wear those jeans. Wow!” His eyes were transfixed on the small area her short 

jeans concealed. “But I’ll tell you one thing Charlotte, you really got me today. 

If ever there was a time when you wanted to call the shots, now would be that 

time.” He was fascinated with her darkness, and the beauty that it was wrapped 

in. He found himself with an overwhelming urge to pay homage to her. “Well, 

how ‘bout we start by un-doing these,” he said, unsnapping her Daisy Dukes. 

“And zipping this down,” he said, kneeling before her and gently pulling them 

down to her ankles ‘No underwear. You’re the best Charlotte!’ he thought, and 

then tongued her moist love for just a few minutes; not because he was lazy, but 

because, typically it was all Charlotte ever wanted, or needed to come.  

As she stood over him, with her brown hand on the back of his head 

suggestively, watching his subservient white body adhere to her every whim, 

she couldn’t help feeling an overall sense of superiority, and suddenly found 

herself blindsided by a dash of her own pent-up racism. “At least you white 

devils are good for something. I think that’s why God put you here, to go…” she 

let out an orgasmic moan and then continued, “go down on us…..Look at you….  

when push comes ta shove, ya’all are nothin’ but our bitches and you know 

it……Mmm…drink me white boy,” she said, as she began sadistically thrashing 

her pelvis into his face. “You just can’t help yerselves; the whole lot of you is 

just a bunch a dogs, starving for the supreme juicy dark meat, and ya’all knows 

it……Ahh...” she was coming again, “Mmmm….yeah. Don’t stop!” She 

slapped him on the top of the head. “It’s pathetic, the way your kind pretends 

not to like us when you’re ’round each other, too. You know what I’m saying to 

you is the truth, right?” She yanked on his hair, pulling his head up and forcing 

him to look her in the eyes. “Right?”  

“Mm-hm,” he conceded with a nod. 

“You won’t find the brothers or sistuh’s doing much of this for white people, 

and you know why?” 

“Mmm.” 

“Because we don’t need to.” With that, she pulled back and lifted his chin, 

“Now pucker up and kiss this black ass, Charlie. You gots more work to do.” 

She turned around and, keeping her legs perfectly straight, bent over in front of 

his face with the palms of her hands on the rock in front of her, holding her up. 

Mahdakis gave each of her brown cheeks a light kiss. “Like you mean it!” she 



scolded by reaching around and slapping the top of his head again. He didn’t 

know where this was coming from, but he was enjoying it immensely, and 

before he could say ahh, his nose was pressed up firmly against the top of her 

ass, and he was giving her a thorough indoor cleaning, breaking only once in 

awhile for a breath of air. This kind of subservient behavior was new to him, and 

he wasn’t sure where it was coming from, but it was just the release he needed.  

 Religion exists on this planet, not necessarily because God really exists, but 

because part of being human is possessing a healthy instinctive need to serve a 

superior being, or cause. Show me a human with no desire to humble themselves 

before anything or anyone, and I’ll show you a human that most likely has 

decapitated children buried in their backyard. On the flip side of that, if you 

show me a human with too much desire to serve a higher cause, I’ll show you a 

human taking aim from a fourth story window with a 6.5 mm Carcano Model 

91/38 assault rifle. The God’s we create just happen to be the most popular 

symbols of worship. But there are definitely others, and our need to serve is so 

great, and spiritually essential to our growth, that if we lack the capacity to find 

such a being consciously, our minds will go into autopilot and create one for us. 

A healthy example of this would be a spouse or family member. Often, however, 

our worship is misdirected in the ways of actors, singers, or models. Writers 

aren’t high on the list. So, for a borderline atheistic, cynical son-of-a-bitch like 

Mahdakis, getting smacked around and berated, while eating beautiful black ass 

was tremendously cathartic.  

Charlotte eventually tired of standing, and lured him on his back by means of 

pushing her entire body, bum first, onto his face. Once he gave in and fell 

backwards on the bumpy ground, there were no more oxygen breaks and he 

could be heard struggling for a breath once in a while. Charlotte Cummings 

found something erotic about the sounds of his struggle….as did he. “Just shut 

up and eat that booty, boy,” she said, and as he did, she bent over the top of his 

body and pulled his pants down. Still sitting on his mouth, she slapped his erect 

cock as hard as she could. He winced in pain so she slapped it again….and 

again…..and again….and again, for good measure. Each time, loving the painful 

reaction coming out of him. “Sorry,” she said, looking back at him, “I like to 

make sure my meat’s dead before I eat it. Mmmm!” and with her mouth, she hid 

his penis from the rest of world; all the while her backside still very much in his 

breathing space. She finally stopped her head movement for a bizarre request. 

“Fist me!” 

“Say what?” 

“You heard me. Fist it. Go on…..Do it to me! I’m loose enough, I can handle 

it.” 

“Are you sure?” 

“I hope so; you’ll be the first one ever. C’mon, you’ve earned it.”  



As she kept her steady neck-blowing rhythm going, Mahdakis quickly 

experimented with a finger…..then two, and as he rammed them in and out of 

her, he tried experimenting a third, but his fingers were thick and, for the life of 

him, couldn’t envision more than this, let alone an entire hand. ‘Where the hell 

am I supposed to put this? Why is this a turn on? What the fuck was she 

thinking? Isn’t this dangerous?’ Then, taking a closer look at the task at hand, 

‘Oh man, what’s that?? I’m putting my tongue in there? Jesus, this is disgusting. 

I guess there’s something to be said for not staring at your food too long.’  

Sensing his apprehension, she said, “Fuck me then….with anything. Just fuck 

my ass. I want something in my ass. Now, Goddamn it! Now!” She obviously 

couldn’t have meant his dick. She was busy with that. So, he grabbed the nearest 

thing to him, which was the un-opened bottle of Majorska vodka he had just 

purchased. He grabbed it and started pushing it inside of her as she let off his 

cock for a moment to let out a long orgasmic groan, a string of drool still 

connecting her lips to his member. “Oh God! Deeper!” But, to get it in further 

he had to apply a screw type method, while slowly pushing it in. Finally, he got 

it all the way up to where the bottle finally bows out; about five or six inches, 

when she yelled “Yes! Yes! Stick it to me! Fuck my ass with that bottle. 

Please!!” He started pushing the bottle in and out of her at a slow but persuasive 

pace, turning it clockwise with entry. This went on for another few minutes until 

he exploded. In less than twenty hours, he had ejaculated into the mouths of two 

different people of two different races, of two different generations, of two 

different sexes, and yet he still found the nerve to consider himself ‘sexually 

neglected’. 

  

They drove off together in silence. Mahdakis finally turning to her for 

reassurance. “Everything alright? Did…you have a good time?” 

“Great,” she said. “I really did. I hope I didn’t hurt your feelings or make you 

do too much you didn’t want. I’m not sure what came over me, but I just felt 

like being the dominant….one, I guess….is….how you describe it?” 

“And that’s more than fine with me, I loved it.” Mahdakis smiled. “I like 

taking orders from you.” 

“Good. Then next time I ask for something, man up and do it.” Charlotte now 

looked at him with scorn. “I’ll stay home with Alex if I’m gonna be with 

someone who chickens out or disobeys my sexual requests. Let us not forget our 

place with one another, shall we?” 

“Sorry, it just looked like it might really hurt you.” 

“I’ll take care of myself. You do as you’re asked, and I do as I’m asked. Isn’t 

that it? We are each other’s living, breathing sex fantasies, aren’t we? Always 

trying to give something special….or take something special, from the other? 

Something special that neither of our other halves would ever give? Hmm?” 



“You’re right, Char, I’m at fault. Sorry, it won’t happen again………but if it 

does, you can whip the shit out of me, or spank me on a public sidewalk.” 

“Ha-ha, not only are you talking my language now, but you just read my 

mind!” 

“Oh yeah? What else is on your mind?” 

“I’d rather save it as a surprise for next time. 

“Oh c’mon, do tell.”  

“Don’t worry. Now that I know how obedient you can be, I’m far from done 

with yer honky ass,” she said playfully and smiled back. 

“You know; honky is a really stupid word. It’s not even offensive to us. It’s 

just kind of stupid sounding. I guess it might be if we knew what it meant, but 

we don’t, and when we ask you guys, you don’t seem to know either.” 

“Really? I’m glad to hear it, because I feel just as foolish saying it. So, what is 

a word I can use on you that is offensive?” 

“Hmm,” Mahdakis said, giving serious thought for a moment and shrugged his 

shoulders, “ya know….I don’t know any white people who are seriously 

offended by any of the so-called white racial slurs. They’re just stupid. If you 

ask me, I think they were most likely made up by other white people to try and 

appease the black community, so they would feel like they had their own bad 

words for us.” 

 “It’s not fair because there are so many words for black people and ALL of 

them are offensive.” 

“That’s because those words were also made up by the same exact white 

people.” 

Charlotte laughed, “I believe it.” 

“You know; we don’t like to be called filthy nigger-lovers.” 

“Of course not, who’d want to be known for loving one of those things!” 

Charlotte said sarcastically. “I just don’t know that calling you a nigger-lover 

isn’t less offensive to you than it is to me, a nasty cracker-eating whore!” They 

laughed together. “But I’ll consider it….or….we could just have normal sex like 

other people do.” 

They sat in silence for all of ten seconds before bursting out with hysterical 

laughter, “Like that’s gonna happen!” 

“I know, right? We might as well meet for a secret game of Bridge…What’s 

the point?” 

“So who’s Charlie and when did you learn to talk ‘black’?” 

“You didn’t get the Charlie reference? Screw it, then. I was trying to be clever, 

but I guess I just out smarted myself.” 

“And the ghetto-girl accent?” 

“I am a Black American, you know. It’s not so much how did I learn to talk 

like that, as much as it is a question of how do people like Alex and I conceal 

our true dialect day after day, from the conforming masses.” 



“I’ve never heard you talk that way before.” 

“I guess I’m getting more and more comfortable around you as time goes on. 

Does it bother you? I won’t do it.” 

“No, no….do as you wish. I like it, as long as I know it’s not being forced, and 

that it’s really you. Because, then it just sounds stupid and fake, but if it’s part of 

who you really are, hey, I want in on that jive, mamma!” 

“Stop it, you idiot. Truth be told, some of it was forced but not all of it. Could 

you tell?” 

“No. That is to say, I couldn’t differentiate between the forced and the non, 

because knowing you the way I thought I did, it all sounded forced. However, 

now that I know it’s not, well, that’s kind of a turn on.” 

“Well now I feel a little stupid.” 

“Don’t. I like it.” 

“Really? And you don’t mind the racist gibberish?” 

“Not at all. There’s something erotic about being put in one’s place. Besides, 

the truth is the truth. So many of us hide the fact, out of pure unsubstantiated 

embarrassment I might add, how absolutely turned on we are by ‘members of 

the darker race’, shall I say.” 

“That’s cool…but I’m not really like that, though. I was roll playing; you 

know that, right? I hold all kinds of respect for white men, as you know!” 

“Sure. But those were genuine thoughts of your own coming out of your 

mouth earlier, and there’s no denying it. Deep inside we all have a tiny bit of 

natural racism within us, and hey, what better way to get it out of our systems 

than to engage in some dominate, yet consensual, sex with a member of that 

race?” 

Charlotte let out an irritated sigh, “I’m not comfortable talking about this 

anymore, okay?” 

“Why? It’s just me.” 

“Yeah, well….you’re….I just don’t think you’re in an understanding enough 

position to appreciate the struggles of my ancestors and the anger that we as a 

people often still feel towards the white race.” 

“You’re adopted birth-givers are white, and you’re living in a mansion with a 

secure future ahead of you. I don’t think you’re in an understanding enough 

position to appreciate the struggles of those of us who aren’t.” 

“That’s not the way…” 

“If you’re ancestors or other black people want to take umbrage with the white 

race, so be it. I would listen to them. Not you; You don’t really appreciate the 

struggles of your ancestors, and you definitely do not respect them, or you 

wouldn’t be letting some Anglo-Saxon whip the shit out of you and fuck you 

senseless while he called you nigger, and you called him Master.” 

“That’s just a game…” 



“Is it? Or, deep down inside, do you not maybe resent being born into your 

race?” 

She gave him a scornful look. “What I resent, are white people always trying 

to get in my head and tell me what’s best for me, as if they have any fuckin’ clue 

as to what being black in this country is like……and a female at that! Fuck 

you.” She pulled over to the side of the road and slammed the car in park. “Get 

out and walk!” 

“I’m sorry.” 

“I mean it, get out!” 

“Back up here, a minute! Do you know where I’m living right now?” 

“You’re not at home?” 

“No! I’m under a bridge with Floyd and Carl. You’re crying on the wrong 

shoulder, woman. Christ, you’ve got it all. I know you hate to hear that, but you 

do.” 

“So I don’t have a right to be sad?” 

“I know you would like to find out who your real birth-giver is, and try and 

make that elusive connection to your real past, but the fact is, you were left 

behind, left to rot in a friggin’ dumpster! Sure, you have every right to be sad 

sometimes. But remember, the result of your life could’ve been far worse. Look 

at Squid!” 

“Squid? He in no way represents the struggles of Black Americans, I assure 

you.” 

“Why not? He struggles to get by and is out there fighting the man every day. 

He doesn’t have the comforts of a nice home, and the luxury of education, that 

you have.” 

“That is such shit! People like him are the ones abusing the system that was 

put into place to help our people advance! Squid gives my people a bad name. 

He is everything that is wrong with my race! He is the poster child of what you 

white people call niggers and what many of your kind consider us black people 

to be, over all. He’s a criminal, a killer, an abuser of women and drugs, and the 

only reason you bring him up is because that’s what you white people want deep 

down inside!” 

“Why would we want that?” 

“So you have someone besides yourselves to blame for all of the countries 

fuck-ups. God forbid we should ever get ahead. What fun would that be? You 

wouldn’t have the luxury of finger pointing when something went wrong.” 

“I don’t know, there’s always the spics.” 

“You think that’s funny, don’t you? You and your people just don’t like the 

idea that maybe I should be the poster child for what black people should aspire 

to be, and what we’re capable of. I work hard. I study, and, aside from some 

mild drug use, I obey the laws of this country. But that’s not what you want, is 

it? You fuckers just wanna keep us down so you can have all the glory and keep 



the good life to yourselves. Oh, and what if we got so far ahead that one of you 

pieces of trash actually had to work for one of us…Ooooh…We mustn’t have 

that! Let’s make sure we do everything within our power to stop that from ever 

happening. First and foremost? Keep the niggers preoccupied with blind rage. 

That’s right, slip some crack into the system, get ’em so fucked up that they 

don’t know up from down, let alone know what’s going on in the world. And 

while they’re busy blowing each other’s’ brains out for a bag of the shit, Whitey 

gets richer and richer, and distances himself farther and farther……Do you 

know what would happen in this country if a black man were elected president? 

You people would be jumping off fucking buildings.” 

“Where is this coming from?” 

“From the heart, fuckhead!” 

“Fuckhead?” 

“Yes. Anyone who thinks Squid is an A-typical Black American, or is 

someone who should be felt sorry for, is a major fuckhead! What do we, as a 

people, have to do to convince you that we’re just as good as you are, or at least 

have the potential to be. And for arguments sake I’m just going with the fantasy 

that you people are good in the first place. God, you treat us like fuckin’ puppy 

dogs…Poor little black person….poor little black girl…Let’s give them some 

affirmative action…..There, is that good?....That should shut them up for a 

decade or so, right? Are you happy now poor black people? Jesus Christ, stop 

fuckin patronizing us, already! Any educated person knows that half the people 

who get hired through AA are worthless pieces of shit in the first place. But hey, 

if ya didn’t hire the lazy nigger, it’d most likely be some toothless bum-fuck 

redneck who screws his own mother. Yet that would be acceptable in White 

People World. We wouldn’t need affirmative action and things of the such if 

YOU people didn’t see color in the first place.” 

“But we do. What happened to your ghetto accent?” 

Charlotte slapped his face as hard as she could. “Fuck you!” 

Mahdakis absorbed the pain and sat perplexed, wondering what to do or say. 

She was really mad. Perhaps he was not being sensitive to her cause. “Sorry.” 

She collected herself for a moment and calmed down. “Me too. I told you I 

didn’t want to talk about this with you, though. So don’t blame me. Anyway, 

getting back to me, my theory is a white woman was fucking around behind her 

lame white husband’s back with a real man….a man of color, and that she 

dumped me because of her pompous shame, and that’s why I yearn for the 

attention of men, the way I do. I’m trying to connect to my father, wherever he 

is. Who knows? Maybe he doesn’t even know I’m alive.” 

Extremely anxious to change the subject, Mahdakis followed up, “I always 

thought your female-birth-giver was black and your dad, white.” 

“Why? What makes you think that? I mean, you may be right, but I’m curious 

as to why you assumed that.” 



“I don’t know, Charlotte,” he said, putting her long curly hair behind her ear. 

“I didn’t mean to upset you, and I know you have personal pains and struggles 

of your own, as we all do, but I wanted you to remember just how lucky you are, 

too, and how good things can, and are going to be for you. To wallow in the past 

is dangerous, but to wallow in a past you never had, is foolish besides.” He let 

go of her hair and pulled back to admire her, sitting in the seat with a lonely tear 

coming down one of her eyes. Finally, he said, “Is that why you don’t want to 

date me? Because I’m white?” 

“Huh? What…seriously?” 

“It’s okay. It wouldn’t change things between us, but I just would like to know 

where I stand with you, and why.” 

“What do you think?” 

“I think it is because of my color that you don’t want to progress this into 

anything more than what it is.” 

“Because you’re white? Ha! You wish it were that simple. Heck no boy, it’s 

because your poor,” Charlotte laughed aloud. Then, noticing the look on his face 

quickly silenced herself. “I was seriously joking about the poor thing.” 

“But not about the white thing though, huh?” 

“No joke there,” she said, holding back tears. “Sorry….I know it’s a shitty 

thing to do, or way to be, but I can’t help it, it’s just the way I feel.” 

“Well, I guess that makes you human then. Don’t cry. Being human’s not all 

that bad.” 

“It makes me a bad human, Mahdakis! I’m bad because I love you so, but 

can’t wrap my heart around the concept of being with you, or any white, red, 

yellow man, for the rest of my life.” 

“So? There’s nothing wrong with that. We can’t control the instinctive 

prejudice that lies within us. And it is far from a black and white issue. Many 

white people won’t date other white people for various reasons unrelated to 

anything we’ve discussed, like they come from a shifty background, or they’re 

perfect in all ways, but they are part Jewish, or they‘re poor, or they’re a poor 

Jew.” 

“Poor Jew. Ha-ha-ha.” 

“See? Now you got the religion thing thrown in there, and that really 

complicates matters. I must admit that I don’t see myself with anyone but a 

white or maybe, a black woman.” 

“No lusting after the sizzling hot Latinos? Or the subservient Asian girls? Hey, 

you dated Rizzo. She’s Japanese.” 

“Half. But she’s whiter than me.” 

“She does have a very odd look, doesn’t she?” 

“Yes, and besides, you saw how well that relationship went, didn’t you?” 

“Oh Yeah. Saw more than you know.” 

“Huh?” 



“Nothing.” 

“Anyway…..You know I love black girls…” 

“I’ve opened your eyes, huh?” 

Mahdakis looked away from her. “To say the least…anyway…as much as I 

like them, it could only ever be an American Black girl.” 

“We’re all Americans.” 

“You know what I mean. African descent or whatever. Because Jamaican 

women don’t turn me on, and I most certainly would never want to be with a 

Haitian….No thanks!” 

“Oh God, they’re such filthy animals aren’t they? Seriously, do they know 

what showers are?” 

“If a white person said that, they’d be in all kinds of trouble.” 

“Maybe, but they’d be well within their rights! My God, I’d rather go down on 

a white supremacist than a Haitian man.” 

“Ha!” Mahdakis smiled and nodded his head in silence for a moment, then put 

his hand over her hand. “So are we good? Tell me how you feel.” 

“I feel like fucking that cock of mine.” She leaned back in her seat, pulled her 

pants off, as he was doing the same thing, and then climbed over to the 

passenger seat and mounted herself defiantly. She set herself down until he 

could go no further inside, put her finger on his nose and said, “You’re mine, I 

own you.” Then, as she began pumping up and down on him said, “Look me in 

the eyes............Stare at me………Don’t take your eyes off of my eyes until I’m 

through with you, and don’t you dare come until I say you can. You understand 

what I’m saying to you?” 

“Mm-hmm,” he said, holding the tops of her thighs and continuing to stare 

into her dark brown determined eyes. 

“I’m fuckin’ you, boy because I can, and because I own it, and you know it. 

You ain’t fuckin’ me this time. There’s a difference. You hearin’ me? 

“Uh-huh,” he said, looking curiously into her eyes. “Yes.” 

“Good,” she said, rocking on top of him. “Now say it.” 

He was confused. He wasn’t sure what she wanted him to say….and why. He 

took his best guess. “You’re fucking me?” 

“Good.” she yelled still staring into his eyes. “I’m fuckin’ you good, like no 

white woman can. Now say it!” 

“You fuck me great! So much better than any white woman can, Charlotte!” 

He said, knowing well and good, it was a lie. But it didn’t matter. Whatever her 

issue had been, it was over; she came, and then with a wave of her hand, 

permitted him to do the same. 

They were dressing again. Everyone was happy. She turned the car on and the 

radio and clock lit up. “Holy crap! It’s four-thirty already! I have to go, love!” 

She leaned over and they kissed. “And I do love you, you know. There, I finally 

said it…..Ha! I love you!” 



“Love you too, sugar mamma.” He chuckled as he kissed her back. 

“Sugar Mamma? That wasn’t even cool when it was cool. You gonna be 

alright? I really don’t mean to leave you here, but I got to get moving,” she 

yelled as he got out of the car with a paper bag in his hand. “It looks like rain!” 

“I’ll be fine!” He said, and waved her away as he walked up the street towards 

the bridge, trying to make sense out of what the fuck had just happened. 
 

 

 

 

 

*Carl Scungilli* 
 

 

Bottoms Up! 
 

t was the first real change Mahdakis had experienced in over five years. 

Although the move back to Delaware, from The Mountains had been a 

change, it didn’t seem that big of a deal to him….or so he didn’t think. This 

change was similar. While he didn’t think much about it, (because he didn’t 

think much about anything besides the band and his friends), the elements of his 

surroundings and his daily routine could not be avoided no matter how hard he 

tried. 

It seemed that his birth-giver and her husband did not take too fondly to the 

news of him quitting school. They ordered him to immediately find employment 

and pay rent or get out of the house. He searched for jobs he thought himself 

capable, such as dishwasher and other various restaurant/food type employment, 

but he refused to cut his long hair and being that he was applying for work in 

country clubs and resorts, this was not going to do. He found a job, through 

Charlotte, at an all crystal glass place that sold jewelry and other knick-knacks 

made from crystal. His task was to hand-glue minuscule pieces together while 

sitting under a neon light with a magnifying glass tied around his head, like a 

miner would wear. It was tedious work that freaked him out and he quit after an 

hour. He also found work at a hardware store, through the school system, but the 

owner there had strict bizarre rules. For example, wads of paper and other 

assorted shit in a garbage can, were not garbage, but TRASH. The word garbage 

was reserved for such items as apple cores, tools that no longer worked, used 

I 
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tampons and things of that nature. Mahdakis could not keep this straight, as 

many other employees could not. This greatly angered the owner and put the 

two of them at odds with each other right from the get-go. As well as all of that 

nonsense, the floor manager and he also shared the same exact first and last 

name, so on what would be his last day of work (and fifth overall) when he 

heard the voice over the intercom say his name, and that there was a phone call 

for him on line two from Carl, naturally he assumed it was Carl Scungilli and 

not Carl Halbig, the district manager, calling to find out the inventory of the 

Black and Decker tools that he and Mahdakis’s manager referred loosely to as, 

‘the good stuff’. Mahdakis answered the phone saying, “What’s up?” 

“Mahdakis?” 

“Yeah, it’s me. Go ahead.” 

“I’m calling about the good stuff. Curious as to how well it’s moving.” 

“Could you be more specific, Carl? I mean, do you want some good Acapulco 

bud, some Black Beauties, maybe some of that prime nose candy that’s going 

around. Hey whatever you need, I can get it. I just need to know how to plug in 

your request. So what’ll it be?” 

Not only did Mahdakis just happen to quit that day, but also his floor manager 

with the same name, who had been there over ten years, was fired. He was 

busted at the store when the cops, called in by Carl Halbig, came to question 

him. It turns out that he was actually dealing drugs on the side, never during 

work, but he had enough drugs on him at the time to validate a search warrant 

for his apartment where they found pounds of marijuana and speed capsules. It 

didn’t bode well later at the hearing either when it could not be proven that Carl 

Halbig wasn’t originally speaking to the real manager, as The Norford Hardware 

store hadn’t put Mahdakis’s papers though yet and there was no proof of another 

guy with that same name ever being employed there……..He went to jail for a 

long while.  

 Another place he tried employment was at the now defunct retail chain, 

Caldor. He put in about a week or two there until one day, when he came in 

stoned off his ass, he saw some little toddler kids throwing the merchandise, that 

he had neatly stacked, all over the aisle. He immediately walked into his 

mangers’ vacant office and left him a note. It said, ‘Henry, this job is pointless. 

No matter what gets done, someone always comes along to undo it. My sanity is 

more important. I don’t know how you did it for the last twenty-five years. Good 

luck. I’m outta here, Mahdakis. 

He finally found a home at Ebenezer’s Auto, pumping gas. It was fitting and 

ironic that he finds employment at a place that repaired cars, as he had never 

pumped gas in his life, and didn’t even know how to drive; a little known fact 

that he kept very secretive, as it was very embarrassing. To say he didn’t know 

how to drive would be somewhat inaccurate because he did drive to the bus stop 

in his male-birth-giver’s car, the day he stole it to run away from home, albeit 



with the emergency brake on and grinding the gears. But Ebenezer’s Auto was 

run by a couple of birth-giver and son, cheap, desperate Hebrews who knew 

they could pay Mahdakis nothing and get away with it. It was here, he would 

eventually learn about motor vehicles and stealing from the register without 

getting caught. 

In the time it took to find this job, which he would end up keeping for some 

time, his female-birth-giver had grown weary of his worthless existence in her 

home and, with the threat of calling the police, politely encouraged him to leave; 

although he still had the keys to the house and would use the shower, he wasn’t 

allowed to sleep there or be caught inside. It was just one of those odd 

understandings.  

So, he took to the streets with Carl Scungilli and Floyd Baxter who were in the 

same boat for various other reasons. At night, they would crash in alleyways, 

apartment stairwells, and ATM entrances. This was of course before the time 

when you needed a bankcard for access; the outside doors were always 

unlocked. The three of them were clean, however; managing to sneak into their 

homes or the homes of friends once a day for clean clothes and a shower.  

It was November and, while it wasn’t as cold as it would soon be, it was very 

rainy, and they had sought refuge under the Washington Street Bridge for the 

past few days. It was a short swim away from The Rock and an even shorter 

distance on land to Grandma’s Liquor Store; prime location. In the mornings, 

they were awoken by the sounds of commuting tires rolling over the metal 

grating of the bridge and the hustle and bustle of coffee sipping, nine-to-fivers 

scurrying off to work on the pedestrian overpass. 

They hadn’t much to do with themselves once they awoke but scrounge up 

some change for coffee, abuse their stay as customers at Barely Bagel’s, 

hitchhike a ride back to their respective homes, shower and get a clean change 

of clothes, apply for a job half-heatedly somewhere, and then meet each other at 

some pre-determined destination and begin the night of drinking and drugging 

all over again.  

Fortunately for Mahdakis, he had band practice every other night and was not 

subject to the gerbil wheel quite as much as the others. Band nights were nights 

that reminded him he was human, that he served a purpose, that he was talented 

and different from most others…..in the good way. There was a real sense of 

camaraderie with his band mates and those who had made themselves a part of 

the group, like Boodles DiNero, who (for a nominal fee) was taking on the role 

of manager. There was also Tony Ravioli, who had taken a keen interest in 

photography, and was snapping shots of the band in and on various stages, and 

last but not least, the two and only loyal roadies, Frank Slate and Pumpkinhead, 

both of whom had vehicles, and who, along with Pock, would drive the band 

around wherever and whenever necessary. Those nights of band practice were 

special in that they gave Mahdakis hope in a future not only for himself, but of 



those around him. He had dreams and aspirations of getting out of the rat race 

and off the cold city streets. It wouldn’t be easy, and no one ever said it would, 

but he kept his heart and mind hopeful.  

This was not one of those nights. There was no band practice euphoria to 

disappear in to. And while this was another form of camaraderie, it was a dark 

camaraderie at that; A camaraderie that spoke volumes of the educational and 

economic system of Delaware and the country as a whole during this particular 

point in time. But that’s another story….anyway, this particular rainy November 

night, like many others, served up only heaping spoonfuls of cold, distasteful, 

harsh reality; and under the bridge was the happiest place to be as Mahdakis and 

Floyd ran down the empty sidewalks towards its sanctuary. 

“What the hell are we supposed do with these?” shouted Floyd Baxter, waving 

a bag of Dixie cups in the air, and running as the pouring rain beat down on his 

head like marbles. 

“They’re for the vodka I stashed, back under the bridge!” Mahdakis shouted 

back.  

The rain started to lighten up and, as they were also protected under a stretch 

of trees, they slowed to a crisp walk. Floyd caught his breath and continued, 

“But, why do we need cups, man?” 

“I just think it’d be a good idea.” Mahdakis said sternly, aggravated by his 

own embarrassment. 

“Since when? I mean, what’s wrong with drinkin’ out of the bottle, like the big 

boys do?”  

“Okay,” said Mahdakis, now pausing to face Floyd and, with much hesitance 

continued, “long story short…I – uh, well, this chick and I were going at it hard 

this afternoon and, uh -” 

“What chick?” 

“A girl I see sometimes. She’s from the projects, you wouldn’t know her,” 

Mahdakis lied. 

“No, but I do know that no white people live there,” Floyd sang with a sly grin 

as he elbowed Mahdakis. 

“Right. So you get the picture.”  

“Hey the only thing wrong with having a touch of jungle fever is not doing 

anything about it.” 

“Yeah, right. Well we kinda got a little carried away.” 

“Yeah, like?” 

“Well, like, she was loose and ready to go after I’d been licking her ass out for 

a while, so she says ‘I’m ready for something else in there now if you want.’ So, 

I did. I grabbed the nearest thing, which in this case was a bottle of Majorska I 

bought, and fucked her in the ass with it for about five minutes.” 

“No shit.” 

“Some. And a good amount of blood, too.”  



“Hmm…. yeah, well, cups are nice then, I guess… But what’s wrong with 

using your cock instead?” 

“Instead of the cups?” 

“No, the bottle…...on the Moulinyan.” 

“It was in her mouth at the time and I didn’t really feel like exerting myself 

any more than necessary, ya know? Besides, we’ve been down that road before 

and it’s important to give this woman new experiences as often as I can so she 

doesn’t get bored. You know what I mean?” 

“Yep,” Floyd exhaled, “nothing like monotony to ruin a perfectly good 

relationship….of any kind. I’d have done the same thing.”  

“Exactly. And I don’t want to seem complacent with what we got goin’ on or 

she might leave for someone else who is caring enough to try new types of 

things.”  

“Right. So you fuck her in the ass with a fifth of vodka while you fill her 

mouth full of cum. I understand. Hell, I’d have peed on her on the way out.” 

“I actually thought about asking her to do that to me.”  

“Yer into some freaky shit there buddy, huh?” 

“What’s a little E. Coli amongst friends?” 

 

***** 

 

“Hey man, what the fuck?!” shouted Floyd catching Carl Scungilli slugging 

the bottle down his throat. 

“Fuck off, Floyd,” said Carl, coddling the bottle as if he were a running back 

holding a football. “You guys always get most of the beer and eat the last of the 

food and then you leave me with squat, so I decided to help myself before you 

assholes came back and pounded this thing down,” said Carl, as he shoved the 

bottle neck deep in his mouth and took another huge gulp and then…..stared at 

the night sky with grave suspicion, almost as if he thought it were mocking 

him…  

‘Christ, what the hell’s going through his mind right now? Mahdakis thought 

to himself. 

“Where’d you go anyway?” he finally asked, taking yet, another big gulp 

before handing it over to Mahdakis.  

“To get some cups.” 

“For this?” chuckled Carl. “Germaphobic, are we?”  

“Well anyway,” said Mahdakis “we got ’em.” And then he poured a fresh cup 

for Floyd, filled half of one for himself, and started a third cup for Carl. 

“No, no, no, that’s enough for me,” Carl said, waving him off, “I’m all set.”  

“You sure?”  



“Oh yeah,” said Carl, letting out a belch and getting another whiff of the 

vodkas aroma, “phew!…Man!!....this low grade crap is for the birds anyway. 

Jesus Christ it stinks.”  

“Taste like shit, does it Carl?” said Floyd with an intensely wry grin that made 

Carl nervous.  

Then Carl’s eyes shifted slowly back and forth from Mahdakis’ shamefully 

boyish grin to Floyd Baxter’s cold sadistic eyes that danced with childish 

laughter and Carl’s stomach sank as his eyes continued darting back and forth 

from Mahdakis to Floyd in full blown out paranoia, back-and-forth, back-and-

forth, Mahdakis to Floyd, Mahdakis to Floyd, back-and-forth, like a trapped rat, 

back-and-forth, back-and-forth, until he couldn’t contain his anger anymore. 

“What the fuck did you guys do to this, anyway?!!” 

“Nothing new, man,” said Floyd. “We just, once again, left you with shit. Hee-

hee-hee-hee!”  

Mahdakis explained his entire tryst with the make believe ghetto girl from the 

projects to Carl while Floyd, sitting on a rock, rocked back and forth with insane 

laughter reminiscent of Witchy-Poo; his eyes squinted like a Chinaman’s, as he 

rocked back and forth. “Hee-hee-hee-hee!” back-and-forth, back-and-forth, 

“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” back-and-forth, back-and-forth, “Hee-hee-hee-hee!” 

“You mean I’ve been suckin’ down no-good nigger ass for the past fifteen 

minutes?!!” 

“C’mon man, don’t say it like that. I mean, you know,” said Mahdakis, now 

grinning. “It’s not so bad. Matter of fact it was damn-good nigger ass. Try it 

some time.” 

“What?” Carl stared at Mahdakis in complete disbelief and then said with 

further disgust, “You let some nigger put her ass in your mouth?”  

“I insisted.” 

“Dude, that-is-fuck-in’-sick!” 

“But shoving a bottle up in side of her is all right? That part’s okay with you?” 

“You’re white! And a man! What the hell are you doing all that for?” 

“I really wasn’t doing very much, quite honestly.” 

“I just think it’s kind of fucked up that you’re fuckin’ around with a black girl 

from The Projects when there are so many white girls who would love to have 

you.” 

   “Brown. She’s really brown. And a beautiful brown at that. I’ve yet to meet 

a person who is actually black. Have you?”    

“I don’t wanna hear it. You’re a traitor to your race, dude, and the thought of it 

just…..ah…I don’t know.” 

“Sort of leaves a bad taste in your mouth, does it Carl?” … Hee-hee-hee-hee,” 

back-and-forth, back-and-forth. 



Mahdakis, turning to sarcastic mode said, “What would Lincoln say if he 

heard all that?” He took another hit off the rapidly disintegrating paper cup and 

pondered one of the riddles that was written on the side of it for a moment.  

“Somehow I don’t think eating a nigger’s ass is what Lincoln had in mind 

when he freed the slaves,” said Carl. 

“I bet Jefferson did though. Hee-hee-hee-hee-hee,” back-and-forth, back-and-

forth. 

“I don’t think Jefferson was still alive then, Floyd,” said Mahdakis. 

“Sure he was. They all were. The dudes with the hair. Ya know, they all got 

high and signed the Gettysburg address with that cool turkey feather and 

….well…that’s how come we have Thanksgiving…remember? …….from 

school?” 

“No man, I think you’re in the wrong century or something.” 

“I think he’s in the wrong galaxy!” yelled Carl Scungilli 

“Jefferson!” exclaimed Floyd. “You know…the dude who found the light 

bulb.” 

“Listen, you asshole, Nobody found a fuckin’ light bulb. It was invented. 

Understand? It wasn’t just lying there for millions of years waiting to be found.” 

“How do you know?” said Floyd 

“Don’t be an ass.” 

“‘Don’t be an ass’, ‘don’t eat an ass’, Carl, you’re giving the ass a bum deal. 

Hee-hee-hee-hee.” back-and-forth, back-and-forth. 

“Who the fuck cares?” said Mahdakis pulling out a fresh Dixie cup and 

reading the side of that one completely perplexed. 

“Yeah, let’s get out a here.” 

“Out of where?” Mahdakis screamed. “We are out of here! Here is out of 

there! Wherever it is that we’re supposed to be out of, we’re in that place, now! 

Believe me, there’s no more being out of somewhere than we are here, and 

being here proves that! Now you want us to get out of ‘out of here’? How do 

you propose we do that, Carl? Where the hell are we supposed to go?!” 

Carl turned an astonishing look towards Mahdakis. “What the fuck is the 

matter with you?” 

“My God, we’re living under a fuckin’ bridge and arguing over newspapers, 

man! What kind of a question is that? What the fuck kind of existence is this? At 

what point do we look in the mirror and recognize the loser in us all?” 

“I’m talking about getting out of here in a temporary sense.” 

“And therein lies the problem with you. You’re never thinking about a 

permanent future of any kind.” 

“I’m talking about going for a walk, douche-bag! You know, a walk?” 

“Alright. Alright. Sure, keep it simple. I see. I thought you were referring to 

the metaphysical sense of here. I see now, the error in my interpretation.” 

“Are you just fuckin’ with me, or something?” 



“I gotta get a recording contract soon. That’s all I know. This shit just will not 

do.” 

“Alright then,” Floyd cut in, “I stand corrected, Thomas Jefferson did not find 

the light bulb, he created the light bulb. Is that better there, Carlzy Warlzy?” 

“No, because he didn’t create the fuckin’ light bulb either! Watson did!” 

“Who?” 

“Yeah, who the fuck is Watson, man?” chimed Mahdakis. 

“The guy who invented the bulb, ass-wipe!!” 

“Wasn’t that Sherlock Holmes?” 

“Huh?”  

“What the Hell is bulb ass-wipe?” 

“Sherlock Holmes created ass-wipe?” 

“What do you think people did before ass-wipe?” 

“Sherlock Holmes was fictitious!” 

“C’mon now, there’s no need to be derogatory.” 

“I guess they used their hands and flung it away somewhere.” 

“Then how the hell did he create ass-wipe?” 

“Maybe that’s why he created the bulb; so he could see his ass when he wiped 

it.” 

“He didn’t have the capacity to create anything because he was fake!” 

“Now, you’re just being down right prejudice.” 

“So the toilet paper we use is make believe?” 

“Well what about the--” 

“He wasn’t real, stupid! It was a character made up by the Gillette guy!!” 

shouted Carl. 

“I’m confused,” whispered Floyd to Mahdakis, “how’d we move on to razors 

all of a sudden?”  

“I don’t know, but I’m pretty sure Whipple created ass-wipe.” 

 

And the three wise men walked in silence, reading their water damaged joke 

cups, which were rapidly deteriorating in their hands because of the hard rain 

that was once again falling and thus, leaving purple and green die stains running 

down their arms. They headed towards Pennsylvania Avenue in search of 

something to fill their vacant stomachs. Carl, walking in disillusioned 

triumphant silence, Floyd, in dubious silence and Mahdakis in utter disbelief of 

what Carl had just said, and trying to make a connection somewhere. Finally, he 

made it. “Watson. Oh, and that’s why you think we gauge light power in 

measurements of watts, right? Because the guy’s name was Watson?” 

“Bingo! See, you guys aren’t so stupid after all.” 

“Hmm,” continued Mahdakis, “I thought it was Ben Franklin’s invention 

though.” 

“The guy on the C note with the bald hair?” asked Carl. 



“Yeah, that dude.” 

“Nope, it was a kite,” Floyd reminded them as he unknowingly spilled half of 

his drink on the front of his pants because his Dixie cup had melted away. 

“A kite?” 

“Yeah, remember in the cartoons? He had the kite….and a key. Hey man, 

maybe he invented the key too!” Floyd said, trying to focus on their four faces 

under the streetlights. 

“Yeah,” sounded Mahdakis. 

“Right. The kite,” nodded Carl in agreement, as they walked on passing the 

bottle amongst themselves, absent-mindedly pouring shots into their Dixie cups 

on the now busy city street. “But the key’s been around since the dinosaurs.” 

“Really? Cavemen had a high rate of theft, did they?” 

“Probably, I mean, what with their caves being wide open, I’m sure they had 

all kinds of problems.” 

“Hmm. So if he didn’t have doors, why did they have keys?” 

“They were skeleton keys.” 

“For their closets.” 

“Yeah. Yeah, that’s right.” 

“How long do you think it takes for a body to fully decompose?” 

“I don’t know. Why?” 

“Just a rhetorical question,” said Mahdakis. “Pizza?”  

“Sounds cool.” snorted Carl. 

“Well, it depends on who created it,” said Floyd Baxter, now very wasted. 

“That was Marco Polo dumb-ass,” said Carl very assuredly. “Everyone knows 

that one.” 

“Hmm,” said Mahdakis, “no, Marco Polo found pasta in China and brought it 

back to Italy.” 

“No, no, no, no,” slurred Floyd. “Weren’t you paying attention, son? The pasta 

wasn’t just lying there for a million years waiting to be 

found……(hiccup)……..it was created. Therefore, Marco Polo created Pasta.” 

“But he didn’t. He actually did find it. And the people who invented it were 

there eating it.” Mahdakis, giving up on the shitty paper Dixie cups, slugged 

down a gigantic gulp of the clear devil juice straight out of the bottle….‘I’ll be 

damned, this does still taste like Charlotte’... He continued, “Ya know, imagine 

some country grants you millions of dollars and the lives of a hundred men to go 

out and seek the unknown treasures of the world and you return with a fuckin’ 

box of macaroni. I mean……what the fuck? Shouldn’t he at least have lost his 

job or something?” 

“I think he got beheaded,” said Carl. 

“No kidding? Ya know, I wish they’d bring that sort of thing back.” 

 



They walked into Leonardo’s II around 7:30. Leonardo’s II was a casual 

family restaurant specializing in Italian dishes and Pizza. Next door, was Barely 

Bagels, which was used as the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. office, and a place to arrange 

special business meetings and other highly questionable activities that a young 

person high on caffeine would most likely par take in; thus, giving Leonardo’s II 

a very convenient location for hungry B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.  

At present, the three of them stood mesmerized by the glaring bright light 

reflecting off the white counter top, and staring at the overhead menu, as if it 

were a space ship slowly descending upon Earth. Upon much debating and a 

little encouragement from the busty, patience-challenged cashier, they decided 

that since all they possessed amongst them was four dollars and eighty-seven 

cents, a small cheese was in order. 

“That’ll be five thirty-five,” huffed the cashier. “Is that to go?”  

Carl gave a look of worry and uttered, “Uh, yeah, to go, but wait….Um, you’d 

better make it four slices instead. We’re a little short, n’kay?” 

“Four twenty then,” she demanded. 

Carl handed over the money then walked across the dining area on the 

outskirts of the tables and stopped at a staff wait station where he proceeded to 

stuff two pounds of napkins into his coat pockets while Mahdakis and Floyd 

stayed around the dining room entrance, back nearer to the cashier. They were 

standing only a few feet away from several tables where so many hard working 

parents were enjoying a night out with their young children. Floyd and the 

cashier started making light-hearted flirtatious gestures at one another as a fresh 

pizza was being cooked for them. Mahdakis decided not to let Carl off the hook, 

and he picked up the conversation from where it had left off. He raised his voice 

enough so that Carl would hear him from across the dining room and yelled, 

“You’re prejudice, you know that?” 

“Why,” barked Carl from the other side of the restaurant, “because I think it’s 

disgusting you ate some girl’s ass out?”  

“Oh ggrrross!”  

“Jesus Christ!”  

“Good God in Heaven!” were a few comments made by the nice patrons who 

were completely invisible to Mahdakis and Carl.  

“No,” hollered Mahdakis, “because you think it’s disgusting I ate a black 

chick’s ass out today, yet it’s okay, and probably really cool in your mind, that I 

shoved a bottle of vodka inside her!”  

“How repulsive!” 

“There’s children here!” and  

“I do say, what the deuce is the matter with you lads, anywho?”    

“Really Carl,” Floyd said, turning away from his prey for a moment, “I mean, 

Christ, how is eating a black chick’s ass any different than eating a white chick’s 

ass?”  



“You’re not supposed to eat anyone’s ass out no matter who they are, you 

friggin’ idiots! Black white, red, whatever!” 

“Red? You should pass on anything that’s red, there buddy.” 

“Ughh.” A woman made a vomiting motion into her cloth napkin.  

“I think it’s a sign of submissive affection!” defended Mahdakis. 

“I think it’s a sign of a disgusting, deranged person!” said Carl now 

approaching the two. 

“Here ya are honey,” said a now very loving, and bubbly cashier, handing an 

extra-large size pizza box to Floyd and the guys. “One extra-large everything 

pie.” 

“How the fuck did we get a whole pie?” Carl whispered into the ear of 

Mahdakis. 

“I think he agreed to go out with her this week,” the starving teenager 

whispered back. 

“You do you like pie, don’t you?” she asked Floyd staring helplessly into his 

eyes. 

“Sure,” Floyd said, staring back at her. “Especially when it’s hot.” 

“And Cheesy,” said Mahdakis, growing hostile from hunger. “Is your pie 

cheesy, Honey? Something tells me it’s a good bet.” 

“Your friend here’s an asshole, baby.” She continued to stroke Floyd’s cheek 

with the tips of her glitter sparkling fingernails. 

“Don’t worry ’bout him, he’s just bitter ’cause someone made a toilet bowl out 

of his mouth today,” he said, holding one end of the box as the cashier, who 

suddenly lost her smile, held the other. “And thank-you for the pie, darlin’.”  

“Anytime, sweetie,” she said, slipping her phone number to Floyd. “I aim to 

keep ya comin’……...back” 

“Good Lord,” said Mahdakis, and yanked the pizza out of both of their hands 

and hurried outside where he was promptly joined by Carl and eventually, 

Floyd. They sat outside on the stonewall of the flower bed facing the large, 

black, heavily tinted dining room glass window, eating their pie with cheese in 

their hair, sauce running down their necks and purple, yellow and green ink 

running up their arms. To all the nice people inside that they couldn’t see 

because of the tinted windows, they resembled a grotesque parrot exhibit that 

had fell victim to a random drive-by shooting.  

Coming up the walk was Dakota Wells, decked out like a Russian prostitute, 

in a tight leather miniskirt and a flimsy sheer blouse. She was smiling and ready 

to serve the entire world. She and Carl were really trying to make this thing of 

theirs work by starting to date off and on again at a slower pace. She squatted on 

the sidewalk to be eye level with her man, Carl. As she did, Mahdakis’s and 

Floyd’s attention went to the skirt slit which ran all the way up her thigh to her 

waist. There was a gap and no panties. She was open for business. She spread 

her arms wide and gave Carl a nice romantic kiss. 



“Hey Dakota, you might want some Charmin with that kiss. Hee-hee-hee-hee-

hee.” 

“Huh?” Dakota laughed nervously, “Floyd, what the hell is that supposed to 

mean, you asshole!” 

“Nothing!” Carl interjected. “Don’t pay attention to either of them. They’re 

just drunk off their asses.” 

 “Carl, I’m thirsty. Ya have any soda?” she said, rubbing his forearm as if he 

were a magic lantern. 

 “Uh, no,” was his sheepish answer. “We couldn’t afford any.” 

“You couldn’t afford it? A soda?? Geez, you guys are in real tough shape, 

huh? I mean it’s not a car loan. My God, it’s a friggin’ soda!” 

“Listen, it’s not easy living out here on these streets night after night.” 

“These streets? We’re in Norford-fucking-Delaware. How rough can it be?” 

“Oh that’s rich coming from a little cunt whose Nanna gives her everything 

she wants. Well the three of us don’t have one of those, or anything close to it! 

We’re living under a fuckin’ bridge this week to keep dry, okay? What don’t 

you understand?” 

“I don’t understand why you alienate your families in the first place. Maybe, if 

you guys just did what they said more often than not, they would give you 

money, support you and then you’d have a cozy little place to live.” 

“Do what they tell me to do? Fine. They don’t want me dating you because 

they think that you’re a sleazy little cheatin’ whore. So I guess we should break 

up, huh?” 

Dakota shrugged. “Okay.” 

“Your ass.” Carl was doing his best to maintain his composure in front of the 

guys but at the same time, he wasn’t sure how far Dakota would go and he really 

could not afford to lose her again. “Just shut-up, okay?”  

“No! You shut up!” 

“Don’t fuckin’ start with me, Dakota!” 

“Here, here.” Floyd reached into Mahdakis’s jean jacket and pulled out the 

bottle. “Now just calm down you two and have a little drinkie-poo.”  

“Mmm,” Dakota purred, and reached for the bottle. 

“No! No! No! Don’t drink that shit!” Carl Demanded. 

“Why the hell not? Can’t I get drunk too?” 

“It’s been up a nigger’s ass.” 

“Uh, what?” 

Mahdakis grabbed the bottle back and said calmly, “It’s slang. ‘Been up a 

nigger’s ass’, it means bottom shelf, low grade; not very good at all.” 

“Oh, alright,” Dakota chuckled, “I’ve never heard that one before. It’s kind of 

funny. I’ll have to remember it. ‘Been up a nigger’s ass’.” She repeated, “He-he. 

It even sounds funny. So, if I’m having a bad hair day I just say ‘yeah, my hair’s 

been up a nigger’s ass today’? He-he.” 



“Something like that,” Carl said, exchanging provoking glances with 

Mahdakis, daring him to give the bottle to Dakota. “Why don’t we get out of 

here and go behind the school or something,” he finally said.  

Mahdakis was still staring at Carl with a devious grin, then took a quick glance 

at the bottle and said, “It’s almost gone, I have to leave soon. Does anybody 

mind if I finish this off?” 

“Go ahead, I’ll roll a joint.” Dakota sighed. 

“Much obliged.” Mahdakis tipped the bottle and gave Carl a wink. “Bottoms 

Up.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Second Helping 
 

m glad you’re here, finally.” (exhale) “Check this out, you’ll appreciate 

this.” 

“A game?” said Jason, watching Snowy adjust the computer. “Fuck that. Let’s 

cut up some lines!” 

“There’s………a-little…problem-with that.”  

“What kind of problem?............Snowman?” 

(inhale-exhale) “No problem, we’re all here, ready to party down, and enjoy 

ourselves. Right?” (inhale-exhale) 

“Then why does Yogi say there’s a little problem with cutting up some lines?” 

“Actually, it’s a big problem if that’s the only reason you came here,” Jezebel 

chuckled. 

“Say what? Tell me you don’t have any blow.” 

“Sorry.” Shake-shake-shake (inhale) 

“Sorry?” 

“We went through a lot more last night than expected,” (exhale) “and then 

Andrea picked me up this morning and the two of us finished off whatever I had, 

but don’t worry, I’m getting some on Thursday.” 

“What fuckin’ good does that do us now, on Sunday? You told me you had 

plenty….two parties worth! I should have stayed last night. Man, you’re an 

asshole!” 

“Hey! Cool your jets there, sonny boy. I got a bunch of this really good 

Jamaican bud from Pumpkinhead. We’ll have that, instead.” 

“Big fuckin’ deal. Who doesn’t have that? I bought an ounce myself.” 

“I’ 
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“So break it out then, big man.” 

“Fuck that! You invited us here to have some cocaine. That’s what I want. I 

could have stayed home with Boodles and smoked pot, instead of subjecting 

myself to this cum-stench infested room of yours.” 

“Yeah, what is up with that smell?” Sally whispered to Jezebel. 

“Let me remind you, people,” (inhale-exhale) “we are gathered here on this 

fine day, to enjoy the company of one another, regardless of our activities or 

topics of conversation.” Shake-shake-shake “To exchange the warmth and…” 

“Oh fuck this, I’m out of here!” 

“Wait! Jason! Before you do, check out this video game.” Snowy grabbed 

Jason by the shirt and dragged him over to the monitor. (inhale-exhale) “The 

idea is to screw as many women….or men, if that’s your thing, as you can. One 

way is to buy them drinks and get them drunk. See?” Snowy said as he ordered 

his virtual self a drink at the bar with his joystick. “Or, you can rape 

them….BUT!” (inhale-exhale) if you get caught, or she fights you off, then the 

games over.” 

“And if you don’t get caught?” 

(inhale) “You get more points.” (exhale) 

“Nice,” Jezebel remarked, disapprovingly. 

“Yeah man, that’s kind of sick.” 

“Shut up, Sally, before I come over there and rape you a good one.” 

“You don’t have the dick for it,” snarled Sally. “And if you were any kind of a 

real man, you wouldn’t lend acknowledgment of any kind to the glorification of 

rape.” 

“Most likely he doesn’t really know what rape is,” suggested Jezebel. “Maybe 

he needs to be fucked in that smelly ass of his once or twice.” 

“Oh trust me, my dear, I know all about rape…..just take a look at my mail on 

the table over there. See those hospital bills? That’s some hardcore up the ass so 

high, it comes out your mouth rape, right there.” 

The two young women laughed and then Yogi stood up, seemingly on their 

behalf, to state his opinion. “It is kind a…..fucked up and sexist, I 

mean,…….what the fuck man? It’s…….a game; a game geared for the likes of 

teenagers and young adults who’s………brains-and-opinions about serious 

matters, have…………yet-to-be….developed. To take a….game,….and I use 

that word loosely, and base it…….around the idea of getting rewarded for 

beating up a woman and…………even further reward for raping and violating 

her is…………quite-an-atrocity. I don’t think…..something like this should 

be…..legal.” 

“Well it’s not, Bozo. That’s why it’s pirated.” 

“Oh. Well………..good! As well, it should be banned all together. 

You……should-feel-ashamed to……….even-be-a-part of something that 



promotes violence and……..seeks-to……..set our civilization back a hundred 

years.” 

“Listen, Dr. King, you wanna play, or not?” 

“Don’t mind-if I do,” said Yogi, grabbing a joystick. “What......controls 

what?” 

“Just follow what Jason’s doing. The red button is your penis erection, and if 

you hold it while moving the stick in any direction, it just makes you walk or 

run in that direction.” 

“With a hard on?” 

“Right. But you don’t wanna be pushing the hard-on button if you’re not about 

to use it because your hard-on only has so many minutes per game.” 

“Oh,” said Jezebel, “so it’s just like real life.”  

Ignoring her and taking a casual drag off his cigarette, Jason said, “So you 

want to make sure that you don’t run out of erection minutes while you’re raping 

your victim.” 

“If you do,” (inhale) “then you’ll have to kill her,” (exhale) “and that’s bad.” 

“Ya think?” exclaimed Sally. “What the fuck kind of shit is this anyway? I 

don’t have to stand here and be subject to this!” 

“Then get your ugly face the fuck out,” Cough-cough-cough. 

“I can’t take this.” 

“Really. I suppose you get ‘Hard-On Minutes’ the more you successfully rape, 

huh?” 

“As a matter of fact, you do.” Shake-shake-shake “Now just hush, or I won’t 

let you two play at all. Now Yogi, what you do next is…..” 

“Why do we…………look-like-robots?” 

“Because we are. Thus the name of the game, Clock ’em, Cock ’em Robots.” 

“Why the hell would the two of us want to play a sick game like that for, 

anyway?” Sally yelled to them. 

Jason looked back at them while still maneuvering his man. “It has a setting 

for Female Players, and gives you the option of your victims being male.” 

Sally and Jezebel were intrigued. “Now that’s a game! Count me in.” 

“Me too! I’m next!” 

 

Jezebel watched on with perplexed amazement, as Sally and Yogi were deeply 

engrossed in the game. They had found a setting that enabled two players to play 

in co-ed style, against one another and or, the other’s friends. 

Snowy walked over to the door, where Jason was putting his coat on to leave. 

“Hey man, I’m really sorry about this, but check it out; Alex is gonna take us out 

fishing Friday on his mini-yacht, if you’re interested.” 

“Oh yeah. I’m always interested when it comes to fishing. What’s he getting 

out of it, though?” 



“He and Charlotte love doing lines. They don’t even do much, but they have a 

good time.” (exhale) “A fair enough exchange, I thought.” 

“So she’s coming too?” 

“Yeah, I guess. Why?” 

“Maybe I’ll ask Boodles to come.” 

“Maybe you’ll shut your fuckin’ mouth and just be thankful. It’s bad enough 

we have to deal with one chick on this trip, let alone two.” 

“But why does Alex get to bring his girl and….” 

“It’s his fuckin’ boat, asshole!” 

“Who’s boat?” Yogi yelled over his shoulder as he played on. 

“Never mind, just keep on raping that bitch.” 

“Ha! Not a chance pal,” Sally said triumphantly. “I got three for his everyone. 

Ha! Take that up your little glory hole you bastard!” 

Jason gave a humorously concerned look at Snowy. “What are you doing to 

those people in there?” 

“Corrupting them, of course. So what do you say? Friday night around six we 

meet at the docks?” 

“Sure. Shouldn’t be a problem. I gotta run now, okay?”  

“Alright there, pal. Sorry about being empty handed.” 

“No problem,” said Jason, as he turned and walked down the stairs to his car. 

When Snowy turned around, Jezebel was standing right there blowing smoke 

in his face. “If it’s no problem, then why’d he leave so soon?”  

“Exactly.” (inhale-exhale) “What a fuckin’ cry baby.” 

And with that, Jezebel lifted a little bag of white powder from out of the breast 

pocket of her jean jacket. “So, is it just the four of us, or do you have other 

people coming, too?” 

Snowy smiled. “There’s one or two people I couldn’t get a hold of to tell that 

the party had been cancelled. They might show, still. You had that bag the 

whole time?” 

“Yeah, but I have an aversion to sharing with people who don’t share back. 

The two showing up, are they greedy misers like Jason?” 

“It’s Floyd and Frank. Floyd needs somewhere to crash, more than anything, 

and you know Frank, one or two lines and he’s good for the night.” (inhale) “So 

listen,” (exhale) “does Some Other Old Dude still plan on making that pickup 

for me, on Wednesday?” 

“I imagine, if that’s what you arranged. He takes his business quite seriously. 

But you’d be best to call him yourself, just to be sure. You got a mirror 

somewhere?” 

(inhale) “Does a fish like water?” (exhale) “Save it, sister,” Snowy said, 

walking across the room and pulling out a humongous bag of cocaine from 

under his mattress, “we’ll use mine.” 

“Holy shit! You……..had-that-the whole time?” 



“Alright, Snowman.” 

“That’s Mister Snowman to you, Sally. At least until we become better 

acquainted.” 

Jezebel sat down with the three of them; completing the circle and putting her 

hand up in the universal sign of stop, and said, “I won’t ask.” 

“Well……I will…..What gives, man?” 

“I just figure he’s had enough of my cocaine for one weekend. That’s all.” 

“He was here last night?” 

“Was Mahdakis here?” 

“No to you….and yes to you. But Boodles was here, and didn’t leave with her 

pockets empty, if you know what I mean.” 

“You…..gave-her-some for the road.” 

“Yeah, right. I don’t think so pal. Let’s just say that she and a couple of others 

who won’t be allowed in or out of here ever again without a cavity search, took 

liberty’s they weren’t entitled to and abused my giving nature.” 

“Seriously?” said Jezebel handing snowy the mirror with freshly cut lines on 

it. “Who would be such a snake in the grass, son of a bitch?” 

“Mahdakis. I’ll bet it was him.” 

“What?” Cough-cough-cough “Are you serious?” Cough-cough-cough 

Jezebel was giving Sally a cold stare, then in a low voice, spoke to her, “I 

think it would be wise to learn who is who around here before you go opening 

up your mouth like that and sounding foolish.” 

“But you told me….” 

“What I’ve told you about him were the things he did to me on an emotional 

level. I also told them to you when I myself was feeling very emotional, so take 

it with a grain of salt if you must, I mean, at least judge him for yourself. What I 

didn’t tell you about, because I didn’t want to at the time, were all of his good 

natured and very redeeming qualities.” 

“One of which being ……that….for-the-most-part……he is a guy……you-

can-trust.” 

“There’s no fucking most part about it, Yogi. I’d trust the guy with my life if it 

came to it. Hell, the fucker saved my life once………..and this idiot, too. So 

shut the fuck up with that crap Sally, before I slap the living shit out of you and 

toss you out the window.” 

Usually a comment like that ignited nothing more than some sort of laughter, 

as most everyone knew Snowy McPeet was all bark, and that his gruff manner 

was just how he communicated with people. But this time was different, and the 

timing very inappropriate. Sally went into a cold stare somewhere out in space 

as she could feel Jezebel sink into a sad funk that could be felt a mile away. 

Snowy looked at Yogi who motioned with his eyes, to look closely at Jezebel. It 

was then he suddenly noticed a couple of marks above her nose and below her 

eyes. He understood how what he had said, may have been hurtful to her. He got 



up, sat next to Jezebel, and put his arm around her waist. “I’m sorry, kid. I 

wasn’t thinking. You know that’s just how I talk….It is Sally, really.” he looked 

over to her and nodded with assurance. “You don’t need to be afraid of me. I 

couldn’t hurt a flea, even if I wanted to.” (inhale-exhale) “I didn’t want to say 

lives either; especially when it’s personal and serious like this, but Christ, 

Jez….Could we please address the eight-hundred pound gorilla in the room, 

once and for all? How did this happen?” 

Like the trooper that she was, Jezebel fought the tears back as she picked her 

head up and finally removed the sunglasses she had been wearing the entire 

time; then, addressing Snowy with her black and blue eyes said, “This is what 

happens when you spill coffee on a leather jacket. And this,” she continued, 

pulling her t-shirt down and exposing a cigarette burn on the top of her left 

breast, “is what you get when you refuse to show his best friend what you’re 

made out of.” The room fell silent and filled at once with anger and sympathy as 

Jezebel returned the glasses to her face and returned her body to its previous 

crouching form. “Sometimes you just don’t know what you got until it’s gone.” 
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The Kids Are All Right 
 

iolet-Basia had now taken permanent residence in Dakota’s old bedroom, 

as Dakota had moved out at the ripe old age of seventeen. If she wasn’t 

shacked up with various boyfriends, she could no doubt be found at Nicki 

Tater’s place. Nicki’s Mom loved her as if she were her own. Dakota’s home 

life was a mystery. For whatever reason, she and her female-birth-giver did not 

see eye to eye on anything, and the long-running joke that Pock may have been 

adopted, became more of a reality with each passing day. Still, no one ever saw 

the elusive Ms. Wells but once in a while, even now while carpenters and 

painters filled the home as she had taken on a renovation project which, among 

other things, would open up the place a bit and add another bedroom, which she 

was already planning to rent out to Jack Carrot, Cannoli Spitzer’s boyfriend who 

was now back in Delaware. Pock found peace in the attic. As well as making it 

the band’s rehearsal space, the renovation project added official stairs that lead 

to the attic, instead of the wooden pull-downs and as well, pushed ventilation 

and heating up to the room.  

The band decided to officially call themselves Check Engine, as it seemed to 

fit their M O, and Violet-Basia had been just the piece they were looking 

for……..and needed. They sounded like a real band for the first time. Mahdakis 

could not have been happier. Most all of the songs they played were written by 

him, or a collaborative effort between he and White Tom. Violet-Basia was now 

getting herself into the song writing with Mahdakis, and it was coming together 

rather nicely. Her material was a bit happier and possessed more pop, but still 

questioned the powers of authority and rallied for the dismantling of the US 

government. The songs they played usually involved one of Mahdakis’s poems 

in them at some point, which allowed him to do a reading as the music played 

behind him, sometimes it would only be two lines, others, an entire song. It all 

depended on the song.  

 There was rarely anymore bickering, and the five of them were together 

almost all of the time. Mahdakis was really coming into his own, or so he 

thought, and looking forward to the upcoming gig at the Y-DOG. The Y-DOG 

(Young Dudes Of God) was a semi-religious institution founded years back, and 

dedicated to the spiritual and physical growth of young boys and men. All 

facilities were equipped with a full gym, swimming pools, tennis courts, 

showers, a library, and most of them offered room and board at lower than 

standard rates. On weekends, this particular Y-DOG, which was the one that 

White Tom worked at, doubled as an alcohol-free nightclub for teenagers and 

anyone under the age of twenty-one. It was the idea of Y-DOG that giving kids a 

place to go, and something to do, would help keep them off the streets and out of 

trouble. What it really did, however, was give the kids a safe haven to buy and 

V 



sell drugs and sex without the risk of being caught by the police who patrolled 

the streets. 

“Listen,” Mahdakis said, as the last note of the song was struck. “We need to 

get these songs on tape and start distributing them. This is some good shit.” 

“Yeah, I was thinking the same thing just now,” White Tom said. “So I 

thought, Hmm…where do we get money for this? Maybe we don’t need much at 

all.” 

“Dude, a studio’s gonna run us thousands, man,” Copper Tom said. 

“Fuckin’ shitload ah thousands, mane. Ain’t no way.” 

“Yes, there is. Check it out.” White Tom took a slug of Wild Turkey, and 

continued, “The Y-DOG is providing the soundboard, therefore, all we have to 

do is run some direct outs to a recording device and mix it down the best we can. 

Who knows, maybe they have a built in reel-to reel, or cassette recording 

capabilities on the board itself. That would save all kinds of time.” 

“Yeah, it would,” Mahdakis said, rubbing his beard, “but we’d have to play 

impeccably. Could you find out for sure the next time you go to work?” 

“Sure, but in the meantime, let’s arrange other possibilities in case. So, 

assuming that all goes through,” White Tom picked up the Wild Turkey again, 

“we can take the money we make from both gigs and use it to duplicate the 

recording and distribute them.” 

“Are we really going to go through with Boodles’ hare-brained scheme of 

playing as a different band?” Violet-Basia said in a rather annoyed tone. 

“Yeah, mane. Dat shit’s fuckin’ tarded ’n all. Goddamn makeup ’n shit?” 

“We have to at this point. Don’t we? Besides, the way we have it rigged, is 

that no one is going to be there except some stragglers who didn’t’ get the 

memo.” 

“You mean to tell me,” said Copper Tom, with a cigarette hanging out of his 

mouth, “that Boodles set this up to be an event that everyone would want to see, 

in order to generate money, and then sells the tickets to the event, but at the 

same time…….” 

“Convinces them to stay home.” 

“…..and not see it at all.” 

“That’s exactly what we’ve done,” Mahdakis assured. “We told people that it 

would be better if this fake band, Cum n Wet It, played to no audience and was 

never asked to play around here again.” 

“That way, it’s over and done. We don’t have to do this ever again. A onetime 

thing.” 

“Fuckin’ ticket sales recorded, mane. Dayz gonna know dat day sold out. 

Motherfucker be won’drin’ where da fuck duh people at.” 

“That’s not our problem to explain.” 

“Fuckin’ diculous, mane.” 

“Just look at it as another practice session.” 



“Except we’ll be on a stage and recording it.” 

“Right. But it’s not makeup we’ll have on, in case someone does show; I 

thought Halloween costumes would be better.” 

“Say what?” Copper Tom let his displeasure be known. “What the fuck kind of 

joke is this?” 

“How old are we, anyway?” 

“Do you know how stupid all of this sounds?” Copper Tom had been a good 

trooper and an even better friend since the incident last summer. He was playing 

well, showing up for practice, contributing small parts to the writing, and thanks 

to him, the band had cover material and some uncharacteristic straight forward 

metal songs to play when they were to play as the fake band, ‘Cum n Wet It’. 

“It’s not as though Boodles and I started all this nonsense. But the fact is, for 

whatever reason, people seem to be buying into the fact that there is a rival band 

out there that hates us so much that they blew up our van; and now, are dying to 

see them play. Let’s capitalize on it! Someone has to.” 

“What’s dis ‘our van’ shit? Didn’t see no Mahdakis name on dat reg-stration 

or ’surance card.”  

“The whole thing is fuckin’ stupid. The fuckin’ van had a fuckin’ gas leak for 

six months. What do you expect? My God; you got people hating some fake 

band that is supposed to be really good, which means that we have to be really 

good by the way…” 

“And we’re not,” chimed White Tom. 

“…and you got Captain H and his crew thinking that Gary from Deephole did 

it to us, although I don’t know what the interest with us is, probably nothing, 

most likely! Fuck this.” Copper Tom tossed his bass angrily in its stand. 

“Dude, calm down and think for a moment,” Mahdakis said, grabbing his 

elbow gently. “All of those metal songs you and Tommy worked so hard on, that 

Violet and I won’t play, and all of those covers you made us learn over the 

summer? Well, that’s what we’re going to play. This is all you, brother. You get 

to play all of your shit.” 

“But in a fuckin’ Halloween mask?” 

“Don’t worry; it’s only for one night.” 

“Yeah, alright,” White Tome relented. “One night, what the hell; maybe it’ll 

be fun.” 

“I guess,” said a very puzzled looking Violet-Basia. 

“Dang ya’ll..wha-fuck. M-kay.” Pock slammed a crash cymbal. 

Copper Tom stared at them, wondering if this was a joke or not. “Are you 

people on acid?” 

“That’s it!” Mahdakis declared. “We can all dress as villains from our favorite 

horror movie, on acid! Cop, we’ll get you a big knife and a hockey mask to 

wear. You can be Mike Myers from the Halloween movies…Violet, how about 

we throw some pea soup on you, and you can be Linda Blair?” 



“From the Exorcist…I like it!” 

“Ize call Jason!” 

“Okay, Pock’s Jason. White Tom?” 

White Tom thought for a moment then said, “Lizzy Borden; I’ll dress like 

Lizzy Borden…on acid.” 

This got Copper Tom to laugh shamefully. “You’re fucked up dude, but you 

know what?…That’s not a bad idea.” He giggled at the thought. “I like it, we’ll 

do it. What are you going to be?” 

“Hmm…I guess Damien, or Charles Manson?” 

“You already look like Charles Manson; everyone will know it’s you.” 

“Hmm.” 

“And Damien isn’t much of a disguise really, unless you can pull off being a 

little boy.” 

“Nope.” 

“How about Pinhead?” 

“From Hellraiser! That’s a keeper!” 

“Okay cool,” Copper Tome said, getting everyone’s attention. “But we do this 

only if we can record that night’s performance, too.” 

Boodles DiNero walked in at that moment displaying her crooked teeth and 

smiled. “Hey guys, what’s up?” 

“We were discussing our costumes we’re gonna wear as Cum and Wet It.” 

“Thanks to you,” Violet-Basia said, begrudgingly. 

“So Boods, we were talking about recording both concerts and using the 

money we make to reproduce them. The only problem is we have to push two 

band products now instead of one,” Mahdakis informed her. 

Boodle’s eyes lit up and for a moment and were actually straight. “Not 

necessarily. What if you package both recordings together as a recording of a 

two-night benefit concert in which the two bands unite and play in a stance 

against…I don’t know…gang violence or something.” The band was listening. 

She had obviously already thought this out. “Then, that way, we could get other 

parties to pay for everything, as well. Assuming you want to go that route.” 

“You mean because it’s a benefit for something, right?” Violet-Basia asked. 

“Exactly. Companies love donating to stupid shit, as long as their name and or 

logo appear on something.” 

“Perhaps I could talk with my old music teachers then, about borrowing the 

school’s eight-track mixing board and a reel-to-reel.” 

“I think they’d let you use it, especially if the school’s name was attached to 

an event such as Music Against Gang Violence, or something like that,” said 

Violet-Basia. 

“Sure, we could make sleeve covers for the tapes that give special thanks and 

recognition to companies and institutions that sponsored the event.” 

“It’s a win-win.” 



“I like it,” Mahdakis said with conviction. “Except….we should try and 

market the bands separately at first, and together later. Maybe separately, each 

recording goes for, oh I don’t know, seven bucks. But….” 

“But if you buy both of them together, it’s only ten!” Boodles said. 

“Right. But the important thing is to wait a month or so before releasing that 

package, because that will be the package in which the profits and proceeds all 

go to the Gang Violence Charity, not us.” 

“So, if I’m correct,” surmised White Tom, “what you’re thinking is to make 

our money selling the tapes separately first, on the street so nobody can tell how 

many are sold, or how much we have made.” 

“Right, it’ll be almost impossible to track, but to make it happen, we have to 

act fast and get everything mixed and duped within two days or less, after the 

last show.” 

“We could get started the week before the second show and get the first show 

done ahead of time.” 

“Right.” 

“But won’t the sponsors be anxious to know where the real product is? The 

one they paid for?” 

“Well, we can stall them for a month, Cop, by telling them we are having 

technical difficulties, and that the mix is hard to work with.” 

“Okay, but I still don’t get why people would want to buy a boxed set of both 

nights if they already have each one.” 

“Hm.” Mahdakis thought. “What if….” 

“We add bonus tracks,” said Boodles. 

“Bonus tracks?” 

“Songs that aren’t on the first releases,” 

“So, in essence, we purposely sell an incomplete product to lure them into 

buying it all over again, at a later date?” 

“Exactly, Tommy. Boodles, do you still have that video recorder?” 

“Yeah, sure. Do you want to film it too?” 

“Maybe. But more importantly film the audience and I’ll see if Tony will take 

snapshots of the audience. Perhaps we could package some video bonus features 

and pictures of the two nights in the package.” 

“Oh yeah,” said Violet-Basia. “People love to see themselves in publicized 

media events.” 

“Damn mane, Ya’ll sounds like a bunch of thievin’ kanivers ’n whatnot. 

Sheet………..Damn cool ‘dears, doe.” 

“If we get enough sponsorship from the locals, we should have more than 

enough money for the two different sleeve covers and the special box set 

packaging.” 

“Yeah, but what are the organizations who front this money for us going to say 

when they see the individual tapes flying all around?” 



“I don’t know, Tommy. What are the odds that they will?” Mahdakis asked. 

“We’re talking about two different sets of people and two different walks of life. 

We’ll have to keep our fingers crossed that they don’t find out about it, I guess.” 

“I don’t know. It’s risky,” said Boodles. 

Pock looked around slowly, rubbed his pocked face and said, “Caint help none 

if some fuckers break intah da studio and steels da ’cordens, den sells ’em wit 

out us knowin’, doe.” 

The group fell silent, eyeing each other up and down with shameful suspicion. 

Mahdakis was rubbing his thick pork chop sideburns and inhaling a Tijuana 

Small as he spoke softly, “Someone breaks into the studio, steals the already 

duplicated tapes that we have stored, without sleeve covers mind you, and sells 

them on the street for seven dollars a pop and we get all the money. How does 

that sound?” 

“Sounds like your trippin’, dude,” Violet-Basia said. “You would have to at 

least, give the would-be thieves a cut, and that defeats our purpose.” 

“Also, how do we prove to the powers that be, that it wasn’t us who broke in 

the studio?” White Tom said. 

“There’s too many holes,” Copper Tom agreed. 

Mahdakis took another couple of puffs off his cigar and continued, “We make 

it a hold up….at gunpoint.” 

“What?!” 

“Right in the studio with the engineer of our choice and perhaps even the 

owner of the building. This way, we have a third party who witnesses the hold 

up. The person doing the holdup will tie us all up, except me, and leave with all 

the tapes.” 

“Why don’t you get tied up?” 

“Because, I’m gonna have the robber seemingly pistol butt me in the head and 

leave me unconscious. But I’ll be fine, and able to untie everyone after twenty 

minutes or so. This will give us the alibi we need and exonerate us from any 

wrong doing. You all with me so far?” 

Mahdakis looked up to a room full of perplexed faces staring at him with 

uncertainty. Copper Tom, looking the most skeptical asked, “And? So what? 

Then what happens? This ain’t makin’ much sense so far. What’s to stop the guy 

doin’ the robbing, from selling our tapes for himself?” 

“Or just tossing them in a dumpster, since we’re not paying him?” 

“Furthermore, who do you have in mind to ask?” 

“I don’t plan on asking anyone. I plan on convincing someone. There’s a 

difference. And it’s better you don’t know any more than that; your lack of 

knowledge will vindicate you from being a possible accessory to robbery, 

should anything go wrong.” 

“Well the last time I checked, people of that sort didn’t work for free,” 

Boodles DiNero said snippily. 



“Don’t worry Boods,” Mahdakis said, patting her shoulder. “Not only will we 

be keeping every dime from the tapes, we’re going to get paid for them all up 

front. How this other person gets rid of them, is their concern. But believe me, 

after dumping down seven-thousand dollars, they’re gonna want to make it 

back…and fast.” Mahdakis blew out a puff of smoke. “And not only will this 

other party move the tapes faster than we ever could, but they are going to be 

moving them into areas that we haven’t reached yet, like Baltimore and 

Philadelphia, for instance. As well, we will not need tape covers for them, so 

we’ll save money there.” 

“No covers?” Copper Tom said disapprovingly. “That’s kind of shitty.” 

“Yes, but if we had covers with the track listings, then it would indicate that it 

was a finished product and that we intended all along for this particular version 

to be released.”  

“Also, by not having the covers we will generate a bigger interest in the box 

set versions which will have covers and track listings.” 

“Not only is Boodles right on that, but it will buy us some time, too. Tommy, 

what’s Jack Scentoola up to these days?” 

“Jack? The creepy dude who sells nickel bags out of his studio to sixth 

graders?” 

“Yeah, him. Does he need work?” 

“Most likely. The last time I saw him he was in East River looking to score a 

fix.” 

“Who’s Jack Scent…whatever?” 

“Jack Scentoola, Violet, is a strung out thirty-five-year-old who owns a 

recording studio, and also lives in it.” 

“Because it’s more comfortable than his van.” 

“Sounds like a real winner.” 

“Yeah, but maybe we could get a free night or two of mix down in his studio if 

we offer him some weed. He loves his drugs.” 

“He sells the shit. Why would he want it from us?” 

“Because Pumpkinhead and Floyd are heading up to Boston U to score a 

pound or two of some really good bud…….and some chocolate hash. Maybe I 

could tear him away from a substantial amount.” 

“Well, if the price of the hash exceeds the studio cost, don’t bother.” 

“Maybe we could get the weed for free.” 

“Free, Violet?” Copper Tom said in disbelief. “What is it with you two? 

Everything’s free in your worlds. How the fuck are you going to pull that off?” 

“Pumpkinhead’s not gonna just hand over good quality hash because you ask.” 

“I don’t plan on asking. I plan on convincing. There’s a difference, remember? 

And it’s better you don’t know any more than that; I’d hate for you to be an 

accessory to any nastiness, should anything go wrong.” 



Copper Tom and Pock looked at each other shaking their heads. “Okay. 

Anyway, it sounds like this Jack character is the kind of guy we need. Because 

you know, a guy like that, even if he suspects something, won’t say anything 

because he has so much to hide, himself.” 

“Right. My thinking exactly.” 

“So let’s do this,” Boodles said. “Let’s release the two different band tapes on 

their own. Most everyone we know will buy the one from Check Engine, and 

even a few from Cum and Wet It…THEN!” she continued with a sinister gleam 

in her eyes, “we hit ’em with the ol’ one-two punch, the double live recording 

with the bonus video and audio tracks. We sell the same product to the same 

people all over again,” Boodles was rubbing her palms together. “Instead of 

five-hundred people spending fourteen dollars, we got a possible five-hundred 

people spending twenty-four dollars, that’s another five-thousand dollars!” 

“Some of which we will need to pay off our sponsors in the form of a bogus 

charity fund which, by the way, we’d better set up pronto, or we’ll be in big 

trouble later.” 

“I’ll take care of it,” Boodles said. 

“For how much? Twenty percent?” said Copper Tom. 

“Do you wanna do it?” 

“Nah, go ahead.” Copper Tom took a drag of his smoke. “So let me get this 

straight, if all goes well, we stand to make ten-thousand dollars?” 

“Twelve-thousand, if all goes well,” Boodles corrected him. 

“But most likely, half of that,” Mahdakis said, trying to bring everyone back to 

reality. “First, there is no guarantee that we will sell all five-hundred bonus 

package tapes. And even if we do, the five-thousand, or whatever the total is, 

will be designated to pay off any expenses we put out, like packaging, the studio 

fees if Jack doesn’t bite, Boodles cut, and then all of the rest has to go into the 

Music Against Gang Violence Charity Foundation, to please our sponsors and 

the authorities. The last thing we want is for them to start investigating who we 

are and how much we have made selling the other recordings that were taped at 

the benefit.” 

“But that’s our money.” 

“Is it, Cop? How do you figure? We don’t put out one dollar from our own 

pockets and we get not one, but two recordings of all of our songs on tape with 

photos of the band, being distributed all over the tri-state area, and seven 

thousand dollars in cash. What’s your beef with that?” 

“At no cost to us. It just doesn’t sound right.” 

“Some cost, but very little. You’ll never have to reach into your wallet, put it 

that way,” Boodles assured. 

“What you don’t know you have, won’t bother you when it’s taken 

away…..Pock, you awake?” 



“Sheet, mane, I play fer turdy dollars. Don’t mattuh ta me, ’slong as I’m 

playin’. Damn, mane.” 

White Tom took another slug of Wild Turkey. “Good thing we let Boodles 

handle the band finances, and not him………Jesus.”  

“Maybe ya’all can pay me back fer duh new van I had ta buy, ta lug our shit 

‘round.” 

Everyone went silent and pretended not to have heard Pock. Finally, Copper 

Tom said, “Hey, I got the keys to the golf course. Let’s say we get a beer ball 

and invite a few friends up near the thirteenth hole fairway to help us polish it 

off.” 

“Sounds great. Let’s blow this chicken coop,” White Tom said. 

“Wait,” Mahdakis yelled. “No one here tells any….I mean ANY of our friends 

about this. Is that clear? Not even Pumpkinhead. I’m fuckin’ serious. Tony’s 

taking pictures for free because he thinks we’re broke.” 

“He’s actually paying for the film and development himself,” Boodles 

reminded everyone. 

“Right. So, the last thing we want is for him, and others, to all of a sudden 

want compensation for their hard work.” 

“Seriously, you’d be surprised at how many people suddenly have issues and 

need to be paid for this and that,” Boodles said very sternly. “So please, for all 

of our sakes, keep the money issues and the scheming to yourselves, okay?” 

The small crowd gave an affirmative reaction and then headed out to the cars. 

“Boodles!” Mahdakis waved. “Come here, you’ll need this.” 

Boodles DiNero walked into the back room where Mahdakis was filling out a 

piece of paper. He finished and handed it to her. “Here.” 

“What is it?” 

“The personal information you’ll need to set up the fund.” 

“Oh, that’s okay. I’ll just use my own, if I have to. It’s….” 

“And more importantly, the information the local government will need when 

it comes time to deplete the account in a few years.”  

Boodles eyes darted to the floor as Mahdakis got face to face with her, “Are 

we gonna make out or something?” she said nervously. 

“I like you a lot, and I appreciate the work you do for us. But don’t start 

playing me at this stage in the game or any other, because then you’ll have big 

problems. I know you love your money and whatnot, and that’s fine, but don’t 

start walking all over your friends to get it; friends that give you the benefit of 

the doubt, like me. You do understand that a manager makes ten percent usually, 

not the twenty that you’re earning now, right? Right?” 

“Sure.” 

“So do I, so does White Tom, but we like you and you’re a good friend, so we 

don’t mind. Don’t take a mile when we give you an inch.” 



“You got more than an inch. I’ve seen it,” Boodles said, trying to lighten the 

atmosphere. 

“Are we good?” 

“Yep. I may need one or two more things from you, but I’ll call if I do. So, the 

charity’s gonna be solely in your name?” 

“Mine and yours.” 

“Seriously? Thanks. What about the other guys….White Tom?” 

“Screw them. Like I said, I dig you. Just don’t fuck me in the ass.” 

“I heard you like that sort of thing.” 

Mahdakis slapped her on the head and whispered in her ear, “Let’s keep it cool 

between us.” 

White Tom walked in as Mahdakis gave the silky black hair over Boodles’ ear 

a kiss. “You guys comin’, or just gonna stay here and make out?” he said 

looking at Mahdakis a moment with severe suspicion, then turning and walking 

away, with Boodles following him towards the front door. 

Mahdakis knew what he was thinking. He wanted to know how Violet-Basia 

was going to get free studio time in a semi-professional studio, and who 

Mahdakis was going to get to pay up front for some merchandise they most 

likely didn’t care about, and still find motivation to turn it around.  

White Tom was at a disadvantage when it came to understanding the 

diabolical nature of Violet-Basia and Mahdakis. Violet-Basia and Mahdakis 

played together when they were kids, always finding trouble one way or 

another; planning scheme after scheme to either pass the time, or get a good 

laugh. So, needless to say, after ten years, they didn’t need a lot of verbal 

communication, especially when it came to matters of deception. They were not 

bad kids in elementary school; not bad like Captain H and Squid, beating kids 

up on the playground for their lunch money, but sneaky bad. If they wanted 

someone’s lunch money, they would offer to get their lunch for them, go behind 

the school, roll around in the dirt and rocks, then come back and tell the kid that 

Captain H beat them up for their lunch money on the way to the lunch line. They 

each also found out at a young age, that people pay for sex. While the two of 

them, and their young school friends, were too young to know what sex really 

was, they were old enough to want to see, and sometimes touch, a naked body. 

So, Mahdakis and Violet-Basia would charge other kids of the opposite sex to 

play doctor with them, or even just undress for them, and let them ogle their pre-

pubescent nakedness. One-days’ worth of lunch money was the standard fee. A 

dollar fifty, back then. 

Unfortunately for White Tom, he was an outcast and had no friends then. He 

always hung around the teacher, for fear of being beaten up, or swindled out of 

lunch money. And being alone, at home all the time, with only his mother, 

didn’t help matters at all. The isolation made it hard for his innocent mentality to 



understand what was about to happen, and even more difficult to understand 

how. 

This is what was about to happen ……… 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

*Violet-Basia Sinclair* 
 

 

Virgin Killer 
  

iolet-Basia Sinclair sat with Pumpkinhead on the top of a very small hill 

behind Cascade Elementary School. As it was Sunday afternoon, the 

school and its property were void of any children, teachers, or any of Mr. 

Spitzer’s maintenance crew. The two of them were there to smoke a bowl and 

kill a little time on a cold, but pleasant weekend afternoon…..At least that’s the 

impression that Pumpkinhead was under when she called and invited him to 

come out. Violet-Basia had other motives, and after a few hits off the bowl, put 

those motivations into gear. “So, are you gonna wear that cape around all the 

time now or, is this just a passing phase?” 

“It’s not a passing phase, I assure you. However, I don’t intend to wear it 

every day, just when I feel like it. It’s just that I finally completed sewing it all 

together and well, hey dude, I feel like flaunting it while I can, you know.” 

“What about the rest of it? I think it would look better on you if the rest of 

your costume was complete, you know?” 

“Yeah, but that’s out of the question. We’re not supposed to wear the complete 

costume for leisure purposes. That’s against the rules.” 

“Oh? Why is that?” 

“Not sure,” he said dragging off the bowl. “It’s just one of those precedents 

that the super-hero committee, founded decades ago, established; a mandatory 

casual dress code, and a very subtle presence when amongst regular mortal 

beings.” 

“Like me.” 

“Like you.” 

‘Wow, this kid belongs in an institution,’ she thought. 
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“So that’s that,” he said, taking another hit. 

“Careful. You don’t need much of that.” 

“You’re telling me? I bought it. Besides, it’s not a question of need.” 

“Why don’t you at least take your cape off and stay awhile.” 

“Don’t mind if I do,” he said, and hung it carefully on a tree behind them. 

“Wow! You look awesome! Have you been working out?” 

“Always, it’s the super-hero way,” Pumpkinhead said, lifting up his shirt to 

expose his ribbed stomach muscles. He was very petite and didn’t weigh that 

much, but what he did have, was nicely toned. 

“Mmm,” she said, exaggerating a stare. “How much more of this do I have to 

force down your lungs to see more?” 

“For real?” 

“Hey, you said yourself; flaunt it while you can, right? Well, if you don’t ‘got 

it’, then I don’t know who does.” 

Pumpkinhead smiled and obliged without hesitation. He stood half-naked 

before Violet-Basia in the fifty-five-degree weather. Luckily for them it had so 

far, been a fairly mild autumn in Delaware. But even if it had been five below 

zero, chances are, Pumpkinhead would have still taken it off. One of the 

similarities between he and his brother was that they had both adopted a degree 

of their female-birth-giver’s scorching vanity, and their male-birth-giver’s 

arrogant sense of pride. The difference between them, however, was that 

Pumpkinhead not only adopted a greater amount of the male-birth-giver’s pride, 

but also his want of privacy, and sense of humility and natural trepidation when 

it came to matters of romance and sexual relations; in other words, he was a 

gentleman. Whereas Mahdakis had adopted very little of that pride, yet an 

exorbitant amount of his female-birth-giver’s romantic free spirit and sexual 

libido. Thus creating a very sexually volatile human out of Mahdakis, and 

somewhat of a sexual recluse out of Pumpkinhead. Either way, they were both 

destined for bizarre sex lives. 

As Pumpkinhead stood before her, Violet-Basia sat up and knelt before him, 

unsnapping his jeans. “Do you mind?” 

“Fuck no, bitch. Go for it.” 

Violet-Basia looked at him and smiled as she pulled his pants down to his 

ankles. “Don’t mind if I do.” 

Violet sucked him off as his hand lay gently, but firmly on the top of her head, 

guiding it back and forth for her, as if she didn’t know how to move it herself. 

While Pumpkinhead was a virgin, he was no stranger to this sort of activity. He 

too, had been subject to a few pleasant molestations of their older brother’s fag-

hag girlfriends. 

“How come you don’t have a girlfriend?” she asked momentarily stopping the 

oral activity.” 

“Just keep sucking,” Pumpkinhead said with calm authority. 



Violet fell backwards on her back and looked up at him said, “Wouldn’t you 

prefer to fuck the shit out of me, instead?” She unzipped her jeans. “I know I 

would.” 

Pumpkinhead stood staring in mild disbelief. “Um, I haven’t done that before, 

yet.” 

“Oh, so when exactly did you plan on starting?” she said, rolling to her side, 

removing her pants and underwear. “Well?” she said once again on her back 

with her knees wide open. “Come and get it, dude. It’s now or never.” 

Pumpkinhead found his way on top and inside of her without a problem; in 

fact, his natural instincts were sharper than his brother’s had been when it was 

his first time. But unlike his brother, he was done after two minutes of comical 

thrashing.  

He was a man now, no longer a virgin. They sat up and dressed together in 

silence, then sat back down on the hill. Pumpkinhead grabbed her hand. 

“Thanks, Violet. That was really cool. You won’t tell anyone about this will 

you?” 

“Not if you don’t want me to. But if you feel like bragging to your friends, I 

have no objections to that, either.” 

“Yeah well, I prefer to keep my sex life private.” 

“That’s cool with me. Wanna smoke some more of that hash?” 

“I really have to save it for sales. How about some pot instead?” 

“Okay. But that hash is great,” Violet-Basia said with a long pause. “Do you 

need any help selling it?” 

“Can I trust you?” 

“Me? Ms. Peace, love, granola…and mouth? Of course. I can easily sell a 

quarter of that for you.” 

“Okay,” Pumpkinhead said, handing over to her, two fistful’s of vacuum-

sealed baggies. “Here, there are exactly twenty baggies here, a gram in each. 

Sell them at twenty-five each. If anyone gives you a hard time, tell ‘em it’s 

chocolate hash from Lebanon; very hard to get. It should go for thirty. But you 

better not smoke it, or else.” 

“Or else what?” she said grabbing the baggie with a devious smile. 

“I don’t know…..I may have to make you my bitch for a while.” 

“Ooh, you get me hot, when you talk like that,” she lied. 

“Well I call ’em like I see ’em,” Pumpkinhead laughed reassuringly and then 

sat in silence for a minute. 

“What are you thinking about?” Violet-Basia finally asked. 

“I don’t know. I don’t wanna sound stupid but, does this mean that we’re 

dating now?” 

“Do you really want to date me?” 

“Um, I don’t think so….no offense.” 

“None taken. I wouldn’t want to date you either?” 



“Why the hell not?” he said angrily. 

“Because I wouldn’t want to ruin a good friendship,” she said, lying again. 

“Oh.” 

“Besides, you’re a part of the band now. It would be awkward,” Violet said, 

getting up as if to leave.  

Pumpkinhead looked confused. “Are you going somewhere?” 

“I have to make a phone call.” 

“Oh, alright,” he said, inhaling a joint. “You need a ride?” 

“I’m only going across the street to the pay phone on the wall.” 

“At Barely Bagels.?” 

“The one and only.” 

“Cool,” he said, bobbing his giraffe neck up and down, “I could use some 

coffee. Let’s go.” 

 

As Pumpkinhead walked inside to order them both some coffee, Violet-Basia 

walked over to the phone outside on the wall and made her call. “Hello? 

Tommy?................Violet………Little Italy….Listen…….Go ahead and book 

the studio. I got it……………Five or six hundred bucks worth, depends who 

you talk to.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap 
 

arely Bagels was a semi-regional twenty-four hour coffee shop located in 

select parts of northern Delaware and parts of Maryland. Its customers 

consisted of everyone from the morning rush hour nine-to-fiver’s, to the 

deserted mid-day senior’s, to the disgusting night crawlers known as the 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S., who used it for a meeting place and a makeshift office. 

Presently, it was eight o’clock in the evening, the night crawlers shift. Captain H 

sat in a booth in the far corner of the restaurant with his back to the wall, facing 

the front, and side entryways. He was studying Mahdakis with bewildering 

interest as he picked a small clear bag up off the table. “What is it?” 

“You’re the expert. You tell me.”  

Captain H put his thick finger inside the tiny baggie with his black eyes 

darting every which way, and then tasted the white powder it contained. After a 
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savory moment, he looked at Mahdakis with wide eyes. “Where did you get 

this?” 

“So it’s good stuff, then? I wouldn’t know. Coke isn’t my thing.” 

“Shh…Shhh…keep it down with that coke shit.” 

Mahdakis raised his arm in the air and turned around towards a waitress. 

“Could we get another Coke over here, please?” He swiveled his body back 

around again, facing Captain H, as before. “I can’t tell you where it came from, 

directly. I don’t want to put two people at odds with each other over a harmless 

buy. That’s not important. What I thought might be important to you, was the 

fact that they were able to buy this in the first place, and right here under your 

nose. Although I know we have an unwritten code amongst us, you can’t blame 

a person for wanting a superior product. It’s not as though this person is selling 

it, they’re just using it for recreational purposes.” 

“I understand,” he said, touching his right and left fingertips together. “Go 

on.” 

“I thought you would be more interested in the main source of where it’s 

coming from.” 

“And where would that be?” 

“Don’t know for sure, but based on the person who bought this, and how well 

I know them, my hunch is that it came from over the river.” 

“You could be right. If this were over here, I’d know about it, I assure you. 

Someone’s dealing my territory then, huh?” 

“And without even setting foot on our soil.” 

“He’s got a runner?” 

“Sure does. There’s a middleman who runs back and forth at a moment's 

notice, to make these deals.” 

“Do you know who that is?” 

“Not only do I know, but I can tell you his name, address, and who he dates. 

You know why?” 

“Mm.” 

“Because he’s from our side of the bridge…” 

“You think he’s a defector, or an asshole double agent?” 

“I don’t know the business that well to say…..or him, for that matter. That’s 

your job to figure out. But I do know when and where his next drop is going to 

be. I thought maybe, being the professional you are, you’d like to talk to this 

enthusiastic entrepreneur yourself, you know, face to face like.” 

“You thought right, Mahdakis my boy.” Captain H gave a sly grin and said, 

“So what’s your take? You want in on some of the action? You could help move 

it for us, you know. Is that it?” 

“Nah. You know me; I’m into the psychedelic stuff. This just fell into my lap 

by accident.” Mahdakis rubbed his bearded face. “But I do need a favor in 



exchange for the info. I mean, it may not seem a big deal to you, but it’ll be 

helpful to my band.” 

“I’m all ears, Mahdakis,” he said, putting his tea down. 

Captain H listened intently to the scheme that Mahdakis and Boodles had 

come up with, while daintily dunking his tea bag and taking an inquisitive sip 

every once in a while. When Mahdakis finished, Captain H sat still for a 

moment, absorbing everything, and then said reassuringly, “A charity fundraiser 

against gang violence, huh?” 

“Well, after further consideration, Boodles and I thought it a more lucrative 

idea to make it a charity to help get kids off drugs, and maybe the gang violence 

thing, a secondary cause. I mean seriously, how much gang violence do we get 

here in Delaware? Sponsors are more likely to donate to a cause that affects 

them directly, like their children being hooked on something or another.” 

“You want me to get their children hooked on drugs so they’ll support the 

charity event, is that it?” 

“Mm…No. No, but that’s not a bad idea. Maybe we should stuff that in our 

pocket and save it for a rainy day.” 

Captain H took another precarious sip of his tea then shoved a small plate in 

front Mahdakis. “Crumpet?” 

“No thanks, I’m good.” 

“You’re foolish, you know.” 

“You don’t think this plan can work?” 

“Oh I think it can work……but this lemon curd topping is quite a delectable 

little treat. You really don’t know what you're missing.” Captain H took another 

bite, and, while wiping his hands on a napkin, continued, “So, let me see if I got 

this perfectly clear; this bogus anti-drug/anti-gang violence charity fundraiser is 

to be partially financed through the profits of a cocaine heist that will most 

likely cause two rival gangs to butt heads and spill blood into the streets?” 

“Precisely.” 

“You’re alright, Mahdakis, I like the way you think, you know that? Are you 

sure you don’t want a job? Maybe a front office type thing?” 

“Let’s see how this music thing goes, first.” 

“Okay. But, I have a problem with the money.” 

“Yeah?” 

“How are you going to pay me back if this falls through?” He watched 

Mahdakis shift and turn his head to think. “You have no way, do you?” 

“Not really. Maybe we get only half up front and half when you make the 

score? This way, if there is no product, or very little, I won’t have any problem 

repaying the three and a half.” 

“Plus interest.” 

“Oh, knock it off with that already, will ya?” 

“Hey, I’m loaning you one of my guys for free, aren’t I?” 



“If the true source of this cocaine is a big as we think, then all this is going to 

be small potatoes, and you’ll be glad you used one of your guys to get it going.” 

“This is very true. And there will be no interest fee or any crying about Rad 

taking a risk.” 

“Good,” Mahdakis said with a sigh of relief, “I’m glad you want to use Rad. I 

was going to ask if you could. Actually anyone but Muffin Man…..Jesus, he’s a 

mess.” 

“I hear that. I’ll tell you what, why don’t you hold on to the seven g’s until we 

find out if it’s worth it, that way, we won’t have any problem paying back, if 

need be. If it’s a good heist, you keep the money and do with it what you will. 

What I’ll do then, is mark-up the cost of the product slightly, in the name of 

quality, to cover for the cost of the tapes that I’m supposedly throwing in for 

free. I don’t think anyone will put up a fuss with something as pure as this.” 

Captain H slapped Mahdakis on the cheek softly and to the beat of his words, 

“But if nothing is over there, my boy, I’m gonna have to ask for that money 

back and, more importantly, some sort of compensation for our time and risk.” 

“Fair enough.” Mahdakis looked down at the table shamefully for what he was 

about to say, then he focused on Captain H. “If you come back and tell me there 

was no product, or that it isn’t worth your time, how will I know you’re telling 

the truth?” 

Captain H leaned back and took an offended stance. “Not only are you 

welcome to come with us, but you and I go way back to kindergarten together. 

Despite which side of the fence we may fight on now, you have to trust me.” He 

pointed in his face. “That’s how you’ll know.” 

“What I know, Hank, is that you’re a business man, and a damn good one. 

You don’t get where you are by not tripping up a few friends on the way, 

intentionally or not.” 

“Think what you want, Mahdakis. But for the record, I don’t care for your 

thoughts right now, so I’ll leave before I get angry. But when it comes to 

friends, especially your kind, I’m on the up and up. You’ll see.” Captain H got 

up and on the way out the door, addressed the waitress, “He never got his Coke, 

you know.”  

Mahdakis watched though the large glass window as Captain H walked up to it 

from the outside and smacked it playfully. Mahdakis could barely hear his 

words as he yelled through it, “I’ll call you in the morning! Tell Pumpkinhead I 

want some of that chocolate hash action, too.” He gave him a wink and a 

thumbs-up as he proceeded to get into a blue Dodge with a smashed-in driver’s 

side window and a Baby On Board sign in the rear. 

He hated questioning his friend’s criminal integrity but he knew that Captain 

H would not respect him as much if he didn’t ask, and possibly take advantage 

of him. He knew he wouldn’t now. He could see it on his face as he left. More 

importantly, he also saw in his face, a boiling anger and resentment of the fact 



that someone else was selling better drugs than he was - on his turf. Mahdakis 

felt sorry for the poor bastard. Captain H didn’t fuck around when it came to 

respect and territory, and if you didn’t move aside for him, he’d most likely kill 

you. Friends were the exception. He took care of his own…..usually. In that 

regard, you could trust him with your money more so than you could Boodles. 

But if you didn’t have to, then neither one was the best choice. Mahdakis hated 

this side of the world, the world of evil, greed, and murder. He hoped and 

prayed that his music dream worked out so he would never have to resort to this 

kind of lifestyle. Not only wasn’t it for him, but he was no good at it. He’d be 

dead inside of a year. ‘How did people like Hank sleep at night knowing there 

was someone out there who really wanted to kill them? How did you just bust 

someone’s face wide open, not knowing if they deserved it or not, and then 

throw them in front of a train?’ This was most likely the fate of Jezebel’s, soon-

to-be-ex, boyfriend, Some Other Old Dude, once Hank got his hands on him.  

If you put aside the murder of Roger Daniels, The Mountains had saved 

Mahdakis from a life of crime, if nothing else. Before he left Delaware to go live 

in The Mountains, he was very good friends with Hank ‘Captain H’ Megedagik 

and Squid. The other friends he had became jocks and preppy girls and, even as 

far back as then, he wasn’t headed in that direction, so there would’ve only been 

one choice. His girlfriend in grade school, Diane, became some sort of a hooker 

or something. It probably was an exaggeration, but that was the word. Either 

way, she dropped out of school and hit the streets for one reason or another. 

That just left Violet-Basia Sinclair and Tommy ‘White Tom’ Gladbags, two 

quiet little geeks sitting in the corner of the room, when he left. And, if he had 

stayed here in Delaware, he would probably still view them as such. They were 

weird as hell but, thanks to the six Mountain years, so was he; and now they 

were all best friends. ‘Strange how things work out,’ Mahdakis thought, ‘and 

we’re not even done yet.’  

While he was still not bad on the outside, Mahdakis had become removed 

from many of the things he cared so dearly about; things and causes he used to 

fight for; things and causes he now referred to as hopeless. His street time in 

Delaware was slowly taking the spark out of him; the one element that, thus far, 

separated him from the rest of the B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.  

For a split second, Mahdakis recognized this and, for a split second only, he 

remembered…….. 

 

…….. He remembered Roger Daniels and how he was such an offbeat little 

geek, and slightly eccentric; as well Mahdakis should have. Mahdakis and Roger 

were inseparable for quite some time; that is until Mahdakis killed him. But up 

until then, they never stopped hanging around together. 

The fact was, they had more than a few things in common; the most notable 

was that they had been raised in similar fashions, a fashion that resembled more 



of a proper English upbringing, than that of a redneck Mountain one, which is to 

say they were both taught the importance of respect for elders, chivalry towards 

women, to use proper grammar at all times, even in fits of raging anger, to know 

the difference between a salad fork and a dinner fork, and how to hold them 

correctly, to get house chores done before any recreational activities, to walk 

with your shoulders back, chin up, and chest out, and to always keep up on 

worldly current events by watching the news and reading periodicals. If you 

failed to present yourself in such a manner, you were most likely going to face 

the dire consequence of a very articulate scolding. 

While this upbringing had been the norm for Roger since day one, it was in 

stark contrast to the upbringing Mahdakis had experienced in Delaware when he 

lived with his female-birth-giver, from the ages of five to ten; the same birth-

giver who recently threw him out on the streets, to the lions, and paid no 

attention to the use of his words, as long as they weren’t swear words, or how he 

held a fork (or that he held one at all) while he ate.  

During that stay in Delaware, he ate pasta out of a can, frozen meat out of a 

box, something in a plastic bag called ‘shingle shit’, and never once digested a 

raw vegetable or a piece of fruit that wasn’t in a Hostess treat or other mega-

preservative food-type item. Sometimes, on her payday, she would treat the boys 

to a Big Mick and fries. A Big Mick was the name of the best burger one could 

purchase at McDuff’s, a regional Irish burger chain. 

It was an upbringing in which he saw his female-birth-giver and his older 

brother ogle the same man, an upbringing where neighbors talked to one another 

through open windows, an upbringing where eight year olds were allowed to 

walk into rated R movies on their own, an upbringing where creepy landlords 

bartered for sex when the rent was late, an upbringing where fists, not law suits 

or town meetings, settled disputes, an upbringing in which their female-birth-

giver often told them not to tell her airplane mechanic boyfriend about the sky-

diver boyfriend in Jersey, nor him about the fireman who lived under the stairs 

on Newday street, and definitely don’t tell that one about the one that owned the 

laundry mat because, after all, they were neighbors, and never tell any of them 

about any of the others. But she read the bible to them every night, and had them 

baptized in a protestant church, so everything was going to be all right. 

Perhaps, being the astute child he was, Mahdakis instinctively knew these 

surroundings to be negative to a good upbringing and subconsciously made the 

decision to ask his female-birth-giver if he could go live with his male-birth-

giver up in The Mountains.  

Though she would’ve never said no, the request perplexed and saddened her to 

a greater degree than Mahdakis knew at the time. She had worked very hard to 

put food on the table for them (albeit junk food, it still cost money) and gone 

through many legal woes to maintain custody of all three offspring, while 

fighting the courts and her ex-husband for more child support. Alimony was out 



of the question, as she was the one who initiated the divorce proceedings and 

furthermore, kidnapped the kids away from The Mountains and brought them 

down to Norford. The courts back then favored the male-birth-giver in most 

cases where women wanted a divorce, and she was granted a meager twenty-

five dollars a week for each child, never to inflate with the times. Even back 

then, seventy-five dollars was nothing more than a few bags of groceries and a 

tank of gas. On top of all this, his male-birth-giver really hadn’t expressed an 

interest whatsoever in either of the three creatures he partook in creating, except 

for the summer visits when they would go see him in The Mountains. 

 Mahdakis’s male-birth-giver had a female-birth-giver of his own, who had 

gone through a couple of well-to-do husbands and he lived with her in a nice 

country mansion. It seemed that marital inconsistency was a pretty consistent 

trait in his family. It was at this mansion where the rotten fruits of his 

procreation would go and visit him during those summer vacations.  

That was years ago, and his male-birth-giver had since relocated to the small 

town of Jaysville where he now lived alone in an apartment downtown on Main 

Street. He was on the road much of the time at antique auctions and shows, 

where he would buy, sell, and trade seemingly valuable rarities with other 

dealers, bring them back to his shop, and sell them at exorbitant prices to 

overzealous tourists on the weekends and long summer days. It was a living, but 

just that. Luckily, he had good financial wisdom and his female-birth-giver, with 

the money, not far away. One more mouth to feed wasn’t going to be that big of 

a deal to him, and more to the truth, he felt obligated. Mahdakis made the move 

during spring vacation of his fifth grade year. 

When he arrived, he weighed ninety-five pounds and was four-foot five 

inches. After less than one year of constructive outdoor activity, (little league 

baseball, Frisbee, camping, swimming, outdoor chores) and eating only fresh 

meats and vegetables from the market in town, Mahdakis sprouted one foot and 

weighed in at one hundred and twenty-five pounds.   

It was because of this move to The Mountains, and the upbringing which he 

incurred, that Mahdakis would later feel like he narrowly escaped some sort of a 

landmine, and why now, he could never imagine himself entangled up in a life 

of crime; which he most assuredly would have, had he stayed with his female-

birth-giver in Norford. The criminal way went against the very fabric of his 

disciplined upbringing. 

In public, however, and in the eyes of most of his friends, Mahdakis never let 

on to any of this prim and proper upbringing. At all times, he demonstrated 

nothing less than the guise of a street-smart hoodlum who didn’t give a rat’s ass, 

and who also had the potential to ‘snap’ at any moment. This was how he got 

through his day, and what protected him from the real hardened criminals who 

didn’t like him. They too, viewed him as a kid who could snap at any moment, 

and kept their distance, which was just fine with Mahdakis. They were not afraid 



of him, by any means, just unsure. And while he liked them enough, trust was an 

entirely different matter. So, around them, and most of the world, he kept up the 

front. 

 

Still sitting at the table in the back of Barely Bagels, contemplating the 

meeting that had just taken place with Captain H. He could no longer let himself 

be bothered with the memory of Roger anymore. The Mountain memories were 

something that, along with his integrity and sincerity, was quickly fading away. 

It was good in the sense that he was no longer tormented in his dreams by the 

ghost of Roger, but bad in the sense, that he was no longer led by the nobility 

and purity of his heart, which had brought him thus far in the first place.  

Now Mahdakis was forced into placing all his trust into his natural instincts 

and keen animal survival skills if he was to make it through another day; not the 

way his male-birth-giver would have liked it, but he was no longer in the 

picture, and what mattered now was finding a way out of this self-induced 

pornographic nightmare, and taking whatever he could with him upon his 

ultimate exit, but leaving behind, not one iota of a trace that he had ever been 

there…..the way he did when he left The Mountains.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Mob Rules 
 

ad felt that tying people up like hostages was a bit savagely and, truth be 

told, more work than he desired, but what he came up with instead was 

even more warped and head-scratching.  

Before entering the recording studio, he held a rubber tube under the door and 

let knockout gas fill the room. While on the surface this may have seemed more 

humane, it completely upset their cause. Once he was sure that everyone had 

been rendered unconscious, Rad entered the studio, found the finished tapes 

from the Check Engine show, that the band had just finished mixing down and 

duplicating, and tossed them in a metal suitcase and two Hefty trash bags. They 

were right where Mahdakis told him they would be. 

Rad thought of the gas, not because he was the greatest humanitarian, but 

because he wanted to make sure that no one could honestly identify him. He 

wasn’t sure how good of liars these people were, and the last thing he needed 
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was for the local cops to hear someone give anything close to his description, or 

look as though they were lying when being questioned. If so, the cops would 

most likely be able to derive at a conclusion for sure, as they knew Bradley 

‘Rad’ Sanbourne well. The entire incident was to take place under the radar, 

swiftly and without any more attention than they needed to prove to the charity 

committee that they really had been robbed. They got that……..and a lot more. 

First off, Rad went too far with how he handled Jack Scentoola, the engineer 

and owner of the recording studio. He didn’t like Jack, not many did; Jack was a 

creepy guy who had children hanging around the back door of the studio more 

often than not. While Rad was known to enjoy a good rape every once in a 

while, kids, mental patients, grandmothers, and handicaps were out of the 

question. He appreciated a woman who could put up a good fight. After all, he 

did have to wake up the next morning and look himself in the mirror.  

Rad peeled off Jack’s grimy clothes, tied him up with rope, wrapped duct tape 

around his mouth, threw him in the back of his car, and drove twelve miles 

northeast to Dixville, Pennsylvania, a predominately gay and black community, 

where Rad felt sure Jack would simply blend in and not be noticed; So he 

dumped him on the side of the road. The cops were called immediately upon his 

discovery, it seemed that even the niggers and queers wanted nothing to do with 

this idiot either, and hence, a region wide investigation began into the 

kidnapping and robbery of Jack Scentoola. And because it involved state 

borders, the feds were brought in; further complicating matters was the fact that 

gas was used as a weapon, and therefore Homeland Security had to poke its ugly 

nose around. It made the papers and news as far north as Newark, New Jersey 

and as far south as Richmond, VA., with the Baltimore and Philly papers 

following the story closely, on a daily basis. 

On camera, and in interviews, the local Norford police came off as rather 

stunned and bewildered by the entire affair. Behind the scenes and back at the 

station, when no one was around to hear them however, Commissioner 

Stromboli and his men were laughing their pig heads off. Although no 

description could be given, they had a feeling they knew who this might have 

been, as an inordinate amount of peach pits was found at both the scene of the 

crime, and where Jack was dumped. They also believed it was nothing more 

than a burglary of one drug dealer from another. Rad had not taken any drugs 

(Mahdakis asked him not to, because it was Jack’s payment), but to Rad’s credit, 

he sure did make the place look like he was searching for some. What did baffle 

the local police was the disappearance of the tapes…..all of them! That was key, 

but the local pigs weren’t going to lose too much sleep over the mystery because 

they knew Jack Scentoola, and they knew what a piece of walking shit he really 

was. He was a suspected pedophile in three open cases, as well as an immoral 

drug dealer. The cops wanted him, but if someone else got to him first, they 

would be nothing but appreciative. That other someone, they assumed, was 



Captain H, or at least one of his crew. They drew this conclusion not only 

because of his history, but because they knew he had ties with Mahdakis who, 

while having no police record, was still very well-known with local authorities, 

as he was always near or around when something was happening, but somehow 

managed to always slip between the cracks. The other factor that slowed down 

the local side of the investigation was the fact that the cops wanted to nail 

Captain H and his crew on much harder charges and more serious crimes. They 

wanted to throw the whole gang in jail and knew it was only a matter of time. 

They had been waiting for the opportunity to do so since they all turned 

eighteen, so that they would be tried as adults for whatever heinous crime they 

got caught committing. And they wanted them to go away for a long time, but 

something of that nature would require solid evidence. And now that they were 

in fact eighteen, the police sat patiently, waiting for that heinous crime with the 

solid evidence to rear its ugly head. This was not that crime, however, so they 

took the matter lightly. The media, of course, was all over it and, because of the 

brief federal presence, the story stuck around longer than usual. 

This meant good and bad things for the band. The good part was, they got their 

name mentioned in the media quite a bit and stirred interest in them. People not 

only wanted a recording of the band, but tickets to see them were selling in local 

clubs where they were immediately asked to play by several different owners. 

People wanted to see them play again, and those who never saw them at all were 

now curious to see them a first time. Despite terrible reviews from the local rag, 

shows were added for the month of December and most of January. The bad part 

was, they were now under a microscope, and Captain H could not risk handing 

the stolen tapes out on the street, as they wished. He would soon want his money 

back, money they had already spent. They still would need to finish the mix 

down of the upcoming, Cum n Wet It show and combine it with the other as the 

packaged set to sell for the committee, but Jack was still being detained and 

questioned by the feds and local police. Time was of the essence. 

Cum n Wet It played two weeks after Check Engine and ten days after the 

break-in. The Thanksgiving Holiday weekend in between had given them just 

the stall time they needed. However, the hall was far from empty, as they 

originally planned, because of some headline news and some negative publicity 

surrounding the Norford/Deephole area in which rival criminals were killing 

each other. Everyone showed up, and to top it all off, The Cum n Wet It band 

got rave reviews from the same local newspaper that shit all over Check Engine. 

‘A cutting edge bunch of youngsters, full of excitement with a bright outlook, 

and who possess a sense of humor about themselves and the entire 

audience…Bring the kids.’ But the reason the show was such a must-see, had 

more to do with the local controversy, than it did any overwhelming talent.  

In between the time of Jack’s kidnapping and the second show, the body of 

Some Other Old Dude was found floating in the Delaware River, on the New 



Jersey side of the bridge, in the vicinity of Deephole, where Cum n Wet It, was 

rumored to be from. The body was indeed that of a Norford man named Michael 

Stead, a smalltime drug dealer, petty thief, and abusive biker boyfriend of 

Jezebel Crowley. He had currently been a part time drug runner for a man 

named Harry Johnson. 

Although Harry Johnson had the in with a connection of the mafia, that’s all it 

was, and that’s where he was getting his supply from. Harry was a washed up, 

whimsical hippie whose grandmother had just left him a substantial trust fund; 

one that he was presently tearing through at light speed, and one that would 

most likely be extinguished by the time he was forty.  

Despite having some money, he still lived in, and dealt out of, his female-

birth-giver’s quiet suburbia basement. His cliental were some of the other local 

wanna-be-bad-guys. He had no rap sheet to speak of and, besides using drugs, 

never really involved himself with crime in any manner. That was until he met 

his mob connection one night after a formal dinner party that was being held by 

some local union rep’s, at the Hilton. Harry was one of the staff waiters at the 

hotel, where it was held, and was their main server. Harry was being watched by 

one of the fruitier mobsters and during the dessert round, Harry was handed a 

note requesting his services after dinner, if he cared to make some quick cash. 

Being that his grandmother had not yet died at the time, Harry agreed and, after 

the event, met the man in his Mercedes in the back alleyway, parked next to the 

dumpster, where he continued to service him further.  

From then on, Harry was able to get the best quality drugs imaginable when he 

wanted, all for no more than ten minutes worth of work, or a full hour when, on 

occasion, the fruity mobster felt like some hard core action. He paid money for 

the drugs, of course, money he just made sucking dick. It wasn’t about getting 

free drugs, but about the actual hook-up to the organization itself. He developed 

a taste for the green after his grandmother bequeathed onto him most of her 

life’s savings, so he began dealing heavily. That was when he met Jezebel’s 

boyfriend at a bar in Bridgeport, New Jersey; the same boyfriend who would 

befriend Snowy, who always let Mahdakis know his business, who in turn, let 

Captain H know it. The rest is history; like Some Other Old Dude. 

No one who wasn’t there can say for sure how it exactly went down, but the 

general perception amongst the underground was, after luring Some Other Old 

Dude, into taking him to his cocaine source, Captain H then, shot and killed him 

right in front of Harry Johnson, thus assuring Harry that he meant business. 

Having never experienced this before, Harry was quite freaked out. He peed his 

pants and rolled over without so much as a twist of the arm. This led Captain H 

to a connection in the mafia, where he convinced them to sell in bulk to him so 

he could sell in Norford and other places across the bridge. 

Currently they were in great admiration of his ambition, and were nothing but 

thankful for the cowardly demeanor of Harry Johnson, as Norford, and other 



parts of the local region, were now flooded with the mob’s good quality cocaine 

and the demand for it was impossible. Captain H would be making money hand 

over fist for the next year to come. His sales went as far and wide as to the 

outskirts of Philadelphia, to towns outside of Baltimore, and up near Atlantic 

City. The thing is, you had to be careful not to sell on someone else’s territory, 

so for now, staying out of the actual cities that these towns surrounded, was 

wise. This move not only promoted Captain H’s standings in the criminal world, 

a shot in the arm he reveled in, but also left the DEA dead in their tracks on a 

cold trail. It would never be revealed to Captain H or the people he dealt with, 

but Some Other Old Dude was working as a rat for the Fed’s in order to get a 

reduced sentence for his brother, who was in the can doing five to eight on a 

deadly weapon’s assault charge.  

Harry Johnson’s female-birth-giver would eventually find her son on his bed, 

in a pool of blood with his pants around his ankles and his own penis wedged in 

his mouth; a bullet buried deep inside his head assuring a closed-casket funeral.  

The Mob was appreciative of Harry’s work, and even though the arrangement 

with Captain H eventually worked out best for all parties involved, (Captain H 

buying larger quantities of drugs more often, inadvertently killing a man that 

could have busted up the mafia’s entire game, and being able to now move the 

drugs faster than the DEA could track them), they still had to send a message. 

And that message was that the mob didn’t appreciate you talking to anyone 

without first speaking to them. 

Needless to say, that after the story of Some Other Old Dude’s body being 

found in the river was printed, more attention was focused on the upcoming 

Cum n Wet It show, which advertised it’s proceeds going to the Keep Kids Off 

Drugs and Out of Gangs charity. The show was a hit. Boodles was even able to 

turn around the tickets she had purchased up (thanks to the gang at the cocaine 

party) at double the price.  

But with that, came the anxious sponsors of the charity event clamoring at the 

band to get the tapes produced and distributed immediately, before the buzz 

from the media-hype wore off. 
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*Nicki’s Mom* 
 

 

Head Over Heels 
 

omewhere deep inside, she was giddy as a school girl to alas, be free from 

humiliation and abuse. But there was sadness in her heart even so. The 

reality of it was, a life had been taken; a life that at one point, touched hers in 

some way. And now that life was forever gone; taken in brutal fashion. It 

shouldn’t be this complicated.  

She believed, as did most, that Captain H was somehow probably responsible 

for his murder, and if he was, then Mahdakis most likely knew about it. 

Instinctively, she felt Mahdakis probably knew even more about it than usual, 

although she would never be able to substantiate this belief with anything 

factual…………She remembered Snowy mentioning to her that he was 

supposed to rendezvous with him on that Wednesday night……..or was he just 

going to make the pick up on Wednesday and meet Snowy on Thursday? It was 

Thursday, at least that was what he told Jason……which made sense, because 

Some Other Old Dude would usually meet up with his connections the night 

before, which was in fact, the night of his death, according to the police. Unless 

he was lying to Jason – that was definitely a possibility. But either way, who 

else would know this information? Did Snowy have something to do with his 

murder? He was capable of it. But Some Other Old Dude was a tough one to 

bring down alone, even with a gun………No…..someone of greater evil and 

strength intercepted this meeting. But who? And why? Captain H and Snowy 

didn’t mingle unless they had to. Business relations……that was the extent to 

their dealings. Snowy would never talk to Captain H about another drug dealer 

for fear of retaliation of buying drugs off a potential rival…..It was okay if one 

did buy drugs off a potential rival, but just don’t talk about it. It made Captain H 

look bad…..The thing was, you weren’t supposed to buy large quantities of 

drugs off anyone except him and his crew……or any of the other 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. within the close-knit circle, such as Pumpkinhead; and that 

was it; The Code. So Snowy telling Captain H about Some Other Old Dude 

would put Snowy at odds with Captain H. 

Snowy didn’t have many close friends that he could confide to, that was an 

understatement. Besides his make-believe girlfriend, Andrea, there was only 

one……..Mahdakis…….He would tell Mahdakis anything…and did, as did 

most people. There was just something seemingly wholesome and protective 

about him that made you believe you could trust him, and feel comfortable 

telling your secrets to him. For the most part this was true; not because 

Mahdakis was holier than thou, but because he usually didn’t think enough of 
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the secret to tell other people about it in the first place, or he’d forget all about it 

by the next day. Mahdakis wasn’t a killer either, not a pre-meditated one, 

anyway. Yet, he also wasn’t the most sympathetic soul on the planet, and 

someone getting killed (maybe someone in the way of something he needed) 

would not shake him the least, especially if she had been dating that someone 

for the past six months.  

Yes. Jezebel convinced herself that somehow he was tied into this; she felt it, 

felt it in her heart, and it was the thought of him being behind all of this that 

finally got her to smile……..a knowing smile, a sincere smile…a satisfied smile. 

Someone was watching over her, after all. Maybe the angel of her father? Who 

knows? But six months of verbal and physical abuse from this man, suddenly 

left her feeling too empty inside to be sad about his permanent departure, and 

oddly turned on by the thought of Mahdakis vigilant protection, regardless of 

how unintentional. 

"Hey! You gonna play, or what? Huh-huh-huh.” 

“Jez, it’s your turn,” said Dakota. 

Breaking from her trance, Jezebel glanced at the game board for a moment, 

put her cigarette out in the ashtray, and without looking anyone in the eye, said, 

“I’m going outside for some air. You can take my turn if you want, Carl. I know 

how important it is for you to win.” 

“Hey, what about me?” said Frank Slate. “I’m the one who needs to win a 

hundred bucks to get my car fixed.” 

“Important to win? What the fuck’s that supposed to mean?” Carl said to the 

others at the table as Jezebel walked outside.  

“It means you’re kind of a dick to play board games with, is what it means. 

Huh-huh.” 

Nicki’s Mom turned to the table and said in a low tone, “Why don’t one of you 

go out there and keep her company.” Then she raised her eyebrows at her new 

daughter-by-proxy and present house-squatter, Dakota, as if to say, ‘this means 

you.’ “She needs friends right now.” 

But it was Carl who made his way outside first, with Dakota lagging way 

behind. Carl approached Jezebel quietly from behind, and laid his hand softly on 

her shoulder. “You wanna talk?”  

Jezebel hid her wet eyes in the palm of her hand as she turned towards him and 

said, “What’s to talk about? He’s dead, and I can’t find it in me to be genuinely 

sad. I’m supposed to be sad, aren’t I?” 

“So these…uh…tears….they’re for yourself, not him?” 

“I think so. Am I a bad person?” 

“Ha-ha…pretty much!” said a voice from behind the rhododendron bush. 

“Goiter, shut up!” Dakota scolded as she herself suddenly came out on the 

porch, letting the screen door slam behind her. 



Carl continued, wrapping his full arm around Jezebel and stepping in front of 

her, said, “Don’t listen to him. Someday you’ll feel sad. It’s just not kicking in 

right now. But it will. Maybe when you least expect it, maybe 

tomorrow……..maybe when you’re fifty. Then you’ll know you’re human. But 

this is also human because the man hurt you, and most likely, some of your last 

memories with him are memories of pain. So, I would think it’s natural to feel 

somewhat…uh……I don’t know…..happy?” 

“Hey! Let’s light off some fireworks! Woo-hoo!” 

“Knock it off!” Carl yelled, and threw an adjustable wrench at Goiter, hitting 

him square in the chest. 

“Ouch!” 

“Keep it up, motherfucker, I’ll show you ouch!” 

“I’m just trying to cheer her up. Damn. Sorry Jez……what are you doing with 

a wrench in your pocket anyway?” 

“That was going to be my question,” said Dakota, giving him a harsh look of 

skepticism. 

“Don’t look at me like that! I was working on my car earlier.” 

“Oh, the car that doesn’t run, and has been occupying the same space for three 

years?” 

“Yeah! That one! I just forgot my wrench was there. That’s all.” 

“You’ve been sitting for the past two hours. How the hell could you not feel a 

huge wrench in your back pocket?” 

Frank Slate opened the screen door with authority as he came barging out. 

“Because he probably gets fucked in the ass so much that it feels normal to him. 

Huh-huh-huh-huh.” 

“Ha-ha-ha!”  

“Shut up Goiter!” Carl said, and whipped a flat head screwdriver at him, 

narrowly missing his head. 

“I didn’t say it!” 

“Carl! You could knock somebody’s eye out like that!” Dakota looked 

horrified. “What the hell’s the matter with you?” 

“Jesus…..where’d you pull that out of, anyway?” 

“What are you, a walking tool box?” 

“Nah, he’s just a walking tool. Ha-ha!” 

“I swear to God Goiter, I’m going to beat you senseless.” 

“I think he’s already there, the beating would only do him some good…….or 

finish him off,” Jezebel said, raising her eyebrow. “But really my dear, what are 

you going to whip out next, a pair of jumper cables?” 

“Oh, I’ll whip something out that’ll give you a charge, alright.” 

“Ah-hem!” Dakota stood staring at Carl. “Watch it.” 

“Oh c’mon…….Like I’m serious.” 

“Always the bride’s maid,” Jezebel sighed factitiously. 



“Ha-ha, Carl got in trouble.” 

“Hey, why don’t you shut up over there,” Frank said to Goiter. “We don’t 

need to hear from the walnut gallery, okay? We’re supposed to be out here 

consoling our friend through a tough time, but instead we’re out here throwing 

tools at each other, and making sexual nintendo’s.” 

“Sexual…what did you say?” 

“Forget him, Carl,” Dakota said, approaching Jezebel. “You ready to go 

inside? It’s kind of cold out here.” 

Jezebel blew out a puff of smoke and said, “Well, truth be told, I don’t think 

I’ll be very good company from here on out. I think it’s better that I head home.” 

She turned and gave a hug to Carl and Dakota. “Thanks for letting me come 

over and vent a little, even though I really didn’t. I just needed to get out of the 

house. Frank…take care of that youngster over ‘yonder,” she said, pointing to 

Goiter, “he needs some proper male-guidance.” 

“Huh, I don’t go that way, Jez. That’s more a job for White Tom…..or Carl 

here.” 

“Your ass.” 

 Jezebel put her pocket book over her shoulder and began heading out on foot, 

as an authoritative voice yelled out, “Ah….Excuse me!” Nicki’s Mom was half 

inside the screen door and half out on the porch. “Where are you going, all 

alone?” 

“Home, Ms. Tater. It’s only a mile or two down the road.” 

“Yeah, I’m well aware of where you live. You didn’t drive?” 

“I felt like a good walk earlier.” 

“Yeah, well…that was earlier,” Nicki’s Mom said, reaching into her own 

pocket book and pulling out a ring of keys. “It’s dark now. I don’t want you 

walking alone. Get in the car.” She pointed to her dark green Mazda. “I’ll be 

back in a few, kids. Try not to burn the house down while I’m gone, okay?” and 

as she made her way through the stubborn bodies, she brushed up a long Frank 

Slate, slipped a fifty-dollar bill in the palm of his hand, and whispered in his ear, 

“If you want the other half of this, be sure you’re here when I get back.” 

 

***** 

 

After fucking the shit out of him, and throwing him around the bedroom like a 

rag doll for an hour, Nicki’s Mom tossed Frank Slate onto the front porch, in the 

forty-degree weather, like a smelly bag of trash; the exception being, that a 

smelly bag of trash would’ve had more covering it.  

In all fairness to the sexual predator, Frank couldn’t leave well enough alone, 

and after being very politely excused from her presence, Frank, instead of 

putting his clothes on and saying thank-you, had insisted upon a second go 

around with her. “C’mon Ms. Tater…one more time.” 



“Are you for real?” 

“You want me to tell everyone you screw around with Nicki’s teenage 

friends?” 

“Fine. What do you want?” 

Frank waved his lifeless meat in front of her face. “You know what I want.” 

“If I had a dollar for every time I heard that,” she said, obediently standing up 

on her knees. 

“That’s it, Ms. Tater.” 

Nicki’s Mom pleasured the youth, yet again, for another fifteen minutes, 

waiting for him to do his thing. His thing unfortunately, wasn’t working all that 

well, so she finally whispered impatiently, “Are you gonna cum, or what?” 

“Yeah…..sure.” 

“Well then, do it. It’s getting late. I wanna get to bed.” 

“What kind of an attitude is that?” 

“A tired one!”  

“Maybe you gotta work harder.” 

She pushed his big-boned body away from her and stood up. “You got your 

hundred dollars; now get the fuck out …...please!” 

“Nice way to talk to kids.” 

“I said please, didn’t I?” 

“No wonder Nicki’s so fucked up.” 

“Get out!” 

“Damn.” Frank walked out to the front porch, sat dejectedly on the wooden 

bench, pulled his pants down, and continued masturbating himself in hopes of an 

orgasm, but passed out while trying.  

It was one hell of a rude awakening for Carl, who, hours later, stepped sleepily 

out onto the porch to enjoy his morning cigarette. “JESUS! What the fuck?!” 

Frank woke suddenly to the sound of his voice, and in a panic, with his hand 

still glued to his penis and his scrotum stuck to the rough splintery wood; sprung 

up like a rocket, and forgetting that his jeans were still around his ankles, 

stepped away from Carl only to fall face first onto the large granite patio stones, 

just in front of the porch. 

“Holy shit! Frank! Frank? Get up, man!” 

Carl was on one knee, slapping Frank in the face, making sure he was still 

conscience. “Don’t fall asleep right now, man. I think that’s bad. Just stay with 

me.” Carl noticed a trail of blood trickling from behind his ear. “Fuck 

me………..Dakota!!? Get out here!” 

Dakota came out and found Frank, bare ass-side-up. She peeled his bloody 

face off the patio stone. “Frank! Are you all right? Why is he naked?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“You sure?” 

“Am I sure? What the fuck’s that supposed to mean?” 



“Frank! Frank!” Dakota yelled into his face. 

“Shit. He’s not answering. We gotta call an ambulance or something.” 

“Well then do it, Carl! Don’t just sit there!” 

“I’m okay. I’m alright,” Frank finally mumbled. “No need for all 

that…..what’s this blood?” 

“It looks like you busted your head, or something. Why are your pants off?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“You don’t know?” echoed Dakota. “You don’t know why you’re half naked 

on the front lawn?” 

“No…I don’t,” he said, barely able to stay awake. “Last thing I remember is 

being in the hallway talking to………Nicki’s Mom. She said she was going to 

loan me the money to fix my car, or something.” 

“Or something.” Carl rolled his eyes. 

“Then the next thing I know, I’m here naked and bleeding. You think 

somebody raped me?” 

“I think you might have raped yourself,” said Carl. “C’mon, we gotta get you 

up.” 

Meanwhile, a passing jogger who had witnessed all of this, flagged down a 

patrol car. He reported to the cop inside of it, that he had just witnessed some 

suspiciously perverted activity up over the hill. When the squad car arrived at 

the scene, Carl was attempting to lift Frank’s naked body off the ground, from 

behind. Officer Jim poured his fat, dark skinned body out of the driver’s side 

and found Frank bent over naked in front of Carl with Carl’s arms around 

Frank’s waist. “Christ. What’s all this now?” 

“He’s bleeding. It looks like he fell.” 

“That, or maybe someone got a little rough while fuckin’ him in the ass.” 

Dakota looked astonished at his remarks. “Regardless of any reason, don’t you 

think we should get him to a hospital?” 

“Yep. Yes ma’am, I do,” Officer Jim said, pulling Frank’s arm up with some 

help from Carl. “But I’ll take him in the squad car.” 

“The ambulance will take too long to get here, huh?” Dakota asked, bending 

over to help.  

“Yeah, there’s that and….uh…” Officer Jim paused to take a shameless gaze 

down Dakota’s loosely hanging bathrobe which, because it was the only thing 

she was wearing, revealed all that God had granted the seventeen year old with, 

“…..and the sooner I get him away from your queer boyfriend here, the better.” 
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The Price 
 

ahdakis came barging through the band room door. “Okay, I got it! 

Listen up.” And as everyone lay their instruments down, he continued, “I 

just met with Captain H, and he’s willing to hold on to the tapes for a while until 

this whole thing blows over.” 

“Phew man, that’s a relief,” said White Tom, dramatically wiping his dry 

forehead with the back of his dry white hand. 

“Why so?” Violet-Basia asked Mahdakis. 

“Because he’s making more money than God right now, and he understands 

also, that none of this would have happened if Rad hadn’t taken matters into his 

own insane hands. We all understand that no one can get caught selling or even 

handing out those particular tapes on the street without fear of prosecution for 

being affiliated with Jack’s incident in some way, shape or form. But…” 

“There’s always a but,” said Copper Tom. “And usually it stinks.”  

“Dat’s funny, mane.” Pock nodded in approval. “Funny ’deed.” 

“But what if we sell them in say, six months to a year down the road, but in the 

meantime, run off a new batch to sell right now.” 

“Who’s gonna want something they already have?” asked Boodles DiNero 

skeptically, but with interest. 

“No one,” Mahdakis replied. “But they won’t have these. These will be raw 

recordings. No mix downs or overdubs, and we’ll have some more of the 

audience voices and conversations in the background.” 

“That’s gonna sound like shit, dude” said Copper Tom. “I wouldn’t want to 

own that.” 

“Neither would I, Cop. But we sell them at shows when everyone’s drunk and 

wasted, and promote them as novelty items and the public will eat it up. They 

love dumb shit like that, especially if it’s rare…..Rare, Raw and Live…or 

….The Lost Tapes…” 

“The Naked Truth,” White Tom suggested. 

“Yeah, something like that….and with a cover.” 

“A Cover? What the fuck is that, now we gotta pay for a cover?” 

White Tom took a shot of Turkey. “We also gotta pay to dupe more tapes.” 

“Yes, and out of our own pockets. It’s just duplication from the raw feed, no 

studio time. And, for a cover, we just make one ourselves. Have Tony take a 

picture or better yet, maybe get a picture of the crime scene and on the back, a 

picture from the show that isn’t used in the package set. We can do this quick 

and cheap, and the committee won’t care because it’s an inferior product being 

sold after the fact. Five-hundred dollars tops when all is said and done; and then 

we hand them out at shows to drunk people for ten bucks a piece. …….Well?” 

“I think it sucks we gotta pay to do this over again.” 

“Yeah mane, we ain’t got thousand dollars to spend tuh give back seven.” 
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“That’s the beauty of it, Pock. We never did have the money in the first 

place….and never will, therefore, it won’t really hurt us all that much.” 

“Once again, if you don’t know you ever had it, it can’t really be considered a 

loss,” Boodles advised. 

“Maybe so, but it’d be nice to start making some money one of these days, 

Boodles, instead of throwing it out the window.” Copper Tom scoffed at her. 

“Hey, this whole thing started because you guys wanted a demo tape and 

couldn’t afford it, well, now you have two…..for free.” 

“Free my ass, mane. Dude be floatin’ in Del’ware n sheet, mane. Ain’t free tuh 

him.” 

Nobody knew for sure of the arrangement with Captain H, or even if there was 

one in the first place. But, the glaring circumstances gave everyone who knew 

anyone, a fairly good idea as to what may have gone down.  

“Well Pock, Cop, we could just give Captain H the seven thousand dollars in 

cash that we owe him and be done with this.….or, since we don’t have it, try and 

sell a shitload of these ourselves and make the money back we owe him. Time is 

on our side, too. The guy’s buying a new mattress to store his money in, so he’s 

not in a big rush, but trust me, the bookkeeper in him will awaken someday, and 

that day will come upon us when we least expect it.” 

“An dat dare be dam ugly, mane.” 

“And this is a man who knows ‘dam ugly’,” White Tom said, putting his hand 

on Pock’s shoulder. 

“No shit.” 

“But now we have to sell a thousand Check Engine tapes instead of five-

hundred.” 

“Seven hundred, actually,” Boodles corrected. “We sell them at ten, instead of 

seven.” 

“What are you, fuckin’ high? Famous bands don’t even cost that much. Why 

the fuck would someone pay ten fuckin’ dollars for a local shit-ass band’s 

concert at the Y-DOG?” 

“We could convince them, through radio and talk, that we are close to getting 

signed,” Mahdakis suggested. “Then that way they would feel as though they 

were purchasing an investment of some sort.” 

“Why don’t we just run off another five-hundred of the Cum n Wet It show?” 

“That’s a possibility. It wouldn’t cost all that much more.” 

“Sure it would, idiot. Twice as much more!” 

“It would be the same as if we ran off a thousand of Check Engine, no?” 

“No!” 

“We get ’em dare discounts duh more ya git. Sides, we only be producin’ one 

product, not two. Dats a nutter doomsday altogether, mane.” 

“Nutter.” White Tom shook his head reminiscing. “Man, I used to love those 

Nutter Butter cookies…..I could go for one right now, as a matter of fact.” 



“Or!” Boodles had the light in her eye again. “We could sell them with raffle 

tickets inside, and the winner wins a thousand dollars!” 

“A thousand dollars??” 

“I’m not sure I like the idea of giving any more of my money away,” Violet-

Basia said. 

“But it will give them a reason, and encourage them to buy the tapes!” 

Boodles pleaded. 

“And,” added Mahdakis, “if we put the raffle numbers on the physical tape 

itself, it will deter people from copying the tapes and handing them out to their 

friends.” 

“AWESOME!” Boodles yelled. “The tape is the actual raffle ticket! Don’t you 

guys get it?” 

“Let’s just make it a five-hundred-dollar raffle, though. And we can use the 

money we make from one of the upcoming shows.” 

“Oh, c’mon man, this whole thing sucks!” 

“I have to agree with Cop.” 

“Yeah, mane, ..fuckin’ comic book nonsense and penis murders. What duh 

hell’s goin’ on?” 

“Too bad. We’re in a tight spot, and we have to get out of it.” 

“Ha! And dem tight spots us’lly dun stink sumpin’ awful,” Pock giggled while 

everyone just stared at him in bewilderment.  

“Dude, this isn’t funny.” 

“It was fuckin’ funny a minute ago, when dat guy said it….Jeez mane, what 

duh fuck?” 

“Anyway Violet, Copper? In case you haven’t seen the schedule for the next 

month or two, we have a lot of bookings and all are paid gigs, so what’s two 

hundred dollars amongst you guys.” 

“Two hundred dollars?!” Copper Tom yelled at the top of his lungs. “What the 

fuck is this shit, a shake down? How the fuck did we go from splitting twelve 

thousand dollars amongst us, to being in the hole??!!” 

“Dat’s sum fucked up sheet right dare, mane.” 

“Very depressing, indeed,” Violet-Basia agreed. 

White Tom stood, staring angrily at Mahdakis, who sternly addressed Boodles, 

“It’s more like one hundred and sixty-six dollars amongst six of us, right?” 

Boodles stared back at him viciously. “Stare all you want, Boods, but at twenty 

percent, you’re part of this band.” 

“I’m the manager, though.” 

“Well then ten percent it is, from here on out!” White Tom said with rare 

authority in his voice, as he then turned and left the room. 

There were some bitter feelings in the room in regards to how much Mahdakis 

and White Tom were allowing her. As it was, once the receipts had been 

counted, she was going to take home more money from the recorded shows and 



tape sales than they did. The breakdown was more confusing than a science 

lab’s periodic table key chart. It looked like this: 

 

• Captain H fronts the $7, 000 (the $7,000 is in anticipation of selling 

1,000 tapes - 500 for each band - at $7) in exchange for information on 

a major drug connection, and then distributes the tapes with the sales of 

cocaine until they run out, boosting the cost of his cocaine purchases by 

$20, thus making a $6 profit for both recordings and an overall 

potential profit of $3,000 for himself.  

• Mixing and duplicating at Jack’s studio would be free, in exchange for 

a large sum of chocolate hash that Violet-Basia got from Pumpkinhead 

for having sex with him for a few weeks. 

• The repackaged double live tapes with bonus tracks would sell at $10 

apiece, yet all proceeds from those sales would go directly into the 

charity fund – after paid expenses.  

• (Paid Expenses): An estimated 500 sales would gross $5,000. To avoid 

paying out of pocket, the band has Jack fudge a recording receipt for 

$1,000 and in exchange, he gets $200, Rad gets $500 for his botched 

affair, and the remaining $300 gets split 5 ways at $60 each.  

• Legitimate printing fees @ $400 and various forms of advertising @ 

$600 leaves the charity fund with a net of $3,000 or whatever is left 

after the $2,000 is taken off the top. 

• Boodles gets $1,400 from the initial $7,000, while the other 5 members 

get $1,120 plus the $60 and net only $1,180. 

• To better disguise themselves when playing as the band, Cum n Wet It, 

and to upgrade themselves as a band over all, Mahdakis, White Tom, 

and Copper Tom spend the money prematurely on additional guitars 

and accessories. Pock also spends some of the money on new cymbals 

and another bass kick cover with the band’s logo painted on it; Violet 

opts for an industrial size smoke machine, strobe lights, and cool hippie 

clothes from a store way up in Greenwich Village. At the end of the 

day, they are left with approximately $100, minus money for food, gas, 

beer…….$30 or so. 

• But of course, there were the two initial shows; Both had sold out 

crowds of 200 people @ $5.00 each. The house (Y-DOG) got half of 

the door plus a $75 fee to pay the soundman. This meant the band 

earned $425 for each show, a gross of $850. Of that, Boodles made 

$170 (Plus the profit she made on her own selling the already sold 

tickets at double the price…approx. twice that amount), Leaving the 

band with $680, giving $50 each to Frank and Pumpkinhead, the road 

crew, for their hard work. After a five-way split, this left each band 

member with $116 plus the $30 or so from before. Let’s just call it 



$150. Now they needed to each throw in $100 for the duplication of 

more tapes and covers. That would leave each of them with only $50 in 

their pocket.  

• If they go forward with the raffle idea, they will eventually need to 

throw in $165 each (assuming Boodles pays her part)  

• So, as it stood at this particular moment, each band member owed $115 

dollars, while Boodles stashes $1, 770 in the bank. 

 

As White Tom could be heard leaving up the street, Boodles also turned to go, 

gave the group a crooked evil stare, and pointed at them. “It isn’t like I haven’t 

worked my ass off, you know! If you all didn’t buy new musical equipment, 

you’d have the same amount of money I have, that’s really the only difference.” 

“Say chu wont, mane, but duh whole fucked up tings yer Goddang ’deer.” 

“Yeah, no shit, we wouldn’t have to buy new guitars to disguise ourselves if 

you didn’t start that stupid fuckin’ rumor, anyway. You should pay for some of 

the shit,” Copper Tom said, snuffing out a cigarette in anger. 

“That’s true Boodles.” 

“What’s the matter, Cop? Suddenly you don’t like the opportunity to play your 

heavy metal, as opposed to Mahdakis’s psychedelic musical mayhem? Well?” 

“Yeah, it’s cool. But…” 

“But nothin’! Instead of crying about this shit, why don’t you look at it from a 

positive standpoint? Instead of spending five or six hundred dollars, a piece, to 

put together one demo tape, you guys spend only a little over a hundred….for 

TWO…..AND all have new musical instruments and wardrobes!” 

“Well, if you put it that way.” Copper Tom gave reconsidering thought. 

“I guess she’s got a point.” 

“Yes Violet, I do. So listen to me…..Tom…..Pock…..and you! I don’t know if 

you noticed all the dates coming up or not, dates that I booked for all…” 

“White Tom and I booked some of them, Boodles.” 

“Fine……..Mahdakis! The point is, they are paying gigs, and after we get our 

way out of this isolated mess, all of that money is free money…..nothing to 

commit it to, and you can most likely multiply that money by two!” 

“By two?” 

“Christ, Boods. You’re not thinking we’re gonna play as Cum n Wet It again, 

are you?” 

“Yeah, I’m really not into that,” Violet-Basia voted. 

“Are you kidding me? Do you guys read the papers? Do you not have a pulse 

on our surrounding community? These people are gonna want to see Cum play, 

just as much if not more. So, make sure Pumpkinhead and Frank have their 

schedules clear, and as well, I guess we’ll have to let them in on the 

secret…..Tony, too.” 



“That’s another thing,” Mahdakis pointed out. “We as a band, pay those two 

out of our own pockets. You don’t.” 

“I’m not supposed to, I’m the manager, you’re the band. We work for you, you 

pay me and you pay them.” 

“But you’re making twenty percent, Boodles.” Violet-Basia pointed out once 

again. “Which is basically what the five of us take home after splitting our 

earnings. So maybe you should contribute something.” 

“Or take less money.” 

“We’ll talk tomorrow, with cooler heads. But let’s not let this Cum n Wet It 

opportunity slip away without taking full advantage of it.” 

Mahdakis and Violet-Basia exchanged disgusted glances as Copper Tom 

weighed in on the thought, “That’s some cool money. You think we can pull it 

off?” 

“Yeah, mane. I could deal wit dat. Just jammin’ n gettin’ paid. Sheet man. 

Beats towel dryin’ mudder fuckin’ cars and what not.” 

“That’s right Pock,” Boodles said, patronizing him. “And besides, it’s not as 

though my father didn’t play a big role in making this all happen for us in the 

amount of time we needed it to happen. So, yeah, I go a little out of my way for 

this band, and I like to think I earn my twenty percent.” 

It was true. Boodles’ father, who worked for the town, was able to push the 

applications through faster than normal so everything would be in place in a 

timely fashion. “Fine,” Mahdakis said, “but it defeats our main objective as 

artists. Let’s not lose sight of that.” 

“Fuck that, dude,” said Copper Tom, “you wanna keep working at that gas 

station, go ahead. But I wanna make money doing things I love, like playing 

music….even yours. And caddying at the golf course during the day. My life 

would be perfect if I could do that and help my birth-giver pay her bills. So, 

don’t ruin it for the rest of us because you have some sort of ‘divine plan’, or 

‘socially enlightening message’. 

“Yeah mane, throw that shit in a fuckin’ bottle…….S.O.S., ya know?” 

“Christ, let’s see where Tommy stands on this, tomorrow.” 

“Alright,” Mahdakis conceded. “I do like the idea of raffle tickets with the 

tapes, but we don’t yet have the money for the winner. Any thoughts on where 

that’s going to come from?” 

There was a dead silence as everyone looked at each other, when Boodles 

finally said, “Fine…if we don’t have it by that time, I’ll throw it in. If you all 

pay me back!” 

“At what interest rate?” Violet-Basia said scathingly. 

“None! Okay? Just pay me back as we go along, or even better, just give me a 

little bit extra with each gig until the actual drawing. I’ll keep it in a safe place 

and we’ll have plenty of money; that is if you and Mahdakis can see fit to put 

your artistic pride aside and play as Cum ‘n Wet It, again.” 



Mahdakis lit up a Tijuana and looked out the window to see the headlights 

pulling up to the driveway. “Looks like Pumpkinhead and Slate. I gave ’em 

money for a case of Bud. Anyone want to take this to The Rock and down some 

brews?” 

“Hell yeah, mane. C’mone, Cop. Let’s git dat van a-goin’!” 

“You coming, Mr. Arteeest?” Copper Tom teased Mahdakis. 

Boodles answered for him, “He’s coming in my car, we’re going to pick up 

Jason and meet you there.” 

Mahdakis looked surprised and confused for a moment and just shrugged. 

“Yeah, what she said…Hey, maybe it’s my lucky night, or something.”  

Copper Tom laughed. “Ain’t nothin’ lucky about being stuck in a car with her! 

Ha-ha-ha!” 

“Shad-up!” 

As they walked out the door, Boodles put her mouth to Mahdakis’s ear. “Do 

you know how much money the charity took in? I don’t mean from ticket sales 

or anything else, just donations from people around the community, and around 

town.” 

“I don’t know,” he pondered, puffing on his cigar. “I guess I’ll check on 

Monday.” 

“No need. Ten-thousand, four-hundred, seventy-six dollars, and twenty-nine 

cents.” 

Mahdakis stared at her in disbelief and sat down on the lazy-boy footstool. 

“Are you shittin’ me, Boods?” 

“Nope. I double-checked. I guess those murders really pinched a nerve with 

some of the locals in the community.” 

“Especially the family of that one dude who died.” 

“The one from Norford! Hey! Did you know he was Jezebel’s boyfriend?” 

“You don’t say?” he said coyly, taking another drag. “But ten thousand 

dollars?” 

“Well, if you think about it, it’s not that hard to conceive of whatsoever. This 

city’s population is about seventy thousand, and if only half of the people donate 

a dollar…” 

“That’s thirty-five thousand, easy,” he said exhaling.  

“And if only a quarter of the people donate, which is more realistic...” 

“Seventeen thousand.” he took a puff on his cigar. “We’re in the wrong 

business.” 

“No shit we are, and we need to figure out how to get that money out of there, 

too.” 

“Well, we can’t. I’m sure it is secured, and already accounted for. We must 

spend it on some sort of drug rehabilitation care center or some shit, right? 

That’s all reported income. People donate for tax reasons and shit as well, so it 



isn’t like walking around with a tin can, collecting change, then leaving. We 

have to report all this shit.” 

“Yeah, I know. My female-birth-giver is handling the foundations’ goings-

on’s.” Her eyes got wide.  

“I think we should hold more of these events for the next year or so.” 

“But, maybe different causes, though. We don’t wanna get all of our eggs in 

one basket.” 

“Why are you telling me all this now? You want to go in on some joint venture 

into starting up bogus charities to rip people off?” 

“I don’t know what I’m thinking. I just know there’s a lot of money to be had, 

and I’m excited!” 

He smiled and said, “Okay,” and then pondered some more. 

“What are you thinking?” 

“I want to know who the fuck put in twenty-nine cents.”  

“Well, I’m going to figure out the legalities of it all and get back to you. 

There’s no way in hell the government expects you to put all that money 

towards the cause. It has to allow for expenses.” 

 “And you want to know how big of a margin we have, right? So we can take 

out the rest for no good reason but to help ourselves to it.” 

“You’re Goddamn right I do, Mahdakis! Who cares about a bunch of 

hideously deranged, thieving drug addicts, anyway?” 

“I’m with you on that. For that matter, we’d be better off without any of those 

assholes who join gangs. Let’s be real for a minute; the little fucker’s are gonna 

only grow up to be big fucker’s who jump you in an alleyway, rape you from 

head to toe, steal your jewelry, and nothing more.” 

“Exactly! Let him get shot now, and save the tax payers a whirl of money 

later.” 

“And if they don’t get shot or thrown in prison, they just grow up to sit around 

the house collecting unemployment.” 

“Once again proving that the tax payers are better off if these social 

degenerates get killed off at a younger age.” 

“Instead of prolonging the inevitable.”  

“Seriously, though. Even if half of the money goes toward the actual cause…” 

“…. already more than they deserve.” 

“…. it’s still a lot more than those scum-bags had before we came around, 

right?” 

“Right.” 

“So, fuck ’em!” 

“Here, here!” 

“They should be thankful for anything we give them…It’s free!” 

“Let ’em eat cake, I say.” 

 



 
 

 

*The Rock* 
 

 

Rock of Ages  
 

t was a night just like any other night; a night of good times, a night of bad 

times, but mostly just a night of times. It was a night to remember, but 

moreover, a night to forget. It was a night of endless ribbing and poking at one 

other’s blemishes and shortcomings, a night of mundane inebriation and quick 

fixes, another night of bonding amongst futile friends and worthy adversaries; 

another night of explosive mediocrity. 

It was the last night of the season that anyone would hang at The Rock, and 

also the last time that many of these people would be together as a group at The 

Rock. December was rushing in its cold winds and, with most everyone having a 

car now, there was less of a need to assemble at this particular place anymore; at 

least during the winter months. While The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. were still under 

age to drink at bars, they could safely meet at any number of the parks in the 

Norford area and drink there. 

For those who went, The Rock had been a source of nirvana, an escape from 

everyday troubles, a place to call their own and to hide from the world; 

regardless of the fact that the world was sometimes less than fifteen-hundred 

feet away. And, except for the one time, no parents or cops ever came to The 

Rock and, except for an occasional canoe or kayaker….and Moon, there was 

never any other signs of humanity at The Rock. It was their safe zone, and would 

forever be remembered as a peaceful haven in their memories. 

 

 

The night started after Mahdakis and Boodles DiNero left band practice 

earlier, and drove to Max’s Variety Liquors, to take advantage of the one day 

only - Buy one/Get one Free sale on Blue Nun wine, which typically ran around 

four dollars. They took advantage of it all right, and then some. 

As they were walking into the store, Mahdakis stopped in the front doorway. 

Boodles caught the direction of his stare and knew what he was thinking. He had 

spotted an abandoned hand truck just outside the back door that was stacked 

with five cases of Blue Nun wine. From the front entrance, they could see the 

I 
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owner and the delivery guy bullshitting at the counter. “Dude,” Mahdakis said to 

her, “gimme the keys to your car. I’m gonna open the trunk.” 

“Seriously? What if he comes out?” 

“Make sure he doesn’t.” Mahdakis grabbed the front collar of her T-shirt and 

ripped it down to the center of her firm white breasts. 

Boodles quickly put her arms in the shape of an X over the bare skin. 

“Asshole!” 

“There. Give him a reason to stay inside. Ask about the products. Better yet, 

the quickest route back to Camden; that always makes stupid delivery guys feel 

important.” 

“Fine.” Boodles shook the long black hair out of her face and stepped inside. 

“And put your arms down!” 

 

The plan worked. Mahdakis was able to stash three of the cases in the trunk 

and return the hand truck to the back door with two still on it while Boodles kept 

the owner and the delivery guy pre-occupied with her crabapple ass and Spanish 

cleavage. She came out of the store with a bag in her hand. Mahdakis had 

already gotten into the passenger’s seat, started the ignition, and slumped down 

to the floor, so as not to be seen by anyone. Boodles got to the car about the 

same time the delivery guy got back to his hand truck. “Motherfucker!” he 

yelled and looked around the parking lot in a helpless panic. He spotted only 

Boodles, who pointed out to the road, as if pointing to some guilty party. He ran 

in the direction of her accusing finger, as she got in the car. 

It wasn’t until she sped past the delivery guy on the road that it occurred to 

him how strange it was that she walked into a liquor store only to buy a bottle of 

soda.  

“COOL! THAT WAS SO COOL, MAHDAKIS! We have to do this more 

often! How many did you get?” 

“Three. I didn’t want to push our luck.” 

“How many bottles are in a case, twelve?” 

“Yep.” 

“So we sell them for seven dollars apiece and make….” 

“They only cost four in the stores. No one’s gonna fall for that.” 

“Convenience charge. This way they don’t have to drive to the store 

themselves.” 

“Now you’re pushing our luck.” 

“Okay fine, four. So that’s thirty-six bottles times four dollars…...what is 

that?” 

“A hundred and forty-four.” 

Boodles was despondent for a moment. “That’s it?” 

“Yeah, that’s it. This isn’t exactly Dom Perignon you know; and divided two 

ways, that’s seventy-two dollars. But hey, that’s seventy-two dollars more than 



we each had a moment ago. And we were going to spend ten or twenty dollars 

on this stuff, so it’s still pretty cool.” 

Boodles was still deep in thought. “I don’t know. We’re going to have to 

figure something else out.” 

“C’mon, just concentrate on the driving so we can get back to The Rock with 

everybody else.” 

“What’s the matter, you don’t like being stuck alone with me for too long of a 

time?” 

“Hey listen. We got, how many dates to play in the next month or two?” 

“Three months! About twelve or fifteen so far.” 

“Meaning we’re going to be together a lot.” 

“So let’s get used to it, right?” 

“I was thinking more on the lines of, let’s take advantage of the breaks we get 

from one another when we can, since they will be few and far between.” 

“What’s up your ass?” 

“Nothing. Just thinking.” 

“Thinking? Well, stop it. It doesn’t work for you.” 

“Where’s Jason tonight?” 

“He’s out on the boat with Alex, doing some night fishing.” 

“Ah.” Mahdakis gave a perplexing look of concern as he rubbed his pork chop 

sideburns with his thumb and index finger, specifically remembering Charlotte 

telling him to be on his best behavior when she and Alex showed up at The Rock 

tonight. “Good night for it…..fishing, I mean.”   

 

 
 

“Jesus, Frank. What happened to you?” 

“Well Spitzer, if you must know…” 

“Hold on, hold on! I gotta hear this. What’d you do, you dumb bastard?” 

“Nosey little fagot, ain’t ya, Pablo?” 

“How can I not be? Look at you. You look like death warmed over.” Pablo 

took a sip of Budweiser and grinned at Cannoli. “This oughta be good. So what 

happened, big guy?” 

“Did you get into a fight?” 

“You walked into a train.” 



“Or an industrial sized fan.” 

“Th…the power went off abruptly a-as you were going down an escalator.” 

“Imaginative Jack, but no.” 

“Let me guess!” Rizzo yelled in his face. 

“Calm down.” 

“Your parents beat you.” 

“You mean, finally beat him.” (inhale) “If that were my kid, I’d have smacked 

the shit out of him years ago.” (exhale) 

“They were probably trying…they were probably trying to knock some s-some 

sense into him, no doubt.” 

“Unsuccessfully, apparently.” 

“Shut the fuck up, él Dente. Man, it’s nice to know I have such sensitive and 

caring friends who think my injuries are so funny.” 

“I got it,” said the silhouette of a leather capped young man, standing 

confidently with one foot on The Rock, and lighting a Tijuana Small cigar, 

looking away, out onto the Brandywine River. “You paid a hooker for some 

rough sex. She tied you up to the bed, pulled your shirt up, your pants down, 

then circled the bed like a shark while pounding your body with a soap on a 

rope. The soap finally broke off and flew across the room; she sat on top of your 

ankles and went down for a while, bringing you to the brink of orgasm.” 

“So far, you’re pretty close.” 

“She stopped, stared at you, and laughed sadistically. You wanted to come but 

you were tied up and there was nothing you could do. She sat on your stomach 

and slapped you silly on either side of the face with rough open hands. It was 

then it hit you just how very strong she was for a woman. Then, as if confirming 

your anxious suspicion, she stood up and pulled her pants down, revealing the 

largest cock you’d ever seen, and dangled it tauntingly above your head.” 

“Ahh, no……that didn’t happen.” 

“Yes it did, and furthermore, you still wanted to come; you didn’t care how. 

So you focused only on her…his…..its…long beautiful blonde hair and smooth 

tan complexion, an angel from the neck up. You were mesmerized by its beauty 

to the point where you didn’t even mind the cock now jarring in and out of your 

mouth. That’s right, you sucked the monstrosity in total bewildering admiration, 

but you were not sure why.” 

“I’m not sure why you’re saying all this.” 

“Maybe it was the irresistible cleavage, the smooth hairless legs and firm 

buttocks, or, perhaps it was just about it all being the largest cock you had ever 

seen, and you didn’t mind…didn’t mind at all…She….it…did the work for you 

as it stood on the bed with its hands on its sides thrusting its pelvis, shoving 

itself in and out of your mouth as the back of your head hit the wall violently, 

over and over and over again until the thing laughed hysterically and came on 

your face.” 



“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” 

“Yes, just like that ……………..you were confused…” 

“You’re confused; you know that?” 

“…humiliated. He ….she…..got up to leave, but you were angry, and, finally 

managing to break free of the Hoover vacuum belts that had you bound to the 

bed, you lunged at it with intent to kill…her…him…it….whatever….but you 

forgot that your pants were still on, down by your ankles at this point, and you 

tripped and fell, smashing your head through the glass coffee table.” 

“Now that part really happened, sort of.” 

“Eeeww. Frank, you’re disgusting.” 

“You lay on the floor helpless, as the thing looked down on you in seductive 

victory.” Mahdakis took a drag off his Tijuana. “Then it got weird.” 

“Then?” 

   (inhale-exhale) “Here we go.” 

“The beautiful transvestite walked over to the bed-stand and, with all its brute 

strength, ripped the clock radio out of the wall and tore the cord out from the 

insides of the device. It then began to whip you with the electrical cord, laughing 

sardonically as it pulled out a copy of Gideon’s’ Bible and recited passages from 

Leviticus 18. It finally dawned on you that coming here was probably a bad 

idea……You defecated yourself and began crying for your mother, and 

then…..like a phantom, she exited the room, presumably leaving you for 

dead…or worse………. alone…to die in your own excrement, blood, and 

semen.” 

“Jesus fuckin’ Christ. Mahdakis, are you okay?” 

“I don’t remember him coming. When did that happen?” 

“None of that ever happened! This isn’t true,” Frank pleaded for a moment of 

sanity. 

“Maybe he came while he was sucking that big ass cock,” suggested Nicki 

Tater. “He was probably overwhelmed with enjoyment.” 

“Why did he shit his pants?” 

“Because Cop, that happens when you’re under duress,” Carl explained. 

“Then you must shit your pants every time someone asks how you’re doing.” 

“Nicki, shut up already, will ya.” 

“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” 

“Probably own some fuckin’ stock in Huggies, huh?” she continued taunting 

Carl. 

“Then…..” the silhouetted figure continued. 

“There’s even more?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Someone shut him the fuck up, 

will ya.” 

“The chamber maid came in.” 

“Now we’re talkin’. Ha-ha.” 



“Goiter, shut up and stop rubbing your palms together,” a voice said. “That’s 

very disturbing.” 

“Oh, but this story is just kosher, huh?” 

“Shut up! I wanna hear how it ends.” 

“….But it wasn’t really a chamber maid. It was an FBI agent who had been 

working undercover as a chamber maid for the better part of six months, trying 

to bust up a heroin ring, headed by the owner of the hotel. Frank wasn’t part of 

the plan, just in the wrong place at the wrong time.” 

“I wasn’t at any place at any time. Where you getting’ all this from?” 

“….And the FBI agent, well, he was just being a chamber maid.” 

“He?” 

“Yes…he was undercover as a she, and he saw you lying there, Frank; 

bleeding and helpless. But there was no time. The agent had just been made by 

one of the dealers. He needed to get out of the building…..and fast! So he 

swapped clothes with you, taking his wig off his head and putting it on yours, 

then he boogied out of the room, and ultimately, the building.” 

“Is that it?” 

“Then.…” 

“Christ.” 

“The dealer busted into the room and saw you lying on the floor in a wig and a 

chamber maid outfit and smashed the butt end of his rifle against your ear before 

realizing that he had the wrong cross-dresser…… 

“I’m not a cross-dresser.” 

“….But, being one to always seize the moment, the drug dealer eagerly 

unbuttoned his pants. He pulled out his…….” 

“Alright….we get it!” 

“Fuckin’ aye, dude. Take a valium.” 

“And THAT is what happened to Frank.” Mahdakis puffed on his cigar. 

“That was my next guess,” Rizzo said, “I was going to say the same thing.” 

“You really got fuckin’ problems, you know that?” said Frank. 

“Is this stuff you fantasize about when you’re alone?” Cannoli asked with 

disgust. 

(exhale) “Either way buddy, you may need a psychiatrist. Ha-haaaaaa!” 

“Maybe,” agreed Cannoli, “but Frank admits to half of those things being true. 

So who’s the worse for it?” 

“Not half!” 

“Well either way, it’d be best to find a psychiatrist with two time slots open.”-

Bobble-bobble-bobble. “That’s all I have to say about all this nonsense.”  

“There’s ten minutes of my life I’m never getting back,” Pablo mumbled as he 

walked away. “Anybody wanna cut up a line or two?” 

Cough-cough-cough “Does a snake live in grass?” Shake-shake-shake 

“No….Not necessarily.” 



“Yeah, some live in water.” 

“A-and in trees.” 

“That’s right.” 

“And millions of them live in the desert sands across the Middle East and 

Southwest plains.” 

“Such as the Crotalus Horridus,” informed Pumpkinhead. 

“The gratuitous….what?” Frank asked Cannoli.  

“It’s just a saying assholes, alright?” Shake-shake-shake.  

“He didn’t say gratuitous, idiot.” 

“Well it’s an unintelligent saying, because the overall percentage of the snake 

population in this world lives mostly in places other than grass.” 

“Well what the fuck did he say, then?” 

“Alright! Forget it already, will ya? It’s just a fuckin’ saying!” 

“Except for the Garter snake.” 

“And by Garter, Rizzo, you of course mean the Thamnophis Elegans 

Terrestris……” 

“Yes, exactly!” 

“……the popular but harmless Colubrid snake that we can all find within the 

realms of our own backyards.” 

“Will someone shut this asshole the fuck up!” Shake-shake-shake (exhale) 

“God! I don’t know who’s worse, him with his gratuitous information…” 

“See Cannoli? He said gratuitous.” 

(inhale) “…or his fuckin’ brother with all the gender-bender S and M 

nonsense. What the fuck did your birth-givers do to you two in that household?” 

(exhale) Cough-cough-cough 

“Snowy said Gratuitous, not Pumpkinhead.” 

“He gets this way when the THC level in his bloodstream is low,” Mahdakis 

said about his brother. 

“Gender bending? S & M?” Charlotte said, walking down the path with Alex. 

“My, my. What have we been missing?” 

“We’re having an informative discussion about the preferred dwellings of 

suborder Serpentes.” 

“Say what, Pumpkin?”  

“Snakes, Charlotte. They’re talking about snakes, and where they live. Oh do 

pay attention, will you?” Alex snapped. 

Charlotte gave Pumpkinhead a humorous glance. “Sounds like someone needs 

a hit of weed.” And then gave a curious look at Mahdakis, “You were the one 

talking about gender-benders and S&M, weren’t you?” 

“Guilty as charged.” 

“How’d I guess?” 

“I don’t know; great minds think alike?” 



“I doubt it!” Cannoli Spitzer yelled. “It’s a good thing she wasn’t here. You 

know, just because your sex life is twisted and fucked-up, or you want it to be, 

doesn’t mean that others’ sex lives are. And there are some good people like 

Charlotte….and me, quite frankly, who don’t need or want to be subject to your 

offensively bizarre sex stories!” 

“If I wrote a book, would you read it?” 

“Of course I would. What does that have to do with this?” 

“Then, just for you, I’m going to put tons of bizarre offensive, gratuitous 

sexual escapades in it.” 

“There’s that word again,” whispered Frank to himself.  

“I’ll just skip over them.” 

“You won’t know where they are, or where they end. And there will be 

dialogue in them that will pertain to future chapters….so there!” 

“You’ve really thought this out haven’t you?” -Bobble 

“I’ll write it with you, Mahdakis,” said Nicki. 

“You’re an asshole, you know that.” Cannoli turned and walked away. 

Alex smoking from a corncob pipe, interrupted, “Mahdakis, how are you, ’ol 

chap?” 

“Great Alex. And you?” 

“Oh, much going on, much to do, but first thing’s…….” 

Mahdakis leaned into his ear and whispered, “According to Boodles, Jason is 

out on your boat right now doing some night fishing with you.” 

Alex whispered back, “Oh dear….Okay….thanks for the heads up. I have it 

under control.” Then speaking aloud to the group again, “But first things 

first…...Charlotte, would you like to mosey over and do a toot with Pablo and 

Rizzo?” 

“In a minute. You go ahead. I’ll be right down.” 

“Okay, then. I’ll leave you two alone.” Alex ribbed Mahdakis and laughed. 

“Can I trust you to be alone with my girl?” 

“No…as a matter of fact. No…you cannot.” 

Alex did a quick double take as Rizzo lost her balance and fell, letting out a 

hysterical cackle. Then, as he headed down to the river’s edge, Alex said over 

his shoulder, “You know, for a minute, it sounded like you were serious. You 

and that deadpan humor, Mahdakis. I love it. Ha!” Alex laughed again and 

walked out of sight,  

Charlotte Cummings waited until Alex was long out of earshot, “You pull that 

kind of shit again, and I’ll bite your cock off.” 

“Promise?” 

 



 
 

“Johnny-Boy! What happened to your face? Get stuck in a bear trap? By God, 

don’t you hate when that happens?” 

“Floyd, you talking to me?” Frank asked. 

“Yeah you, Johnny-Boy,” Floyd said, putting his hand on Frank’s shoulder. 

“Who else would I be talking to over here?” 

“My name’s Frank, asshole.” 

“Do you prefer to go by Frank or Mr. Asshole?” 

“Gimme one good reason I shouldn’t toss you in the river.” 

“Because it’s cold, and a mean thing to do.” 

“I said ONE reason! That’s two.” 

“Keep the change.” 

“Alright,” Frank conceded. “Who the hell’s Johnny-Boy?” 

“Johnny-Boy!” 

“Yeah…….Johnny-Boy. Who the hell’s….” 

“Johnny-Boy!” 

“You took the words right out of my mouth, you know that?” 

Carl took a casual drag off his cigarette and spoke for his overly excitable, 

confused friend, “He’s been watching De Niro movies again. Mean Streets this 

time. The main character is Johnny-Boy.” 

“Johnny-Boy!” Floyd echoed. 

“Okay then. Whatever you’re in to.” 

“Watched it seven times yesterday.” 

“Seven times?” 

“That’s right, Johnny-Boy.” 

 

 



 

“HEY EVERYBODY!” Boodles yelled from the top of the hill where the dirt 

footpath ended. “WHO WANTS SOME WINE? ANYBODY WANT SOME 

WINE? We got a couple of cases….real cheap!” 

Carl looked up at her with suspicion. Nothing was ever free with Boodles. 

“How much?” 

“Five dollars! You can’t beat that price anywhere….” 

‘Asshole’ thought Mahdakis. ‘I told you FOUR dollars.’ 

“….at least not for good quality stuff like this.” 

Floyd whipped out some folded bills from the breast pocket of his corduroy 

jacket. “Johnny-Boy and I will take two.” 

“What about me, man?” Frank asked, slightly hurt. “I thought I was Johnny-

Boy.” 

“Johnny-Boy!........Alright, give me three,” Floyd said, as he met Boodles half 

way up the slight incline. He handed her fifteen dollars even. “Keep the change, 

Darlin’.” 

“OKAY, ANYBODY ELSE? C’MON…..GET IT BEFORE IT GOES!” 

“A-and by ‘goes’, you mean – turns to piss?” 

“Quiet Jack, and buy the little Missus here a bottle of fresh Blue Nun. Don’t 

be such a cheapskate.” 

“It’s okay Boods, you know I don’t drink.” 

“So? That doesn’t give your boyfriend here, the right to be a cheapskate.” 

“She’s right,” said White Tom. “Just because you’re a person of sobriety 

doesn’t make you any less of a human being than the rest of us. And being that 

as such, entitles you to a boyfriend who’s willing to go all out for you…” 

“And by all out, we mean shower you with gifts, such as a bottle of yummy 

Blue Nun!” 

“Right off the assembly line!” 

“I don’t want a wine shower, and isn’t wine supposed to age?” 

“That’s what makes Blue Nun so unique; it’s not like all the rest.” 

“It’s a cut above!” 

“I-if you’re standing …upside down,” said Jack Carrot. 

“You’re not gonna shut up until I buy a bottle are you?” 

“Hey Cannols, I’m just trying to share with my friends.” 

Copper Tom whispered to White Tom, “Then how ‘bout sharing some of the 

profits with us. What a fuckin’ cunt. This bitch is always pushing something to 

swindle money from people. I gotta get out of here, man. I can’t take this scene 

right now.” 

“You wanna share a bottle with me first?” 

“Huh? Yeah, alright…..Hey, give us two, Boods! I’m gonna meet up with my 

girl later. Who knows, maybe this crap will put her in the mood.” 



“Inda mood for some su-cide, maybe. Dang…..fuck it, mane. Gimme one dem 

bodulz.” 

 

 
 

Down below, next to the edge of the river, Pablo and Rizzo sat, cutting lines 

on a smaller rock, and sharing them amongst Alex, Charlotte, Snowy, Nicki and 

Tony. They stopped for a moment to listen to Boodles. 

“Something’s rotten in the state of Denmark.” Pablo él Dente observed. 

“Where’d she get that wine, I wonder.” 

“Me too, pal.” (inhale) “You know she’s not doing charity work for the Red 

Cross.” (exhale) 

“Why the fuck would the Red Cross hand out wine to people?” Nicki said. 

“They wouldn’t.” (exhale) “That’s how I know we’re about to be scammed.” 

“That doesn’t make any sense,” Tony said in Rizzo’s direction. 

“Let it go,” she waved him off. 

“Ten to one says that she and Mahdakis robbed a convent, or a church.” 

“So what,” said Rizzo. “I want some. Besides, that makes it holy wine! And I 

have to talk to her about something, too.” 

As Rizzo ran up the steep incline to her bootlegging friend, Nicki made an 

observation. “You know; those are the two most fucked up people here. You 

know that?” 

“Boodles and Mahdakis?” 

“Yeah. I mean, Goiter’s an asshole, but you know it the minute he opens his 

mouth. Snowy’s a lunatic,” 

“Say what?” 

“…..but you can tell before he’s a half mile in front of you. The point being, 

you know what you’re going to get with most everyone here……” 

“But those two!” Tony continued her thought. “They’re like motherfuckin’ 

chameleons, man. They seem so educated, well-behaved, and normal at first, but 

then, out of nowhere they go and do...” 

“Or say…” 

“Some crazy ass bizarre shit that absolutely boggles the mind.” 

“It wouldn’t surprise me in the least, to find out that they’ve gone out on all 

night killing sprees before.” 



“My word, Nicki. I thought Mahdakis was a good friend of you both.” 

“He is, Charlotte! One of the best friends I’ve had in a long time, and I hope to 

God that he’s around later in life, too.” 

“Ditto, man. That dude is my A number one best friend in the motherfuckin’ 

world, bro. I would do anything for him.” 

There was a long pause for reflection and then Nicki continued, “Look at him 

up there, that two-faced son of a bitch…..talking to Jack and Cannoli, pretending 

to be normal like them. Who the fuck does he think he is, anyway?” 

“Then there’s you!” Tony jumped playfully at Charlotte. 

“Huh?” 

“You guys hang out sometimes. He talks to you, Charlotte, right?” 

“Sometimes. Sort of. I mean honestly, we don’t talk to each other in the same 

manner as we did when we first met.” 

“That’s a shame.” 

“Depends how you look at it.” 

“Mmm.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “I’m sure Boodle’s is up to no fuckin’ good.” 

“Fuck it man,” huffed Snowy, “I’m parched.” 

“Some wine would be cool,” agreed Nicki. 

“Okay. Wine it is.” 

 

 
 

“You’re quiet,” White Tom said to Copper Tom as they walked away from the 

group, leaving Pock to sit alone on a tree stump set back in the woods, slugging 

down his cheap wine in solitaire. “Girl troubles, Cop? The band?” 

“Both.” Copper Tom took a long drag off his cigarette. “Did you know 

Mahdakis messed around with my girlfriend at the same time I was going out 

with her?” 

“Wow. That’s very un-cool…..and very uncharacteristic, too. Are you sure 

about this?” 

“Yeah I’m sure. She told me. They met at the bus stop in front of the Y-

DOG.” 

White Tom inhaled a cigarette. “Which one? The one I work at? The one 

we’ve been playing at?” 

“No. The one on West Eleventh…” 



“Oh.” 

“Yeah so…” 

“I don’t like the one on West Eleventh, man. For starters, it’s way too small; 

and the staff is rather curt when I visit.” 

“Yeah, well anyway….they’re at the bus stop bench for less than a half hour, 

and the next thing you know, they were back at her apartment messing around.” 

“What kind of messing around?” 

“What do you mean, what kind? 

“There’s different levels. You know….did he just make out with her for a 

while and feel her up, or did he fuck her in the ass over your favorite chair while 

making her yell out obscenities about you?” 

“What? Where do you guys come from, with these creeped-out imaginations 

of yours?” 

“South Norford.” 

“Yeah, well…..No, it was nothing like that. From the sounds of things, they 

sort of sixty-nined each other, or got their hands down each other’s pants.” 

Copper Tom took a disgusted drag and continued, “Somethin’ like that. Besides, 

I don’t even think he knew me then, so he couldn’t have had her yell obscenities 

about me.” 

“He didn’t know you yet?” 

“No. I don’t think we were friends yet.” 

“Well then all bets are off. It’s not him you should have the beef with, it’s 

her.” 

“I can’t. We weren’t really dating heavily yet at the time. We hadn’t even 

made out yet.” 

White Tom took a chug of wine. “This shit’s nasty…….So you really have no 

beef with anyone. You’re just being jealous for jealousy’s sake.” 

“It just irks me that he’s been with her, and got to her first.” Copper Tom took 

a chug off the bottle and looked at it with utter contempt. “And he didn’t even 

have to work at it. They were just standing at a bus stop; complete strangers, 

next thing you know they’re sitting on each other’s faces.” 

“Women are like that sometimes, dude.” 

“I had to work at it; take her places and buy her shit for a week or two before 

my first blowjob. That’s just not right.” 

“Don’t you give Jezebel the high hard one once in a while?” 

“That’s different….we’re just being neighborly.” 

“Mmm.” 

“Besides, we’ve known each other since we were kids!” 

“So that gives you each the right to mess around behind your significant 

other’s backs with one another?” 

“No. I guess not,” Copper Tom finally admitted. “But why does he have to be 

such a dick at practice? He acts like this band is all his.” 



“It is.” 

“Dude! Listen to yourself! Give the rest of us some fuckin’ credit, will ya? We 

all work hard at this.” 

“Yeah, but with or without us, he’s going somewhere.” 

“Hopefully Hell.” 

“C’mon…Seriously. He’s going to stay in a professional type of band. That’s 

all he knows, and has ever wanted. Most of us will drop out of this rat-race once 

Check Engine is through.” 

“Meaning you?” 

“I don’t know. I don’t think so. But I’m not as passionate about the music 

business as Mahdakis, and neither are you, Cop. That’s why he calls the shots, 

and I let him. Why not?” 

“That’s another issue. What about Cum and Wet It? As stupid as I felt wearing 

that costume, I really dug playing the music. Why can’t we just be a normal rock 

band like that?” 

“Minus the costumes, of course.” 

“Of course. And no offense, but I’m really not into that far-out psychedelic 

material that you guys write.” 

“None taken. Most of that is him. I understand what you mean. And to a 

greater point, I think Pock would agree. Let’s have a talk with his highness after 

this little mini-tour we have coming up, is over. Maybe we can convince him to 

move forward as a normal metal band…..and without the Halloween costumes. 

THAT I blame Boodles for, however, not him.” 

“Yeah, but they’re like two peas in a pod.” 

“And that’s getting under my skin, too,” White Tom agreed, as he took a long 

drag off his cigarette. “I’ll talk about that with him in private. Cheers.” White 

Tom lifted the bottle up for a toast and then handed it to Copper Tom, as they 

turned around and headed back towards Pock. 

“No thanks.” 

“Go on, finish it. I don’t mind.” 

“Fuck you, man. That shit’s for the birds. Besides I got a-whole-nother bottle I 

was planning to bring back to the apartment and share with my girl.” 

“I wouldn’t do that. At least not if you want some good lovin’ later.” 

“Yeah…huh?.....Hey Pock!” 

Pock looked up at them, apathetically. 

“You want this bottle?” 

“Sheet. You jivin’ me, mane? You don’t want dat?” 

“Be my guest!” Copper Tom said, eagerly handing Pock the bottle. 

“Tanx, mane. Dis good sheet right here…..Not bade.”   

 



 
 

Mahdakis stood on the edge of the small cliff, which held the rock and over 

looked the tail end of the Brandywine River that poured into The Christina, 

which eventually poured into the Delaware. It was a small river, only several 

feet deep at its deepest points, and at its widest point, you could throw a Frisbee 

to someone. But it was peaceful and had a calming effect on him. He stood 

thinking of the inevitable future, and the nagging past that just wouldn’t leave 

him alone. At this point he could hear almost every inane conversation going on 

behind him……………… 

 

 

Alex examined the bottle. “Good quality stuff, my negro ass. Heck, I wouldn’t 

use this to cook with! All this does is give significance to a trash can.” 

“We’ll take one regardless,” Charlotte said, handing bills over to Boodles 

DiNero. 

“Alex, where’s Jason?” 

“Jason? Out on the boat, I presume, Boodles. Didn’t he tell you?” 

“Yeah, he did. But you’re here.” 

“Indeed. I really wasn’t up for it; a little under the weather you see, and since 

Jason and my other friend Todd were, I let them take the boat out together. Todd 

drives it all the time. I trust him. Don’t worry, they won’t get hurt.” 

“Oh….ah….no. I’m not worried,” Boodles lied. 

 

 

“Hey! Gimme one, too,” said Tony. 

“Ten dollars.” 

“Ten dollars??? For one?” 

“For two.” 

“Two??” 

“You just said two.” 

“That’s not what I meant when I said two.” 

“When you said what?” 

“TWO!” 



“Two it is then,” Boodles said, shoving a pair of Blue Nun bottles at him and 

snatching the bill from his hand. “Thanks Tone!” 

 

 

“Fuck it. Why can’t I control myself?” (inhale-exhale) “Gimme 

two….No…Three….Wait, better give me four; some for later.” 

“Yeah? Gonna get that make-believe girlfriend of yours nice and drunk so you 

can have your way with her, huh.” Cannoli instigated. “What’s her 

name?......Andrea?” 

Shake-shake-shake.  “Yeah that’s right Cannoli, you stupid whore. Andrea.” 

“Hey! Hey! Take it easy there, Snowman.” 

Just then, Alex stepped in front of Jack and put his arm around Snowy. “Four 

bottles of Blue Nun! Now here’s a man with little or no regard for himself, 

whatsoever! I have a curious respect for a man with a healthy appreciation for 

the repugnant. Lord knows……….” 

 

 
 

“…..Dude, they’re out there, man,” said Pumpkinhead, inhaling a joint. “It’s 

only a matter of time.” 

“Before they land you mean, Johnny-Boy?” 

“Yeah,” Pumpkinhead said, while holding in the hit. “Yeah. My premonition 

is that it’s going to take place within the next year.” 

“Here? You mean on Earth, or in Delaware?” 

“Right on the Brandywine, here at The Rock, man.” 

“Ooh Johnny-Boy, don’t you think it would make more sense to land on the  

Delaware? It’s more spacious and shit, you know?” 

“That’s just the problem. Too many people could see. It’s too conspicuous.” 

“I’d like to be here when they land. That’s gonna be somethin’.” 

“You bet your ass it will be.” Pumpkinhead took another hit then held it out as 

an offer to Floyd. “Let’s plan to be here when it happens. You want to?” 

“Hell yeah!” Floyd inhaled a hit. “Right here about next year, you say?” 

“More towards the summer, after their harvest season.” 

“What do you suppose they harvest up there on Mars?” 



“Mars? These dudes are from another galaxy, bro. Let me clue you in on 

something…….”  

 

 
 

“…..S-so Carl, you wanna, uh, give me a hand on Sunday installing my new 

headers?” 

“On the Z28? I can do that,” Carl said to Jack. “What did you end up going 

with?” 

“The chrome wides.” 

“Ah man, I don’t know. You’re gonna be sorry when that shit starts turning 

blue eventually.” 

“Nah…I, I don’t plan to drive it all over creation every day, you know. 

Besides, I got ’em for only eight hundred.” 

“Sweet deal,” Carl said puffing on a Marlboro. “What are on there now, the 

stock originals?” 

“Yeah, the sixty-eight GM dull black Kustom’s. I’m gonna hold on to ’em in 

case I ever sell it.” 

“Keep the Kustom’s on it,” Pablo él Dente interjected. “There’s a reason 

they’re a stock part.”  

“These will run good, too,” said Jack. 

“Yeah but what do you got in there, a 350?” 

“350? Yer ass!” Carl said grimacing. 

“It’s, it’s a 302 Pablo.” 

“Ah right, a 302. But still, it’ll give you better torque if……” 

 

 
 



“…..You still need some sort of education, Goiter. You can’t just not do, or be 

anything.” 

“Dakota…… I know…..okay?  I’m not saying that. What I’m saying…” 

“What are you saying then?” 

“Will you let me talk, Nicki?” 

“Fine.” 

“I’m saying they don’t have a right to force it upon you. It should be an 

elective.” 

“Education? Knowing basic things should be an elective? Why would anyone 

not want to know things?” 

“Because some of us don’t need it.” 

“Oh I see,” said Nicki, “you have a surplus of smarts in that head of yours, 

huh?” 

“Yeah,” Dakota laughed, “and it’s become a real burden for him to drag them 

around all the time. The last thing he needs is for any of them to start breeding 

and generating more smarts.” 

“Maybe he just wants to share with the less-fortunate and the needy. You 

know, make sure that everybody gets a piece of the pie. Why should he get the 

whole thing?” 

“Wow, Goiter, that’s really nice of you. Is that what this is all about?” 

“No. It’s not. It’s about the system and what it can do, and about the man 

telling us what to do, when what he makes us do may not really be what we 

want do.” 

“Hey babe,” said Tony, approaching the group, “what’s all the ta-do?” 

“Goiter’s explaining the negative ramifications of free education in a 

democracy.” 

“Yeah? This oughtta be good.” 

“Tone, wouldn’t you agree that they teach us a lot of bullshit that we never use 

later on in life?” 

“Absolutely.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “There’s no question about it.” -Bobble-

bobble-bobble “Is that it?” 

“No, there was more to it,” Goiter said perplexed, searching his memory banks 

for an answer. “I had somethin’ to say. I just forgot what it was.” 

Dakota smiled and rubbed his nappy curly hair. “Must be all those brain cells 

up there fighting for space.” 

“Fighting for oxygen’s more likely. C’mon Tony.” 

“Hey, where you two love birds goin? Ha-ha!” 

“I thought we were done.” 

“I don’t know about him,” said Nicki, “but this conversation’s too stimulating 

for me. I’m afraid I might embarrass myself and come all over the place right 

here on The Rock.” 

Dakota looked at him and smiled. “I don’t know about you Goit.” 



He shook his head humbly. “Ahh….it’s just that my sister’s been back in town 

for a little while and all she ever talks about is the importance of an education. 

After a while it starts to grate on your nerves, you know? And you just naturally 

want to do the complete opposite of whatever it is that she is preaching about.” 

“You sister……” 

“Angie………Angelica?” 

“Never met her.” 

“She’s older than all of us. Mahdakis and her used to be real tight…..Real 

tight. Somethin’ happened there, though. I’m not sure what. Between you, me, 

and this rock, I think she’s into chicks or somethin’.” 

“Really? So, what if she is?” 

“Oh…nothing, but that would explain why she nor Mahdakis over there ever 

ask about one another.” 

“Mmm.” 

“Then again, I answered the phone when her date tonight called the house, and 

he was a guy.” 

“Most he’s are.” 

“So…maybe not.” 

“What was his name?” 

“I don’t know. But I’ll be damned if he didn’t sound familiar. Real familiar.” 

Goiter pondered for a moment. “How’s that wine, anyway?” 

“I think it’s been up a nigger’s ass.” 

“Huh?” 

 

 
 

“OH MY GOD! THAT GUY’S NAKED!” 

“Holy shit!” 

“Hey, c’mon Johnny-Boy, put some fuckin’ clothes on, will you?” 

“Huh-huh-huh….Hey Moon, how about some pants, buddy?” 

“Sorry. Didn’t know anybody was here.” 

“You didn’t know that twenty people were here? Most of them, young girls. 

You perverted bastard. I should knock your fuckin’ head off right here, once and 

for all,” Carl said, extremely agitated at the naked, hairy man. 



“I-I I don’t know what your fuckin’ story is,” said Jack, confronting him nose 

to nose, “but you put your fuckin’ clothes on now and never come down here 

again when any women are present, or I’ll fuckin’ kill you. You understanding 

me, you fuckin’ child molesting perv?” 

“I just came for a swim. And I’m not a child molester! I live here, Goddamn it! 

I was doing this before you……people…came around!” 

“Then swim with a bathing suit on, or you’ll be swimming with the fishes.” 

“I’m just being as God made me!” 

“Stupid?” 

“Leave me be! Just leave me be!” 

“He’s got moxie, I’ll give him that,” Charlotte Cummings noted. 

“Asshole perv!” 

“Go on, get outta here!” 

 

 
 

Mahdakis still had his back turned to everyone, but stood listening with great 

amusement at the flogging of Moon. Things of this nature tickled him. Anything 

having to do with sex or naked people and someone else being freaked out by it, 

well, that was what he considered good ’ol clean American fun. As he stood 

grimacing at the tranquil river, he felt a hand touch him lightly on his shoulder. 

He turned and found himself staring into the hazel eyes and freckly face of Sally 

Palmer. She was sporting a headband under her long orange hair, with a peace 

logo on it; her beaded earrings hung three inches below her ears and she was 

wearing a wool shawl with psychedelic print wrapping around what Mahdakis 

surmised to be a fairly healthy physique.  

“Hey there.” 

Confused, he said, “When did you get here?” 

“Nice to see you too.” Sally looked away in disgusted disbelief; sorry she had 

approached him. 

“Sorry, you scared me for a moment. I was deep in thought.” 

“Well by all means, don’t allow me to interrupt such a rare occurrence.” 

Mahdakis studied her eyes and concluded that she was just as big a wise ass as 

himself. “So what brings you to our little piece of Heaven, Sally?” 

“I came here with Kim. I just met her.” 



“Kim? Where’d you meet her?” 

“At Barely Bagels. She seems cool….nice person.” 

“Believe it or not, everyone here is a nice person. They…we…just all have our 

little idiosyncrasies that tend to mask our well-meaning intentions.” 

“You speak rather well. I didn’t expect you to even know how to pronounce 

your own name. I guess Jez…..I guess the gang may be right.” 

“I said they were nice. I didn’t say they were intuitive or smart,” Mahdakis 

snickered. “So who knows, maybe you’re right and they’re wrong. But right 

about what?” 

“They said I should give you a chance.” 

“Well I guess this is my lucky day then, huh.” 

“Not that kind. Not in a million years.” 

“I didn’t mean that kind. Believe me, your sentiments about intimacy between 

us are only dwarfed by my own likewise sentiments.” 

“Nice. Thanks.” 

“You started it….so what did the gang say about me?” 

“Mm, nothing. It’s not important.” Sally knew enough not to feed his ego any 

more than she felt she already had. She felt that stepping up and calling a truce 

to their frivolous hatred was more than enough. Her instincts were right. It 

burned Mahdakis not to know what people said about him, especially when it 

was probably good. “Do you want to be alone?” 

“Uh…No, not really. It’s just that I’m not into that scene.” Mahdakis pointed 

at the small rock next to the water with several people gathered around it. “And I 

just got out of band practice, so the last people I want to talk to now are any of 

them. I guess I could go talk to Frank and Jack, but I don’t know much about 

cars and shit like that.” 

“I had you figured for the rough biker type.” 

“Nah. Just an idiot writer type.” 

“What are they doing over there?” Sally asked, pointing back to the small 

rock. 

“That’s the coke rock. They’re cutting lines and stuff.” 

“And you’re not into that?” 

“Nah. Not really.” 

“Do you think they’d mind if I joined them?” 

“As long as you offered to throw in something, I think they’d be cool with it. 

You know, they don’t know you well yet. Just tell ’em you’re a friend of Kim’s 

and mine.” 

Sally hesitated. “Would that be truthful?” 

“We’re going to have to learn to be friends eventually.” 

“Why’s that?” 

“Oh….just a feeling.” 

“Okay, well if you don’t mind, I’m going to run over there then.” 



Mahdakis waved her off with his hand as she took off towards the small rock. 

 

 
 

Mahdakis stare at the cold stillness of the river with questionable reflection. 

The trees had long since lost their leaves. Winter would be here very soon, and 

while the powers that be had predicted a mild one, it was still winter, 

nonetheless. Another few months down the drain, another season change. So 

much seemed to have happened since that last day at school, yet nothing much 

really happened, over all. There were some dead people here and there, some 

gigs lined up, money earned, money burned, but nothing on the inside seemed to 

be changing. This was not only true with himself, but it seemed to be the case 

with most everyone else around him. Maybe there is something to be said for 

hanging out with people who are different from you, people who have different 

attitudes and beliefs to offer, as opposed to hanging out with people who offer 

the same exact things to you on a daily basis as you offer to them - recycled 

dreams, plagiarized aspirations, mirrored memories –  these things seemed to 

run rampant amongst this crowd. 

Jack Carrot and Cannoli Spitzer offered a different view of the world, as did 

Charlotte Cummings. Rizzo was capable of it, but too often fell weak to the 

powers of peer pressure. Angelica Knight would’ve been perfect for a lifelong 

friend in that vein. But Angelica was long gone. It just wasn’t meant to be. 

Charlotte would never be a real friend, as she was locked into the bizarre 

concept of marriage to a man she didn’t love, in the name of social standing. 

Cannoli Spitzer, a woman he had long fawned over and dreamed about, seemed 

to be rowing away from him now at lightning speed, skimming the banks of 

normality as she set course for her inevitable destination on the isle of 

conformity. He only saw Cannoli Spitzer once in a while, when Jack didn’t have 

plans with his muscle car friends, and they both needed some lighthearted 

amusement. Why couldn’t Mahdakis be content with the many friends he had; 

Friends who loved him very much, and would do most anything for him? Why 

did he secretly yearn for the approval of those who did reside on the isle of 

conformity; yet, all the while maintaining his loathing opinions of them, and 

upholding the front that was his rebellious, individualistic nature? Seriously, 

what the fuck was wrong with this guy? 



  

 

“Dude!” 

Mahdakis looked over at White Tom, slightly stunned for a moment. Then 

remembering that he had promised to help him work tonight cleaning up the 

gym. “Oh yeah. You still need me to give you a hand at the Y-DOG?” 

“Yeah, if you still don’t mind.” 

“No that sounds great,” he said, sarcastically. “Isn’t it around midnight?” 

“Eleven. Don’t worry the time will go by fast with the two of us working. 

Cop’s girlfriend is here to pick him up. She said she’d give us a ride down.” 

Mahdakis stomped the rest of his cigar out with the heel of his leather boot. 

“Okay then, let’s do this.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

*White Tom* 
 

 

The Y-DOG 
 

hite Tom finished wringing out the mop and put the bucket away while 

Mahdakis finished cleaning off the pool area. “This job of yours really 

sucks,” Mahdakis said, putting the last of the dirty towels in the bin for washing. 

“Seriously. You come here every night and do this shit?” 

“Monday through Thursday.” 

“It’s Friday.” Mahdakis yawned, looking at the clock. “Well it was an hour 

ago.” 

“Yeah I know. I’m doing the manager a favor.” 

Mahdakis sat on the locker room bench with his head in his hands. “That wine 

is killing me now.” 

“I’m not having the best of times with this crap either. As a matter of fact, I 

think it was making me hallucinate a little.” 

“Oh yeah? What did you see?” 

“I saw a bunch of dead Pilgrims bleeding all over the squash court.” 

“You don’t say.” 

“And all of their noses had been cut off and jammed down their throats.”  

W 
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“And you think it was a hallucination?” 

“Yeah, I know. It was. But still, it’s kind of fucked up just the same.” White 

Tom pondered the image. “I wonder what it means.” 

“Maybe it means the Pilgrims should’ve kept their noses out of other people's 

business. Dude, what made you think to apply for work here at the Y-DOG, 

anyway?” Mahdakis said curling up into a ball on the bench. 

“Well, I needed a place to stay for a while, and at the same time, I was looking 

for a job, anything to tell the truth, when a friend of a friend told me there was 

an opening here for a maintenance slash custodian guy. So, I jumped on it.” 

White Tom said, opening his locker. “They gave me free room and board for a 

few months until my birth-giver found us a new apartment.”  

 

Mahdakis suddenly sat up on the bench, shaking his head back and forth, 

feeling dazed and groggy. “Did I pass out or something?” 

“Well if so, then I’ve been talking to myself for the past five minutes, which I 

guess is possible since I haven’t heard a peep out of you in the same amount of 

time.” 

Mahdakis could see the assortment of dresses, mini-skirts and stockings White 

Tom had hanging in his locker. “Why do you wear that stuff, anyway?” he 

asked, as White Tom began slipping into some stockings. 

“Oh dude, it’s a turn on for the girls.” 

“How so?” 

“They like the thought of getting their pussy eaten by another chick.” 

“You sure about that?” 

“Oh yeah. I think it makes them feel more comfortable and a little less 

conspicuous. Maybe even more powerful because they’ve been accepted and are 

being appreciated greatly by one of their own, you know what I’m sayin’?” 

“I know what you’re saying. Do you know what you’re saying?” 

“Trust me. I do this every week.” 

“But they know you’re a dude, right?” 

“I think so.” White Tom paused to think it through before saying, “Yeah. 

Yeah, I’m pretty sure. Look at it this way; you’re getting your dick sucked by a 

really hot girl you just met, okay?” 

“Just met? Christ, what kind of a woman are we talking about here, anyway? 

Don’t people get to know each other anymore? Is chivalry really dead? Alright, 

fine….I’m getting a blowjob from a beautiful, morally depraved girl. Okay?” 

“Anyway, half way through, you see she’s got a hard-on. What do you do? 

Are you going to freak out, or finish?” 

“A little of both, I guess – but, finish for sure. I mean, it’s the polite thing to 

do, right?” 

“Not to mention fun.” 

“I don’t know if I really consider coming in another man's mouth, fun.” 



“Oh, it is. Don’t knock it ‘till you’ve tried it.” White Tom dropped a sheer-

ivory colored blouse over his head.  

“Yeah, well…..How do you know I haven’t?” 

“That isn’t the point. The point I was trying to make is, it doesn’t really matter 

where you come, does it?” 

“What’s sucking dick got to do with you wearing dresses to attract women?” 

“Nothing. Nothing at all.” 

“Are you gay?” 

“Mmm….No,” he pondered.  “No, I don’t think so.” 

“You sure? You don’t make a very persuasive argument.” 

“Let me ask ya, do ya think it’s a strange thought, or gay, to want to make 

your buddy come? You know, because he’s your friend and you admire him and 

all.” 

Mahdakis raised his right eyebrow and studied White Tom’s face bewildered 

for a moment wondering where this was going and patiently waiting for a punch 

line. Please God, let this be a joke. When it never came Mahdakis said, “Are 

you having one of those thoughts right now? About me?” 

“Sure am. But not in a gay way. So, relax.” 

“What other way is there, Tommy?” 

“Well, more like a ‘pleasure to know your acquaintance’ kind of way.” 

“Say wha-?” 

“Seriously. Think about it….” 

“Nah man, I really don’t wanna,” Mahdakis said walking away. 

“A hand shake’s just that, a hand shake. Christ, think of how many people we 

shake hands with on a weekly basis. How many of them do we even know the 

names of, huh? Let alone want to even be around with.” White Tom followed 

behind him, almost chasing. “A little impersonal for someone you know well, I 

think, and a pat on the back can be misinterpreted as patronizing, but there’s 

nothing impersonal or patronizing about a blowjob whatsoever. And rarely is a 

blowjob ever misinterpreted as something other than what it is.” 

“Whoa, whoa, whoa. Wait a minute, man. How the hell do you just leap-frog 

from a handshake to blowjob? What’s wrong with a hug?” 

“Child’s play.” 

“But a dude?” 

“Not just any dude! Now that’s gay! Someone you like. A real stand up friend. 

If you were a chick, I’d wanna eat you out. That’s not considered gay, is it?” 

“So….you wanna -- suck my dick?” 

“I thought you’d never ask.” White Tom laughed and dropped to his knees. 

“Hey if it makes you feel good, who cares?” 

“I do! I got a girlfriend. Remember?” Mahdakis pushed his head away. 

“Yeah, and where’s she right now? Probably sucking one of your other 

friend’s dicks at this very moment.” 



“Probably.” 

White Tom cupped Mahdakis’s crotch. “But I’m right here, right now and if 

you wanna get a load off, well, that’s what friends are for.” 

A keen observer would notice the lack of shock on Mahdakis’s face and the 

slightly receptive actions he demonstrated, and hence conclude that he was not 

foreign to this type of behavior. “So it’s more of a ‘matter of fact’ kind of thing 

and not an act of passion, right?” Mahdakis held his fists firmly at his own sides, 

looking down on the action as if it were something not even attached to him. 

“Passion? Jesus Christ! What do you think I am, some kind a faggot?!! You’re 

a man! I like girls! Remember?” 

“Yeah, yeah. I keep forgetting.” 

“C’mon man, that’s why I wear the dresses and silk panties sometimes; to 

attract the girls! I thought we went through this already.” White Tom began 

pumping his cock back and forth. 

“I’m sorry.” 

“I wonder about you sometimes, buddy,” said White Tom, reaching for a black 

wig on the bench by his locker with his only free hand. “Maybe this will help.” 

White Tom put the wig on, smeared some bright red lipstick on his lips, and 

pulled aside the blouse he had just put on, exposing a green bra strap, and 

continued to jerk off Mahdakis; all without losing a beat. “Now, put it in my 

mouth and remember to force it to the back of my throat when you come.” 

White Tom looked up surreptitiously. “That’s how I like it.” 

Mahdakis lied down on the bench and held the back of White Tom’s head 

firmly as he tried his best to appease his friend but couldn’t help but think about 

his real sexuality and after about two minutes confessed, “I don’t think this is 

working, man.”  

White Tom pulled the semi-erect penis out of his mouth with an uncanny 

finesse. “Your mouth says one thing but your cock is getting hard. C’mon, just 

watch your cock go in and out at these bright red glossy lips and pretend that 

I’m, oh, I don’t know, one of your mom’s friends from work or a first cousin 

maybe, or someone you might meet at a soup kitchen.” 

Mahdakis didn’t feel like an argument so he lay back down on the bench, 

rested his head in his locked hands, and stared at the ceiling trying not to think 

about the fact that he was in the middle of an undeniably gay act and liking it. 

He wasn’t liking it enough, though; he needed to really get the blood flowing if 

he had any intention of blowing a load all over his buddy. So, he began to muse 

over his days up in The Mountains and thinking back about one of his favorite 

teachers, Mrs. Blitzer…………. 
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*Karen Blitzer* 
 

 

High School Confidential 
   

he was standing up leaning forward over her desk explaining an algebraic 

equation to a fellow student, so when Mahdakis approached the two of them 

from her right, he got a nice full view of what Mrs. Blitzer was hiding under that 

loose, low hanging, ivory blouse or, in this case, what she wasn’t. Mrs. Blitzer 

was a thirty-eight-year-old, average looking woman of Irish and French-

Canadian decent, with short dark hair and eyes to match. She was thin, almost 

boney, but Mahdakis dug her for some reason. Maybe it was the sculpted 

cheekbones or the sporadic freckles on her stained-piano-key colored skin. Her 

breasts were small, small enough so that as she leaned over, like now, her bra 

hung low enough to expose a dark nipple. Yet Mahdakis found them very perky 

and inviting.  

He was so mesmerized with the beauty of his tenth grade teachers’ freckly 

breasts, that he hadn’t noticed the abhorrent look she was now giving him as she 

caught him leering his perverted eyes until her arms flew up and smacked her 

chest, thus closing up the viewing area. She spoke at him viciously, “Can I help 

you?” 

“I, uh….I had a question on one of these—”  

“Sit down.” 

Mahdakis turned and walked towards the top tier of the classroom where he 

and his best friend, Chuckles, sat and heckled the underclassmen. It was an 

advanced eighth grade algebra class with a bunch of average thinking ninth 

graders and a few very mathematically challenged tenth graders. Mahdakis, 

Chuckles, and Sherry Mayberry were those tenth graders. 

“You will stay here after class……again! Understand?” Mrs. Blitzer yelled up 

at him in her typically stern and pissed off voice. It was for the entire class to 

hear.  

“Yeah,” he said under his breath. 

“Understood?” she yelled again. 

“Yes, Mrs. Blitzer.” 

 

“So, would you mind explaining to me what you were so interested in? And 

what it has to do with class? A class, by the way that you are failing with flying 

colors,” she said with her hands clasped together. “Hm?” 

There was no denying it. He had been caught red-handed. Any lie would just 

make matters worse and only add insult to injury. He thought the truth would be 

better, and maybe even more shocking. He liked to shock so he confessed 

S 



earnestly, “Just what you think,” he sighed. “I was checking you out. I’m sorry, 

I think you’re kind of hot.” He shrugged. “Sue me.” 

As mad as Karen Blitzer was on the outside, she couldn’t help but be sincerely 

tickled on the inside by his flattering honesty. She did not get this kind of 

attention at home. Her traveling husband was always away and when he wasn’t, 

he ignored her sexually. Karen Blitzer could’ve just reached out and hugged 

him, but she was a trained teacher and prepared for these moments. She looked 

him directly in the eye and said, “If I want to show you any other part of my 

body, besides what you are looking at now, rest assured young man that I will 

let you know. Hell will probably freeze over before that happens, so I suggest 

you keep your eyes in your head, and off me! Here.” She handed him an after 

school detention slip. “After one of your birth-givers signs it, bring it back to 

me, directly.” 

“To you?” 

“Yes, to me. Is there a problem with that? Would you rather I get Mr. O’Keefe 

involved?” 

“No. No, that’s fine. I’ll get it signed,” Mahdakis said, still somewhat 

confused. 

“Good. And that’s for tomorrow so make absolute certain you do get it signed 

tonight.” 

“Yes, Mrs. Blitzer.” 

 

Mahdakis pondered the strangeness of the detention as he walked down the 

empty halls towards his next class, already in session. He and Chuckles got 

detentions every other week and never once did he bring it back to the teacher 

who issued it. The way it normally worked is that he would bring it back to Mr. 

O’Keefe, the vice principal, who would then assign a detention room for him 

after school. 

 

***** 

 

He reached in his back pocket and handed her the folded up detention slip after 

class, as instructed. Mrs. Blitzer took the slip, unfolded it and examined the 

guardian’s signature. She then tossed it in her desk drawer and without making 

any eye contact said, “Meet me across from the school entrance immediately 

after last class.” Mahdakis stood with paralyzed confusion until her eyes finally 

met his. “Do you understand?” 

“Yes. The main road, across from the entrance?” 

“And up north a way, as if you were hitchhiking somewhere. I drive a blue 

Subaru. Don’t stick your thumb in the air for anything else.” 

 



The ride to her country home was less than five miles but the deafening silence 

made it feel more like one hundred. Finally, he asked, “So, what’s this all 

about?” 

The teacher replied, “It’s about doing something more constructive with your 

detention time than sitting at a desk watching the minutes on the clock go by. Or 

worse, making trouble with other fellow detentionies.”  

“Oh,” he said, not really buying in to her story. 

She made a right hand turn into the long narrow gravel driveway which led to 

the secluded farm home, set back off the road a quarter mile or so, although very 

little actual farming had been done in the past decade or two. As they exited the 

car in unison, she pointed to a pile of freshly cut wood just alongside an 

aluminum carport. “I need that wood stacked over here.” She was pointing to a 

spot between the side door and an empty horse stable. “Get as much as you can 

get done in the next hour and then I’ll drive you to Brussels’ General Store in 

Jaysville. That is where the late bus usually drops you off, isn’t it?” 

“Yes,” he said with some contempt in his voice. Mahdakis wasn’t crazy about 

the idea of free child slave labor. 

“Alright. I’ll be right inside here correcting papers. Let me know if you get 

thirsty. There’s lemonade.” 

“I don’t have to do this.” 

“I think you’ll be glad you did though,” she said, turning her back to him and 

going inside, leaving him alone with the woodpile. 

Mahdakis couldn’t help but feel like a second foot was about to fall. 

Something was very wrong with this situation. The sneaking around and obvious 

secrecy; she didn’t submit the detention slip either. What was she doing? Was 

she going to kill him? No, not that. Something else. Oh well, he thought, 

whatever it was, it would unfold soon enough and he’d be the second one to 

know. Yet, as he headed over to the woodpile to begin his slave labor, he 

couldn’t help but feel a little good about himself; he was glad, in a weird sense, 

to be there with this particular teacher. He honestly did really like her a lot and 

have a huge crush on her. She put up with the antics of Chuckles, Sherry, and 

himself rather well. She never before now gave either of them a detention. She 

seemed to like the older kids’ camaraderie. You could see her smile quietly to 

herself when one of the three did something funny. She had a sense of humor 

that way. Other teachers would not call it funny, but disruptive, and send you off 

to Mr. O’Keefe’s office. And because of his admiration for her, he made a quiet 

promise to himself that whatever she was up to, he would keep it a secret; no 

matter what. 

The view out her kitchen window, as she sat correcting papers, wasn’t exactly 

terrible. About twenty minutes into the work, Mahdakis had removed his shirt, 

revealing nothing less than a nicely chiseled out fifteen-year-old body. To be 

fair, the boys – and girls of The Mountains were physically five years ahead of 



most all Flatlanders, on the average. Besides, it had been months since she last 

saw a half-naked male of any age in or around her house. Sure, the jocks at the 

High School were fun to look at if you had a chance, but you had to be mindful 

of other kids watching what you were looking at and, more importantly, other 

teachers watching you; the watchers watching the watcher. There was something 

different about Mahdakis when compared to the other kids at the school she 

thought, and it was just that; Mahdakis didn’t resemble a kid in any way, shape 

or form. Talking with him was like talking with a college student, or an old wise 

man in disguise. His body definitely did not resemble that of a boy’s, it was 

more like a young man’s. She did not feel perverted looking at him, and thinking 

of him, and here she was free to stare and daydream as she wished…..or needed, 

and that was precisely what she did when he came inside for a lemonade break. 

She stared sinfully and unforgiving at his half nakedness while he guzzled down 

a drink; watching the sweat drip from the crevice of his well-toned, bare pecks, 

down through his washboard stomach and into his bellybutton hole, and then 

back out again and down to a place where she could only imagine. He finished 

his drink and saw her staring at him like a hungry lion. She looked up into his 

eyes and made sure he knew she was staring and then followed that same trail 

again….down to the mystery house of denim. “How does it feel, being ogled 

like a Thanksgiving turkey? Well?” 

“Because it’s you, it’s kind of flattering. You’re my favorite teacher. I don’t 

mind at all. Is that why I’m here?” 

She didn’t hear his last question immediately, as she was eyeballing the 

outline of what looked to be a rather large erection. But alas, his last words 

finally sank in and she began to flush and sat up straight. She hadn’t expected 

such a forward question. She put her hands to her cheeks and pleaded, “Oh God. 

No! No. Just go back out and finish up. I’ll give you a ride back in about a half 

hour.” He was still staring down at her with the empty cup in his hand. “I was 

just teasing you, trying to make you understand how I felt yesterday.” 

“Oh, okay.” Mahdakis made his way back to the woodpile, empty cup, 

erection and all. And as he did, Karen Blitzer hung her head in shame and 

couldn’t believe the thoughts she presently had in her head. Nothing like this 

had ever even crossed her mind before. She was a good woman, a well-schooled 

woman, a woman who knew the difference between right and wrong and always 

stayed on the straight and narrow. It’s amazing what a lack of affection or an 

absence of physical attention will do to one’s mind and better judgment. The 

lump in her throat represented her acknowledgement of something passionately 

twisted inside of her yearning to break free.  

 

When he returned to the house, she and the papers were gone from the table. A 

fresh T-shirt now draped over the chair where she sat. “Mrs. Blitzer?” 



“In here,” she said somewhat inviting like, so Mahdakis followed the voice 

and walked a couple of feet up the hallway until he saw a door ajar with a light 

on inside the room. As he approached, he saw a mirror in what must be the 

bathroom. In that mirror was his algebra teacher, Mrs. Blitzer, in nothing more 

than a pair of cotton panties. She was in the middle of getting dressed. Her back 

was to the door but he had a clear side view of everything in the mirror. She was 

stepping into a pair of cut-off jeans; her small but delightful breast hanging in 

midair as she was bent over to slip her freckly athletic legs in side of them. 

Beautiful, he thought. Then she stood up right and faced the mirror in only her 

cut-offs, as she put on some lipstick. When she put the lid back on and put it 

back in the drawer of the vanity, she saw his reflection in the mirror. She 

quickly folded her arms over her breast in the form of an X and pretended to be 

startled. “I thought you were still in the kitchen. Please go and get my shirt,” she 

said, looking at the floor, being somewhat coy. 

Mahdakis grabbed the T-shirt off the chair and turned to head down the hall 

only to find his teacher standing right behind him, still covering herself. She 

took the T-shirt in two of her available fingers. “I’m sorry Mrs. Blitzer; I 

thought you were calling me down the hall.” 

“I wasn’t!” she said scornfully. “I should have had the door closed. It’s my 

fault. Now, if you don’t mind?” Her left eyebrow was up playfully and her eyes 

were motioning away in the distance. 

“Oh yeah sorry,” said Mahdakis, turning around to give her privacy. Not all 

was lost however. Mahdakis was able to watch a much dimmer vision of his 

topless teacher standing behind him in the reflection of the glass on the oven 

door directly in front of him. He stared into the glass. She had frozen herself in a 

posed position of putting on the shirt over her head, her arms straight in the air, 

preparing the shirt for its landing, meanwhile exposing her tits to him in the 

glass of the oven. Their eyes met and she gave him a wry smile. He turned 

around but it was too late, the reflection would have to do. She was covered up 

and leading him out to the car.  

Once again, and for different reasons, the first mile was quiet. Mahdakis 

decided to break the silence with his humor, “You sure have a nice clean oven.” 

“Yes, I noticed you staring at it,” she said flippantly. There was a very long, 

uncomfortable pause as neither one knew what to say. At last, with that lump 

still in her throat, Karen Blitzer said, “Did you like it?” 

“Gorgeous! I wouldn’t mind seeing it again sometime.” 

“Well, if I know you, I’m sure you’ll do something in my class by next 

Wednesday that will warrant another detention.” 

Then another long pause as the two of them both absorbed what was just 

inferred. Mahdakis gave serious consideration to what she had just said, “You’re 

on, Karen.” 



“Good,” she said, gently patting his thigh. She was glad he had called her that. 

Somehow, the use of her first name relaxed her more. He knew what was up and 

what was probably at stake, and the feeling that he gave her was that he was 

prepared to handle it like an adult, regardless of age. He wasn’t the best 

academic student, but he surpassed most honor students in the categories of 

wisdom and maturity, and seemed to possess a ton of street smarts. All of that 

along with his over-active, artistic imagination gave her a sense of security. 

Imagination could always be used as a blaming tool if the shit ever hit the fan 

for her. It all showed a sign of the essential maturity which she was looking for 

in him. 

“And the Wednesday after that, too?” 

“Let’s just see where the road ahead leads us, alright?” she said with authority, 

never once letting her eyes off the road. She then raised her pointy finger up 

near his face as she often did in class. “Now, whatever has happened here, or 

will happen……or not, stays right here between us. You don’t go running off 

and telling your friends you saw me, or that you were even anywhere around my 

house. If you do, there’s no ‘next Wednesday’ or anything of the sort, not to 

mention that your chances of a passing grade will diminish greatly.” She thought 

about what she just said and decided to re-word it. “That is not to say that you 

must do as I ask, or else. It is more - if you do as I ask, there will be benefits. Is 

all this extremely clear to you?” 

“Sure, Karen,” he said, staring at her from the side, “you’ve been good to me 

today, nicer than any girl at the high school has ever been. I wouldn’t want to 

betray you in anyway, or defuse your confidence in me.” 

“Well I’m not a girl, I’m a woman. There’s a big difference and it’s extremely 

important that you understand the difference now and not later. The last thing I 

want is to make you feel sad about yourself when you are older. So, go home, 

take a cold shower and really make sure that my oven is something you wish to 

put some meat into, because I don’t want you to get any permanent burn scars.” 

Mahdakis knew what she was saying. She was worried that she was stealing a 

part of his youth. She was not, in his mind. She was helping it grow if anything. 

Besides, she wouldn’t be the first adult to have sex with him. There were the 

wives of his male-birth-givers friends, the much older fag-hags, and various 

strangers who had picked him up hitchhiking. The difference here was that he 

wanted to be with Karen Blitzer, his teacher, and she was giving him a choice. 

He had had no choice in the other situations, not that the end result was all that 

bad, but still it would have been nice. “I will make sure. However, I already do 

know the difference, and don’t ask how. The fact that you are a woman and not 

an immature little girl makes me feel special and more man-like. I mean, that a 

woman of your caliber chose, and more importantly, trusts me with your secret 

and to…….stack your wood, well, I wouldn’t want to do anything to make you 

sad about the decision you have made now, when you are older.” Cautiously he 



palmed his hand over her hand, on the shifter. She let their fingers intertwine 

and gave a couple of reassuring pulses before simultaneously letting go. 

They were almost at the Jaysville bus stop. They had been silent since holding 

hands. “You’re early,” she said. “Make sure to wait until the late bus arrives 

before calling your birth-givers for a--” 

“Karen? I know. I know.” He smiled at her assuredly. “I wouldn’t want him to 

be suspicious.” 

“You do a lot of sneaking around, don’t you?” 

“I’ve had some practice.” 

“Okay, I’ll see you in class.” 

“Yes, Mrs. Blitzer,” he said sarcastically. 

“And keep that smirk off your face at all times, or you’ll never come close to 

that oven again. Do you understand me?” 

She was serious in her tone and Mahdakis knew it. He couldn’t help but feel a 

little embarrassed as she drove away. He shouldn’t have been so silly. It was a 

serious situation and one that could land her in a lot of trouble if he didn’t 

behave and act like an adult for once. He had to start respecting the fact that she 

was laying it out there for him. But why? Why was she laying it out there for 

him? 

 

 

Karen and Walter Blitzer were products of the ‘beatnik’ generation. They 

moved to The Mountains in the early part of the previous decade, along with 

many of their peers, all in the name of peace, love and wild flowers. While some 

built farms and raised a crop or two, and some found worked locally as skilled 

laborers or worked at The Mountain (a tourist attraction and ski resort), Walter 

Blitzer found work in designing kitchens for restaurants. But, because there 

were only so many restaurants around, and then one’s that needed work, his 

career took him out of state most of the time, to wherever a new kitchen was 

needed or one to be renovated. This left Karen alone for weeks on end 

sometimes, and, because of his travels, Walter eventually grew out of the 

freethinking, artistic young man he had once been and no longer desired Karen’s 

affections when he returned home. Perhaps he was getting some on the road, but 

to judge him by his looks, one would most likely assess that it was a case of the 

sexual doldrums.  

 

 

The second go-around with Mrs. Karen Blitzer was considerably less eventful. 

She was all business this time, not once looking up when Mahdakis came in the 

door for drink. She had to be sure things weren’t going to get out of hand before 

they began and that he understood who was in control of the situation. As well 



as not wanting to seem too eager, she also really did need to get those two cords 

of wood stacked.  

When it finally came time to drive him to the bus stop, Karen Blitzer was 

ready to go with her car keys already in hand, wearing a long-sleeved shirt, bra, 

and a long slit skirt. The conversation in the car consisted only of school related 

topics and not a hint of anything more. Mahdakis, under the impression that his 

teacher had had a change of heart, was too embarrassed to bring up any other 

topic. He sensed some slight hostility or an over-bearing reservation within her. 

He kept his hurt-filled eyes off her as they spoke and stared at the fifteen miles 

of farmland going by outside the car window. They pulled up to the same 

secluded spot beneath the oak tree and parked. Mahdakis motioned to open the 

door but his teacher reached out and grabbed him gently on his left arm. “Sit. I’ll 

stay with you until the bus shows up.” 

“Okay,” said the perplexed student. 

“Okay, what?” 

He was growing annoyed with her. “Okay, Mrs. Blitzer.” 

“What happened to Karen? I kind of liked that.” she looked away and sighed.  

He looked bewilderedly at her and said angrily, “I didn’t think it was 

appropriate…KAREN!” 

“Good,” she said smiling, “because it wasn’t.” 

“Huh?” 

She grabbed his hand and held it between both of hers. She was sitting in the 

driver’s seat with her back to the driver’s window and her right leg bent up, her 

knee leaning against the back support of the seat. She looked at him warmly and 

said, “I’m sorry, but I need to know you can turn it on and off at a moment’s 

notice. I need for you to know, also, that I am still a married teacher and you are 

an underage student of which I may wish to enjoy some extracurricular activity 

with, but I call the shots. Get it? I say the when and where.” she let his hand go. 

“More importantly, I need to know for myself that you are ready. Okay?” 

“Okay.” he nodded. 

“Now, do you remember what I said to you about your roving eyes when I 

caught you staring me down?” 

As Mahdakis turned to look at her, trying to remember her exact words, she 

grabbed his forearm and maneuvered it up under the slit of her dress, 

manipulating his hand into a cupping position and guiding it up her bare leg; his 

knuckles just grazing her thighs until the palm of his hand had reached her bare 

crotch. She said, “I said, ‘if I want you to look at more than my face, I’ll let you 

know’.” 

Mahdakis looked down towards his hand and moved the slit of the skirt over 

with his other so he could see the moist, mesmerizing, thirty-some-odd-year old 

pulsing vagina of his teacher. He apprehensively put his thumb up and inside 

and began to rotate it, as he looked her in the eyes. “This is beautiful Mrs. 



Blitzer. Very, very, nice…..and inviting,” he said assuredly, trying to hide the 

fact that he was suddenly a little freaked out too, by her age and forwardness. 

“I’m glad you can read body language,” she said beginning to breathe deep 

and writhe a little. “At least mine. I’m glad you like it,” she added, collecting a 

little more composure. “So, are older women your thing?” 

Mahdakis grinned at her. “They seem to be the only ones who desire me, so I 

guess they’ll have to be.” Then he raised his eyebrow playfully and said, “Are 

you into young boys?” 

“Nope….Ahhhh.” Mahdakis had just penetrated her with two fingers. “That is 

to say…mm….not until now and …oh God, ……even then, even so…hmm...it 

would appear that the young boy is in me.” 

“You look good enough to eat, Mrs. Blitzer,” said Mahdakis, lowering his 

head with much more ease and confidence than he had a moment ago. 

“No. No,” she said pushing his head back up, “let’s not start something here 

that we can’t finish.” 

“Just a kiss good bye?” 

“Just one,” she said apprehensively. 

One kiss on her pussy became two, and three licks became four and before you 

could say ‘Stop’, Mahdakis had his tongue planted up and into his teacher’s 

juicy red love. Karen Blitzer could not say stop because it had been years since 

she had a man do this for her. She was just lucky if her husband screwed her 

once in a while, let alone go down passionately like this. And Mahdakis was full 

of passion. The sensations were so mind blowing for her that she gave no 

remorse and came in the young student’s mouth. She let him know it was good. 

Encouragement was key. She savored her second and last orgasm and pushed 

his head up to let him know it was over. “That felt so good, my boy. So good. I 

don’t see how you’re going to fail my class with those kinds of performances.” 

Mahdakis covered her up and sat up straight. He was just as happy as she 

was…well almost. The fact that she said ‘performances’ indicated that this 

would go on at least one more time and to him, that was a good achievement. 

Making someone happy, laugh, smile, or come was always a good thing and 

Mahdakis had no problem with the when’s, where’s and how’s to make those 

things happen; just make them happen and it will be a better world. “So, I’ll see 

you tomorrow?” he said, exiting the car. 

“Ah, tomorrow’s Friday. We don’t have class on Fridays.” 

Mahdakis leaned his head inside the window as she straightened herself up. 

“Listen, Karen. Eventually you’re going to get caught writing me bogus 

detentions and eventually my male-birth-giver is going to wonder about me 

getting so many. It’s a lot, even for me.” 

“And?” 

“I’ve found that being somewhat honest can get you places.” He smiled at her 

remembering the honest answer he had given her two weeks ago. Karen Blitzer 



was not remembering. She was just waiting for his explanation. She wanted to 

get out of there before anyone saw them together. She had never felt this guilty 

before in her life. Shame engulfed her. Mahdakis continued, “Well, my male-

birth-giver wants me to get a part-time job after school and you have a lot of 

work to do around the house. Why don’t I just tell him I’m doing odd jobs for 

you? I mean, I am. Then that way you don’t have to look over your shoulder so 

much and as well, he might even come and pick me up once in a while so you 

don’t have to drive all the way here. Or, I could just as easily hitchhike from 

your place to mine, like I do when I go anywhere, and that way it won’t matter if 

I get home a little early……..or late.” He smiled at her. “Because I’ve been at 

work.” 

She knew it was a good plan. The only problem was that she’d have to 

produce some sort of payment to him and she wasn’t sure where that was going 

to come from. Man, did this kid have a head on his shoulders, a head she’d like 

to experience some more, so she said, “That sounds like a good idea. Let me just 

figure out how I’m going to pay you and let’s not let anyone at the school know, 

okay? From now on, you can hitch a ride to my house. I just think that would be 

a better idea.” 

“Me too.” 

“Let’s aim for Monday, though. I have some hard digging to do around the 

house. We’re installing a sump-pump, so you may want to bring a change of 

clothes. It’s up to you.” 

 

 

Karen Blitzer cried on the way home. Not only was she resorting to an 

adolescent to fulfill her sexual needs, she was going to start paying him for it. 

But that wasn’t entirely why she cried. She knew what had just happened could 

be detrimental to his future. She knew she was most likely doing something 

wrong. But as plagued with guilt as she was, she couldn’t wait for Monday 

afternoon to come. Payback would be a bitch, and that bitch would be her. 

 

When he got out of the shower, Karen Blitzer was sitting on the vanity 

wearing only a tank top with her legs open, waiting for him. Mahdakis smiled as 

he stood in his birthday suit before her, allowing her to absorb her first look at 

him while he dried his semi-long hair. “Hi teach.” 

“Nice body. I hope that thing gets a little bigger though.” 

“It does, I - just got out of the shower.” He was blushing. 

“Well don’t worry, I can help blow it up….that is, if you want me to.” 

“Yeah! Sure.” 

“But first,” she opened her legs farther and placed two fingers directly above 

her pussy, and said, “I want to go over last week’s lesson one more time. I want 

to --” 



Mahdakis dropped to his knees and dove into his teacher’s love so quickly; she 

didn’t even need to finish her sentence. He stayed down, very content and 

happy, for the better part of twenty-five minutes. Karen Blitzer was amazed, and 

quite orgasmic to say the least. Half way through the session, she got up and 

faced the mirror. She bent over the vanity and looked at him in the mirror, “You 

can fuck me if you want.” But immediately, noticing a look of apprehension on 

his face, as if this was too soon for him, she added, “Or, you can keep pleasuring 

me from behind now. Either is fine with me. I just want you to know you have 

options.” She was lying. She would really have preferred to be fucked by, what 

was now, a very big hard cock. But she enjoyed his licking and eating. Maybe 

next time. At one point, he lost the path. He was no longer licking her pussy. No, 

he was a bit north of that. The algebra teacher’s eyes rolled back in her head in 

utter ecstasy as the student began to twirl and jar his tongue deep inside of her 

ass for the better part of five minutes. It wasn’t the sort of thing that was popular 

in Mahdakis’s own generations, let alone Karen’s. This being said, it was her 

first time getting this done to her, and she loved it. Mahdakis was a keeper. 

When he finished, he stood up before her, giving her a clear view of everything 

and looking like he was in need of some approval.  

“That was rather intimate,” she said looking embarrassed, yet pleased. 

“Did you like it? I messed up. I thought I was somewhere else, but you seemed 

to enjoy it a lot, so I figured, if you like it, I’ll do it,” he said, standing toe to toe 

with her, putting his arms on her shoulders. “And I’ll do it again.” 

“Good to know,” she said, shaking her head and feeling the head of his hard 

penis up against her bellybutton. “I may be requesting that number again.” 

“You won’t have to. If you like it, we’ll just consider it par for the course.” 

She smiled gratefully. “You’re not such a bad student after all.” 

Mahdakis played along. “Like I said, Teach, I think a great deal of you. I just 

wanted you to know it, and watch you get off.”  

“You’re a great lover, my boy.” Truth was, he almost made her head explode. 

“Thanks, I never did that before” he said following her eyes to his erect cock. 

“And I’ve never had it done before; at least not that meticulously. If this were 

a test, I’d have to give you an A.” She stared into his eyes and started pumping 

his cock. “But I forgot my red pencil, and I’m out of gold stars.” She dropped to 

her knees, licked his shaft a couple of times and continued, “But, you’ve been an 

exemplary student today and, as your teacher, I feel an obligation to reward as 

such. I hope you don’t mind this old bag sucking some life out of you.” She 

swallowed up his cock completely in her mouth and began giving him the best 

blowjob he had had up until that point in his life. There she was, Mrs. Blitzer, 

his algebra teacher, on her knees in front of him letting him hold the back of her 

head as he shoved his young, smooth cock into her mouth, over and over and 

over. This was living; your teacher sucking the cum out of you. Yes, life was 

good now for Mahdakis. He didn’t care how old or how married she was. She 



was his, at least for now, and he would enjoy this ride as long as he could; a ride 

that would end up lasting most of the school year, a longer time than most boys 

and girls dated. Needless to say, it was not necessary to do math homework ever 

again, but he did. He did every assignment she asked of the class and while he 

never got anything above a C-, he struggled through the homework assignments 

anyway. He did it out of respect for her as a human being, and as the woman he 

was having sex with. He thought it only proper. He also was no longer a 

disruptive student in her class, and always sat quietly and obediently through the 

sessions. Maybe he loved her. He definitely had love for her. But there is 

probably a difference. Either way, he was not going to take advantage of her in 

any way besides the physical sense. Karen Blitzer was a cool woman and a great 

teacher who did just that……..teach. And he would cherish her memory in his 

heart and never forget the lessons she taught him as long as he lived. 

His cock was pulsing and her movement got more and more rapid with each 

pulse. She could feel him ready to come soon. Her eyebrows came together in 

anticipation as she braced herself for the explosion that was about to pour down 

her throat. Mahdakis never took his eyes off her, the palms of both his hands 

holding the back of her head tighter than ever. Half the fun was 

watching……He liked to watch. He liked to see the reaction of the other person 

as his sperm was released. He liked to see how they thought it tasted as it past 

their palate…The look of ultimate submission…..……he liked to watch……….. 

 

***** 

 

Mahdakis promised himself he would not look at White Tom when he came, 

but he did. He couldn’t help himself; like a car wreck or a dead body, you just 

have to look. He needed to see the facial reaction of White Tom, which was 

pretty blasé, considering. He watched him carefully maneuver the vomiting 

penis over his face and on his tongue. It really did feel good. Far better than 

Rizzo, that was for sure. But there was something very wrong and dirty here and 

all of a sudden, Mahdakis felt very ashamed, not to mention quite gay. It had 

seemed all right up until he looked down at the man in the dress, on the floor. 

Christ, Tommy was one ugly son-of-a-bitch in drag. 

 White Tom got up, smiled, and went to the sink to wash up. “See. That wasn’t 

so bad, was it?” he yelled over his shoulder. 

Mahdakis didn’t answer and put his pants back on as fast as he could. He 

wanted to salvage what little heterosexuality he still had. “Ya know,” he said, 

still deep in thought, “I’m not sure who the bigger queer is here, you or me. I 

mean, the picture of what we just did makes you the bigger faggot because I’m 

not doing anything,” said Mahdakis, trying to justify the act. 

“I really don’t think enjoying a nice penis makes you a full blown faggot.” 



“It does if you’re a guy. But the point I’m getting at is, I could’ve had a 

woman do the same thing, yet I let a man.” 

“And I’m glad you did.” 

“However, you couldn’t have given a woman a blowjob.” 

“Not even by proxy.” 

“So, while what you did was gay, and it was, what I did was gay and stupid. 

Hell, the same could be said, I guess, for fucking a dude in the ass, right? I 

mean, what’s gayer, fucking some ugly hairy dude in his ass when you could be 

doing the exact same thing to the ass of a beautiful woman, or being the one 

who’s getting fucked in the ass? Because God knows that is something a woman 

cannot do.” 

“Sure they can. Trust me on that one.” 

“But not with a real flesh and blood penis. Sure, some plastic or whatever but 

if you desire a real penis then you need a real man.” 

“And that definitely makes you gay.” 

“Yeah, but the one doing the fucking is gay and stupid.” 

“Because he could’ve carried out the same act with a woman but chose a man, 

right? 

“Exactly.” 

“But what if the guy just prefers a man’s ass over a woman’s ass?” 

“Then he’s hard core queer.” 

“I know people like that.” 

“I don’t doubt you do.” Mahdakis stood face to face with White Tom and said 

very gravely, “This is gonna stay right here between us, right? Our secret.” 

“Sure. Needn’t even be said.” White Tom put his hand on Mahdakis’s 

shoulder. “And I’ll do you one better. I’ll let you give the blowjob next time, so 

you don’t feel so gay.” 

“That’s thoughtful of you,” Mahdakis said, turning to walk away. “But there is 

no next time,” 

“You going to say anything else?” White Tom said defensively. 

Mahdakis was startled. “Like….what?” 

“Like ‘Thank-You’, would be nice for starters.” 

“Thanks.” He cleared his throat. 

“My pleasure.” 

“That’s what I thought. So if it’s your pleasure why the hell did I just have to 

thank you for it? Shouldn’t you be thanking me?” 

“Wow man, you’re really one fucked up son-of-a-bitch when you want to be, 

aren’t you?” 

“Said the man in the green bra.” 

“You noticed. I picked it up on sale at Woolworths.” White Tom paused to 

admire it. 

“Really? I didn’t figure you to be an off-the-rack kind of guy.” 



 

 

“DUDE! DUDE! Wake up!” 

Mahdakis opened his eyes and screamed in horror to the sight of White Tom 

wearing only a towel, and bent over slapping his face. “Aaahh! What the fuck 

are you doing?!” 

“I don’t know man; you’re having some kind of fucked up dream or 

something. You were growling and yelling vulgar shit in your sleep. I thought 

you were fuckin’ around at first.” 

“Why are you wearing only a towel?” 

“You passed out. I figured, what the hell; maybe you needed to grab a couple 

of winks and in the meantime, I could use a cold shower to help wash away 

some of this stink.” 

“STINK? A cold shower? What stink are you talking about? What the hell 

kind of stink got all over you?!”  

“Would you calm the fuck down please? The stink from work. You 

know…sweat? You might have some too had you pushed that mop a little 

harder.” 

“Yeah,” Mahdakis said exhaling a sigh of relief and trying to get his senses 

back. “Whoa.” 

“You were out like a light, and for a while, too. That is before you started 

screaming about fucking Pilgrim’s up the ass. What were you dreaming about, 

anyway?” 

“Dude.” Mahdakis shook his head and looked shamefully at the floor. “I was 

having a dream that you were…..you know…..” 

“No, I don’t. That I was what?” 

“Blowing me...and stuff.” 

“WHAT?!” 

“It was just a dream.” 

“ARE YOU SERIOUS? Just because I wear the clothing doesn’t mean I’m a 

fuckin’ homo, you asshole motherfucker. I expect YOU to know the difference! 

Fuck! Maybe YOU’RE the fuckin’ homo around here!” 

Mahdakis tried to laugh it off, “C’mon, it was just a dream, dude. You know?” 

“NO! I DON’T FUCKIN’ KNOW! WHAT’S THE DEAL WITH YOU?” 

“Calm down, Tommy. It’s not real. It was a dream. You’ve had them before 

haven’t you?” 

“Dream my ass! Dreams usually mean something! And no! I never had a 

dream about my best male friend sucking my cock! YOU have fuckin’ deep-

rooted problems!” 

“Dreams don’t always mean something. They some...” 

“And I think this dream means you’re finally ready for a full time 

psychiatrist!” White Tom walked up to him and put his face in his face. “What 



do you think of me, anyway? You think I’m some sort of a faggot ass little 

punching bag for your fuckin’ amusement? Huh?” He put his finger between 

Mahdakis’s eyes. “You got fuckin’ issues, you know that?” 

Mahdakis backed up calmly. “Dude, it was just a dream. Let’s forget it. I know 

I want to.” 

White Tom backed off and took a deep breath, as he went back to his locker to 

get dressed. “This isn’t grade school anymore. I’m not some fuckin’ patsy on the 

playground that you guys can pick on anymore. Cut the shit or you’ll be sorry. 

I’ll show you what I’m fuckin’ made of these days, Mahdakis. And it ain’t 

gonna feel like a blowjob!” 

“Okay. I’m sorry. I think that Blue Nun is fuckin’ with my mind, or 

something.” Mahdakis put his hand on his forehead. “I can’t get rid of this 

headache.” 

White Tom gave consideration. “Yeah. That shit really was some bad stuff. I 

can’t believe you guys got so many cases of it.” 

Mahdakis laughed, thinking back to the embarrassing dream. “What a relief. 

Jesus Christ, am I tired.” 

“Sleeping will do that to a person,” said White Tom, throwing a purse over his 

shoulder and then, heading out towards the back door with Mahdakis following. 

“Do you always have dreams like this? I can’t imagine how Jez ever put up with 

you in the first place.” 

“What do you mean, put up with me?” Mahdakis stopped outside the back 

door of the Y-DOG and stared at him. “What are you talking about ‘Put up with 

me’? That’s rich. How many times do you think she’s fucked our friend Yogi? 

Or Cop?....why she puts up with me?” 

“Dude, I was just trying to be funny. I didn’t mean anything by it.” White Tom 

locked the door behind him and gave a pensive look to the stars before focusing 

directly on Mahdakis’s face. “But since you ask, Yogi at least three because you 

told me so, and Cop, I’d say two times.” 

“What? Two? How do you figure? 

“That’s what he’s told me. Well, wait a minute now. Are we counting 

blowjobs?” 

“What the…..Why, that motherfuck--” 

“Hey man, she’s out of the picture now. What do you care? And anyway, they 

were neighbors for years before you were in the picture. It wasn’t all just 

recently.”   

“That makes me feel a whole lot better,” said Mahdakis sucking on a Tijuana, 

as he and his transvestite friend strutted up Market and began hitching a ride 

back home. “What the hell does she see in him, anyway?” 

“Who? Cop?” 

“Yeah.” 



“Oh man,” White Tom snorted, and pointed his thumb over his shoulder “Take 

a back seat pal, Copper Tom has a huge penis.” Then, nodding his head with 

approval. “Really nice.”  
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Two Hearts Beat as One 
 

n innocent gig in November became two absurd gigs in November. Two 

absurd gigs in November became ten in December. Ten gigs in December 

became twelve in January. Twelve gigs in January, however, amounted to only 

four in February. The hype was wearing off, and not a moment too soon. 

While not being on the road every day and night, and not playing that far out 

of the Delaware tri-state area, they did all have day time jobs to go to in the 

morning, so the lack of sleep hours was catching up with them, and with that, 

the irritability that usually followed.  

Copper Tom was executing his wintertime roll at the golf course, as part of the 

grounds maintenance crew, Mahdakis was pumping gas and pocketing cash he 

made while plugging tires for the Hebrew’s at the gas station, Violet-Basia had 

opened a stand outside the train station, on the corner of French and Front, 

selling cheap, gaudy costume jewelry, White Tom still worked various nights 

and days as a janitor at the Y-DOG, and, well, no one knew what Pock did. He 

said he was working at the car wash, but whenever anyone showed up at his 

house to hang out, he was there. Pumpkinhead and Frank Slate both worked in 

construction doing grunt work, a hard day to say the least. Tony Ravioli had 

devoted his free time to the band as a photographer and did as many gigs as he 

could, along with some promotional photo session shoots for both bands. During 

the day, he worked as a carpenter’s apprentice. Boodles was still living at home 

and didn’t really need a job, but she took one anyway, for tax purposes. She 

needed to justify some of her earnings so she worked part time at an office 

somewhere in Greater Norford. And now, with Valentine's Day approaching, 

only one gig remained and needless to say, everyone was tired, petulant and 

desperately in need of a break from one another. After all, they weren’t just band 

mates, but friends, too (two of them brothers). So, when they weren’t practicing, 

playing out, or conducting business, they were hanging out together drinking 

and abusing the drug De Jour. 

The core three of the unit however, were not yet sick of each other’s company, 

and it would probably take a while before they were. Whereas, the rest of the 

folks of the band and crew, were exactly the same all the time, White Tom, 

Violet-Basia, and Mahdakis had the uncanny ability to shift modes and become 

different people when the moment called for it. This helped alleviate the stress 

of monotony. Maybe it had something to do with the core three knowing each 

other since the third grade. It certainly didn’t hurt.  

With one more gig to play before the break, Violet-Basia decided to invite 

Mahdakis and White Tom over to her house in Old Norford. It was a very large 

house amongst mansions, only eight houses down from Charlotte Cummings’ 

gated community, and a half a mile from Jezebel’s, whose of course was right 

next to Copper Tom’s. Jezebel and Copper didn’t come from money and didn’t 

A 



have much at the moment; it just so happened that their birth-givers lucked out 

on some real estate before the area turned into what it now was. Violet-Basia 

had even less money when growing up with Mahdakis and White Tom in South 

Norford. South Norford being the slums of the city and, aside from East River, 

the most crime-intense. During the time Mahdakis was living in The Mountains, 

Violet-Basia’s male-birth-giver died, and left behind a ton of dough through 

insurance policies, so her and her female-birth-giver upped and moved across 

town, to where they were now. 

Guys weren’t allowed in the home very often. In fact, this was only one in 

about ten times that Mahdakis would ever set foot in her house. Her female-

birth-giver was Italian and of the old country. Boys were not allowed in the 

house, but under special circumstances. This was one. The circumstance was, 

she was away in Italy visiting relatives. 

The occasion, so said Violet-Basia, was to piss on Hallmark holidays, in an 

anti-Valentine's day gathering – so she said. But Violet-Basia had something, or 

someone, up her sleeve, and Mahdakis found out who when he walked into the 

house and locked eyes with Jezebel Crowley, it was that look that two fighters in 

the ring give each other in the twelfth round, and neither can stand on their own 

anymore, so they are left to just hang on each other’s shoulders. Indeed, they 

were both miserable with their own love lives, and needed some sort of 

fulfillment, and with nowhere else to turn, just fell into each other's arms 

without a word. They stood in the kitchen in this position for well over two 

minutes; reacquainting themselves with each other’s muscle tone. White Tom 

and Violet-Basia finally deciding to adjourn to the living room, leaving them 

alone. When Violet-Basia came back, five minutes later to put some warm 

champagne in the freezer, they were still motionless in each other’s arms. 

She came back into the living room and set a cold beer down for White Tom, 

and spoke in a whisper, “Dude, you’re not going to believe what I just heard in 

there.” 

“Sounds pretty quiet to me.” 

“They’re still standing in the same position; not saying a word…..You can 

hear both their hearts beating…at the same time...It’s weird.” 

“Go on…get out of here.” White Tom chuckled while fingering a chord on the 

guitar. “Maybe you heard Mahdakis. I think he’s eaten a lot of red meat this 

week.” 

She just smiled and shook her head, knowing full well what she had heard. 

And indeed, she had heard both of their hearts beating in unison. 

The suspected couple walked into the room holding hands, and then sat on the 

sofa opposite the other two. They quickly regained reticent composure and sat a 

few feet apart from each other. 

“It’s nice that you two are…..glad?....to see each other,” Violet-Basia said. “I 

wasn’t sure what your reactions would be.” 



White Tom chugged a sip of beer. “We actually had some pepper spray and 

tear gas ready just in case a riot broke out.” 

Mahdakis sat quietly as Jezebel took a sip of some economically priced 

Almaden wine and dismissing any thoughts of reuniting, she said, “So, you guys 

have really made a name for yourselves, huh. Or should I say…..names.” 

Jezebel took another thoughtful slug out of the bottle of Chablis and continued, 

“I mean, you got what…two bands? I can’t even follow it.” 

“You mean one band.” 

Jezebel looked over at Violet-Basia for conformation. “No, she said two.” 

Mahdakis gave Violet-Basia a look of disdain. “Loose lips.” 

“Oh, is it a secret?” Jezebel asked. 

“Supposed to be.” 

“From who? I thought everyone knew it was you guys, just being goofy. What 

are the names now? Come on my engine, and Check to see if you Wet it? I don’t 

know.” Jezebel laughed pretentiously. She knew the actual names of the bands, 

but was just trying to break a little ice; ice that, for the most part was being 

exuded from Mahdakis. 

“Listen,” he said, not yet ready for any spirit lifting conversation, “I’m not 

doing this anymore; this Cum n Wet It thing.” 

“Oh c’mon,” Jezebel pleaded factiously, “your butt looks so cute in those 

black leather pants.” 

 “It looks good anyway.” His eyes locked with hers and danced with her 

thoughts for a split second before returning to his belligerency. “It’s not what I 

want to do, and it’s distracting us from our writing and main objective. Not to 

mention, it’s fuckin’ retarded,” he said, studying their eyes and taking a sip of 

beer. “So, last week's performance was my last. Okay? No more. I think it 

served whatever purpose it was meant to serve, and now it’s time to get serious.” 

The other two band mates exchanged nervous glances and then carefully 

responded. Violet-Basia speaking first, “We were thinking…..sort of …..the 

same thing.” 

“Sort of?” 

“Yeah. But different,” said White Tom. “We were all sort of thinking that 

maybe….” 

“All? Who’s all?” 

“The band,” informed Violet-Basia. 

“The band? I don’t see a band here. I see the two of you.” 

“We had a band meeting after the Cum show last week. We all thought the 

show went extremely well.” 

“And the fact that we are starting to have trouble selling tickets as Check 

Engine, well, we thought…” 

“You thought what? What the fuck kind of band meeting do you have without 

the primary member?” 



“The kind of meeting that the primary member would probably not like.” 

“Listen,” said White Tom, “Boods has a bunch of gigs in the Baltimore area 

solidified for us already,” 

“For Cum n Wet It, of course.” 

“Yes,” Violet-Basia stood up, “Mahdakis I’m sorry, but Check Engine is 

becoming a joke.” 

“And wearing a costume isn’t one?” 

“We don’t need those anymore. We can take them off.” 

“People are lining up at the door, and around the corner to come and see 

Check Engine!” 

“To see how bad we are,” White Tom reminded him. 

“Because word of mouth has said as much.” 

“Violet’s right. Then they leave. We’re a car accident on the side of the 

highway.” 

“Yes, but not all of them,” said Mahdakis. “Besides, they pay money for those 

tickets, regardless of how long they stay, and they buy our demo …” 

“Right, but only to hear how bad it sounds.”  

“Who cares why they buy it, or if they throw it in the garbage later? They’re 

spending money. It’s called creating a buzz, you fuckin’ dopes! And besides, 

Check Engine is the kind of band that is one day going to have a very selective 

following, not just anyone. It may take years to build, but once the following is 

built, it will be an unyielding force of dedicated followers who…get it! Don’t 

you guys get it? There’s a reward at the end of the rainbow for doing what’s in 

our hearts and not succumbing to the almighty dollar. Fighting the fashion, 

man…..Creating the trends, not following them.” 

“Whatever. People like Cum n Wet It.” 

“It doesn’t matter. Half of the music we play as that band is cover 

music…..not us….someone else’s thoughts.” 

“Shit, for that matter, we’re singing someone else’s thoughts when we play 

your music, aren’t we?” suggested Violet-Basia. “I mean, you may feel like 

you’re expressing yourself because they’re your thoughts, but when we play 

your shit, we aren’t expressing ourselves any more or less than we do when we 

play as Cum.” 

“Well Violet, if you had some fuckin’ thoughts, perhaps we’d express them!” 

“Fuck you.” 

White Tom pointed his finger. “It’s that pompous self-righteous attitude of 

yours also, that’s damaging relations within the band. I mean, let’s come back to 

reality. Violet and I were playing together before you came back from The 

Mountains to grace us once again with your presence.” 

“Damaging relations with who, Tommy? Cop? The fuckin’ guy can barely 

hold a bass, let alone play one. I can play circles around that fuck. You want me 



to have respect for someone like that? Are you serious? Violet, I’m surprised at 

you more than anyone. You don’t even care for modern metal.” 

“Yeah, but the money we’re making is paying my rent at Mrs. Wells. House.” 

“Peace, love and moolah? You hypocritical cunt!” 

“Enough, dude!” White Tom yelled. 

“The Cum n Wet It original material is….okay, but nothing to jump up and 

down about! I sure as hell wouldn’t put my name next to the credits.” 

“Fine. You just don’t get any royalties when the day comes.” 

“Let me tell you about royalties, you idiot. Royalties only pay out dividends 

when customers are buying something, and customers only buy something when 

they are interested, and people only stay interested if something has endurance. 

You see, once it gets old, they stop buying, and the royalties stop coming. It 

could last for months, or it could last for years. If we do it right, it could last for 

decades. Good bands that stay around for many, many years are the ones that set 

the trends, not follow them, and bands that are setting new trends, more than 

often tend to get much criticism because what they are doing has never been 

done quite the way they are doing it, and it scares people sometimes when they 

are face to face with something new. People overall know what they want before 

they go in. They only want what they are used to. They want what made them 

happy yesterday. They do not want change or the threat of their favorite musical 

styles being compromised or challenged by foreign styles of music or art that 

they don’t comprehend. That would mean having to learn all over again. 

Learning is time consuming, and most people don’t want to do that.,…but the 

ones who do…..well, they are the ones who will help create a new wave of 

music, and their dedication and loyalty will bind bands like Check Engine for 

many years to come. You know what else is going to be a factor? The fact that 

this music was never played to death. And when it was young it never saturated 

the market and suffered from over-exposure. But alas, once aged, it will be able 

to handle the bright lights much better than the crying baby ever could, and you 

will see it flourish into greatness.” 

“Dude, what the fuck are you talking about?” 

“Don’t get me wrong, some of the new crap that comes out is absolute rubbish, 

but other times it is the making of a very fine wine for consumption years down 

the road. I’d rather live in squalor for the rest of my life in South Philly and 

become great after I die, than to be an icon of mediocrity living high on the hog 

in New York’s upper East Side.” 

There was a long pause as everyone reflected. Then White Tom said, 

“Rubbish? Fuck it. Anyway, you may be right about the patience required to 

build a following, and it may very well happen. Who knows? You have a vision, 

and that’s why we followed you. But dude, I’m sorry brother; the four of us are 

all on the same page, a different page. You’ve got your own agenda.” White 



Tom took the last gulp of his beer. “As stupid as you feel dressing up like 

Pinhead…” 

“We feel twice as stupid playing your songs, now,” Violet-Basia finished 

White Tom’s thought. 

Mahdakis stood up, as if to leave. White Tom also stood up and putting the 

guitar down said, “O-only because the crowd doesn’t get it, and ends up leaving 

after a half hour.” 

“Or less.” 

“It’s just a little……disenchanting.” 

Violet-Basia put her hands gently on Mahdakis. “The problem is, dear, these 

gigs are usually Friday or Saturday night, when people are out looking for a 

good time. They want to unwind. Then they walk in on our doom and gloom 

perspective of the world….” 

“And it bums their heads out. You know what we’re saying?” 

“Yeah,” said Jezebel standing up in front of Mahdakis. “You’re saying that 

you’re just as ignorant, impatient, and small-minded as the fuckin’ retarded 

audiences that don’t get art when it’s tossed right on top of them. You’re saying 

that the money is more important than the morality. You’re saying that both of 

you are all talk and no action, all these fuckin’ years, Violet, you sit right here 

with me and speak about the conformist that are ruining our culture, and how we 

have to fight the man, before we become the man; well guess what bitch? You 

just crossed that line!” 

“Oh pray tell Jez, what the hell are you babbling about?” 

“You fell asleep and got eaten by a pod, man! You’re a sellout. Both of you! 

And terrible friends right now. What the fuck? Having secret meetings without 

the one person who made this all happen? He doesn’t need you’re fuckin’ shit. 

He’ll do it without you! Sit back and watch!” 

“Thanks Yoko.” 

“Well then, do it,” said Violet-Basia. 

“I’m gonna do it. You just aren’t going to be told how.” 

“What does that mean?” 

“I’m going to have a little secret meeting with myself and take care of all of 

this. One thing we can all agree on is, this upcoming show is our last gig as 

Check Engine, right?” 

“For now dude,” White Tom spoke in a passive voice. “We just want to give 

the public a break from us for a while.” 

“But you’re going to keep smothering them with the sounds of Cum n Wet It?” 

“I guess.” 

“I guess you’d better find another guitar player after this weekend!” Mahdakis 

said and stormed out of the house, with Jezebel right on his tail. 

“Well, happy fuckin’ Valentine's Day to you too, asshole!” White Tom yelled 

as Mahdakis exited the front door.” 



Violet-Basia grabbed Jezebel gently from behind. “Jez, you don’t have to go.” 

Jezebel grabbed her wrists and stood nose to nose with her. “He’s not your 

‘dear’! Don’t you ever use that word on him when I’m around. Got it?!” 

“That hurts, Jez. Stop!” Jezebel let her go and scurried out to the driveway 

where she found Mahdakis sitting on the hood of her white Mustang. 

“You alright there, Cupcake?” 

“Yeah. Just a bit pissed off right now.” 

“Get in,” Jezebel said, getting in the driver’s seat. “I know something we can 

do to alleviate that anger.” Mahdakis complied to the request and got in on the 

other side. He looked at her pathetically and kissed her on the cheek. “Hmm,” 

she grunted as she put the car in reverse, “Now I know you know a better spot to 

put those lips.” 

 

Back inside the house, Violet-Basia returned to the sofa that she and White 

Tom had been sitting on. He was already there sucking down another beer. 

“That went well.” 

“This sucks,” she said, plopping herself down, with a glass of wine in her 

hand. “What are we gonna do?” 

“I don’t know…..Wanna mess around?” 

Violet-Basia chuckled, “I thought you were gay or something.” 

“Hell no,” White Tom said moving in on her, “but I’ll bet you some good oral 

that my panties are prettier than yours.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Lunacy Laundering  
 

n here,” the voice shouted to Mahdakis, as he strut past a row of stores on 

the cold, deserted, midnight streets. “Yo! In here, man!” the voice yelled 

again. Curiously, Mahdakis poked his head inside the twenty-four-hour laundry 

mat and spotted Carl and Floyd making a nest of the place. “You just gonna 

stand there?” 

Mahdakis stepped in with his forearm over his eyes. “A little conspicuously 

bright for sleep, wouldn’t you say, Carl?” 

“Yeah? Go back outside and tell me how you feel then.” 

“It’s freezing out there.” 

“I 
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“Right, but in here?” 

“It’s like a sauna, quite frankly.” 

“We got half the dryers going, that’s why,” Carl said proudly. 

“I see that.” 

Floyd finally spoke from the rear of the mat where he stood folding clothes on 

a table, “I won thirty dollars in change playing poker with Squid,” 

“Ah. And why not sleep here, instead of getting one of those rooms at the 

Motor Inn for nineteen ninety-nine, and having a few bucks to spare, right?” 

“Well, actually, we didn’t think of that, but…..” 

“But what? Those rooms may be dirty, but they have beds and heat, you 

know.” 

“I’d rather not be seen with Floyd in one of those places.” 

“Why?” 

“Why do you think?” said Carl with a snarl. 

“Beats me.” 

“We just didn’t want anyone to think we were gay, that’s all,” Floyd said, 

placing a lace negligee on a hanger.” 

“You’re still hell bent on keeping it a secret, are you?” Mahdakis looked at 

Floyd, who swiftly moved on to folding some silk panties,  

Carl, finally noticing what Floyd was doing in the back of the laundry mat 

said, “What the fuck are you doing?” 

“What does it look like, Johnny-Boy? Folding clothes.” 

“Where did you find them? And cut the shit with that Johnny-Boy crap.” 

“Are they your mom’s,” Mahdakis said, rather interested. 

“I don’t know. They were just sitting in here.” Floyd motioned to the dryer. 

“So you’re folding them?” 

“Well…..yeah……they’re gonna wrinkle otherwise.” 

Carl and Mahdakis just looked at each other and shook their heads. Mahdakis 

couldn’t help but chuckle as he walked towards a bench, thinking of the 

expression on the owner’s face when she would come back and find the three of 

them sleeping in a laundry mat at midnight, next to her neatly folded clothes. 

“That’s women’s work,” Carl said. “Where’d you learn how to do that?” 

“Probably the same place I did,” Mahdakis said. “My birth-givers.” 

“Why is it women’s work, Carl? Are they the only ones entitled to clothes that 

aren’t wrinkled?” 

“Pff….you know what I mean.” 

“I don’t,” said Mahdakis. “What the fuck do you mean?” 

“All I mean is, it’s funny to see a guy folding clothes.” 

“How often do you get out?” 

“Yeah man, really. You gotta stop watching all those Little House on the 

Prairie reruns.” 



“And judging from the disheveled looks of those rags, you need a woman 

or….” 

“Or to learn how to fold clothes.” 

“Besides, the marine and army guys fold their own clothes. Are they a bunch 

of fags?” 

“Forget it, alright.” Carl dismissed the entire conversation and, after taking a 

drag from his cigarette offered it to Mahdakis. “So where were you last night? 

Haven’t seen you around for a dog’s age.” 

“What is a dog’s age, anyway?” Floyd asked, contemplating what to do with a 

long dress. 

“It’s like ten to fifteen years,” Carl said knowingly. 

“That’s a dog’s life, not a dog’s age.” 

“Shouldn’t this have been dry-cleaned?” 

“What’s the difference? It’s just a saying.” 

“Well it’s stupid because not all dogs see the age of ten years in the first place, 

let alone fifteen. But they all have a life. And sometimes it’s only like one or 

two or five years.” 

“Yeah, that spot’s not coming out. She’s gonna be pissed.” 

“I didn’t make the fuckin’ saying up! I’M JUST SAYING IT!” 

“It’s thinking like that, that helped Hitler rise to power.” 

“Why are you such an asshole?”  

“Either way there Carl,” Floyd said, finally tearing himself away from his 

laundry duties, “We’ve only known Mahdakis a year or two, so a dogs age 

doesn’t apply here in the first place. Maybe…..a mosquito’s age?” 

“You guys are just a bunch of fuckin’ jerks. All I meant was, we haven’t seen 

you in a while.” 

“Christ, why didn’t you just say that?” said Floyd. “You could have avoided 

all this grueling embarrassment for yourself.” 

“Five days, I think,” said Mahdakis. “Because I was with you guys then. 

Although this sure does beat sleeping on top of each other in the Norford 

Savings & Trust ATM booth for a night.” 

“Hey, it was better than being under the bridge.” 

“Yeah, I guess. What’s with this fuckin’ cold anyway, man? Do you know it 

hasn’t gotten above thirty in over a week, and they say it’s going to stay that 

way for a couple more.” 

“Days?” 

“Weeks” 

“Shit man, we better figure something out, more long term.” 

“So? Tell us…..where you been?” 

“Oh…..I, ah….found some places to crash.” 

“Well it wasn’t at your birth-giver’s place. I know that for sure.” 

“How?” 



Carl Chuckled, “He’s been sleeping in your bed.”  

“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Pumpkinhead let me stay a couple of nights. It was toasty 

and warm and soft and……….Jesus Christ, will ya look at these?” 

“Ahh! Man!” was Carl’s reaction to the pair of skid marked encrusted cotton 

underwear that Floyd held in the air like a trophy. 

“I didn’t think women did this sort of thing. Hee-hee-hee-hee. These things are 

ruined. Why even bother. Fuck it.” Floyd threw them into the trash basin. 

Mahdakis made himself a little home on the bench across from where Carl 

stood, and attempted some sleep. “You think the cops will bother us here?” 

“Maybe. I dunno. I’m more concerned with the real homeless showing up and 

mooching off our heat, or some of the brothers from the projects showing up and 

harassing us.” Carl fell silent and studied Mahdakis for a moment. “Is that where 

you been? With that girl from the projects? You been shacking up with the 

moulinyan?” 

“Yeah, that’s it,” Mahdakis said, rolling over on the bench, using his hands as 

a pillow. “She made me eat her ass out every night, after eating tacos, in return 

for a place to sleep,” he said, knowing it would upset Carl. 

Carl just nodded in contempt. “What a disgusting human being. You really 

are, you know that?” 

With his back turned to him and grinning, Mahdakis said, “I didn’t mind that 

so much as I did having to suck off her thirteen-year-old brother.” 

“Hee-hee-hee-hee!” 

“What the fuck’s the matter with you? You…you are joking, right?” 

“Yes Carl, joke…………..Hey Floyd?” 

“Yeah?” 

“You know that the myth isn’t true. Black men aren’t bigger than white guys.” 

“Will you shut the fuck up and go to sleep?!” 

“But he was only thirteen. You gotta give him a chance to grow….Hee-hee-

hee-hee.” 

“And what’s so funny with you, asshole?” 

“You, Johnny Boy……getting so upset. You know he’s just fuckin’ with you.” 

“Whatever.” Carl dismissed Floyd and turned to Mahdakis again. “So if you’re 

making all this money gigging, where is it?” 

“Hey, that’s a point. What do you say there, pal? Why are you lying on a 

bench in a laundry mat with us?” 

“I like to stay in touch with the common folk, and not forget my roots, you 

know?” 

“Asshole.” 

“Dude,” Mahdakis said, vehemently jolting into an upright position, and 

spinning in the direction of Carl, “we make like two hundred dollars each gig, 

sometimes five, if we’re lucky. Now take fifteen percent off that, minus fifty a 



piece, or so, for Frank and Pumpkinhead, and split the rest five ways. Man, I 

barely got enough for booze and food.” 

“Dude, you got food?” 

“I got money for some. Why, you guys hungry?” 

“Starved,” they said in unison. 

“I’ll buy breakfast in the morning.” 

“What about the Colonial Diner right up the street?” 

“Yeah….they’re open all night.” 

“Now?” 

“Dude, we haven’t eaten much in the last few days.” 

“Alright. Let’s go. I could eat a couple of burgers, myself.” 

“Cool,” Floyd said, and placed the basket gently back down on the bench, as 

he then began scribbling something on a napkin. “Just give me a minute here.” 

“What are you writing?” 

“I’m gonna leave this person a note.” 

“To let ’em know you make house calls?” 

“Nah, nothin’ like that……Okay, let’s go,” Floyd said, laying the note on top 

of her basket and rushing out the door just behind Carl and Mahdakis. He 

paused for a moment and looked over his shoulder. “You got to wonder what 

kind of person just throws a load of clothes in a dryer in the middle of the night 

and leaves them there.” 

 

 

Kelly Pierce was that kind of person. And she was none too serene when she 

returned from her Tuesday night liaison to find that someone had gone through 

her laundry, intimate and otherwise. She was an aspiring young banker who was 

working through the ranks at The Norford Savings & Trust. Her husband, an 

overweight union plumber, currently unemployed, was not quite as motivated 

and seemed to have more of an interest in his male friends than her. Tuesday 

was his big poker night with ‘The Guys’, so she made it her night to be with 

someone who possessed an interest in the female anatomy, and why not get a 

load or two of wash done at the same time. As well, in case she was the last one 

to come home, there would be no questions asked if she walked in holding a 

basket full of warm folded clothes. 

Infidelity has a way of bringing out the ugliest part of the soul. Case in point: 

The incident may not have freaked her out so much if she didn’t have such a 

guilty conscience to begin with, and she may have been able to appreciate it for 

what it really was, a random, bizarre act of kindness; and then, maybe would 

have interpreted Floyd’s note completely different from the way she had. But 

people like Kelly Pierce, who have something to hide, are usually extremely 

suspicious of other people and tend to believe that no good can come from 

another human being without there being a steep price tag and hence, would just 



assume run over a homeless person, then give them the time of day. These kinds 

of folks also have a tendency to come unraveled at the drop of a hat. Floyd’s 

note, not only did just that, but also pushed her right off the edge, into believing 

that she was now being followed. Maybe by one of her husband’s friends, a 

jaded lover from the past, or a private investigator. Either way, she found herself 

forced to file a report with the police, which, in turn, eventually spawned filings 

for divorce papers, by Mr. Pierce, and an investigation by the Norford Police 

Department, headed up by Police Commissioner Stromboli.  

 

 

Floyd’s note: 

 

 
 

 

Commissioner Stromboli re-read the last part of the letter aloud, 

“Floyd……..Floyd…..What do you suppose that means, Darryl?” 

“Arr. You don’t tink it’s just his name?” 

“Hell no! No one is that stupid. This is code for something, an acronym of 

some sort. Something gang related or………maybe having to do with the 

mafia!” The Commissioner rubbed his chin. “What was that guy’s name in The 

Godfather?....Hmm, never the mind, we have to figure out what this FLOYD 

thing stands for. It’s our only clue.” 

“Found Loitering On Your Doorstep?” 

“Don’t be daft! What kind of nonsense is that? Besides, isn’t Doorstep two 

words?” 



“I do believe it’s one, sir.” 

“Fetch a dictionary.” 

“Sir!” a voice yelled coming up the precinct stairwell. “Commissioner!” 

Commissioner Stromboli and Officer Darryl turned to see Officer Roy 

scurrying, up the stairs with Rookie Rick. “Officer Roy, what’s the trouble?” 

Roy looked at the rookie cop. “Tell him what you heard.” 

The baby face young black rookie took off his cap as a matter of courtesy and 

said, “Well sir, I’ve been working traffic over at the new MasterCard building 

construction site, I need the overtime pay you know, and every night there’s a 

night watchman named John who stays on site to make sure none of the 

equipment gets tampered with.” 

“This is going somewhere, right?” 

“Yes sir. Well, this morning I overheard John talking to one of the 

construction workers on the job. Apparently, every Thursday night before work, 

John stops around the corner at Cassel’s Wash & Dry on Third, and throws his 

laundry in the machine. Then, on his break, throws it into the dryer. He goes 

back to his post, works the rest of his shift, and picks it up in the morning on his 

way home. But this time when he returned to the mat…” 

“Don’t tell me………..his clothes were folded!” 

“Not only that, sir. But someone left him a note.” 

“Jiminy Cricket, sir!” 

“What kind of note?” 

Roy pulled the note from his breast pocket, and unfolded it. “It just says, ‘You 

owe me, Johnny-Boy.’.” 

“Meaning the Night Watchman, John.” 

“John Ciperella. He’s in the other room right now, pouring his heart out to 

Officer Jim.” 

“Jim? Christ sakes, hasn’t the poor bastard been through enough?.........What’s 

he saying, anyway?” 

“Something about owing a local loan shark a couple grand that he lost on the 

Rutgers-Syracuse game last month,” Officer Roy informed. 

“Two thousand? That’s it?” 

“Yes sir, that’s it.” 

“Why doesn’t he just pay it off?” 

“I imagine he doesn’t make much.” 

“Then maybe he should’ve just bought a lottery ticket instead! Jesus, this 

man’s not only poor, but he’s stupid besides.” 

“Many folks can’t help their disposition, sir.” 

“Yes, but why on Earth bet on Rutgers? …You know, gentlemen, sometimes I 

think the poor are poor because they ask for it…….Anyway, our perpetrator 

knew his name. Was it on any of his garments, by chance?” 

“No sir.” 



The Commissioner looked puzzled and frightened for a moment as he stared at 

his reflection in the sparkling clean, precinct floor and gave thought. “Did he 

sign the note, Roy?” 

“Nope. Not this time. And so far as we can tell, there’s no relation to either of 

the victims.” 

“I bet he’s trying to keep us off his track, sir,” suggested Officer Darryl. 

“Confuse us, like.” 

“What about this address on the first note, Roy? Did it net anything?” 

“Just a seventy-eight-year-old church-going woman, living off social security 

and her dead husband’s army pension. She lives alone and has been there for 

forty years; nothing but good ties to the community. What’s left of her family 

are up in Villanova. I think, intentional or not, this is a bogus address.” 

Indeed it was. What Floyd meant to write down, was the address of a local 

upscale dry cleaning/launderer shop, named Suburban Wash & Dry-Clean, 

located on 1925 27th  Ave., and run by Pat ‘The Boss’ Gibson. 

The commissioner whipped off his glasses. “Dear God in heaven! Twice in 

three days; what kind of diabolical, twisted malcontent are we dealing with, 

here?” 

“I don’t know commissioner, but anyone sick enough to go through other 

people’s clothes, well…” 

“They’re capable of anything……Roy? Darryl? I want you two to add an extra 

cruiser at night and start canvassing areas near any laundry mats. Start within the 

vicinity of these last two.” 

“Yes sir.” 

“Sir, I’d like to volunteer for that duty, if it’s alright,” young Rookie Rick said. 

“Aren’t you already pulling in overtime?” 

“Yes sir, but tomorrow’s my last night at the job site. I’m free after that.” 

“Very well. I’ll have Jim cover for you tomorrow.” 

“Thank you, sir. 

“We’ll find this demented, clothes-folding son of a bitch sicko if it’s the last 

thing we do.”  
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The Pizza Box Liberation Movement 
 

ahdakis and Tony currently sought refuge from reality, behind the 

backstop of an abandon baseball diamond. It was a peaceful night in a 

quiet neighborhood; a great time and place to be while tripping on acid. They 

arrived there only by chance, as Tony thought it wise to pull the car over 

somewhere immediately instead of trying to maneuver it around objects that 

really weren’t there in the first place.  

So they lay on the hard, frost-covered grass of the field, staring at the stars. To 

look at the way they were dressed, one wouldn’t have known it was below thirty 

degrees; Mahdakis, wearing ripped up jeans and only a t-shirt with an open 

chamois hanging over his shoulders, and Tony sporting his leather biker jacket 

over a concert t-shirt which was so thin, chest hairs were poking through. While 

his apparel was warmer than his friend’s was, it was also the same thing he had 

worn all summer. 

“This is really nice; you know?” Tony said, with his hands clasped behind his 

neck, as he lay flat on the ground. “You can see so many different constellations 

this time of year that you never see during the summer, you know?” 

“Yeah man, I know.” Mahdakis took a deep breath. “This is what The 

Mountain sky looks like year round. In fact, you can actually see even more 

stars than these.” 

“I can’t imagine why you would leave a place like that. Just can’t fathom it.” 

“And miss an opportunity to meet upstanding folks like you guys?” 

“Ha-ha...I don’t…..did you see that?” 

“Shooting star?” 

“Yeah, you saw it?” 

“Yep…and that one!” 

“I see it! Wow! Do you think it’s the acid?” 

“Nah. The Mountains have shooting stars all the time. But up there we don’t 

sit around and talk about it. We just know they’re there. It’s a given.” 

“So you get it so much that you take it for granted.” 

“Something like that.” 

“I just hope for your sake, that when you’re older, you don’t regret leaving a 

place so beautiful.” 

“I might. But right now, as I told you before, living up there with the sort of 

people who are true Mountain people, is very tough when you’re someone like 

me.” 

“So be someone like them. I would. Why the fuck do you hold that weirdness 

you call a personality in such high regard?” 

“It’s a statement, dude. Besides, I never set out to be weird; it’s the rest of the 

world that labeled me weird.” 

M 



“Yeah, but once you got that label, you reveled in it, bro. I know you. You 

love being the outcast - the one with different ideas. Don’t get me wrong, I think 

it’s cool, and a big reason you’re my closest friend. But,” 

“But what?” 

“But if it were me, and I were given the opportunities you have had, or could 

have had, I think I would change a few things about my personality in order to 

better afford them.” 

“I have to hear this shit from you? I’m not home, and we’re not in school 

anymore. Remember?” 

“Well then, who’s gonna tell you this stuff? Strangers? The point is, you don’t 

allow yourself that sort of growth. In a way, you’re smothering the real you just 

to make a point. A point no one’s going to fuckin’ care about when we’re all in 

our thirties.” 

“Speak for yourself. The whole idea of living is to make a point.” 

“The whole point of living is to be happy and content with yourself. You’re 

neither of those things. Nor will you be if you stay on this track…..No offense.” 

“Being happy and content is merely existing; not living. You want to exist and 

be comfortable. I want to live like I’m on fire. There’s a difference. And besides, 

being an angry bastard makes me happy inside, so if you want to take a lie 

detector test with me to see who’s happier and more fulfilled, I’ll take it….and 

win! You’re an angry bastard too, Tone. But the difference between you and me 

is that I have an outlet. You haven’t found one yet, aside from sex, that is. I have 

a band and sex.” 

“Sex? Really? With who? Recently.” 

“You wouldn’t believe me if I told you.” 

“You know…..I would. I have a strange feeling that you’re into some bizarre 

shit. I wouldn’t want to believe you, that much is true. So, you know what? 

Let’s just forget I asked.” 

“Okay…never mind.” 

“Yeah….hey, you…….THERE’S ONE, RIGHT THERE!” 

“Yep, I saw it…..up by the Southern Cross.” 

“The what?” 

“The Southern Cross. Look right there,” Mahdakis said, pointing upward. “It 

looks an upside down cross from our perspective, very hard to see for us up here 

in the north, but very common to see down south.” 

“Thus, the name.” 

“Thus.” 

“Oh yeah, right there. Yeah, that was where I saw the shooting 

star…huh….well, anyway, getting back to what I was saying, not only do you 

have a band, but you have two!” 



“And remember to keep that under your hat. We have reasons to keep our 

identities a secret. But I don’t need to tell you, you work for us now….one of the 

band.” 

“But everyone knows it’s you guys. You know that, right?” 

“What? Some of them know it’s us?” 

“They all do. We’re just not sure what you are all up to. Is it a legal thing? 

Or…have all of you just gone fuckin’ crazy? Why the fuck are you playing in 

disguises.” 

“It’s a long and very complicated story.” 

“I like long complicated stories.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble 

Mahdakis thought long and hard, but for the life of him couldn’t remember at 

that moment, why they had begun masking themselves. He knew at the time 

there was a good reason for it……well maybe not that good….but the 

complicated web of retardation stumped him at this very moment. He did not 

have an answer for Tony; more importantly, himself. ‘Why are we putting 

ourselves through this nonsense?’ He put on his best poker face and, to save 

face, simply said, “You’ll have to wait for the book then, and who knows when 

I’ll get around to that.” 

Tony rubbed his dark scruffy beard. “Oh yeah, I remember…..the book you’re 

going to write and make me out to be some sort of buffoon.” -Bobble-bobble-

bobble “That book?” 

“You betcha.” Mahdakis lit up a Tijuana and took a long puff. “So how are 

things with you and Nicki? You guys seem to get along nice.” 

“Why do you smoke those things, anyway? You don’t even inhale them; you 

just puff on them, right?” 

“Right…..I don’t know. I guess I just think it looks cool.” 

“You know what? It does! It looks so damn cool, that I’m gonna run out 

tomorrow and buy me a case!” Tony smirked. “You know why?” 

“Because you desire to be cool, like me?” 

“Because I desire to be cool like you, yes. That is exactly why!” 

“So……Nicki? What about that?” 

Tony shrugged, and shook his head as if he had just been asked to solve a 

calculus equation. “Fine….I guess.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “All I know is, she 

loves to suck my cock a lot.” He silenced to light up a Marlboro. “And that’s 

good enough for me.” 

“A real restless romantic, you are, huh?” 

“Whatever. As long as she keeps doing what she’s supposed to, everything 

will be just merry.” 

“What exactly is everything?” 

“Everything, you know…..woman stuff……like….take care of me.” 

“I thought that’s what female-birth-givers did.” 

“Oh really? Does your female-birth-giver blow you?” 



“No, but Floyd seems to think it would be a good idea.” 

“Floyd……that’s one fucked up dude, man. Why is he having thoughts about 

your female-birth-giver blowing you, anyway?” 

“I never thought to ask.” 

“Really? That would be something that wouldn’t escape my curiosity.” 

“I guess I just assumed he meant his own female-birth-giver, giving him 

head.” 

“Oh, okay. That’s better. It all makes perfectly good sense now…..Christ 

dude, all these people are fucked up, man. You’d better be careful hanging out 

with them as much as you do. They could corrupt your brain and make you 

stupid like them.” 

“They’re not stupid. They just are…..I don’t know….um…” 

“Fucked up.” 

“Yeah, pretty much.” 

“What does that make you then, for hanging around them?” 

“You hang around them, too, dude. It doesn’t make me anything but their 

friend, and good friends most of them are.” 

“Oh my God, you’re talking backwards!” Tony put his face inside his hands 

like a child. “You’re Yoda!”  

“And you’re buggin! What’s your resentment towards these people, anyway?” 

“I don’t know, man. I just…..I guess it sucks because you all grew up together. 

It’s like walking into the movie theater an hour late.” 

“So go to the next showing, or get your ass up earlier…..Hey, I didn’t hang 

around, or grow up with these particular people either. Sure, I have maybe a 

year on you, but that’s it. We’re not that different.” 

“Yes we are. You have roots here, at least. You and Tommy, Captain H…” 

“Now there’s a fucked up dude.” 

“No kidding. Didn’t you and Violet grow up together, too?” 

“With Squid.” 

“So there you have it. I’m the stranger in a strange land. I think that book was 

written about me.” 

“I don’t think so. That stranger was trying to spread the word of love; you’re 

more like the bizarro version of him.” 

“Ha-ha-ha! I’ll take it,” Tony sat up, lighting another cigarette. “So what’s up 

with you and the witch? You talked to her yet?” 

“Not too much,” Mahdakis lied. “You know, with all the gigs we’ve been 

doing, and that ridiculous Y-DOG fiasco – with both bands – man, you have NO 

idea what went on behind the scenes of that.” Mahdakis shook his head in 

disbelief.  

“The tapes sound good, though. There’s some good stuff on those. You guys 

played your asses off. I don’t think everyone gets Check Engine and your long-

winded songs with the poetry readings, but some of us do, and we like it a lot. 



Cum n Wet It is a nice rockin’ band though. You should all be very proud of 

yourselves on all accounts” 

“Thanks. Needless to say, however, my feelings for Jezebel took a back seat, 

not only because I was busy, but……well, let’s just say she may have needed a 

little time…..to grieve.” 

“Yeah,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “I heard that dude in the Delaware was her old 

man?” 

“Apparently.” 

“Hmm…that’s some fucked up shit, I guess. Did she love him?” 

“Not sure. She told me once this summer, the time we saw her tripping at 

grandmas’, that she had dumped him. Next thing I know, they’re together. So, I 

couldn’t tell you.” 

“Hmm.” Tony sat studying his buddy with suspicion. “You said, ‘not too 

much’ when I asked about seeing Jez. What exactly is not too much?” 

“I ran into her at a party.” 

“Yeah? Then what?”  

“What do you mean, what?” 

“I mean, what happened after the party?” 

“I guess I……went back to her place, or something.” 

“Or something.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Was it good?” 

“Excellent, okay. Let’s just drop it.” 

“What are you really afraid of?” 

“Nothing. Why, what’s your problem, man?” 

“I don’t have one. But it’s odd that you have feelings for this person, and have 

excellent sex with her, but aren’t with her.” 

“Whatever, man. I have my reasons.” 

“Like I said, what are you really afraid of?” 

Mahdakis looked him over bashfully and confessed, “Her…..She owns me, 

Tony. I’m at her mercy to do anything she wishes, and when she wants it. I can’t 

ever say no to her. She has some sort of power over my will, and I’m afraid of 

being under that sort of control again.” 

“She’s that good, huh? Wow,” Tony shook his head in disbelief. “Who’d have 

thought?” 

“She’s great, but she was also the first one up the mountain, if you know what 

I mean.” 

“Really? Her? You never had sex with anyone before Jezebel Crowley?” 

“Oh God, I’ve been having sex since I was eleven, just not, you know, the real 

deal.” 

“It’s called intercourse. A good word to know if you ever want to be a writer 

someday.” 

“Yeah, that.” 



“Well you’re pretty much screwed, I guess. I think it’s kind of sad, though, 

you let some bitch run your life.” 

“Well I don’t. It’s just that she was the first so she’ll always have certain rights 

in my heart. Who was your first, Terri Cloth?” 

“Yep.” 

“And you mean to tell me that if she called right now and said she wanted you 

to come with her to live in a trailer park in Bumfuck, Georgia, you wouldn’t 

go?” 

“You bet your ass I’d go!” 

“Well, there. You’re in the same boat I am, so shut up. You’d do it because 

you love her, and I, because I love Jez. You can’t justify love, nor does it ever 

ask to be. It’s just there. Take it or walk away. But in the end, you’ll be a more 

fulfilled person for having eaten the fruits of love’s munificent growth.” 

“See? There you go, right there! Using those big words that no one 

understands. That’s why crowds get lost when you do one of those long songs 

with the poetry. It’s like we gotta bring a dictionary to the show or somethin’.” 

Tony smiled a little and took a drag off his Marlboro. “But getting back to the 

topic, there’s a big difference between a sweet girl like Terri Cloth and a 

sadistically crazed manipulator like Jezebel Crowley.” 

“Yeah, I guess there is, I mean what with Jez’s extreme talent and much higher 

intellect. Yep, there sure is. I guarantee you won’t find Jez in ten years, fat and 

bloated, sitting on a couch with kids sucking on either tit as she watches the 

daytime talk shows.” 

There was a tense silence that followed his words, as both of them stewed in 

anger for the better part of a minute until Tony broke it. “C’mon,” Tony said, 

standing up, “let’s go back to the car, and get out of here. C’mon, I got 

something for you.” 

“Alrighty then.” Mahdakis got up, followed Tony up the first base line and 

then out to the street where the car was parked. Before starting the car, Tony 

turned around and grabbed something off the back seat. It was a square item 

wrapped with a bow on it. “Merry Christmas, bro,” Tony said, handing 

Mahdakis the object.  

“It’s the middle of February.” 

“I know. I bought it back in November, but you were all wrapped up in the 

recording sessions and whatnot. So I tossed it in my closet and well, sort of 

forgot about it until I cleaned it out today.” 

“Getting rid of some of the skeletons?” 

“Ha! No, I was trying to find my Giants jersey. Can’t find it anywhere.” 

“Hm. Awe, dude, you shouldn’t have,” Mahdakis said, staring at what was 

obviously a record album. “I feel stupid now.” 

“Don’t. I didn’t expect a gift, just wanted to surprise you, you know, because 

you’ve been a good friend and all.” 



“No man, I feel stupid because I did buy you a gift, but I don’t have it 

anymore.” 

“What’d you do with it?” 

“Well, since it seemed you didn’t get me one, I figured you didn’t want to 

exchange any, so I gave it to White Tom, who had just given me something. I’m 

sorry, man, if I had known….” 

“Yeah well,” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “That’s why it’s called a surprise,” said 

Tony shaking his head in dismay. “What was it?” 

“A bong with your initials engraved on it.” Mahdakis opened up the square 

gift. It was in fact two record albums; a fifteen-year-old double live album by 

the Rolling Stones and Judas Priest’s debut album. “Wow man. Thanks dude! I 

don’t have any of these songs.” They gave each other a quick hug. “Thank you 

so much.” 

“You’re welcome, man. I just wanted you to know how much I appreciate you 

being here. You really have helped make things easier for me during this 

awkward adjustment period in my life. I don’t know what, or how, I would be 

like if I hadn’t met you…..yeah, and some of those bizarre characters you call 

friends, too.” Tony gave a sincere smile. 

“No sweat off my back. Hey, you wanna get a pizza? I’ll buy.” 

“Sure. The Greek place over in East River, near Tommy’s new home?” 

“A Slice of Heaven.” 

“Yeah, whatever it’s called.” 

“Definitely.” 

Tony pulled out of the parking space and drove off down the empty side street 

with the radio once again, blasting. “SO WHAT IS WHITE TOM GONNA TO 

DO WITH A BONG THAT HAS MY INITIALS ON IT?” 

“SMOKE OUT OF IT!” 

“NO, I MEAN WHAT’S HE……” 

“IT WORKS JUST THE SAME AS A REGULAR BONG, YOU KNOW! 

IT’S NOT LIKE THE LETTERS PROHIBIT IT FROM WORKING FOR 

SOMEONE ELSE WITH A DIFFERENT NAME!” 

“YEAH, RIGHT!” Tony shook his head in disbelief. “DIDN’T HE ASK 

WHAT THE INITIALS STOOD FOR?” 

“SURE. I TOLD HIM IT MEANT TASTY RAGS!” 

“WHAT?!” 

“TASTY RAGS! I DON’T KNOW WHAT IT MEANS. IT JUST CAME 

OUT OF MY MOUTH. MAYBE AS IN CLOTHES? BEATS ME. HE LIKED 

THE SOUNDS OF IT, THOUGH, AND THOUGHT IT WAS COOL!” 

“Good for him.” 

 

They sat on the stoop, outside the small take-out only restaurant and finished 

an entire large two-topping pizza between them; nine squares each, in no more 



than twenty minutes. It was pushing one o’clock in the morning, and time to 

think about heading home. “You know, I didn’t mean anything by saying Jez 

was crazy,” Tony said, resembling a squirrel storing nuts in his cheeks and 

chewing incessantly, “but she is, dude. She’s out of her mind. But then again, I 

always forget that……you are too.” (chew-chew-chew-chew) “So I guess you 

guys are probably meant to be together. (chew-chew) “Unfortunately, you’re 

futuristic visual of Terri Cloth really bums me out.” 

“You think she’s gonna really end up that way?” (chew-chew-chew-chew) 

“Without me in her life it’s more of a possibility, that’s for sure.” 

“So,” (chew-chew-chew) “without you she’s just an empty, vapid, lost soul.” 

(chew-chew) “I didn’t say that.” 

“It’s inferred. You were probably the best thing in her life, and now that 

you’re gone, there’s just no hope for her anymore.” (chew-chew-chew) “She 

might as well jump in front of a train.” 

“WOULD YOU SHUT THE FUCK UP! I DIDN’T SAY THAT! What I 

meant was that she is alone up there with guys who have old school mentality 

when it comes to their women, yes, barefoot and pregnant. And it’s going to be 

hard for her NOT to end up that way, when that’s all that’s around her. (chew-

chew). 

“Maybe she’ll get out. Let’s get back to that stuff Nicki’s supposed to do…you 

know,” (chew-chew) “the womanly stuff….give you head,” (chew-chew)…. 

“take care of you…..are the guys in Jersey like that?” 

(chew) “Could I just fuckin’ enjoy this for a minute or two?” (chew-chew-

chew-chew) 

“Give it a shot…………………………………. I just think it’s rather vain of 

you to presume that Terri is not strong willed enough without you, to choose a 

man that is good for her, and whom she can live happily ever after with.” 

Tony had stopped chewing, his mouth still full, he sat with his head crooked 

staring at Mahdakis. “I get it. Shut up, now!” 

“Easy, you’re spilling food all over your shirt.” (chew-chew-chew) “You 

shouldn’t talk with mouth full, you know.” 

They finished their food in silence, then poured their stuffed bodies back into 

the Firebird, bringing along with them, the empty pizza box. Tony backed out, 

observing it in Mahdakis’s lap. “You wanna toss that on White Tom’s front 

lawn?” 

“Why break the ritual?” 

“Cool.”  

For the past six months, Tony and Mahdakis had comically engaged in an 

immature, nightly routine of throwing their empty pizza boxes, out the window, 

and onto White Tom’s front lawn; often going miles out of their way to do so. 

No one else knew about this but them, and they didn’t even know why they did 



it, or how it originally started, but it made them happy and always seemed a 

fitting way to end the evening. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

(we are) The Road Crew 
 

his is bullshit, Frank! What the fuck do we need Carl and Floyd for, 

anyway? Huh? Wanna tell me that?” 

“I dunno, I’m just tellin’ you what I heard from Floyd. I guess your brother 

feels sorry for them and wants to give them some sort of a job.” 

“Fuck ‘em! We are the road crew! Not them.” 

“I thought you and Floyd were really tight these days.” 

“Not when the prick’s cutting in on my action, yo! Christ, neither of them even 

own a vehicle.” 

“I know.” 

“So what’s that gonna do? We got just as much stuff to carry around in the 

same number of cars, and two more people to find room for!” 

“Yep. I know. I think maybe he just feels sorry for them you know, living out 

on the streets and whatnot.” 

“Bullshit, man! Floyd slept at my house last week while my brother slept out 

on the street with Carl. What the hell’s he talking about?” 

Frank took a chug of Budweiser. “I don’t know about that. Floyd says they 

haven’t seen Mahdakis much this past week.” 

“Well, he sure the hell ain’t stayin’ down at Pock’s and Dakota’s.” 

“Dakota’s not even staying at Pock’s and Dakota’s. Huh-huh-huh-huh. Hey, 

ya know…that’s right. We been there every night, and ain’t seen him but for 

rehearsal.” 

Pumpkinhead took a big long drag off a joint. “Haven’t seen him once, dude.” 

“Well where is he, then?” 

Pumpkinhead exhaled with exaggeration, “I don’t know. He’s into girls, I 

know that.” 

“And what are you into?” 

“I am too, asshole! But he likes to play house, if you get my drift!” 

“That’s kind a gay. But you know what? You got an attitude problem. What’s 

with being so hyper all the time?” 

“T 
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“I’m not! I’m just an expressive person!” 

“Well, express the fuck down, then.” 

Pumpkinhead took another long hit and scrunched his eyebrows together. 

“Where the fuck is he staying at night, I wonder.” 

“Someone said they saw him walking in Old Norford, the other night.” 

“Ah no.” 

“You think he’s back with Jezebel?” 

“It would explain his presence there….Copper Tom lives there too, but I doubt 

he’d be visiting him.” 

“Why does Mahdakis hate him so much?” 

“Probably because Cop’s a fuckin’ asshole, that’s why!” 

“He wouldn’t be such an asshole if your brother wasn’t always yelling at him.” 

“MY BROTHER YELLS AT HIM BECAUSE HE’S A FUCKIN’ COKE 

ADDICTED, GOOD FOR NOTHING, DEGENERATE PIECE OF SHIT; 

THAT’S WHY!” 

“Don’t fuckin’ yell at me. I’ll pick you up by that giraffe neck of yours and 

fling you into the river.” 

“I’ll mess you up, dude!” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha! I’ll squish that pumpkin head of yours until your brains fall out 

your eye sockets!”  

“Yeah, you wish.” 

“Huh-huh-huh-huh. That’s it? That’s all you got?” 

“For now.” 

“For now,” Frank repeated, “oh well, you know what?” 

“Mm.” 

“At least it’s better than sleeping on the streets with Carl and Floyd.” 

“What is?” 

“Your brother…..with Jezebel, or whoever he’s with.” 

“Yeah, I don’t think it’s her, dude. She really pissed him off last time. He was 

real hurt and shit, but hey, fuck him and Carl and Floyd! What’s up with that? 

Why the hell don’t they just go home and sleep?” 

“Because they’re not allowed to. Huh-huh, Remember?” 

“That’s a bunch of shit, dude. My female-birth-giver’s always crying at night 

because that asshole won’t come home half the time, or call to say where he is. 

Carl and Floyd, same thing. Ask Kim if you don’t believe me. They just want 

people to think that they’re on hard times so they have justification to be idiots. 

All it is, is a way of validating their own laziness and lack of motivation, thereby 

giving them an excuse to accomplish nothing.” 

“Wow. That’s a concept, right there,” Frank said, staring out at the 

Brandywine River, “I mean, that’s pretty ingenious.” 

“Ingenious? Are you smoking crack?” 



“No. I’m the same way as them, but I have no excuse for the way I 

am…….Wish I had thought of that. Huh.” 

“Frank,” Pumpkinhead said cautiously, “I don’t mean to hurt your feelings or 

anything, but you’re a little……slow….sometimes, brother. You don’t need an 

excuse.” 

Frank turned his head towards Pumpkinhead and the two of them sat on The 

Rock staring at one another until Frank started laughing uncontrollably. “Ha-ha-

ha-ha-! Ha-ha! That’s what I want people to think! Ha-ha-ha-ha!” 

“Huh? Are you serious? Why?” 

“I guess to validate my uh, lazy…….whatever it is you said. Huh-huh-huh. 

And to get people to feel sorry for me sometimes. Girls dig it, too.” 

“Oh.” Pumpkinhead sat stupefied. “So you’ve no reason to feel envious of 

them, Frank. You got your own gig going on.” 

“That’s right.” Frank lit up a Marlboro and took a long drag. “Now…….let’s 

talk about this accident that Carl and Floyd are going to have.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Chicken Feed 
 

ahdakis could hear some commotion going on behind the house as he 

walked up Snowy McPeet’s driveway. He could hear angry voices 

speaking in accusing tones, as he got closer to the backyard. It sounded like 

Captain H and someone else. He slowed down and walked very quietly so they 

wouldn’t hear him approaching, and so that he could hear what they were 

saying:  

“I don’t have it. I gave it to Andrea. She has it; she’ll be back tomorrow, if that 

helps.” 

“I don’t like this. I have a reputation to uphold.” Captain H was poking his 

finger hard into Snowy’s chest. “If I find you’re doing this, and jeopardizing my 

career, it’s gonna be curtains for you, Snowman.” 

“Yeah, that’s some fucked up shit, man,” came the voice of Squid, who 

Mahdakis could now see was waving a gun in the air. Squid was a very petite 

black man who, at four feet tall, looked no tougher than an Oompa-Loompa, but 

he was intimidating because he was crazy as hell, and everybody knew it. He 

had no future, no past, and nothing to live for except his next box of Animal 
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Crackers, which he was bizarrely addicted to; completely obsessed. Rarely 

would you run into him when he was not holding a box of them by the white 

‘carrying string’ that was stapled to either side of the child’s treat. The present 

moment was no exception. The carrying string now dangled through the fingers 

of his left hand as he tapped the butt end of the pistol on Snowy’s chest in the 

other, and continued, “We don’t dis each other ‘round here, McPeet. That’s 

some fucked up shit. You know better than this, if it’s you. I don’t wanna have 

to get rough on yer ass, but if I must…...” 

At this point, Mahdakis retreated and hung back a little and waited for the 

‘discussion’ to be over with. It wasn’t considered good manners to barge in on a 

friendly conversation such as this. You also didn’t want to be an accessory to a 

crime; therefore, it was best to keep your eyes on the ground so you never 

witnessed anything.  

“Having a little cook out tonight?” Captain H said observing the open grill. 

“Yeah, why not?” 

“Day callin’ for snow tonight. Dat’s why not,” Squid said. 

“The cold weather really builds up an appetite, does it not?” 

“I’m watchin’ you, Snowman,” Captain H said, pointing at him and walking 

towards his car. 

“What he said,” Squid mimicked. 

Then it seemed to be over with, as Captain H and Squid got into the car after 

some final words and peeled out of the parking space passing Mahdakis as they 

did, giving a cordial honk on the horn. 

Snowy had invited him over earlier to cook up some barbecue chicken on the 

grill. Why not? Mahdakis had nothing better to do on a thirty-degree night in 

February. It was around seven o’clock now and Snowy was in the back, standing 

next to the grill, pacing back and forth, rubbing the sides of his temples with the 

palms of his hands; a lit cigarette dangled between his lips. On the grill was a 

frozen chicken, still in the packaging. 

“The packaging is still on this thing.” 

“I know. It won’t come off because it’s still frozen. I’m trying to heat it up a 

little so I can get the wrapping lose enough to take off. Then we shall feast.” 

“On what? This?” 

“Yeah, this. What do you think?” 

“It’s frozen solid.” 

“Now it is, but it won’t be by the time the night is over. I figure we just stand 

next to it and roll it around a bit so it doesn’t cook too much until it’s thawed 

out, then we’ll turn the heat up.” 

“Generally you don’t place an entire bird on top of the grill. You usually cut it 

up into pieces. You know like legs, breasts, that sort of thing. I don’t know if 

this is gonna work.” 



“Sure it will. After a few hours of this, it’ll start to get loose and then we just 

start to rip it up or cut it apart ourselves. Little by little. We got all night.” 

“Okay, whatever you say.” 

“Trust me; it’ll be the best chicken you ever had.” 

 

 

Hours later, the bird was loose enough so they were able to split it open with a 

hatchet and a hacksaw that Snowy found in the garage. Oddly enough, it did not 

smell bad. Snowy hadn’t yet mentioned Captain H, but now that they had had a 

few drinks in them, Mahdakis felt more confident in asking him the nature of the 

business. Snowy was still pacing a lot and rubbing his head, at some point he 

even pulled a clump of hair out on his scalp. 

“So what’s up, man?” said Mahdakis trying to appear unconcerned. “What 

brings Hank and Squid over here?” 

“I’m in a lot of trouble, that’s what’s up.” (inhale-exhale) “Captain H thinks 

I’m buying his coke and cutting it with some low-grade shit and then reselling it 

to some of his less educated customers.” -Shake-shake-shake 

“That’s horrible. Why should someone without a college degree or a diploma 

be discriminated against?” 

“Shut the fuck up with your wisecracks already, will you. I’m not in the mood. 

You know damn well what I mean.” 

“Sort of……about drugs you mean.” 

“Yeah, about drugs…..There’s a lot of people doing coke these days, and even 

more that have no idea how to tell between the good stuff and the bad stuff.” 

“How can there be more people who don’t know the difference between good 

and bad coke, than there are people who do coke?” 

“Will you stop being such a wisenheimer! Captain H is pissed! He thinks I’m 

cutting his coke with baby powder or something.” 

“So? It gets cut to increase profit margin. Everyone does that, I hear.” 

“But Captain H doesn’t work like that. He sells high, but he sells the quality 

stuff. If someone mistakes this for his stuff, or says it is his stuff when really it’s 

not, he starts getting a bad rep.” 

“And I imagine the sweet hearted Italians he sells this for would be a bit 

disturbed if they thought he was cutting their product?” 

“You bet your ass they would be.” 

“But why does he think you’re the one doing it?” 

“Because!......I am!” 

“Oh……I see……..So…then I guess the question is, what did you do to tip 

him off?” 

“He says that in this area, he only sells high volume quantities to about ten 

people, and only two since last week.” 

“Only two? You being one?’ 



“That’s right, Einstein.” 

Mahdakis nodded his head pensively and lit a Tijuana Small. He didn’t say a 

word for almost a minute. 

“Uh-oh,” (exhale) “You got that look on your face. The wheels are turning.” 

Mahdakis looked him straight in the eye. “Were you planning on going to the 

show Saturday night?” 

“Yeah, I guess so. It’s your last one for while right?” 

“Maybe ever, at least with this line up.” 

“Trouble in paradise?” 

“You can say that. But don’t go. As a matter of fact, go somewhere else…..far 

away.” 

“Seriously?” 

“Yeah. Take Andrea out to the city.” 

“What are you thinking?” 

“I know who the other buyer was.” 

“Who?” 

“I can’t tell you right now.” 

“So why bring it up?” 

“Do you still have some of the cut coke?” 

“I got a shit load of it.” 

“Even better. Can I have it?” 

“Can you have it? Suck my dick. Can you have it?!” 

“Seriously. If you give it to me I think we can make this go away.” 

Snowy studied his face for a moment and realized that he had something good 

up his sleeve. “Alright, but what do you got in mind? Am I going to be out a 

thousand dollars?” 

“A thousand dollars? That’s what this costs? Shit man, how do you afford it?” 

“I dilute it with my grandparent’s Vitamin B and resell it again.” 

“Yeah, right. Well at best, you’ll get the real stuff back in its place; at worst 

you won’t get any of it back, but you’ll be vindicated in the eyes of Hank and 

permitted to live another week or so. But you have to trust me. Can you trust 

me?” 

“How can I not?” Snowy McPeet put a hand on Mahdakis’s shoulder. “We’re 

about to sit down and eat undercooked chicken together. You’re my kind of 

guy.” 
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Just Like in the Movies 
 

o this is where the action is, huh?” Tony Ravioli entered the laundry mat 

with a sack of clothes draped over his left shoulder. “This is where you 

live at night?” 

“Don’t knock it, it’s warm,” Carl Scungilli defended. “What are you doing 

here, anyway?” Carl extended his arm for the stupid-secret handshake. 

Bobble-bobble-bobble “My birth-giver’s dryer decided to go on the fritz two 

weeks ago, so I’ve been forced to frequent laundry mats all over town to get my 

clothes dry.” 

“Why doesn’t she get it fixed?” 

“Because, she’s in Aruba with Dickbag, for a couple of weeks. I’ll be damned 

if I’m gonna pay to have it fixed.” 

“Fuckin’ aye, man. That’s a rash.” 

“Just one more incentive for me to find a place of my own soon.” Tony turned 

and faced the dryers, -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Okay, so how do you work these 

things?” 

“Hey, hey….Johnny-Boy!” Floyd yelled, coming out from the back of the mat. 

“Is that a sack of clothes over your shoulder, or are you just happy to see me?” 

“It’s a sack of wet clothes, Floyd. And no, I’m not happy to see either one of 

you. And I’m not crazy about being here at this time of night.” Tony began 

hurling the clothes into one of the dryers. 

“You sound like my last girlfriend. Hee-hee-hee-hee!” 

“So….uh…..Why didn’t you wash them earlier?” asked Carl. 

“I did! I just forgot about drying them until I was about to lie down and go to 

bed. Okay?” 

“Bed? It’s only ten-thirty. Ha.” 

“Yeah Carl, some of us go to work in the morning!” 

“Phff. Your ass.” 

“Whatever. Is this where I put the money?” 

“Yeah, right there. I thought you’ve been using these things for a week or so.” 

“I have. But every mother fuckin’ one is different from the other. It’s very 

confusing.” 

“But the overall basic principal is the same. It shouldn’t seem complicated.” 

“No, it shouldn’t,” Tony said, pushing the START button. “Are you guys 

going to the gig?” 

“Going? Johnny-Boy, we’re part of the road crew now.” 

“Really? That’s surprising. What do Frank and Pumpkinhead think of that?” 

“Who cares? What’s it to them?” 

Tony shook his head and curled up on the bench. “Nothin’. Nevermind. I’m 

gonna catch some z’s while I’m here, if you guys don’t mind.” 

“S 



“Sure. Hey, we were wondering if we could catch a ride with you, the day of 

the show.” 

“It’s kind of a long haul for us way out there,” Floyd added. 

Tony sat up and thought for a second. “Yeah, that’s no problem. It’s just me 

and Nicki and my camera equipment. But I’m not picking you up, you have to 

get to my place and we’ll all leave from there and go meet the band, then go to 

the gig out by the shore.” 

“No problem,” Carl confirmed, “We need your address, though.” 

“My address? You guys been to my house, how many times?” 

“For the cab,” Floyd said, scrambling to find a sheet of paper to write on, 

“we’ll take a cab to your place but we need the exact address to give to the 

driver.” 

“Oh yeah, right. It’s…” 

“Hold on, hold on. I gotta find a pen and write it down so I don’t forget.” 

“It really isn’t that hard to remember.” 

“I know. I know, but better safe than sorry.” 

Carl put a cigarette between his lips and concurred, “Let him write it down. 

Believe me.” 

Floyd found a sheet of paper of which he had been writing notes on all week 

and turned it over to the blank side. “Okay. I’m ready.” 

“401 Sheepskin La…..” 

“4-0-1.” 

“401 Sheepskin Lane, The Silo Hill Condo….” 

“Sheepskin Lane….Yeah?” 

“Silo Hill Condominiums.” 

“Silo Hill or THE Silo Hill?” 

“It doesn’t matter.” 

“It doesn’t matter.” 

“You don’t have to write that down.” 

“Oh.” 

“It’s number eight.” 

“Number eight. Okay, got it.” 

“Can I get some shut eye, now?” 

“Sure. We’re going to go out back for a smoke.” 

“There’s a back door to this place?” 

“Of course. There has to be,” informed Floyd. 

“Fire codes and all that bullshit,” said Carl. 

“Oh yeah. Hmm.” 

“It’s the only entrance we ever use.” 

“Sure. Whatever,” Tony said, lowering his head and closing his eyes. 

 

***** 



 

Outside the laundry mat, Pumpkinhead and Frank Slate were ducking around 

in the dark, dressed in black clothing, driving gloves, and wearing black ski 

masks over their faces. Frank Slate was quietly securing some fishing line to 

either side of the outside entrance, about nine inches above the ground. 

Meanwhile, Pumpkinhead was half-filling a pillowcase with un-opened soda 

cans. “Hey,” Frank whispered over to him, “easy now. We just want to hurt 

them; we don’t wanna kill ’em.” 

Pumpkinhead whispered back, “I know. Shhhh, I know.” 

Then Frank finished and walked over to Pumpkinhead, who was on the side of 

the building, and pulled a pair of industrial size wire cutters from out of his leg 

pocket. “The trip wire’s secure. I’m gonna go around back now and cut the 

power lines.” 

“You know what you’re doing?” 

“Sure. I saw James Caan do this once.” 

“Cool.” 

“But listen, we gotta do this fast. As soon as the power goes out, you have to 

make the move, no hesitation. Are you sure that’s going to work?” 

“This pillow case of soda cans? Hell yeah, I saw it in the movie, Bad Boys.” 

“Alright whatever, but aim for the shins, not the head.” 

“Of course, bro.” 

“After all, those are our friends in there.” 

“So you saw them?” 

“I couldn’t see Floyd. But Carl’s sleeping on the bench right in front. We 

might have to get Floyd later on.” 

“Alright, man. Let’s do this! Let’s whack these fucker’s, yo!” Pumpkinhead 

said, sneaking over to the front entrance, holding the pillowcase tight like a 

baseball bat.    

 

What happened next was nothing short of idiotic.  

As the power went off, Pumpkinhead immediately cocked the pillowcase 

behind him and swung down at, what he thought to be, Carl’s legs. But as he 

came forward with it, the pillowcase ripped open from the pressure of being held 

too tight, and twenty-five soda cans went flying in all directions, hitting the 

floor, walls and washers; each bursting upon impact and spraying its contents 

chaotically all around the mat. Tony was rudely awoken by one of those 

exploding soda cans, as it ricocheted off a dryer and hit him square in the nose; 

spewing soda all over his neck and chest. “WHAT THE FUCK?!” 

Carl and Floyd, who were already in the back, bolted out the back door and 

ran as fast as they could, elsewhere. They knew better than to stick around and 

see what all the commotion was. Pumpkinhead retreated towards the getaway 

vehicle, where Frank Slate was already waiting.  



“Hey! Come back here, you fuckin’ lunatic!” Tony got up to chase him but 

slipped on the sticky soda-covered surface of the floor, and fell backwards on 

the bench. Then, getting up again, he ran outside the door where he tripped over 

the fishing wire and fell face-first onto the sidewalk. 

Pumpkinhead and Frank Slate sped off into the night. “DID YOU GET HIM?” 

Frank asked, driving down Delaware Avenue at about sixty miles an hour. 

“I GOT SOMEONE!” 

“WHAT DO YOU MEAN SOMEONE?” 

“IT WAS DARK. BUT IT SOUNDED LIKE TONY!” 

“TONY? I LIKE TONY! WHAT’D HE EVER DO TO US?” 

“NOTHING, MAN. I LIKE HIM TOO!” 

“AH MAN, THAT SUCKS. HE’S A NICE GUY!” 

“HE SURE IS,” Pumpkinhead said, taking a hit off a bowl. “IT’S A BEAT 

SCENE, MAN!” 

“YEAH BUT EVEN WORSE, IT MEANS THAT FLOYD AND CARL ARE 

STILL AT LARGE SOMEWHERE!” 

“SHIT. LET’S FIND ’EM!”  

 

 
 

 

 

 

You Deserve a Break Today 
 

hile Frank slate was out devising ways to abort the showbiz careers of 

Carl and Floyd, his birth-givers decided to take advantage of the empty 

household and find other things to do with their bed than sleep; something that 

was long overdue, and something that found them each with the munchies 

afterwards. With no ice cream in the house, Mr. Slate decided to drive half a 

mile up the road to McDuff’s, a regional fast-food burger chain, and grab a 

couple of Hot Fudge Sundaes for the two of them to enjoy.  

The only people at McDuff’s this late at night were the varsity lacrosse and 

baseball teams; the jocks. There were about twenty of them outside in the 

parking lot, standing next to their cars, when Mr. Slate approached the entrance. 

“Nice hairdo,” one of them mocked as Mr. Slate walked past them. The 

youngster was of course referring to his disheveled hair, which he didn’t bother 

to comb, as he didn’t think he was going to have an audience.  

“Yours too,” Mr. Slate said playfully, as he went inside, where there were 

about ten teenage cheerleading girls, Lori DiSalvo being one of them. 
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Mr. Slate was built like a senior version of his son. He stood well over six feet 

tall, and was burly and bulky as hell, with a square cut to his jaw. He was a 

bartender and a bouncer at night when he wasn’t working at the Norford 

Firehouse fulltime. This is why, when he exited the restaurant (and I use that 

word loosely) it took thirteen of those overly-sensitive jocks to bring him down. 

But once he went down, there was no getting up. “‘Yours too’, huh? Fuck you!” 

said one of the jocks kicking him in the ribs repetitively as he curled into a ball 

on the ground. “You think that’s funny, fat man? You think that’s funny?” And 

as the others joined in kicking him as hard as they could, the one who had 

started it dumped a hot cup of coffee on the helpless man’s face.  

Inside, the vapid-headed cheerleaders sat curiously mystified and did nothing. 

“Aren’t you girls gonna do something? C’mon! We have to get out there and 

stop this!” Lori said, getting up and putting her hand inside her purse to get a 

grip on the Saturday Night Special Rad gave her for Christmas one year. 

“Don’t go out there!” one of them pleaded to her. 

“They’ll do despicable things to you, if you do. Just wait until it’s over.” 

“There’s an innocent man being beaten out there, you stupid bitch! If you 

don’t try to stop this, that’ll be you in the kitchen in a few years. C’mon!” Lori 

looked behind her in amazement, as the entire group did nothing but watch on in 

horror. She saw the counter people and cooks just standing there, also doing 

nothing. “Call the police you fucking dopes!” Lori Disalvo acknowledged to 

herself that going out there alone was probably indeed, a bad idea, but recorded 

every motion of every jock in the memory banks of her mind, memorizing each 

name, and each action. It was to be the last time she ever wore a cheerleading 

outfit, or hung out with this crowd again. 

As Mr. Slate sat up on the hard tar driveway trying to catch his breath and 

leaning against the glass window of the entranceway, another of the more 

energetic jocks ran at him in full speed, jumped in the air, extended his leg in 

karate kick fashion, and smashed Mr. Slates head straight through the glass with 

his foot. No rhyme, no reason; just a pack of wolves blindly following the other. 

For some reason or another, jocks seemed to have something to prove at all 

times. The old cliché and joke is they are insecure about their penis size. But 

after things like this happen out of nowhere, and for no real reason, you have to 

wonder if maybe it isn’t such a joke after all. The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. never 

started a fight unless they had to, or unless they were under attack…or had a 

score to settle.  

 

***** 

 

When Mr. Slate woke up the next morning, the doctor and his traumatized 

wife were at his bedside informing him that he had suffered a mild concussion 

along with four broken ribs, a hairline fracture on his collarbone, and lacerations 



to the face and throat. With proper treatment and much bed rest, he would be 

back to normal within a few months. 

Commissioner Stromboli walked in as Mrs. Slate was knelt over her husband’s 

bedside, crying. “Anthony.” 

“Ken,” Mr. Slate’s voice was raspy and barely audible. “They sent the big 

guns down here, huh?”  

“You put out fires and save lives, you’re one of our own, of course. Now what 

happened, Ant? Can you describe anyone?” 

“I don’t know, Ken, they were lettermen….J.V., varsity types. They don’t 

hang out with my kid, so I don’t know any of their faces, or names.” 

“Would you recognize them if you saw them?” 

“Yeah, I think I would….One or two. I saw Lori inside the place. She didn’t 

do nothin’ though. She’s a good kid.” 

Commissioner Stromboli darted a pair of nervous eyes at Anthony Slate. “Lori 

DiSalvo?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Alright. We know the most of that group. We’ll round some of them up for 

questioning. It’s going to be delicate, Ant. These kids have some prestigious 

parents in the community. I think one or two may even have parents amongst 

us.” Commissioner Stromboli was extending his hand back and forth from 

himself and towards Anthony Slate. “If you know what I mean.” 

“Yeah, I do. But why bother at this point. It’s just gonna stir up more trouble, 

Ken.” 

“And we don’t need any more of that,” Mrs. Slate cried into a Kleenex. 

“Well, you think about it. Whatever you decide, we’ll respect your decision 

and help you in any way we can. I wouldn’t mind sending these rat bastard 

punks off to prison, myself!” The commissioner looked at the floor and shook 

his head in disbelief. “Whatever you decide, decide soon though….for the sake 

of a speedy trial and all, you understand.”  

“Thanks Ken, I will.” Mr. Slate waved him off. 

As Commissioner Stromboli headed to the door, he paused briefly and turned 

his head slightly back towards Mr. Slate. “Say Ant, your son…..he hangs around 

Hank Megedagik, does he not?” 

“Sometimes, I guess. They’re not extremely tight or anything, but they hang 

around the same group. Why, is Frankie in trouble, or something?” 

“No. No, not at all. It’s nothing.” 

 

***** 

 

Truth be told, Commissioner Stromboli wasn’t concerned so much with a 

speedy trial as he was about a speedy retaliation. It was highly unlikely that the 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. were going to let this one go. With that on his mind, the 



commissioner called in his top guys for a briefing. He wanted to bounce some 

ideas off one another as to how they should handle the situation.  

“I say we take this opportunity to net ALL of them punks,” yelled Officer Jim. 

“Please Jim; it’s just the five of us, no need to shout.” 

“I’m just a little concerned that innocent people is gonna get hurt.” 

“Such as?” asked Officer Roy. 

“My boy…..such as. Now I know he didn’t have anything to do with this, but 

he hangs ’round them boys that were at McDuff’s the other night, darefore, he 

be a target…and for no good reason.” 

“Where was your boy that night, Jim?” 

Jim cocked his arm back and made a fist. “What the fuck you saying, Roy? 

You got sumpin’ to say…say it!” 

“I’m not saying, I’m asking. Do you know where your boy was on the night of 

the assault? Standard text book police questioning and investigation.” 

“Put your arm down Jim or I’ll have you removed from this building…NOW!” 

“Sorry Commissioner. I’m a little emotional……and worried. I have a big 

knot in my stomach.” 

“Maybe you should lay off the pork rinds.” 

“I’m taking you out, Roy!” 

“Arighty, then lads! Let cooler heads prevail, will ya?” 

“Darryl’s right. We must remember who we are and what we are supposed to 

represent around here. Roy, cut the wise cracks. Jim, understood. But we need to 

be worried about all of the innocent kids, not just our own blood. This thing 

could escalate into something terrible if we don’t choose a plan of action before 

they do.” 

“Arr, I tink da best ting ta do sir, is ta keep are ears to the ground, and find out 

whens about this little party’s gonna go down. Then be there ta break it up. Just 

simple as dat sir.” 

“Sal, you’re quiet. Any thoughts on this?” 

“I agree with Darryl, Commissioner. If we can keep it simple, and scare them 

off, both sides may just forget about the entire matter, in time. Young people 

have a short attention span these days. Who knows, maybe we’ll luck out.” 

“And there wouldn’t need to be any arrests or violence,” Officer Roy added. 

“I’m all for that plan, too,” agreed Officer Jim. 

“Good,” said the commissioner, jogging a stack of irrelevant papers into a 

folder, “so it’s agreed. Jim, since your boy is in with the varsity fellows, see 

what you can get out of him. It may seem sneaky, but it’s for the best.” 

“Agreed.” 

“And Salvatore…you seem to be a favorite amongst those other hoodlums. 

Would that be a fair assessment?” 

“I go easy on them at times, and, in return, they repay me with information or 

chatter. They’re all pretty much good kids; just in a very dark place right now.” 



“Anyone in particular you have in mind to lean on?” Roy inquired. 

“With all due respect to my colleagues and the commissioner, I’d just assume 

keep the names of my sources out of the equation; if that’s alright. If not….” 

“I was just being openly curious, Sal. No need.” 

“Fine,” said the commissioner reluctantly, “but make sure to make a note of 

the names somewhere in your files so if anything ever does go wrong…” 

“Likes ya turns up missin!’” 

“….we at least, will have a lead. That’s an order, Sal.” 

“Fair enough.” 

“Okay then, it’s settled. Roy, any more leads on the mysterious laundry folder 

stalking prick?” 

“Well, Rookie Rick has told me that there’s been a black 1977 firebird parked 

outside of three different mats lately, in the past week; all at night time.” 

“What makes it suspicious?” 

“Most people use the same mat every time. This person seems to be randomly 

picking his places in different areas of town. Two locations I could buy, but 

three? It’s a little suspect and, as well, the tags on the plate belong to a guy we 

picked up twice last year for suspicious activities and soliciting.” 

“Who?” 

“Anthony Ravioli, a kid.” 

“Tony? Nah, not him,” was Sal’s educated guess. 

“Ravioli, Ravioli.” Darryl rubbed his chin. “Arr, Roy! Dat dare be duh fagot 

we picked up twice last year fer male prostitution!” 

“That’s right….fish in the car and jumping a wall in reverse.” 

“That be the one!” 

“He’s a real hustler, this one. And a little cryptic in his ways. I don’t like it.” 

“Okay then, we have a lead,” said commissioner Stromboli. “But tell Rookie 

Rick not to make any moves until we can find something that actually links him 

to one of the victims.” 

“We may have already done so, sir.” Officer Roy flipped the pages of his 

notepad. “Tito’s Laundry Mat in Little Italy was vandalized last night, and the 

power cut off for some reason.” 

“Did they take anything?” the commissioner asked. 

“That’s the strange thing. Nothing was taken, just a lot of soda cans thrown 

around, maybe an abduction gone wrong.” 

“Or gone right!” said Darryl with a look of concern. 

“Good point,” said Commissioner Stromboli. “Phone downstairs and see if 

anyone has been reported missing.” 

“Aye.”  

“But something was left behind.” Officer Roy paused for everyone’s attention. 

“A note.” 

“That’s him then!” 



“Well, we’re not….” 

Just then, young Rookie Rick barged through the door with a grin on his face, 

and holding a small piece of paper. “It’s a match!” 

“Excellent,” Roy said very calmly, as he grabbed the paper out of Rookie 

Rick’s hand. “This is the note that we found at the crime scene last night. We 

had forensics compare it to the other notes found at the other mats, and 

apparently, it’s the same handwriting. It’s a little ripped up, but seems to have 

some kind of perverted message.” 

“And an address!” said Rookie Rick. 

“An address?” 

“Yeah.” Roy held the note out for everyone. “On this side it says: ‘I’m afraid 

Pumpkinhead is trying to kill us.’” 

“Us?” 

“What in the hell is a Pumpkinhead?” 

“Fuckin’ kid’s a delusional schizophrenic, on top of being queer,” said Officer 

Jim. 

“And then it continues: ‘Come and wet it’….although he spells ‘come’ with a 

U….: ‘over at’…….and then you turn the paper over.” Roy turned the paper 

over. “And it’s an address.” 

“Tony Ravioli’s address, to be specific,” Rookie Rick added. 

“Sick bastard!” 

“I knew we should have thrown away the key last year on this creep!” 

“Anyway,” Roy continued nonchalantly, “it seems to have been an invitation, 

for someone to come to his place and take care of his business.” 

“That’s enough for a warrant right there. Roy, you and Darryl grab some 

uniforms and head over to that monster’s place. Arrest him on site, if he’s there. 

I just hope we aren’t too late.” 

“Got it,” Roy said, jotting down notes on a pad. 

“What about me?” said Rookie Rick. 

“Okay, go along. Dismissed everyone.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Bait and Switch 
 

retty fucked up shit about Frank’s dad, huh?” Rob Burry said, sitting on 

The Rock, lazily casting his pole out into the river. “P 
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“Sure is, man,” Mahdakis said, with a cigarette dangling from his lips as he 

half-heartedly reeled in a fish. “We gotta do something, don’t you think?” 

Rob took a hit off a bone. “Funny you should ask. That’s precisely why I 

called you.”  

“Yeah? What’s going on?” he said while unhooking an innocent sunfish. 

“Captain H put the call out to the jocks and their friends, that if they want to 

prove themselves real men, then to come and pick on someone their own size. 

He wants them to meet us at Purchase Shore on Friday night.” 

“Really? How many do you think will actually show?” 

“We think there’s a good chance that a lot may show.” Rob Burry laid his pole 

down and put his hand on Mahdakis’s shoulder. “So we need you to get the 

word out to all your people, as well. Captain H seems to think that people listen 

to you more often than not.” 

“But a rumble? Don’t get me wrong we’re all good street fighters…..it’s just 

been awhile. And while I have no problem with it, there are people who will 

chicken out.” 

“They can’t. We don’t have any wiggle room here. We need every able body 

at the shore next Friday. We have to set this score straight.” Rob dressed his 

pole and got up to go. “Nothing worthwhile in this damn river. Anyways, 

Captain H said he’d make it worth your while if you could round up the troops. 

Maybe forget that loan you owe him on….but you didn’t hear that from me, 

okay?” 

“Okay,” Mahdakis said, closing his tackle box and retiring his pole to the 

ground. “Hey wanna do a bump before you go?” He held out a bag of cocaine. 

Rob Burry stared in pleasant disbelief. “Seriously?” 

“Or maybe you’re sick of this shit already.” 

“Nah. Just surprised. That’s all,” Rob Burry said with a smile, sitting back 

down again. “I didn’t figure you to be the kind of guy who snorts at eleven in 

the morning.” 

“I’m really not. But I wanted to see what all the hype was about, so I stole a 

little one of these baggies from Cop after practice. 

“Tom? Copper Tom?” 

“Yeah…..Hello?” 

“Yeah, yeah, I’m just surprised he had a small baggie like this on him. He’s 

much more hardcore than that.” 

“He did have more. More baggies just like this one. They were in his coat. 

Why, what’s the big deal?” 

“Wow,” Rob Burry said, shaking his head and laughing, “you really don’t 

know much about this business, do you?” 

“Or fishing for that matter,” said Mahdakis, handing him the baggie and a 

small coke spoon. “Am I in trouble or something? You won’t tell him will ya?” 



“No, and no…it’s just that, when it’s in a baggie as small as that, it usually is 

for selling purposes only. Most of us use little vials to contain it in.” 

“Oh, I see. Well, if it’s any consolation, I’ve never seen him sell this stuff to 

anyone.” 

“Alright. Maybe he just likes to carry it around like this,” Rob Burry said, 

finally snorting the hit. 

“I guess. We never see him after practice. He and his girlfriend take off back 

to her place every night and right now he and I aren’t really talking…” 

“Where is she from, again?” 

“Here, in Norford, but I think she has an apartment in Philly now.” 

Rob Burry sat deep in thought, staring at the river and contemplating the hit he 

just took. “Mahdakis, how about another snort of that, if you don’t mind?” 

“Sure. Here.” Mahdakis handed him the small baggie. “Spoon?” 

“Nah.” Rob Burry instead, dabbed his pinky inside the bag and put what stuck 

to it, on his tongue. His eyes looked upward as if he were talking to God. “This 

is cut.” 

“What?” 

“This coke….it’s been up a nigger’s ass.” 

Mahdakis was dumbfounded, ‘Where the hell did he hear that?’ “Uh...run that 

by me again?” 

“It’s not pure cocaine. Someone has diluted it with another substance.” 

“Oh….okay…I suddenly wasn’t sure what we were talking about. Alright, 

isn’t that kind of common? Cutting?” 

“Not the shit we’re selling. It’s pure. The only reason to cut cocaine is to make 

a profit from it. And you found this, with many others, in Copper Tom’s coat 

pockets?” 

“Sure. Is he in trouble? Are we in trouble? You know he has a gig on 

Saturday; it’d be nice if he were in one piece.” 

“Yeah well, whatever. That’s a call for Captain H to make.” Rob Burry got up 

and grabbed his pole and empty bucket. “I have to go see him right away. I’ll 

talk to you later?” 

“Sure will.” 

“And don’t forget about the little party next Friday, okay? We need lots of 

guests, if you get my drift, and oh…..just to clarify, no women.” 

“Sure. It’s a bachelor party. I understand.” 

“Just wanted to make sure we were clear. But don’t worry; I have a feeling 

someone will be wanting to talk to you before then, anyway.” 

“I’ll be here.” 
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The Pasta Affair 
  

h fuck me, Tony. Fuck me already. Please, I need it so bad,” Nicki Tater 

said, writhing on her back in total ecstasy with her arms extended out 

behind her head in a surrendering pose, as Tony Ravioli lay soft kisses on her 

naked body and suckling her large breasts. “Fuck me with your big Italian 

sausage. Ooohh.” 

Tony moved up and gently placed his hands over her wrists. “What’ll you do 

for me?” 

“Anything you want me to.” 

“Like this!?” And in one swift, violent motion, Tony slammed her wrists 

against the bed posts, where handcuffs had already been strategically placed and 

unlocked for easy capture, and with his thumbs, rotated the spindles and locked 

each hand cuff around her wrists. 

“Oh fuck this, man. What are you, some sort of a freak? I’m not into this shit 

with you,” she giggled. “I’m serious.” 

 “Mahdakis lent me these.” 

 “Wait ‘till I see that asshole!” 

Tony stood up and undressed himself completely then grabbed her right ankle 

and stretched her leg out to the lower corner bedpost. “Ouch! What the fuck are 

you doing? That hurts!” 

“Shut up whore!” 

“Anthony, I’m serious. Stop!” 

After finally securing her right leg to the bedpost with a towel, Tony went to 

the dresser drawer, pulled out a roll of duct tape, and proceeded to cut off a 

seven-inch piece. “I’m tired of your mouth, already. Try this, you bitch!”  

Tony walked over to the bed where Nicki was screaming, “No! No! No! 

Don’t! Please, No! I can’t breathe! I’ll hyper ventilate!” 

“Too bad, bitch!” Tony quickly applied the tape over her mouth. 

Nicki lay on the bed flailing her naked flabby body around; her left leg trying 

to kick him away. “Mmm! Mmm! Mm-mmmmmm!!” 

The smoke alarm started going off. “Shit!” Tony quickly cuffed her left leg to 

the post. “I forgot about the pasta on the stove. I’ll be back!” 

“Mm-mm?” she mumbled as Tony turned and ran downstairs to the smoky 

kitchen. 

 

Tony returned, holding a large pot of steaming lasagna noodles, which he set 

down on the dresser. “I hope you like butter,” he said, taking one of the hot 

noodles out of the pot and dangling it in the air, allowing the hot butter to drip 

on her naked body. 

“MMM-MMM!” 

“Yeah, Mm-mm…yummy, right?” 

“O 



“Mmm!” 

“Okay. Okay, I won’t make you wait any longer. Here, take this,” he said, and 

then Tony thrashed her several times with the hot, wet, buttery lasagna noodle 

on her torso. 

“Mmm!!! Mmm! Mmm!!!!” 

“Yeah…mm-mm. You want some more, huh?” Tony walked over to the 

steaming pot and yanked out another noodle in which to torture her with. 

“Hmmm!” 

“Yeah…..I know…You got an appetite for sausage too. I haven’t forgotten.” 

Tony began yanking on his penis while he whipped her with the noodle on her 

inner thigh before going into horse jockey mode and whipping the shit out of the 

sides of her ass, butter splashing everywhere upon impact of her body. Nicki 

tried to scream through the duct tape as he whipped her with more noodles, over 

and over again; all the while frantically masturbating. 

As if all this wasn’t enough for the helpless young woman, she was to be 

further traumatized when five police officers came crashing through the 

bedroom door, as she lay on the bed with her glory wide open for all to see, and 

watched them tackle Tony Ravioli. “FREEZE YOU FUCKER!” 

“DOWN ON THE GROUND! GET DOWN!” 

“I GOT HIM, JOE. I GOT HIM! CHRIST THIS FUCKER’S 

HAIRY….YUCK!” the uniformed officer yelled, spitting something out of his 

mouth.  

“GET OFF ME! WHAT THE FUCK’S GOING ON AROUND HERE?” 

Officer Roy drew his weapon and pointed it at Tony. “Don’t move. You’re 

under arrest for kidnapping, sexual assault, stalking, endangerment, vandalism, 

trespassing, and all kinds of odious charges.” 

“WHAT THE FUCK DOES ODIOUS MEAN?” 

“You have the right to remain silent, anything you ……” 

As Officer Roy read Tony his rights, Officer Darryl attempted to comfort 

Nicki Tater. He removed the tape and ordered the uniforms to get clothes on her 

and some cutters for the handcuffs. “Are ya alright, there, missy?” he said, 

gently petting her forehead with a caring hand. “Everything’s gonna be okay 

now. Everything’s going to be all right. That perv won’t bothers ya no more. I 

promise.” 

Nicki Tater spit in his face and screamed, “LET GO OF ME, YOU FUCKIN’ 

PIG ASSHOLE! THAT PERV’S MY BOYFRIEND! WHAT THE FUCK DO 

YOU THINK YOU’RE DOING? WE’RE HAVING SEX, HERE! WHAT’S 

THE MATTER; YOU FUCKIN’ PIGS NEVER GET YOUR FREAK ON? 

SINCE WHEN IS THIS ILLEGAL?!” 

Roy heard Nicki’s exclamation as he led Tony’s hairy body down the stairs, 

and gave a look of concern up to Darryl, as he was momentarily troubled by 

Officer Sal’s dubious opinion of Tony’s guilt. 



   “Aye. That psychopath’s gotcha brainwashed, too, does he not me lass? Sad 

thing it is, sad thing indeed.” 

 

Tony Ravioli wasn’t processed, or even brought downtown. Officer Roy had 

the brains to question him outside, against the patrol car. “Tell me two things 

before I take you downtown.” 

“Kay.”-Bobble-bobble-Bobble-bobble-Bobble-bobble-bobble 

“Why are you using laundry mats when there is a washer and dryer here at the 

house?” 

“Seriously? This is what you pigs are concerned with out here in Delaware? 

Where and why people wash their clothes? You should just be thankful that I 

DO wash my clothes in the first place. You ought to check out some of my 

friends! Now THEY should be arrested. What are you guys, the laundry crime 

squad, or something?” 

“Something like that, Mr. Ravioli.” 

“If that’s his real name.” 

“Why wouldn’t it be his real name, Joe? He has no prior convictions and only 

one misdemeanor.” 

“I just don’t like the looks of him. I say he’s trouble.” 

“Be quiet Joe. Tony, just answer the question please.” 

“I don’t use the washer’s. I use the dryers because the fuckin’ dryer here is 

broken. Have one of your guys test it out, if you don’t believe me.” 

“Oh we will loudmouth.” 

“Shut up Joe. Go check it out.” 

Joe went back inside the condo where Nicki cold still be heard screaming and 

yelling at Officer Darryl, “FUCKIN’ PERVERT! HOW’D YOU LIKE ME TO 

STUFF A BAR OF IRISH SPRING UP THAT FAT MICK ASS OF YOURS!!”  

Tony smirked. “See? Now do you understand why I put the duct tape on her 

mouth?” 

As badly as Roy wanted to burst out laughing, he kept a straight face and said, 

“Get that smirk off your face. This isn’t a funny situation. Is this your hand 

writing?” Officer Roy withdrew one of the notes. 

“No. That’s not my hand writing and I’ll be motherfuckin’ happy to prove it.” 

Joe the cop, returned. “Yep, it’s broken alright. Most likely just a fuse. I could 

fix one of these in my sleep. Why don’t you call a repair man?” 

“It’s my birth-giver’s problem not mine. So am I free to go now and file a law 

suit against you idiots, or are you taking me downtown for something?” 

“You seem like a reasonably intelligent sort, Tony. So tell me, who, or what is 

Floyd, and why would the same person who wrote this note be writing your 

address down?” 

“I have no idea,” Tony lied. 

Officer Roy showed the note to Tony. “This is your address, is it not?” 



“Of course.” 

“Well then, I’d be a little concerned wouldn’t you?” 

Tony Ravioli had stalled long enough to think of an excuse and not get Floyd 

or Carl into any trouble. “Okay fine,” he whispered, “I met a woman there a few 

nights back, we hit it off….I thought, and so I gave her my number and address 

for her to call me.” 

“Where’s the number part, and what’s up with this Cum n Wet It line on the 

back?” 

“She must have taken the number part. And that’s the name of my buddy’s 

band, you may have heard their name mentioned in the paper once or twice a 

few months back.” 

“Mmm,” Officer Roy reflected. 

“She must have written it down in case they played somewhere. I don’t know 

why else she would write it down.” 

“Yet this note here is the same hand writing. How do you explain that?” 

“Hey, you’re the detective, or whatever. You figure it out. I don’t know. 

Maybe she’s some demented chick who likes to hang out in laundry mats.” 

“Maybe. Could you give us a description?” 

“No problem.” 

Officer Roy jotted down Tony’s bogus description of the non-existent woman 

and then put his pad away. He saw Officer Darryl coming down the stairs alone, 

with scratch marks all over his face. “Where’s the girl?” 

“Aye….she’s coo-coo for coco-puffs, she is, Roy.” Officer Darryl said, 

approaching the two while holding his right arm in pain. “We left her upstairs. 

Huh……blazes to hell with that young thing. Snotty little bitch she is, Roy. Let 

her stay there.” Officer Darryl looked at Tony sympathetically. “You got yer 

hands full there, me lad. Between me and you, I think you were better off with 

the naked fat guy. At least he minded his manners.” Darryl then nodded his head 

secretly at Roy in the negative direction. He leaned into Officer Roy’s right ear 

and whispered, “Just a couple uh wacky kids havin’ kinky sex…if ya wanna call 

it that. Roy, day been together over a year's time now. Pictures to prove it and 

all. I tink dis isn’t are guy.” 

Officer Roy let out an irritated sigh and un-cuffed Tony. “Understand 

something Mr. Ravioli, there may be someone stalking people at laundry mats 

and greatly upsetting their lives. Your car was seen at three different mats. Why 

so many? Why not just one?” 

Tony looked at the cop bewildered. “Again with this? This is how you guys 

get off?” 

“Compared to self-gratification while torturing someone with steaming hot 

lasagna noodles, I’d say it’s pretty darned wholesome. Do you really want to 

have this conversation, Mr. Ravioli? We could have it downtown still.” 



“Fine. Sometimes I come from work and other times I come from home. I also 

like to be alone so I drive to the nearest one with the less people. Is that okay 

with you?” 

“I suppose. Sorry about the inconvenience.” 

“Inconvenience? I got two busted doors. My birth-giver will be none too 

pleased.” 

“Joe, send someone over here pronto to fix these doors. And you, Mr. Ravioli, 

call someone to fix the dryer for you birth-giver. She works hard and doesn’t 

need to be coming home to this. Take care of it, and we’ll forget this happened. 

Deal?” 

“Fuck no man. You guys just busted through my home while we were naked 

and almost arrested me for no fuckin’ reason. YOU fix the fuckin’ thing and I 

won’t sue the NPD. How’s that for a deal?” 

“Fine. Joe? Fix the damn dryer, would ya? And show him how it’s done so he 

knows for next time.” 

“But Roy! This isn’t our….” 

“Protect and Serve, Joe. You could come back to the station and do my 

paperwork, instead.” 

“Fine! Follow me, you degenerate scum-fuck.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Street Rat 
 

urt Lupinacci was the youthful police informant responsible for sending 

Carl Scungilli and others away a couple years back. Kurt and Carl made a 

buy one day, and went to another friend’s garage to smoke it up with some other 

friends, as they always did. This time however, everything was being monitored 

by the police, and a few minutes after Kurt opened the garage door to go outside 

and take a piss, the police barged in and arrested everybody; everybody except 

Kurt, as he was lucky enough to getaway, at least that’s what he claims. Two 

teenagers were let go, and three were sent to correctional facilities for youthful 

offenders. Carl was one of the three and was sent to juvey for ten months. But 

the tangled web didn’t end there. The person they made the buy from also was 

arrested. His name was Rob Burry, son of locally famed attorney Richard Burry. 

And with the aid of some inside palm-greasing amongst his birth-giver’s 

colleagues, Rob served no time, and was sentenced only to a month’s worth of 

K 
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community service. Kurt was unofficially exiled from the community of 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S.  

Lately though, he had been seen around the streets of Norford, easing his way 

back into everyone’s hearts, which meant only one thing - he was up to 

something. 

It was early afternoon and Kurt Lupinacci stood under a tree smoking a 

cigarette as his paranoid eyes darted in every direction while Officer Sal, in 

plain clothes, spoke to him from a picnic table about ten feet away with his face 

buried in a newspaper, “A lot of people stand to get hurt, real hurt. The kind of 

hurt that can bury a kid. You following me?” 

“Sure. You don’t want anything to go down, and in order to do that, you need 

someone to tell you where it’s going to be so you can stop it.” 

“That’s right.” 

“These people don’t trust me so much after the last time you know. It may be 

hard to get ‘the in’ on anything.” 

“Understood. So keep your distance if you have to, don’t jeopardize your own 

safety, but keep your ears open. If there’s any sort of retaliation, anyone who is 

anyone is going to hear about it, even you.” 

“Even me.” Kurt smiled. “No problem Sal. What’s the pay?” 

Officer Sal placed a brown crumpled up paper bag in a chain-linked garbage 

can as he walked past Kurt and the tree. “It ain’t much. Only a hundred. But if 

your information turns up a sweep, We’ll get you triple that.” 

“Cool,” said Kurt, eyeing the bag. “Consider it done.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Crash and Burn 
 

ude, I don’t know about this man. This could be kinda dangerous. We 

could really hurt them.” 

“Good! Isn’t that what we want? Besides, it’ll be therapeutic for you to hurt 

someone. What with your male-birth-giver getting attacked and all,” 

Pumpkinhead said, trying to convince Frank Slate to run Floyd and Carl over 

with the car. “C’mon, their shit is under the bridge. I know that. And every 

morning they come around this time to grab some items for the day ahead. If my 

watch is right, they’re do any minute. All we have to do is time it just so, and hit 

“D 
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the brakes right before you touch ’em. All it will do, if executed properly, is just 

knock ’em over and maybe break an ankle or a leg, or something harmless like 

that, ya know?” 

“Yeah, but what if I don’t stop in time and I run them over? I could kill them.” 

“THOSE ARE THE BREAKS! ….. LISTEN MAN, THOSE FUCKERS ARE 

MOVING IN ON OUR BREAD AND BUTTER! IS THAT WHAT YOU 

WANT?” 

“NO! But it’s only a hundred bucks, it’s not like it’s……uh…..a thousand, or 

something.” 

“IT AIN’T THE MONEY, DUDE; IT’S THE PRINCIPAL OF THE 

MATTER. THOSE TWO NEED TO LEARN SOME FUCKIN’ MANNERS, 

YO!” 

“Would you stop yelling, asshole! I need some quiet to think. Fuck man, 

you’re a hyperactive freak, you know that?” 

“Yeah, I’m sorry. You got a lot on your mind, I know.” 

“Damn straight. How would you feel if your birth-giver got attacked by some 

punk kids? It’s a helpless feeling, man. I keep thinking that I should have been 

there, or at least been at home, or something, you know, to protect him sort of.” 

Frank let a few tears start to run down his square white Irish face. “But then 

again, this is the man…..man I said, not boy – who taught me how to fight and 

protected me from harm all my life. This is the man who raised me, and who I 

look up to as the most powerful man in my world, besides God. You have any 

idea how I feel, Pumpkinhead?” 

“No. I can’t say as I’ve been as lucky to have a birth-giver as good as yours. 

My male-birth-giver doesn’t give a shit about any of us except Mahdakis, and 

they barely talk but once a year, if that.” 

“It’s like those guys tore out a part of me when they beat him; it’s like they 

took hold of everything sacred and dear to me and just ripped it out and stomped 

all over it, then spit on it. I feel empty. I feel like……the way I feel about him 

has changed now, forever. Pumpkinhead, will I ever look up to him again?” 

“He’s a foot taller than you. Of course you will.” 

“You know, that’s the kind of wise ass shit I’d expect from your brother. I’m 

serious here. This is fuckin’ with me.” 

“Yeah, I know man. But it’s going to pass. Anthony will be healed up in six 

months, those jocks will be in a shallow grave somewhere, and your feelings for 

him will blossom again, stronger than before because now you get to see 

firsthand how strong he really is. You will see him heal back into the man he 

once was. A PHOENIX, YO; RISING UP OUT OF THE BURNING CINDER 

OF FOLLY AND DAMNATION! THE CONQUEROR OF HIS OWN INNER 

B-” 

“Calm down, will ya? Hey look! It’s them! They’re coming!” 



Pumpkinhead and Frank were parked on a side street facing the main road, 

directly across from them, on the other side of the main road, was another side 

street, which Carl and Floyd would have to turn on to in order to get to the lower 

section of the bridge. They waited patiently and silently as Carl and Floyd 

walked up the main street and turned left onto that side street directly across 

from them. Frank turned the car on.  

“Okay…hold it…hold it….one car coming….after this car,” Pumpkinhead 

said, watching for the morning traffic that was shooting up and down the busy 

street. “Okay….clear! GUN IT!” 

Frank put the pedal to the floor and went barreling across the four-lane road; 

as the front of his car approached the other side, a gust of wind blew the short 

mini-skirt of a beautiful pedestrian straight up in the air; her maroon color thong 

complimenting nothing but a flawless backside; Frank’s head turned ninety 

degrees. “Holy shit! Look….” And before he could say ‘at that’, the front end of 

his firebird made its impression on the oak tree that had stood peacefully on the 

corner for seventy years. 

Carl and Floyd turned and ran to the car to help, as did a beat-cop who 

witnessed the entire incident. Upon making sure Pumpkinhead and Frank were 

all right, and weren’t under any influence, the cop approached Frank and asked 

to see his license and registration. “That was some piece of tail, wasn’t it?” The 

cop remarked. “Can’t say as I blame you too much…………Slate? Any relation 

to Anthony?” 

“That’s my birth-giver.” 

“A damned tragedy about him. I hope he gets better soon.” He handed Frank 

back his wallet. “Tell him Walter gives his condolences.” 

“I will.” 

“Now, since you haven’t done any damage to anything but yourself, I won’t 

write this up, but you have to get the car out of here pronto, understand?” 

“Sure.” 

“I mean it. Get this thing towed or another officer might drive by and not be as 

laid back about the situation.” 

“My brother works at the Triple A garage down the street, officer,” 

Pumpkinhead said, “I’ll call his place now.” 

“Ebenezer’s Auto?” 

“Yeah, that’s the one.” 

“I know those guys. I’ll call it in for you,” the cop said, and walked back 

across the street to his post while radioing in the call. 

“Hee-hee-hee-hee! Look at is thing, Johnny-Boy! It’s totaled. Hee-hee-hee-

hee!” 

“Hey shut the fuck up, Floyd. This ain’t funny. And knock it off with that 

Johnny-Boy shit. You say that one more time and I’m gonna waste you, you 

fuckin’ dick.” 



Pumpkinhead stood waving his pointy finger back and forth, from left to right, 

in Floyd’s face. 

“Oh stop it, already. You know we’re just joking,” said Floyd. 

But still, Pumpkinhead stood waving his long pointy finger back and forth in 

their faces; shaking his head ‘no’. 

“Really man,” said Carl, nervously lighting up a cigarette, “besides, what were 

you trying to do, kill us? Ha!” 

“Yeah, really…..Hee-hee.” 

Frank remained silent as Pumpkinhead continued waving his pointy finger in 

their faces from left to right, back-and-forth, back-and-forth, back-and-forth. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

The Fall Guy 
 

o, Kurt! Kurt!” Squid yelled, waving his arm from across the street, at 

Barely Bagels. 

“Hey,” Kurt yelled back with no emphasis. 

“Get over here ya stunod!” Muffin Man said smiling. “C’mon.” 

Kurt sauntered across the street with his hands in his pocket. “Squid.” He 

nodded, “Muffin Man….what’s up?” he said, finally extending his hand for the 

stupid-secret handshake. 

“I don’t know,” said Squid, “you tell us. You still on the take?” 

Kurt looked up and laughed at the blue sky. “C’mon, for real? I suppose you 

guys believe in Santa Claus, too.” 

“Where you been for the past year?” Muffin Man asked as he studied Kurt 

with disgusted interest. 

“Helping out my Grandmother on her farm up in The Mountains. She’s fallen 

ill and my male-birth-giver couldn’t handle the workload by himself.” 

“Touching,” said Squid, nodding his small afro head up and down. 

“Yeah, it’s nice to help family, isn’t it? So who’s helping him now?” 

“Oh…uh…He was able to get a small hardship loan from the bank and hire a 

helping hand to live there with him.” 

“That’s sweet,” said Squid. “I love it when things work out.” 

“Kurt, you ready to get back to work?” 

Kurt threw his cigarette but on the ground. “Sure. What do you got?” 

“Y 
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“C’mon behind the building, out of the sunlight.” 

Kurt followed them behind the building where they picked up their 

conversation. Muffin Man was the first to talk, “It’s not so much a job as it is 

help. I assume you heard about Frank Slate’s male-birth-giver?” 

“Yeah, those fuckin’ rat-bastards, huh? You want me to take care of one of 

’em? Two?” 

“Something like that. We’re all going to lend a hand if you get my drift.” 

“Just tell me when and where.” 

“This Friday at Moss Island.” 

“Moss Island, what time?” 

“Ten-thirty. Can you make it?” 

“No problem.” 

“Okay. The word is out already. The jocks know and we know,” Squid said. 

“If you know any fighters, let them know, too.” 

“NO! Keep this to yourself! What are you crazy, Muffin Man? We want to 

keep this on the down low. No outsiders and no cops, got it?” 

“Sorry, I must have lost my mind for a moment,” Muffin Man said as if 

reading off a cue card. 

“Dumbass! 

“That’s it Kurt,” Muffin Man waved him off. 

“Alright. Hey, you two wanna go grab some Buds?” 

“Can’t. We got some business elsewhere. We’ll see you Friday, okay?” 

“Sure thing.” Kurt nodded with a grin. “Friday it is.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Come Out and Play 
 

oss Island really had no moss, or any area for moss. It was a large 

parking lot that was also a harbor. You could use it to launch off with 

your boat, or take a dingy to a boat you may have parked off shore. Fishermen 

were there every day. There was a bathroom near the docks and an empty booth 

at the front, and only, entrance. 

The Norford Police Department waited until nine fifteen to take their positions 

in surrounding the parking area at Moss Island; and even then, they didn’t want 

their presence known so they sent in patrolmen to crouch in the bushes. The 

M 
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squad cars would drive in around ten-fifteen and make their presence known. 

They didn’t want to arrest anyone because that would be an all-night headache 

for all of them. They wanted to put a scare into both sides of the dispute; a scare 

that might possibly make them think twice before doing this again. 

But as the clock ticked away, the foot patrolmen began to get suspicious, as 

there were no people driving in….no people at all. None. It was too late. The 

911 calls had begun to flood in around nine-forty-five. And by ten o’clock, the 

Norford emergency room was inundated with teenage casualties; lacerations, 

stab wounds, contusions, concussions, broken bones, bullet wounds, shock, 

severe bleeding, two seizures, and one fatality. With the exception of one 

missing person, all of these casualties wore Norford High lettermen jackets. 

For good or for bad, The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. went into this knowing that 

hospitals were not an option. Whatever was going to happen to you, you had to 

deal with. That night the Gods of ‘whatever’ must have been on their side; 

although it seems unlikely that any God would condone the type of fight that 

they fought; dirty and unfair. 

It was dirty and unfair because that’s the way it was intended to be. Because 

that’s the way it was when Anthony Slate had the shit kicked out of him. And 

because Captain H was raised a Lutheran; albeit a very confused one, one 

nonetheless. And, prior to the fight, he stood in front of everyone holding up a 

copy of the New Testament and said, “Somewhere in here it says, and I quote, 

‘Do unto others as they have trespassed unto you’, and ‘An eye for a tooth.’” 

The fact that he had mixed up two different quotes from two different bibles was 

beside the point. Everyone knew what he meant. 

His plan of action was to have everyone be at Purchase Shore no later than 

eight o’clock. Everyone was to walk there and plan their own rendezvous with a 

getaway vehicle of their choice wherever they wanted, but nowhere near the 

vicinity of Purchase Shore, yet nowhere near their intended destination 

afterwards. Everyone had to have a getaway car planned somewhere in case the 

cops called in the dogs, as the vehicle would lose the scent. The reason there 

would be no cars going to The Shore was obvious, if cops were to bust up the 

fight, they could flee in any direction on foot, and they could all out run any of 

the cops. The second reason being that there would be no license plate tags to tie 

anyone to the scene. It was an idea that, like most everything, went way over the 

jocks’ heads.  

The jocks were too over-confidant and self-indulged in their own vanity to 

allow themselves to think clear. While The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. were instructed to 

wear ski masks and tuck hair under them so as not to be identified, the jocks 

wanted you to know who it was that was doing this to you. They wanted you to 

remember their beautiful faces because that’s how they got off. Unfortunately 

for some of them, it would be the last time they ever showed their unscathed 



faces in public, as stab wounds and chain imprints would permanently substitute 

their cute dimples and blue eyes.  

Some of the jocks grabbed bats or tire irons from out of the car as a last minute 

thought, but for the most part, they honestly believed that killing you with their 

bare hands was the more honorable way to proceed. And while that may be the 

case, The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. were only after one thing – revenge. They didn’t 

have time or patience to play by rules and the jocks knew that about them and 

should have given that some thought beforehand. If they had, then maybe they 

wouldn’t have gotten such a slaughter. 

Some of The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. laid down on top of the hill that overlooked 

the Purchase Shore parking lot from the east, and watched for a half hour as the 

cars poured in. The sides were pretty evened up…..headcount wise; about thirty 

or so on each side. To the west of where the jocks parked their cars was another 

hill with a playground up on top. Like the other hill, it was dense with trees. The 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. gathered on that hill too, surrounding the unsuspecting jocks, 

who had begun drinking and conceded to the idea that no one was going to 

show, due of course to the lack of any vehicle presence. 

Rad was the first one to show himself to the large group. Appearing out of 

nowhere, holding a three-foot two-by-four with nails hammered into it, Rad 

gave the signal to attack, a simple nod, and said, “Hey girls, which one of you 

like it in the ass?” And in an instant, slammed the board into the faces of two 

unprepared jocks. It took a few seconds before it sunk in; The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. 

were coming at them, and from all directions; east hill, west hill, and Captain 

H’s crew, who had been lying down on the docks no more than ten feet away 

from them the entire time. The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. were angry, armed and 

dangerous. 

You don’t know who you’re going to fight, or be matched up with. It’s hard to 

explain; but when you, as a team, face another team for the very first time, your 

eyes just lock with one or two people and theirs with yours for whatever reason; 

and the two of you just know.  

Mahdakis locked in on a guy his own size and pulled out the trusty knife he 

always carried, from inside his boot. The enemy approached with a tire iron and 

threw it over Mahdakis’s head, presumably aiming for it. Mahdakis lunged at 

the defenseless jock, took a stab at him, and got an eyelid. The knife was 

abruptly knocked from his hand moments later by another jock and he then 

found himself fighting two people. He did a good job, but not good enough, as 

the first jock, with the tire iron found the knife and took a stab at his chest. 

Mahdakis saw blood coming out from his chest and running down to his pants. 

Then he just saw red and went spastic on the first jock. He managed to knock 

him down and jump on top of his chest. He grabbed the jock’s neck and began 

pounding his head into the pavement until Carl came over and grabbed him. 

“WE GOTTA GET OUT OF HERE, NOW! NOW!” Mahdakis was belligerent 



and kept slamming the unconscious jock’s head. Finally, Carl, Floyd, and 

Pumpkinhead pulled him off the jock. “WHAT THE FUCKS THE MATTER 

WITH YOU?” 

“What’s your problem?” Mahdakis grabbed his knife off the ground. 

“THAT!!!”  

Mahdakis looked to where Carl was pointing. It was the second jock, the one 

who had knocked the knife out of his hand. He was lying on his stomach with 

blood coming from both knees. He was shaking and going into shock. Mahdakis 

remembered him from the days when he used to do on-field camera interviews 

for the school television network; he seemed like a decent sort back then; funny, 

nice. Mahdakis felt his life change in that very moment but wasn’t sure how yet. 

Nor was there time to think about it.  

“MOVE IT!” Carl yelled as he sprinted off into the east hill woods. 

What Mahdakis didn’t see, because he was too busy fighting, was how this 

second jock, who knocked out the knife, pulled out one of his own and was 

about to stab Mahdakis in the neck. But Rob Burry was there and he jammed a 

silenced pistol into the back of the jock’s right knee, and pulled the trigger. Then 

the other knee.  

“NOW DAMN IT!” Pumpkinhead shouted and grabbed his brother with all his 

might. 

 

Squid, Rad and Captain H were excellent fighters so they were needed to do 

just that. Muffin Man however, had other uses. While the fight was going on, he 

rolled around from car to car, stabbing as many tires as he could. When he was 

done, he crawled back up to the west hill and took aim through the infrared 

scope. This was how Captain H had ordered it. This is what he had said: “Send a 

message.” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Run Like Hell 
 

nd as the young man who had karate kicked Anthony Slate’s head 

through the glass window at McDuff’s, fell to the ground and took his 

final gasp of air, the entire place fell silent; both sides. Those who were still 

standing, darted remorseful glances at one another. Then the entire place went 

A 
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into complete chaos and panic. A kid was dead. Any of the other jocks could be 

next and they sensed it. The B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. had done serious damage, but 

they still had one last task - to get away with it. Everyone ran. Everyone. 

B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. and jocks alike ran in hundreds of different directions, 

screaming and hollering into the darkness as they did. It was mayhem. 

 

***** 

 

Carl, Pumpkinhead, Floyd and Mahdakis found Tony on the way out, getting 

his ass kicked by five jocks, but holding up surprisingly well. “I could use a 

hand here!”  

The four of them ran over and put a stop to it. Carl was swinging a mean chain 

that he bolt cut from the back of a tow truck where Mahdakis worked. It struck 

one of the jocks hard enough that he landed head first onto the cold ground with 

a thud. Floyd, as it turns out, was an excellent boxer and between that and 

Pumpkinhead’s Kung Fu, they took out two of them without breaking a sweat. 

Mahdakis chased one into the woods screaming like a maniac. Only one 

remaining jock had the energy to get up and run. The others lay bleeding on the 

grass. The five B.U.R.N.O.U.T.S. ran on through the strip of woods that hugged 

some of the main road before coming out to a clearing that was someone’s 

backyard, then through the backyard and out to the main road where Pock had 

been instructed to meet them. “GET HIM IN THE BACK AND LIE HIM 

DOWN!” Pumpkinhead screamed in horror. “HE’S BLEEDING, MAN! HE’S 

FUCKIN’ BLEEDING BAD!” 

“I’m okay,” Mahdakis insisted. “I think it just grazed me.” 

“Holy crap, mane! What duh hell happened out dare?” 

“It was fuckin’ nuts, man!” Tony shouted as he helped Pumpkinhead lie his 

brother down in the back. “They fuckin’ killed some dude!” -Bobble-bobble-

bobble “You got a light?”  

“Naw, mane.” 

“Anyone?” 

 

***** 

 

Captain H and the gang slithered up the west hill and down the other side to an 

army size raft that Muffin Man had blown up with a CO2 cartridge. They rowed 

a couple miles over to an embankment across from Moss Island where Lori was 

waiting in her Purple Lincoln Town Car. Rad looked over at her from the 

passenger’s side. “I think it’s time you considered ditching this car for 

something else.” 

“You mean right now? I love this car!” 



“No not right now, but soon. It’s becoming too recognizable. It’s gonna bite us 

in the ass someday.” 

“Did you do as we asked, Lor?” Captain H asked form the back. 

“Yep, all set.” 

“Good. Then drive fast and we’ll be in the clear.”  

As they drove over the Delaware, Rob and Squid handed Muffin Man the guns 

they had been wiping down. “Pull over here Lori, as close to the side as 

possible, but don’t stop,” Muffin Man said, with his entire body leaning out the 

window, and Lori DiSalvo hugged the side of the bridge as Muffin Man hurled 

the guns into the river. 

“I guess you got them then?” she asked. 

“We got Bruce Lee. He was the only clear shot I had.” 

“Nice,” she said, nodding in approval. “At least that’s something.” 

 

***** 

 

“How did this happen?” Commissioner Stromboli screamed at his officers. 

“Someone tell me! How about you, Sal? I thought you had a reliable source. 

What the fuck happened there?” 

“He’s the same source we’ve been using for years, sir. I had no reason to 

doubt him.” 

“Is the punk lying?” 

“I don’t know. I doubt it, considering how much he likes the income.” 

“Perhaps someone else is paying him more to confuse us,” suggested Officer 

Roy. 

“Bring him in!” 

“Sir?” 

“Is there a problem, Sal? I said bring him in!” 

“He’s missing.” 

At this point, Officer Darryl butt in and said, “Arr, we tink it was a set up like, 

sir. He may be floatin’ in da Christina somewheres.” 

“Goddamn it! We got a fucking murder on our hands, gentleman, Maybe two! 

This isn’t going to sit well with the parents of the community. Were any of the 

victims able to identify anyone yet?” 

“They were wearing masks,” said Officer Roy.  

“And they couldn’t see who was beating the shit of them? Didn’t they have 

eyeholes in the masks? No wonder they’re lying in hospital beds now!” 

“The other group, sir. They wore masks and couldn’t be identified.” 

“Right. What about vehicle makes and descriptions?” 

“They came by foot,” Roy added. 

“Shit! What in the hell are we dealing with, then?” 



“Aye, sir. I don’t know, but maybe we can lure some of these lads to join our 

side some day and be part of the S.W.A.T. team.” 

Commissioner Stromboli stared at Officer Darryl for what seemed to be an 

hour. “Why not? They’re doing a better job than any of you idiots! Jim, what 

about your boy? He collaborated the same story?” 

“Uh….I haven’t seen my boy for almost a week now.” Officer Jim gave am 

discomfited glance at the commissioner. “He ran off to Baltimore.” 

“Ran off to Baltimore? Doing what? What about his studies?” 

Officer Jim was holding his hat and fidgeting with the rim of it. “Yeah…he’s 

uh….shacking up with someone there, sir.” 

“He found hiself a nice lass, did he?” 

“Someone.” 

“It’s probably too late now, but when’s the next time you’re going to see him, 

Jim?” 

“I believe his words were, ‘when hell freezes over’.” Officer Jim looked away 

from the group uncomfortably and shook his head. “Sir, with all due respect, my 

boy wasn’t any help to this operation and for that, I am sorry. But his 

whereabouts and our relationship I believe are personal matters that I’m not 

discussing right now.” 

Stromboli studied the large black man, who looked like he wanted to cry, and 

nodded his head in agreement. “Very well……..Okay men…..round up the 

usual suspects, I guess.” And as the men turned to leave, The Commissioner 

added, “But, uh………” 

“Sir?” 

“If you don’t…if you can’t…..nail down any suspects, don’t go crazy. 

Remember……….The lord works in mysterious ways.” 

“Is that what you’re going to tell the parents of the murdered child?” 

“Don’t be glib Sal, of course not. I’ll have something prepared momentarily.” 

Rookie Rick came into the room and handed Officer Roy a sheet of paper. 

“Well, look at this,” Roy continued reading the paper with his eyes as everyone 

looked at him. “The shooting victim is twenty-three-year-old, Ronald Horshack 

from Deephole, New Jersey. Arrested twice for assault and battery, once for 

disturbing the peace, and three times, since the age of fifteen, for selling 

narcotics……get this……metabolic steroids to be precise.” 

“Arr, so he didn’t even go to duh school, Roy?” 

“Not only that, but according to what the Deephole PD has handed over to us, 

he’s a runaway from Atlanta, Georgia and hasn’t seen his parents in five 

years….Lives on his own with a girlfriend somewhere.” 

“We may be able to wash our hands clean of this.” 

“Maybe. But no thanks to you, Sal,” the commissioner said sternly. 

“There is one thing,” Officer Roy said. 

“Oh?” the commissioner said, lowering his glasses. 



“He had connections with Gary Novak.” 

The room was silent for a moment as everyone absorbed the ramifications of 

the information. Officer Darryl broke the silence. “So….dependin’ on how 

important this Ronald Horshack was to Gary’s organization, Captain H and his 

merry band of mayhemer’s may have their hands full.” 

“Like I said gentleman,” Commissioner Stromboli said, putting his glasses 

back on and walking out the door, “The Lord works in mysterious ways.” 

 

***** 

 

“C’MON MAN, CAN’T YOU RUN ANY FASTER THAN THAT?” Jason 

yelled, looking behind him, as he neared the top of the hill. 

“SHUT THE FUCK UP ASSHOLE! I’M TRYING. This fuckin’ hill’s steep 

you know.” 

“CHRIST I KNOW, BUT C’MON, MAN. WE ONLY GOT FIVE MINUTES 

LEFT TO MEET ALEX!” 

“I CAN’T SEE, JASON! MY FUCKIN’ FACE IS BLEEDING!” 

Jason ignored Snowy as he reached the top of the rocky hill that was I-95. He 

crouched on one knee next to the emergency lane as his wounded buddy, Snowy 

McPeet, finally approached. He was out of breath and bleeding from the 

forehead. “They’re meeting us here?” 

“Down there.” Jason pointed up the highway. “Just past the toll booths, before 

the bridge.” 

“Jesus fuckin’ Christ, I’ll never make it. You go on without me.” 

“Stop being so fuckin’ melodramatic!” Jason grabbed Snowy’s forearm. “Now 

c’mon. It’s only another three minutes.” 

“Ahhhgg, GOD!” 

“And stay alongside the woods here, “Jason said, as he jogged holding 

Snowy’s wrist. “We don’t want anyone to see us.” 

Snowy was catching his breath and holding his heart. “Then how the fuck is he 

going to know where to pick us up?” 

“Bob’s working the toll booth tonight.” 

“I can’t stand that guy.” 

“Yeah well, maybe after tonight you’ll have a greater appreciation for his 

existence.” 

Bob Williams was a local strung-out user who knew everyone through 

everyone else. He made his presence at most of the gatherings and parties, 

whether he was invited or not. While harmless, no one seemed to appreciate his 

being there; perhaps it was because he never showered and his blonde hair 

actually looked orange, like his skin. Jason and Snowy passed the tolls via the 

woods on the side of the highway and Jason flashed a small flashlight in Bob’s 



direction. Bob gave the signal after the car he was dealing with left, by waving 

his hand twice in the air. 

“Okay, we’re good. Now we just wait.” 

“Oh God, I’m never gonna live…Ahhh the fuckin’ pain!” 

“Shh….quiet with your babbling, will ya?” 

“I’m dying over here and all you care about is some peace and quiet?” 

“Shut up, asshole.” 

Snowy took a minute to catch his breath again and wipe the blood off his face 

and neck with his shirt. “How bad does it look?” 

Jason gave a serious observation and said, “Not too bad at all. How does it feel 

though?” 

“Like my head’s spinning, and I’m gonna pass out.” 

“So you should feel right at home then, huh?” 

“Aghh….everyone’s a fuckin’ joker…..Goddamn it, where is this guy? Hey, 

how come you don’t have a scratch on you? What’s up with that?” 

“Lucky in love, lucky in war, I guess.” 

“Did you even fight? What the fuck’s…” 

“Shh…there they are at Bob’s gate!” 

Snowy looked and saw Bob talking to the driver of the car and pointing 

towards the trees. A BMW proceeded to drive through flashing its high beams 

once. Jason and Snowy ran to the side of the highway to meet it.  

Alex reached behind him from the front passenger’s seat and opened the rear 

passenger door. “Quickly! Get in fast!” 

Snowy and Jason did exactly that as Charlotte Cummings punched the gas and 

headed towards the bridge that crossed over the Christina River. Charlotte was 

never able to go over this bridge while going northbound without thinking of the 

time she blew Mahdakis for the first time. A slight grin escaped her.  

“My God, you look like absolute rubbish there, my boy,” Alex said observing 

Snowy. 

“Yeah well, a crowbar to your forehead will do that.” 

“Jesus, was anyone else hurt?” 

Snowy and Jason exchanged glances and kept silent. 

“I said was anyone else hurt?” Alex repeated. 

Jason, knowing that Alex had many friends on both sides of the battle said 

cautiously, “It looks like one of their guys may……..have been shot, or 

something.” 

“WHAT?” Alex screamed. “WHO? WHO PRAY TELL IS SHOT AND WHO 

SHOT HIM?” 

“We don’t know him. I don’t even know if he’s really from around here or 

not,” Snowy said. 

“And as far as who shot him, it came from the hills or the woods or something. 

I don’t think we’ll ever know.” 



Snowy then, in all his infinite wisdom blurted out, “I saw Mahdakis get 

stabbed in the chest. He might be a goner, too.” 

“NO! NO! NO! NO!” Charlotte screamed in anguish as and pounded the 

steering wheel, her eyes filling with tears so quickly she could no longer see the 

road. “OH JESUS, OH MY GOD, NO! PLEASE NO!!”  

Alex took the wheel. “Charlotte, please; pull over and take a deep breath.” 

“What the fuck’s the matter with you, Snowman?” Jason said. “He’s probably 

fine, Charlotte. He got stabbed but continued to fight, and then left with his 

brother and Floyd…..on foot.” 

“I think they were carrying him.” 

“Shut up!” 

“Just sayin’.”  

Charlotte began to ball like a baby as she managed to pull the car over to the 

side of the road, right before the bridge. She sat with her head on the steering 

wheel trying to catch her breath and make sense of it all. When her senses 

finally did come back to her, she realized that she had just shown some 

inappropriate emotion for another man. She swallowed her tears and looked 

sheepishly at Alex. “I’ve never had a friend die before.” 

“He’s not dead.” 

“I hope not, Jason, but the thought of any of our friends getting killed just 

breaks my heart….regardless of who it is”…(sniffle)…...“Oh my God, look at 

that car over there.” Charlotte diverted their attentions to a car, up the road, 

traveling on the other side of the bridge. 

“The Purple one? Heading this way?” 

“Yeah, my God, it’s riding right up against the wall!” 

“That’s Lori’s car, and it’s full.” 

“Holy shit, why are they traveling back towards the scene of the crime?” 

“You got me.” 

“Oh he’s up to something, trust me on that,” Alex said, as Charlotte put it in 

gear and merged back on to the highway. She rolled down her window and stuck 

her nose out. “Mmm…..Smell the bread?”   

  

***** 

 

Pablo él Dente had suffered a similar injury as that of Snowy McPeet, except 

the source of his wound was a chain. His upper left eyelid was fluttering loosely 

and his face had a gash from his lower eye to the corner of his bleeding mouth. 

The other major difference in their wounds was that Pablo wasn’t walking 

around reciting the Lord’s Prayer and crying about it non-stop. Frank Slate had a 

nice little battle atop a small cliff that ran alongside of the parking lot. He took 

on five or six different guys and did serious damage to four of them before the 

last guy was able to shove Frank off the twenty-foot cliff. Frank fell flat on his 



back and was unable to move until Yogi McNugget and Jack Carrot came along 

to scoop him up after the Karate Kid had been shot and the mass exodus had 

been mutually mandated.  

Frank was on his feet now, but limping. They were able to walk towards their 

destination in the woods thus far, but the woods were about to end and they were 

about to walk into the bright streetlights of a residential neighborhood. They 

were almost a mile from the scene and there was still no sign of their ride.  

“Where the fuck………is-Cannoli?” 

“I-I don’t know. I asked her to meet us over there in front of the entrance to 

the Arthur’s Bakery plant.” 

“I love that smell, don’t you?” Frank Slate stopped and observed. “Even now 

amongst all this chaos, there’s still a moment to stop and smell freshly baked 

bread.” He put his nose in the air. “Aahh.” It was true. Arthur’s Bakery was the 

absolute highlight of driving through this mildly depraved area. Even in the dead 

of winter, people of all demeanors would roll their windows down to get a whiff 

of the bread being baked, packaged and loaded onto eighteen-wheelers for early 

morning distribution up and down the east coast. The smell was so strong and 

glorious you could smell it from the highway. 

“Hey, jackass, I’ll buy you thirty or forty loafs later. You can sniff them all 

you want, or make a sex doll out of them, whatever. I don’t care. Right now let’s 

try and figure out how we’re getting out of here.” 

“It’s….not-a-good-idea to……go-much-further. Dogs will pick up……our 

scent for as long as we go and possibly give away our location if we get too 

near.” 

“Hold on, Yogi. What’s your problem, Pablo? Sex doll? Take it easy, will ya. 

I’m standin’ over here with a broken back.” 

“Do you hear yourself? Standing with a broken back…that makes a lot of 

fuckin’ sense” 

“Well I am!” 

“If you had a broken back you wouldn’t’ be standing at all. Yogi, you’re right 

about not going too far towards our destination and giving it away to the cops 

but…” 

“But-but right now our destination is right here, and if dogs are let go, they‘re 

gonna be here soon,” said Jack Carrot. 

“Why don’t we double-back on the other side of the road?” 

‘That’s…….not-a-terrible idea-but…….I don’t know about ……going too 

much farther back. Maybe we can cut through the bakery and eventually over to 

Delaware Ave.” 

“Yeah, because cops never drive on Delaware Ave. We’ll have it all to 

ourselves.” 

“It was just an idea…okay?” Yogi defended. 

“Sorry. I’m just worried.” 



As the four of them stood contemplating which direction to go, Boodles 

DiNero came along flashing her lights and honking the horn. “GET IN!” She 

yelled as she pulled over briefly. “C’mon….Holy shit. What happened to you?” 

“I fell into a telescope.” 

“A little cramped in here,” said Frank Slate looking bewildered at Cannoli 

Spitzer in the back seat. “What the hell are you doing here?” 

“I’m SUPPOSED to be here, asshole. I’m the one who’s supposed to pick you 

up.” 

“Then……why-aren’t-you…..you SUPPOSE?” 

“Because this asshole told me you guys were playing some night golf at 

Purchase Shore,” she said looking at Jack, “not gang-fighting like a bunch of 

hooligans! I hope no one’s hurt, because if any…” 

“SHUT UP!” Jack yelled vehemently at her from the front of the car. “Just 

shut the fuck up right now. We don’t need to hear your shit, Cannoli!” 

“So…..answer-the……..question……….Why….are-we…..in Boodles car?” 

“I have a brand new spotless Camaro! I’m not gonna let some idiots get in it 

who have mud on their feet, or are bleeding profusely!” 

“Nice girl,” said Frank. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

*Mrs. DiNero* 
 

 

Exodus 
 

veryone was to have their own escape plan set in motion and with that 

escape plan, a rock solid alibi putting them somewhere else. For Jason and 

Snowy, it was going to the docks with Alexander and Charlotte, getting aboard 

his yacht, tossing any tainted clothing overboard, and making it look like they 

had been there the entire evening with Todd, a cop’s son. Just to be sure, Alex 

had Todd take the boat out earlier and drop some polls in the water, and 

purposely leave the bucket of aging dead fish aboard as proof……just in case 

they were stopped. 
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Captain H took precautions by letting his kid brother use his car and drive it up 

to Connecticut with his girlfriend; with the promise of acquiring a few parking 

tickets in that general area. His kid brother was also instructed to use Rad’s 

credit card once or twice. 

 

Copper Tom, despite all his tough talk, couldn’t find it in his heart to be 

around that night. He went to Philadelphia to do lines with his girl. White Tom 

was all up for the fight until his female-birth-giver fell ill with a serious virus 

that required him to care for her. Nobody thought any less of either of them. 

 

Everyone else except Pock parked their cars at Mrs. DiNero’s earlier in the 

evening. It wasn’t out of the ordinary for her to allow Boodles a party at the 

house, as long as she could be there to chaperone. The rules were no drugs or 

whiskey, only beer, and that you turned your keys over to Mrs. DiNero upon 

entering the house, and didn’t get them back until the following morning when 

you woke up sober.  

Mrs. DiNero was a street smart, tough Spaniard woman with a loud raspy 

voice who could chain smoke Snowy McPeet under the table on any given day. 

She loved to laugh, gossip, and enjoy a nice glass of wine. She loved her kids 

and she loved all her kids’ friends…eventually. But she knew something was 

amuck when all of the guys immediately left on foot, the moment they arrived, 

to presumably go and get some more beer they….‘forgot’. Her suspicions grew 

even more after the guys had been gone for well over an hour. “Anyone gonna 

go look for them, or do you idiots just not care that much?” she said, lighting a 

cigarette. 

“I’m sure they’re alright,” Boodles said with a pretentious smile. “They’re 

probably gawking at the women on the Avenue.” 

(exhale) “Women, my ass!” Mrs. DiNero said. “Those things on the Avenue 

are outright little whores, if you ask me.” (inhale-exhale) “What’s the matter 

Cannoli? Where’s Jack, anywayz?” 

“He’s playing a round of night golf.” 

“Night golf? Where the hell is there a course for night golf? Not in this state 

there isn’t. If there was I’d know.” Mrs. DiNero was an avid golfer who loved to 

get on the course as much as possible. She played every course within a fifty-

mile radius. “Aren’t you kids gonna drink anything?” 

“I wanna be able to drive if I have to.” 

“Drive? Are you on call, or something? What kind of shit’s that?” (inhale-

exhale) “Where you gonna drive to?” Mrs. DiNero didn’t wait for an answer. 

She heard the police scanner in the kitchen making a lot of noise. There was 

much more chatter on it than usual. She and her husband had personal ties to the 

NPD, so they liked to always know what was going on. She poked her head in 

and gave a listen for a few minutes. “Shhh!!! Some serious stuff is going down 



at Purchase Shore! Listen!” By the time Mrs. DiNero turned around, her 

daughter and Cannoli Spitzer were gone, and only Nicki, Violet-Basia and Rizzo 

remained in the living room, sucking down beers. Mrs. DiNero looked at them 

with piercing eyes. “Is that where everyone is? They’d better not be! I said, is 

that where everyone is!” 

Rizzo confirmed by simply staring at her in fearful silence. 

“And they’re all coming back here?” 

Rizzo gave a single nod. 

Mrs. DiNero took a deep drag off her cigarette and said, “Okay then, let’s grab 

some of those beers out of the fridge. Grab a shit load!” 

“What do you want us to do with them, Mrs. D?” Nicki asked. 

“Pour as many as you can down the drain. Leave the cans lying all over the 

place, though. Crush one or two.” 

“Crush them?” 

“Just make it look like a lot of people have been here for a couple hours 

drinking beer, Rizzy! Goddamn you kids are stupid sometimes! C’mon, c’mon! 

Grab some sodas, too. Get going! Violet, turn the Goddamn music up! Make 

yourself useful. I’m gonna pull my car out of the garage.” 

 

***** 

 

When the headlights of Boodles car and Pock’s van pulled into the driveway, 

Mrs. DiNero ran out in a hurry. “Boodles! Park the car in the garage!” 

“What?” 

“Jesus Christ. Get the wax out of your ears! I said pull the car in the 

garage…now!” 

As Boodles pulled it into the garage, Pock pulled the van up to the side of the 

house and let out the contents of people. “Pock! You can’t put that van here, 

honey. You have to park it somewhere out of sight. Do you understand me?” 

“Ain’t nuttin’ but a tang, Ms. D. I can’t stayz anyhow.” 

“Even better. Now get your grimy ass out of here and drive the speed limit.” 

She smiled and gave Pock a rub on his head. Pock smiled back, looked both 

ways before pulling out to the street, and then he was gone. Mrs. DiNero pulled 

her car up to the garage door that Jack had just shut behind Boodles’ car. She 

got out and walked into the house of roughed up young men. “My God! I knew 

you boys were up to some bullshit! What the hell? What’s wrong with you?” she 

said looking at Mahdakis. 

“I got stabbed in a botched liquor store hold up,” he lied. “But it’s okay. It 

looks worse than it is. I was just grazed. It’s just going to be a scar, I think. I 

need to lie down that’s all.” 

“Not with those bloody clothes, you’re not! Not on my sofa. Get in that room 

and get undressed!” 



“Mrs. D, I didn’t think you were like that. Not that I mind.” 

“Shut up! Any of you with bloody or dirt stained clothes take ‘em off and put 

them in a pile out on the deck. Boods, collect the guys pants and shirts and grab 

some clothes from your brother’s dresser for them to put on. You didn’t think 

this far ahead, did you? Idiots. You guys are in some serious trouble if we can’t 

convince the police that you’ve been here all night!” 

“It was just a hold up at the liquor store.” 

“Not us either, it was someone else.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble 

“Well isn’t that reassuring? You’re all a bunch of filthy liars!” (inhale) “And 

bad ones at that.” The police scanner in the kitchen didn’t say anything about a 

hold up. It did say something about a gang fight at Purchase Shore, though!” 

While Mrs. DiNero was smoking up a storm and yelling at everyone, Boodles 

threw the tainted clothes into the truck of a neighbor who did dump-runs on a 

daily basis and, judging from the full capacity of the bed, was going to the dump 

the following morning. 

Rizzo went to the couch where Mahdakis was lying down. She held his hand, 

put her head on his stomach, and said, “Guess what I forgot to do,” she 

whispered. 

“A whole bunch of shit. But what in particular this time?” he said, playfully 

stroking her silky purple and black hair. 

Her oriental eyes looked up at him, then down at the floor, then up into his 

eyes sincerely again. “I forgot to tell you I love you.”   

 

***** 

 

A half hour later Mrs. DiNero opened the front door holding a cigarette. “Hey 

Sal….Jimmy. Sorry, is the music too loud? Usually my neighbors tell me first 

before calling the police. I’m sorry you had to come all the way out here for 

nothing.” 

“It isn’t for nothing, Judy,” said Officer Sal. 

“And it ain’t for playin’ some loud music neither,” Officer Jim said. 

Mrs. DiNero took a drag off her cigarette and blew it in their faces. “Well, this 

ought to be good. Now what’d I do?” 

“Judy, we need to see who’s here.” 

“Sounds serious.” (inhale-exhale) “Okay, fine. Let’s walk around the side of 

the house, if you don’t mind.” 

“Wouldn’t it be easier to cut through instead?” 

Mrs. DiNero smacked Officer Jim on his fat stomach playfully. “The walk will 

do you good, Jimmy.” Officer Sal couldn’t help but let out a giggle as they 

followed her around the house to the backyard. 

“What the fuck you laughin’ at, shithead?” 



Judy DiNero and her husband were Norford lifers, born and raised, as were 

Officers Sal and Jim, and Anthony Slate. In their younger years they had gone to 

the same schools together, same parties, attended the same family gatherings, 

and a couple even dated Judy. They were a tight group of people who were 

allotted very little secrets from one another. 

The three of them stood outside the backyard fence as Officer Sal jotted down 

the names of all the kids Judy DiNero said had been there since seven o’clock. 

“They ain’t s’posed to be drinkin’, ya know.” 

“Shut the hell up, Jimmy. Our birth-givers let us do the same thing. I’m 

watching them closely.” 

When Officer Sal’s focus got to Mahdakis, he did a double take. 

“Huh…..That’s the first time I’ve ever seen that guy wear a shirt in public 

before.” 

“I think he’s maturing,” Mrs. DiNero said. 

“Funny,” Officer Sal said skeptically, “I didn’t figure him the Relaxed Fit kind 

of guy.” 

Sal gave another look as he and Mahdakis caught each other’s eye. Officer Sal 

mumbled to himself, “Always with the school, never in the net.” 

“What’s that, Sal?” 

“Nothing Judy. I suppose you’ll swear on a stack of bibles that these kids here 

never left the premises, right?” 

“Sure.” 

Officer Jim poked his finger at Mrs. DiNero. “We’re dealing with a murder 

here, Judy; maybe two. We got a kid who’s never gonna walk again either, so 

don’t be screwin’ around if ya’ll know somethin’. This is serious. I ain’t sayin’ 

this particular group of kids was involved,” 

“It sure the hell sounds that way.” 

“But….” 

“But what?” Mrs. DiNero slapped Officer Jim’s hand. “And get that Goddamn 

hand out of my face before I stuff it up that big ass of yours!” 

“Anyway,” Sal said smirking, “we have some other kids to check out. So we’ll 

be going now.” 

“Wait a dog-gone minute,” Officer Jim said, walking back to the yard, “Judy, 

where’s your girl’s boyfriend? What’s his name?” 

“Jason Miller,” Officer Sal said. “Are they split up now?” 

“Maybe having a little tiff?” 

“They’re not split up, and they’re not having a tiff! But even so, what business 

is it of yours, if they were?” (inhale-exhale) “You two are worse than a couple 

of blue-haired old lady’s, you know that?” 

“Well, we’ll find out about his whereabouts soon enough.” 



“Of course you will,” said Mrs. DiNero, snuffing out a cigarette with her 

sandals. “After all, he and that Snowy guy have been out on the boat all day with 

your kid, idiot.” 

Officer Jim’s mouth hit the ground, “My boy, Judy, is in Baltimore.” 

“To hell he is! He’s out on Alexander’s boat, you know, that rich black kid he 

always hangs out with?” 

“I know Alex well.” 

“And his girlfriend too, or some shit. I can’t remember who exactly but it’s the 

two of them and Todd for sure.” 

“And how long have they been out there?” said Officer Sal taking notes again.  

“Since late this afternoon. I’ll bet those dummies come back burnt to a crisp 

too! God forbid those kids should put on some friggin’ sun block!” 

“Well someone’s behind this violence tonight! These kids in the hospital 

didn’t do it to one of their own, you know!” 

“Hey….Sal……Jimmy…..what’s going on?” Mr. DiNero came up the 

walkway just then with a bag of groceries and exchanged handshakes and hugs 

with the two officer’s. 

“Just taking a little inventory, Fred.” 

“Yeah, yeah…The music too loud again? I’ll have Boodles turn it down. Hey, 

a real disgrace about Anthony, huh? Jesus Christ, who’d have thought? What 

kind of kids do that? You guys got any leads yet?” 

“Not yet,” said Officer Sal. 

“You gotta find those pricks and put ’em in a coffin or something, you know? 

I mean, my God, if they’re like that now, what are they going to grow in to? I’m 

afraid to walk anywhere alone at night now. I don’t want to live like this in my 

own town. Should I buy a gun?” 

“Don’t be afraid, Fred,” Officer Jim said. “Everything’s going to be fine from 

now on. Like the commissioner said to us earlier, these things have a way of 

working themselves out.” 

The two officers walked to the squad car in silence; each thinking the same 

thing, and remembering the good ’ol days; remembering how they swore to 

make a difference and change the world for the better…remembering the 

innocent, good times with Anthony Slate, and remembering how the two of 

them took an oath to protect people from animals like the ones that attacked 

Anthony……Remembering the true meaning of what justice meant before the 

uniform. Sal stopped before getting in the driver's side and spoke to Officer Jim 

over the hood of the unmarked car, “Jim, do you remember how we became 

cops because we wanted to make a difference?” 

“Sure do. Just thinkin’ ‘bout that now, matter a fact. Why?” 

“Sometimes I wonder if it’s not what we do, that makes the difference, but 

what we don’t.” 



Officer Jim looked at him sternly. “Be careful talkin’ like that. You treadin’ on 

dangerous ground you know.” 

“Yeah, I know.” Officer Sal got into the car and waited for his partner to get 

in, then asked, “It’s going on eleven, Jim; time to go check in on the big boys.” 

“You think Captain H has had enough time to get rid of any evidence?” 

Officer Sal put the car in reverse and began backing out. “I sure hope so, Jim.” 

“Me too, Sal. I really hate paper work.”  
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Back to Bassics 
 

ackstage between sets, while most everyone was snorting up a line, 

chugging down a whiskey shot, or dragging off a bowl, Copper Tom was 

packing a duffle bag like a war soldier who had just received his papers. 

Mahdakis walked over and gave him a look of concern. “Where are you going in 

such a hurry?” 

Copper Tom looked up with a look of surprise. “I gotta get out of here…now! 

You saw what happened. Wanna buy my bass?” 

“Your bass? What are you going to do without it?” 

“Fuck it man, it’s life or death.” 

“You mean now? We have another set to do.” 

“Sorry.” 

“Seriously? You’re leaving now?” 

“Hell yeah. I’m slipping out that back door and gonna hop a bus to Philly.” 

“We’re not getting paid until later. What about your cut? Don’t you at least 

want that?” 

“I don’t have time. Besides, I’m sure Boodles is going to take most of it. I’ll 

get a hold of Tommy or you later in the week. Hold it for me. I trust you guys. 

You and I may have or differences, but if there’s one thing I know about you, 

it’s that you’re trust worthy. So, I’m not concerned. But, I need money right now 

for the bus……..and some…food and shit. So how about it? Wanna buy this 

thing?” Copper Tom held his black, two dual pick-up, twenty-two fret Carvin 

bass, with multiple EQ switches, out for Mahdakis to consider. It was somewhat 

of a rare bass and probably worth at least five hundred dollars at a pawn shop. 

Mahdakis guessed that Copper Tom was jonsing for more than just a bus ride. 

‘Sell his bass for a bus ride?’ Something didn’t add up. Most likely he was in 

need of a fix since Rad took his poison, which was really Snowy’s, but Snowy 

now had Cop’s because Mahdakis had swiped it out of his pockets and 

exchanged it. This left Copper Tom out in the cold with no drugs. But would he 

not make more money taking the offer from Captain H? 

“What about Captain H’s offer, Cop? It sounds like he may have a pretty 

lucrative deal for you.” 

“I don’t trust him. I think he’s up to something. I just hope he doesn’t fuck 

with my family.” 

Mahdakis was stunned. He only wanted the man out of his band, he didn’t 

intend to shake him up this bad. He knew Hank’s wrath wouldn’t be all that bad 

with Cop being a first time offender and part of the group, but Cop was scared. 

You could see it in his copper-brown eyes; and nervous.    

Mahdakis sat down. “Listen man. I’ve known Hank all my life. He’s bad, but 

he’s pretty lenient with friends who innocently fuck up the first time, and he 

B 



does not fuck with anyone’s family. I assure you of that. If you’re nervous, I 

understand. I could talk to him for you?” 

“No. No. Please I just gotta sell this bass and some other shit and get the fuck 

out of Dodge.” 

Earlier in the day, Mahdakis had swiped a hundred dollars from the register. “I 

stole fifty bucks from the register today. Will this get me anything, or you 

anywhere?” 

Copper Tom shoved the bass in Mahdakis’s hands and yanked the fifty bucks 

from him before Mahdakis even knew what happened. “It’s yours!” Cop threw 

the duffle bag over his shoulder, reached the rear fire exit, and putting his hand 

on the knob, looked back briefly. “Tell Tommy I’m sorry about this, and that I’ll 

be back soon…..maybe when I come back, you can sell me my bass back, huh?” 

Mahdakis gave a fake grin and lied, “Sure thing my friend. You got it.” As 

Copper Tom left the building, Mahdakis strapped the bass over his shoulders 

and said to himself, ‘Shit. Now I gotta play this fuckin’ thing? Goddamn it, this 

changes the whole complexion of the show. I don’t want to play the fuckin’ 

bass!’ Mahdakis then went running to look for White Tom and Violet-Basia, to 

quickly go over some changes in the songs before the second set………..It 

would be almost a decade before Mahdakis ever played a six-string guitar on 

stage again. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Engine Failure 
 

p until the point where Copper Tom left during the show, the last Check 

Engine gig seemed as if it would go just like every other one…..bad. And 

for the most part, it would. The house lights dimmed as the sound of an 

automobile sputtering on the open highway got louder and louder. The five self-

proclaimed musicians then took the small make-shift stage; Pock behind the kit 

wearing his usual torn up jeans and his favorite musty five-day old red t-shirt 

with the vomit stain, Copper Tom with a do-rag over the top of his head, 

wearing studded belts and wrist bands, a jean vest over a concert t-shirt, and a 

Marlboro dangling out of his mouth, Violet-Basia sporting a lone bead in her 

long black hair with some feather earrings, a strategically loose fitting Indian 

print shirt, bell bottom jeans with cheap, gaudy, hippie type artifacts sewn into 
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them, and of course, her bare feet. White Tom usually wore his peanut butter 

colored corduroys, which he wore most every day, and over that, he usually 

displayed an outlandish blouse or playful sundress all topped off with some 

stiletto heels or fancy clogs. This particular night, being their last show however, 

White Tom opted for a long black dress and a pillbox hat with a veil that hung in 

front of his face; a generic rectangular-shaped, black vinyl purse hung from his 

left shoulder. He was going for the widow look. Mahdakis too, changed his 

look; if for no other reason but to distance himself from Copper Tom. Instead of 

the usual ripped up jeans with studded belt and bands, a shirt stretched behind 

his neck, revealing his entire chest and under-fed stomach, with his cabby hat 

on, Mahdakis this time, went for a more sophisticated and mysterious look with 

fresh new jeans with an unbuttoned white-collar shirt with the sleeves rolled up 

and a black leather fringe vest over that. Atop his head, he wore a black leather 

cowboy hat and hid himself behind a pair of black shades; smoking his Tijuana 

Small Cigar as he played. 

The audience was reminiscent of Charlie Brown going to kick the football that 

Lucy held every September. The crowd would make an extremely loud cheering 

noise as the band took the stage in expectations of some fun rock n roll mayhem, 

but after the first ninety seconds were bitterly reminded of who they were 

watching. If Mahdakis didn’t insist upon opening the show with a poetry reading 

over some diminished keyboard chords held by Violet-Basia, he would at least 

break up any groove that he and the band had built up from the first bar of music 

by stopping everything and reading some poetry out of nowhere. This time he 

did both. 

With the humongous ceramic flower pot over his head and a microphone in 

there with him, he opened up the show with a poem entitled ‘The Awakening’, 

which involved nothing more than Copper Tom playing a soft hypnotic, mellow, 

two-note octave bass riff over Violet-Basia’s slowly ascending melody as White 

Tom made strange noises on his guitar with the use of aerosol cans, crack pipes, 

celery sticks, a staple gun, sex toys, or whatever else happened to be lying 

around backstage. With Mahdakis in the shadows (so no one could see how 

ridiculous he looked with the ceramic flowerpot over his head) he receipted: 

 

 

 

 

“……And From legitimate hibernation, 

I am transported to the ancient halls 

Of spiritual isolation. 

Dark, 

Dank, 

And cool- 



Cob-web decorations. 

 

 

“I don’t recall accepting this invitation!” 

Iron bar doors open and close sporadically 

Along either side of the stone tissue walls- 

Some intriguing, 

Others misleading, 

 

But still, I must account for them all. 

 

Led into the echoes of my nights, 

I spurn the wardens’ call: 

 

(White Tom): “Your salary lies not…..” 

 

(Violet-Basia): “Your salary lies not…..” 

 

(White Tom): “…through the aversion of the opposed….” 

 

(Violet-Basia): “…through the aversion of the opposed….” 

 

(Copper Tom): “But inside those dreaded doors…..” 

 

(White Tom): “But inside those dreaded doors…..” 

 

(Violet-Basia): “which you keep closed.” 

 

(Pock): “Which ya’ll keeps shut.”……………… 

 

 

………So I pass by doors 1 & 2 

Afraid to see. 

 

Going on, 

I open number three……….. 

 

 

The poem would go on for about six minutes and with the last sentence spoken 

in rhythm, Pock clicked the sticks twice and the band banged at once into a 



heavy dirge on the three-four count for a song called ‘Prison of Paradox’, which 

really set the tone for the feel of the entire show. Its main riff was slow but 

heavy, the vocal verses soft with harpsichords, and without percussion, but to 

the point. There was never a chorus to any of Mahdakis’s songs but usually what 

would be considered a pre-chorus build up right into a very spacey type of 

section where Pock played an offbeat using only rim shots and bongos while 

Violet-Basia held down some augmented sixth chords and Mahdakis took the 

slow but very melodic lead guitar solo. Copper Tom grooved on a busy bass line 

in the background as White Tom did very little during the solos but echo 

Mahdakis’s leads once in a while for effect; a human delay which was 

admittedly very tasty. Even Copper Tom enjoyed this song. While its tempo was 

slow, it had a lot going on and showcased everyone’s talents. Why the crowd 

didn’t get it, they never figured out, but only Mahdakis was concerned with 

why. The other four just knew it wasn’t working and that it was perhaps time to 

try something else. 

This thought kept penetrating Mahdakis’s nerves as the show went on; the fact 

that the other four didn’t care why, or understand that maybe this style of music 

would take a few years to catch on. There was already an underground band out 

of New York that did even worse shit than them; they made strange noises and 

played chaotically; songs whose tempos and dynamics went up and down and all 

over the place. They sounded awful. People walked out on them, too. But oddly 

enough, they had a contract. The thing is, they had stuck with their sound long 

enough for the right people to finally hear what they were doing. If they had just 

folded up after the first year, no one would ever have heard of them. As it was to 

be, many bands in the decades to come would claim to have been influenced 

solely by the music of Sonic Youth.  

Mahdakis appreciated the message White Tom was trying to reflect by 

wearing that outfit. As well, he must have spent his last paycheck on the damn 

thing. As funny as it all was, his outlandish clothes cost money. Mahdakis didn’t 

really want to be away from White Tom, it was Copper he couldn’t stand. 

Copper who, at the moment, looked like he was about to shit his pants, as his 

eyes scanned the room nervously. He definitely had other things on his mind 

now than playing the bass guitar, and as well he should…….. 
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When the Bullet Hits the Bone 
 

arlier, before the show, White Tom and Tony Ravioli grabbed Mahdakis as 

soon as he entered the dressing room corridor. “Dude, it’s a bad scene in 

there.” White Tom was pointing to the smallest cubical type room. “The 

Captain’s going to kill Cop.” 

“Oh.” 

“Where the hell have you been anyway?” 

“Professing my love and utter devotion to Cannoli Spitzer.” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “Now that’s fuckin’ hysterical! I gotta 

remember that one. Gimme a pen, I wanna right that down.” 

“I’m serious though.” 

White Tom was suddenly curious. “Really? What was her reaction?” 

“Seemingly indifferent, quite frankly. Almost hostile. Maybe I made a 

mistake.” 

“Maybe she was just hungry.” 

“Mmm.” 

“Wait. Wait. Wait……Wait a minute, man!” Tony had his hands out in front 

of him like an umpire motioning a safe call. “You mean to tell me, Mahdakis, 

that you went and told Cannoli all that crap that you told me you felt for her 

over the years? Are you an idiot?” 

“It would appear.” 

There was a loud crash coming from the interrogation room as bottles smashed 

on the floor. White Tom was looking nervous. “Dude, Captain H is gonna fuck 

him up.” 

“Oh yeah,” Tony said, with a drunken grin on his face, “that’s right. Copper 

Tom’s in some serious heat in there……….Ha-ha! What a moron!” 

“What’d he do?” 

“Captain H found baggies of coke on him and is giving him hell for luring 

some of his customers away.” 

Mahdakis, who had begun to walk over, froze purposely animated and said, 

“On second thought, maybe we shouldn’t get involved.” 

“C’mon, man. You gotta say something on his behalf. Captain H and those 

guys are going to beat him to a pulp.” 

“No they’re not,” was Mahdakis’s smug answer. 

White Tom, studying the look on his face and not liking it asked, “What makes 

you so sure?” 

“I don’t know. Just a gut feeling.” 

“So……so……” Tony was slurring and struggling to talk in some sort of 

comprehensive manner, “so like, what is it man? Do you…do you like beat off 

at night, thinking about Cannoli, naked on all fours, or some shit?” 

E 



Mahdakis looked at his drunken friend. “Ahh…No………..I mean, not 

recently. No.” 

“HA! But you did…..right?” -Bobble-bobble-bobble “You used to pull it out 

when no one was around, play with it while, and you” (hic) “thought about 

Cannoli with her face on the floor and her fat ass up in your face….HA! Then,” 

(hic) “just pounded away at yourself until white stuff flew up and out. Didn’t 

you?” 

“Ah man,” White Tom added, “I love that warm feeling you get when it lands 

on your stomach, don’t you?” 

 

***** 

 

“You got this all wrong! This ain’t my shit! It can’t be!” 

Captain H was holding Copper Tom by the collar and had him two feet above 

the floor with his back against the wall. “Why can’t it be?!” 

“Because it just can’t! I don’t cut my shit, number one, and number two, mine 

isn’t with me tonight!” 

“Fuck you, Tom. You’re sellin’ this stuff!” 

“I am not!” 

“What the hell’s it doing in baggies? That’s not how I sell it to you!” 

“Ask the person who put it there!” 

“We are.” Rob Burry said.  

Copper Tom fell back to the floor as Captain H released his grip, then jabbed 

his finger into his chest. “This is my territory, Tom, you dumb fuck! You wanna 

sell a few grams here and there? Hey, who cares? But look at you, your packed 

to the hilt with this shit. You don’t sell cocaine around here, got it? I DO!” 

“I don’t sell anything around here, but even if I did, what gives you the right to 

tell someone what they can and can’t do? Christ, Pumpkinhead sells major 

quantities of weed every month.” 

“And I’m one of his customers! That’s what he and a couple others specialize 

in…POT! That’s not my thing to sell, it’s just not worth my time. And when I 

want trips, I come here, to you people. Why? Because you guys seem to have 

the market on LSD around here. I don’t move in on that shit. Besides, once 

again, there isn’t much in it for me. H, Meth, Speed, and Coke…that’s my 

product, not yours.”  

Rob Burry cut in again, “It’s not so much about the money, as it is about 

respect, Tom” 

“But I didn’t cut it! I didn’t pack it, and I’m not selling it!” 

“Let me explain something to you, I really don’t care if it’s cut or not, that 

isn’t the point! The point is, when you sell this stuff, and you can sell it cheaper 

than I do, more people are apt to buy from you and not me…..see? And that 

takes money out of my pocket. What don’t you get?” 



“I don’t get why you think it’s me.” 

Captain H punched him three times in the gut and Copper curled up into a ball 

on the floor as drool began seeping out his mouth. Captain H continued, 

“DON’T SELL ON THE SAME TURF THAT I AM, STUPID!! WHAT THE 

FUCK’S THE MATTER WITH YOU?” 

“Those aren’t my baggies,” Copper Tom whimpered. 

“I suppose someone just put them in your jacket as a friendly gesture then?” 

Rob Burry suggested sarcastically.  

“I don’t know why someone would put them in there,” said Copper Tom, 

finally finding the strength to stand back up. 

“When is your package ever out of your sight?” 

“Not much. I mean, my girl holds on to it for me sometimes…. She lives in 

Philly. Now that’s not your territory, right? Because I do have a very small 

customer base up there.” 

“Wrong,” Muffin Man interjected. 

“We’re working our way in there….slowly. You see Cop, some very big boys 

play up there so if I were you, I’d be very careful about how much of this shit 

you sell in and around Philadelphia. Because, it won’t be me, an old friend, you 

will have to deal with, it’ll be bigger and badder boys who don’t know you from 

apple.” 

“Adam.” 

“What’s that, Muffin Man?” 

“You said apple. It’s Adam.” 

“Adam’s Apple?” 

“Huh? No….uh…” 

“Right here,” said Rad, displaying a green apple from his pocket. 

Muffin Man looked at him in confusion. “What’s that for?” 

“You said you wanted an apple.” 

“No!” 

“It’s a Granny Smiths.” 

“I don’t want a fuckin’ apple!” 

“What do you want, then?” 

“Adam. I said Adam!” 

“You want Adam?” 

“Who’s Adam?” Captain H asked. 

“Can’t this wait ’till later?” Rad looked down at his partner with disdain. “I 

mean, what are you - some sort of a fuckin’ queer?”  

Captain H turned his attention back to Copper Tom. “Don’t mind them. The 

point I’m making is that this little incident will seem like a walk in the park 

compared to the shit you will go through if someone in Philly catches you doing 

the same to them, up there. Capisce?” 

“Yes….but this shit really isn’t mine.” 



“So then,” Rad said, looking down on him with a cherry stem extending out of 

his mouth, “you won’t mind if we take it, right? Nothing gained, nothing lost?” 

as he spat the pit out over Copper Tom’s shoulder. 

“Fine. Go ahead. It isn’t mine. Mine’s back in Philly.” 

“Then maybe you should be up in Philly with it. Huh?” Captain H slapped him 

on the face lightly and playfully. 

“What’s that supposed to mean?” 

“It means I think you were born to be a Philly boy…….at least for the next 

few months.” 

Copper Tom stared at him petrified. “You’re kidding, right? I have a job here, 

my birth-giver, the band and everything. I have a life, you know.” 

“For now,” Captain H said, pointing his dark finger at Tom. “For now you 

have a life. Besides, I have some better paying work for you up in Philly. I 

mean, since you’re already established in the area…” 

“And your girl is there,” Rob Burry reminded. 

“And you’ve proven yourself quite the adventurous entrepreneur,” Rad said, 

twisting another cherry around in his mouth. 

“Do what you want. You can either, make up for what you’ve done by helping 

us out, or keep on doing whatever it is you do. But you can’t stay here and do it. 

I don’t want to see you anywhere around here. Got it?”  

“What’s it pay?” 

“It pays a lifetime.” Then, leaning in and whispering, Captain H continued, 

“We’ll talk after the show tonight, if you want. I think you’ll find I can be rather 

accommodating when everyone is willing to accept their proper place.” Captain 

H smiled a wide grin and said to everybody, “C’mon boys! I wanna make sure 

we get a good table for the Check Engine grand finale show!……Now get out 

there and break a leg, Cop!” 

As Captain H and his gang made their way out, White Tom huddled over by 

Copper Tom, consoling him and Tony and Mahdakis made their way to a vacant 

dressing room. “He’s in trouble, huh?” Tony said.  

“I think it will all work out for the better.” 

Tony rubbed his black beard, grinned and shook his head in disbelief. 

“Okay….seriously. What the fuck did you tell Cannoli?” 
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‘And you know that when I leave, 

all my memories will turn to grieve 

For the long forgotten love, we all once had. 

So when you hear these words believe, 

that to live is to deceive 

yourself form an angry world going mad.’ 

                                                                                     --Mahdakis 

 

 

On the Dark Side 
 

ahdakis cornered Cannoli Spitzer against a wall outside the corridor of 

the dressing rooms and adjacent to the stage right entrance. He was 

slightly inebriated and somewhat emotional. He was waving a piece of paper in 

front of her face that was folded in quarters. “This is for you, dude,” he said to 

her. 

“What is it, pray tell?” 

“It’s your song.” 

“My song?” 

“Yeah. We’re going to play it tonight. I’m actually gonna try and sing it. I 

wanted you to have the words, though, just in case you couldn’t understand, or 

hear them clearly.” 

“Mine? As in, nobody else’s song?” 

“Yeah…..yours. I wrote it at the gas station while thinking of you.” 

“They actually pay you to stand around and write songs?” 

“I was sitting.” 

“Great. Let me see.” Cannoli grabbed the paper out of his hands. 

“Don’t read it now,” he pleaded. “Read it after I leave. I don’t wanna be here 

when you do.” 

Cannoli Spitzer unfolded the note in a hurry and laughed. “Why, what is it, 

some sort of a love note? Ha-ha-ha.” Then seeing the unmoved serious 

expression on his face, she ceased the laughter. “Mahdakis? What is this?” she 

eyed the first few lines of what appeared to be a poem or a song:  

 

‘You’ve got your dreams, I’ve got mine 

so leave me be to walk the line 

amongst the self-inflicting pleasures of holy sin. 

The voice inside this rebel’s mind 

says it’s time to go and find 

the scattered pedals of the Black Rose once again.’ 

 

M 



“I-i-it’s not so much a love note as it is a-a goodbye note,” Mahdakis said 

looking down bashfully at his shuffling feet. “But I think you should know that, 

yes, I do love you.” He was looking down, into her deep brown eyes. “And not 

like a sister or a good friend love. Cannoli, I’ve loved you like a man loves a 

woman from the first day I saw you and heard you speak.” 

“Oh my God….Mahdakis. What the….” Her eyes diverted back to the paper 

that she pretended to be reading. 

“I know it’s stupid. You’re with Jack and all. I don’t want to get either of you 

upset. It’s just that….” 

“It’s not stupid,” she said completely astonished. “And here, this whole time, I 

thought you didn’t have good taste in women!” 

“Well that’s just it.” he cleared his throat. “I’m going back to the darkness, 

back from whence I know best.” he grinned slightly. “And I don’t mean for a 

few months or a year, I mean, it’s a life thing.” He shook his head helplessly, 

trying to find the words. “It’s weird….” 

“She’s back in your life again, isn’t she?” 

“That’s only part of it.” 

“No it’s not. That’s everything of it, and you know it.” 

“Correction, you don’t know it. Jezebel is my lighthouse, and right now that 

lighthouse is much further away from me than it should be, which means I’m off 

track.” 

“We all are. It’s a dark world at this age. We don’t know where we’re going or 

going to end up.” 

“Yes, but some of us don’t have the luxury of being pulled through the dark 

tunnel by our birth-givers. Some of us have to paddle by hand and bump into 

shit on the way.” 

“Well excuse me for having a normal family.” 

“Sorry. I know where I want to end up, though. And unfortunately it won’t be 

anywhere near you…..at least not very often. Jesus you know, it’s really easy for 

you to stand there and judge someone else’s love life when you have Mr. 

Perfect, in Jack.” 

“Oh, no he’s not. Trust me on that!” 

“But you know what I’m saying. I’m weird.” 

“Agreed.” 

“So therefore, I need a woman who is somewhat weird. Why can’t you see 

that? She completes me in so many ways.” Mahdakis studied her stone cold 

face. “Ughh….Nevermind, just forget it. Ya know, the fact that I even once 

thought I had a chance with you must make you laugh somewhere deep down 

inside. Here I am chasing your tail, and all the while, you got Jack Carrot out 

there in Nevada coming home soon. You must think I’m kind of a jerk.” 



“First off,” she said holding his hand, “I never knew these feelings you have 

for me existed until now. Therefore, I haven’t had time to formulate an opinion 

of any kind; laughable or otherwise.” 

“You didn’t know? Really? What about the time in your driveway, when I was 

rubbing lotion on you? You couldn’t tell?” 

“I could tell you wanted to screw around……what happened there, anyway?” 

“What do you mean? I thought I wasn’t your thing.” 

“Wasn’t my thing? You really think I let just anyone rub their hands all over 

my half naked body? What kind of person do you think I am? That was an 

invitation, dumbass! Didn’t you get it?” 

“I guess not. I thought you were just entrusting me to be a gentleman…….So 

we could’ve dated then?” 

“No. I didn’t want to date you. I just wanted some affection. Jack was far away 

and hadn’t been around for over a year….hey, a girl gets lonely, you know. It 

doesn’t make me a slut or something.” 

“Shit,” he said in disbelief, “you know, I have fifteen minutes to kill if you 

wanna take a walk.” 

Cannoli laughed, “I don’t think so pal. That ship sailed years ago. Sorry.” 

“Well, if you change your mind, you know where to find me.” 

“On the dark side?” 

“On the dark side.” 

“What is this dark side shit?” 

“I don’t know exactly. But I see you, and others, drifting off into the light of 

normal adulthood and as you do, it only outlines the chaotic darkness that I feel 

surrounding me. You’ll be moving on to college and all, and me, well, I’m going 

a different direction, that’s all. And it’s not anywhere near you, and I feel sad 

because of it.” 

Cannoli Spitzer began clapping her hands extremely slow. “Wow. That was 

really over the top. A bit melodramatic though, don’t you think?” 

“Fuck you.” 

“No, I mean it.” 

Cannoli Spitzer allowed her attention to be diverted to a flowerpot just to the 

side of Pock’s drum set. It was hanging from the rafters, held in midair only by a 

pair of jumper cables. “What the hell’s that?” 

“It’s a Terracotta Campana.” 

“A what?” 

“Long story, forget about it. Listen, I’m sorry if I’m making you feel 

uncomfortable.” He kissed her on the cheek, “But I thought you had a right to 

know how much I admired and loved you…..and always will. You know, just in 

case an anvil fell on my head tonight and killed me, or something.” He let go of 

her hand and walked to the dressing room towards the commotion of some 



hostile disagreeing and turning around said, “Look for me under the bright 

lights.”  

As he disappeared, Cannoli Spitzer read the last verse of the note: 

 

‘Heading out now towards that stage, 

I’m thankful for the dose of rage, 

That spawned the strength inside to break away. 

 

This is at last, my final page. 

I leave behind now, in the cage, 

The ghosts of tortured youth and dreams of yesterday.’ 

 

Cannoli Spitzer shook her head and looked towards the ceiling, as if for an 

answer, ‘Jesus Christ, he’s a fuckin’ mess………and what IS up with that flower 

pot?’ 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Pothead 
 

ust a little bad news for you boys,” the board-man at the club said as they 

finished unloading their gear. “It’s nothing serious, but the reverb and echo 

effects on the mixer don’t work. I’m not sure why, maybe a spring? I’ll have to 

look at it in the morning.” 

“Great,” said Mahdakis, “what are we supposed to do tonight?” 

“Your guess is good as mine,” the soundman said, and walked away to get a 

drink at the bar. 

“Yo man, you want us to mess that dude up?” Pumpkinhead asked his older 

brother. 

“Mess him up? Are you okay?” 

“He’s overly expressing himself again,” Frank Slate said. “I think there’s been 

enough messing up for a while this past week, Pumpkinhead.” 

Mahdakis gave thought. “How’s your birth-giver, anyway?” 

“He’s coming along.” Frank expressed a look of sadness in his face. “You 

know, after this gig, and when things slow down, I want to take a minute or two 

and express my thanks to everyone. Everyone. You guys…..them guys……you 

all came through for me.” 

“J 
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“No problem, man.” 

“How’s that knife wound?” 

“Just a scar. I may have it awhile from the looks of it.” Mahdakis examined it 

with amusing pride. “I think it looks kind of cool, don’t you?” 

Frank, maintaining his mindset, said, “I can’t help but feel like it’s all 

somehow my fault.” 

“It is dude!” 

“Pumpkinhead.” 

“Just kidding, bro.” Pumpkinhead put his hand on Frank’s shoulder. “Don’t 

talk shit like that, man. We’re all in this together. All of us.” 

“That’s true, ain’t it?” Frank said giving consideration. “I mean all of us pulled 

together. Charlotte, Alexander and their yuppie friend, Todd…whoever the hell 

he is. Captain H and his bad asses, Mrs. DiNero and the girls….TONY! Heck, I 

didn’t know he could fight so good.” 

“Too bad the same can’t be said for Snowy and Jason.” 

“Yeah, well…they risked their lives, either way.”  

“Snowy got his ass kicked, yo!” Pumpkinhead exclaimed. 

“I mean, looking back now, we were never in that much danger, but we didn’t 

know it going in, ya know?” 

“Yeah. I know.” 

“Christ, even Carl and Floyd came through. It was a really good plan. Captain 

H set it up nicely.” 

“Hey man,” Pumpkinhead interrupted, “whatever happened to that dude, 

Kurt?” 

Mahdakis took a long drag off his Tijuana Small. “Not sure brother, but my 

gut says we’ll never see him again.” 

“That’s kind of fucked up. The way those guys just go around wasting people 

like it was nothing. Don’t you think?” 

“Mmm.” 

“Hey, I think I have an idea for your…ahh….reverb or whatever.” 

“What’s that Frank?” 

“Reverb, it makes your voice do what, echo or something?” 

“Yeah, like I’m in a cave, sort of.” 

“Alright. I got an idea.” Frank looked at Pumpkinhead and nodded. “Follow 

me dumbass. We’re gonna take a walk around the corner.” 

“Dumbass?! Who you callin’ dumbass, man? I’ll mess you up!” 

“Yeah, yeah, yeah.” 

Mahdakis watched as they exited the club and stood outside the front entrance 

a few minutes facing each other; Frank was saying something and pointing in 

the direction behind him. Pumpkinhead was saying something else and pointing 

in the direction behind him. After much hand gesturing, and what appeared to be 

a very heated verbal dispute, Pumpkinhead turned around and Frank followed 



him up the street. Thirty seconds later as Mahdakis was taking another drag off 

his cigar he saw the dual pass the front entrance again, but headed in the other 

direction, this time with Frank leading the way and Pumpkinhead following, his 

giraffe neck springing up and down like a slinky toy.  

Mahdakis sat, as usual, next to Pock and all the gear. Pock had few friends in 

which to hang out with and Mahdakis was always too nervous and anxiety-

ridden to do anything but over-prepare himself and make sure the equipment 

wasn’t stolen.  

Tonight’s show had a very different feel to it. It was to be the last show that 

Mahdakis did with this group of people. He wanted to give it his all. Pock was 

not in his life nearly as long as Violet-Basia or White Tom, but he felt as though 

he had been there the entire time. Pock was like a spice; take it if you can, or if 

you’re in the mood. If not, you really don’t miss it. But sitting next to him, 

Mahdakis felt very comfortable, and always felt at ease with his drumming 

abilities. He realized suddenly that perhaps the bands that made it were not so 

much bands of substance or extreme talent, but bands that worked, played and 

thought along the same lines together, bands that were friends first – band mates 

second. This could be one of those bands if Mahdakis would only get off his 

high horse and bend a little and………his thoughts were interrupted as Frank 

and Pumpkinhead came back in through the door carrying a twenty-two inch 

round ceramic flower pot. “Check it out man,” Pumpkinhead yelled across the 

empty bar. 

“Yeah here,” Frank said, triumphantly slamming the large flowerpot down on 

the table next to Mahdakis. “Problem solved.” 

Mahdakis stood leaning against the table behind him, silently studying the 

fixture with morose curiosity. “What the fuck is this for?” he finally let out. 

“To talk into, bro! Check it out!” Pumpkinhead put his head into the pot to 

demonstrate and yelled, “Hello… hello…. hello…. Echo?.... echo?...... echo?… ” 

Frank was all smiles, “Is that badass, or what?” Mahdakis didn’t answer so 

Frank continued, “Well? What do you think?” 

“You want me to talk into that? Is that what this is about?” 

“Yeah bro!” said Pumpkinhead. “The dude said the effects thing was broken 

or whatever…” 

“The reverb.” 

“Yeah right, so we got this, man!” 

“All you have to do is put a microphone in here and talk. 

Listen….HEELLLLOOOO……See? Bad ass.” 

“What am I supposed to do, bend over in front of the audience and shove my 

head in here with my ass up in the air as I yell the lines into it?” 

“No man,” Pumpkinhead said impatiently. “You gotta put it over your head or 

some shit while you’re playing. You know, so you can still see what you’re 

doing on the guitar.” 



“Yeah, don’t be silly,” Frank said. 

Mahdakis looked at each of them with contempt. “Over my head? This thing 

must weigh over twenty fuckin’ pounds or so! You guys on the pipe again? 

You’re shittin’ me, right? This is some sort of a joke?” 

“Well…..” Pumpkinhead looked dejected. “No man, but ah yeah, okay. So 

maybe you’ll have to use it back stage or crouch behind an amp while you talk 

so no one sees you.” 

“Oh yeah,” Frank said, “I guess that would look kind of stupid otherwise. I tell 

you what; we’ll rig something up so all you have to do is put your head up and 

into it while you’re standing.” 

“And we’ll put it somewhere where nobody will see.” 

“It’s got dirt in it,” Mahdakis observed. 

“It’s not dirt, it’s potting soil,” Frank corrected, “and we went through a lot of 

trouble to remove the flowers that were in there.” 

“Where’d you guys get this, anyway?” 

“Someone’s porch down the street,” Pumpkinhead informed. “They had a shit 

load of these things outside. We took the flowers out carefully and tonight, after 

the show, we’ll go back and put them back in.” 

“Yeah,” said Frank, “we don’t wanna mess anyone’s shit up or nuttin’ like 

that. You know, we wanna be neighborly like, so we’ll put them back just the 

way we found ’em.” 

“Unless some wild animals eat them in the meantime.” 

“Unless.” 

“What kind of flowers were they?” Pock inquired. 

Pumpkinhead and Frank Slate looked around, searching for the origins of the 

voice they just heard, as if a ghost had just spoken to them from the great 

beyond. “Who said that?” Frank asked, looking at the ceiling. “Hello? Anyone 

there?” 

“I did, mane.” 

“Holy shit, man! Where’d you come from?” Pumpkinhead yelled staring 

directly over Mahdakis’s shoulder. “How long you been there, Pock?” 

“Hour - so.” 

“Wow man, I thought you were a piece of furniture over there, or something,” 

Frank said, slightly embarrassed. “Did you know he was there the entire time, 

Mahdakis?” 

“Yeah.” 

“Sorry Pock. I just didn’t see you. Sorry bro.” 

“’So-kay. I get that lots from people. Ya gets used to it afters while.” 

“Fuck that man! What people? Who are they? We’ll kick their fuckin’ ass!” 

Pumpkinhead shouted. 

“Yeah, because that ain’t right,” Frank agreed. “People should be more 

sensitive to the feelings of others and not be so self-indulged that they can’t take 



time to acknowledge one’s presence. That’s just fucking disgusting. You let us 

know the next time one of these people doesn’t bother you. You hear me?” 

“That’s right man,” said Pumpkinhead, grabbing one of the wooden chairs at 

the table. “Because no one disrespects you, bro. Or WE’LL BREAK HIM IN 

FUCKIN’ HALF!!” Pumpkinhead finished the sentence by ramming his foot 

through the chair, causing it to bust in half and splinter all over the floor.” 

“That’s coming out of your pay, assholes!” the bartender who was hand-drying 

glasses with a dirty rag, yelled to them. 

“Fuckin aye, calm duh fuck down, mane.” 

“Alright.” 

“So what kind uh flowers were day?” 

“I don’t know,” said Frank. “Red ones I guess.” 

“Red?” 

“I think they were purple and yellow, bro,” said Pumpkinhead. 

“Fine. Purple and yellow. What difference does it make?” 

“It’s fuckin’ duh middle of Febya-ary. Dat’s what. Motherfuckers don’t find it 

duh least bit strange dat flowers be blossomin’ all over someone’s house in duh 

dead a winter? You sure dat wan’t no greenhouse?” 

“Nah man, it was white,” said Pumpkinhead. 

“Yeah, that’s right,” confirmed Frank. “With glass all around it and shit.” 

“Suh fuckin’ flower shop. You moe-rons just robbed a place uh business.” 

“Well we didn’t mean to!” Pumpkinhead defended. “It was an accident!” 

“It’s true. We thought we were robbin’ some old lady’s house or somethin’, 

you know? We didn’t see any signs.” 

“What’s going on, dudes?” 

“Yo what’s up, White Tom?” Pumpkinhead said, doing the stupid-secret 

handshake with him. 

“Nothin’ much man. We’re gonna jam tonight. Yeah!” he said, giving them a 

ten-second air guitar show. “Wow! Is that a Terracotta Campana pot?” 

“A Terracotta who?” 

“It’s Italian,” White Tom said, examining the flowerpot. “Yes sir, yes I do 

believe it is. See? Notice the stylish etchings? I love the engravings. This is 

worth some bucks right here.” 

“You don’t say?” said Mahdakis, unimpressed. 

“Yes, I do say, and you know what else?” 

“Do tell.” 

White Tom put his head right over the pot. “It also doubles as a subtle echo 

chamber for one’s voice. Listen, Hello… hello…. hello…. Echo?.... echo?... 

.echo?” 
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Weekend Update 
 

hat last set you guys did was fuckin’ great, man! I mean, I don’t know if 

you guys ever sounded so good. Seriously!” Tony said as he sat bobbling 

his head in the driver’s seat, driving Mahdakis and he back to Delaware. “It was 

fuckin’ amazing!” 

“It’s how it should’ve sounded all along.” Mahdakis said with bitterness, 

knowing that it was most likely his last performance with these guys. 

“And everyone actually stayed for the entire show, man!” 

“Imagine that.” 

“Hey! Cheer up! At least they didn’t leave half way through the show, like 

usual.” 

“You don’t think waiting to announce the winning one-thousand-dollar raffle 

ticket after the show had anything to do with everyone’s sustained attendance?” 

Mahdakis said sardonically.  

Bobble-bobble-bobble “What’s your problem, man? You just blew everyone’s 

mind up there with that last set, and just the four of you, too; and you act as 

though someone just killed your cat.” 

“Yeah, I know. But in light of the audience’s cheer, I think I may have wasted 

a lot of time, if not missed the boat for this particular venture altogether.” 

“Meaning,” Tony said, staring at the highway. 

“Meaning I should have gotten rid of Cop a long time ago and also not given 

Boods so much free reign.” 

“I’m glad to hear you say that. I was wondering if you weren’t fucking her or 

something.” 

“No….not that I’d mind, but that’s not the case. I just trust her in general and 

value her opinions………..usually.” 

“Usually.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble There was a long silence as Mahdakis 

continued to wallow in some sort of self-absorbed mire of his own making. “So 

is that it? Is Copper Tom out?” 

“I guess. He’s got his hands full with staying out of the Captain’s way. I don’t 

know why he didn’t take his offer. Besides, as far as him coming back to the 

music scene; it’s gonna be hard for him to get back in the game without a bass to 

play. And God knows he lacks the discipline and motivation to save enough 

money to even buy the one he sold me, back. Nope, Tony. All his money goes 

up his nose. Don’t get me wrong, I know you and Nicki enjoy it, too. But man, 

he lives on the shit. You have money that you’ve saved up for a deposit on a 

new apartment, you buy your own clothes, you got this new car…” 

“No thanks to you.” 

“You go to work every day and do stuff. Shit, even Captain H works.” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!! Did you see everyone’s face when White Tom 

announced the winning numbers?” 

“T 



“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!” Mahdakis was finally laughing, “Oh man yeah!” 

“Ha-ha-ha….and Mother fuckin’ Captain H…..he-he-he…..stands up, stands 

up and yells, ‘THOSE ARE MY NUMBERS! I WON!!’ Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!!” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha-ha!! I know, man. I mean, if there’s one person in that entire 

room who doesn’t need money…” 

“It’s him!” 

“Exactly…..Jesus Christ. Ha! That is some funny shit.” 

“Yeah……although I don’t think the rest of the room was as tickled as we 

are.” 

“No, not tickled in the least.” 

“I wonder what he’s going to do with the money. It’s just a drop in the bucket 

to him, isn’t it?” 

“Must be. He applied it to our loan.” 

“What loan is that?” 

“The bands. We owe him seven g’s or so.” 

“Really?” Tony sat driving and bobbling his head up and down, thinking about 

the scenario. “Well isn’t THAT convenient for you; that his tape had the 

winning raffle ticket in it, huh? And that a guy from your own band drew the 

winning number.” 

Mahdakis shoved a cigar in his mouth to hide his poker-faced smile. “It is 

funny how things work out sometimes, isn’t it?” 

“Yeah.” Tony looked over, staring at his friend and studying him with 

judgmental suspicion. 

“DUDE! Watch the road!” 

“Shit! Sorry,” Tony said, swerving back into his own lane. “You 

know……there’s something very devious and sinister about you, Mahdakis. 

And I’m not sure if I like it, hate it, or love it.” 

“I’m just an honest boy from The Mountains.” 

“Yeah…bullshit…..Where’s Snowy tonight? Speaking of devious.” 

“Devious? Paranoid’s a better adjective.” 

Bobble-bobble-bobble “No shit. You know he thinks the FBI has tapped his 

phone line? He told me that the other day. Personally, I think it’s just his excuse 

for not calling people back.” 

“Maybe. But if there’s one thing I know about Snowy, it’s that he usually has 

good reason to be paranoid.” 

“Oh yeah? What’s up wit that?” 

“Not sure…..You know he’s building a flying machine in his garage?” 

“I thought that was just a joke.” 

“Me too. But I saw it almost work one day.” 

“Wow. He should have flown his ass down here tonight and partied with us, 

then.” 

“I think he went to the Palladium with Andrea.” 



“Ah….the invisible woman?” 

“Yeah, her……Hey, wouldn’t it be funny if he ran into Copper Tom?” 

Tony looked puzzled and relented, “I guess……but…..why? What does that 

mean?” 

“Nothing,” Mahdakis said, remembering that he was the only one who would 

ever understand the irony. “But anyway, yeah….Copper is out of the scene man, 

and not a moment too soon for my liking, either.” 

“He’s a good dude, man. I like him. My gut says that someone really did set 

him up. And that’s some fucked up shit right there, if you ask me.” 

“Well no one’s asking you….Hey, I like him too, Tony. But you have to 

understand that in my position, this is a business and he is a liability to any 

potential success.” 

“You think so?” 

“You said so yourself; the last set was the best set we ever played. Well, what 

was the only difference between that set and any other? Easy. No Cop. And 

yours truly played bass…..the way it should be played!” 

“Yeah, I gotta admit, you really kicked ass with that in your hand.” Tony lit a 

joint as he drove and then handed it to Mahdakis. “What are you going to do 

now? Find a new band? Play with White Tom? And then, will you play the bass 

still or guitar?” 

“What is this, an interrogation?” 

“Ha. Nah, just making curious small talk.” 

“What other talk could a four-foot five curious guy make?” 

“Funny.” 

Mahdakis took a drag off the joint and handed it back. “I guess Nicki found 

another ride home?” 

“Ahh.” 

“Ahh? What the fuck is Ahh?” 

“We go into an argument. She’s going home with Dakota and Jason in 

Boodles’ car.” 

“Alright. Don’t wanna talk about it?” 

“Nah. It’s not that serious. We’ll see each other tomorrow.” Tony began 

patting down his pockets, pretentiously looking for money. “Hey you got any 

money for the toll?” 

“Sure.” Mahdakis whipped out some bills and handed them to Tony as they 

began going across the Delaware. “It’s pretty up here at night, you know,” He 

said, observing the scenery as they crossed the bridge. 

“Whatever. I’m just glad to finally be leaving that shithole excuse for a city 

behind us.” 

“Camden’s not exactly the greatest tourist attraction, I’ll have to agree.” 

“It’s been up a nigger’s ass, quite frankly.” 

“Been what? Where’d you hear that saying?” 



“Sorry. Didn’t mean to be offensive. I don’t know. It’s just a saying; probably 

been around for years.” Tony gave some thought then said, “Hey, there’s some 

beers in the back behind your seat. Wanna grab a couple?” 

“You want two beers?” 

“I want one.” 

“You just asked for two.” 

“I said a couple.” 

“A couple is two.” 

“Right.” 

“So you want two beers then.” 

“I want one. One’s…” 

“So just say one.” 

“Are you fuckin’ with me?” 

“No. I just find it a bit excessive to be drinking two beers at the same time; 

especially while driving.” 

“ONE’S FOR YOU, ASSHOLE!!” 

“You gotta calm down, man. That can’t be good for your blood pressure, you 

know. Maybe Nicki has good reason not to be with you tonight. Is that how you 

talk to her?” Mahdakis said, reaching around grabbing a cold beer. “Here.” 

“Forget it, okay. Grab a brew for yourself, too.” 

Mahdakis raised the dark brown bottle already in his lap. “Got one a while 

ago, thanks.” 

Bobble-bobble-bobble - “Well help yourself.” -Bobble-bobble-bobble  

“After this week?” Mahdakis took a deep chug and said, “Aahhh…don’t mind 

if I do.” 

“You??! You? You don’t know from a bad week my delusional friend. You 

wanna know what a bad week is? Let me fuckin’ tell you what a bad week is. A 

bad week starts off with some madman busting up a laundry mat and trying to 

pummel you with soda cans.” 

“Say what?” 

“Yeah, and a bad week continues the next day when Norford’s finest bust 

through your bedroom door while you’re putting the meat to your girlfriend and 

want to arrest you for something that Floyd did….that cocksucker. I’m going to 

get him some day.” 

“What did Floyd do, anyway?” 

“From the sounds of things, not very much. And then,” Tony said, taking a big 

gulp of beer and placing some bills in the toll collector’s hand, “a bad week 

enhances itself….see, I know big words too….enhances itself with a 

motherfuckin’ gang fight in which people get shot, killed and stabbed. But that’s 

okay because we got the gig on Saturday night in lovely downtown Camden, 

New Jersey to help us unwind. You know, the gig where Copper Tom almost 

gets his ass kicked and is forced to flee the state?” Tony couldn’t help but to 



begin laughing aloud. Mahdakis wondered if he found it funny or was just 

cracking up. “And my only salvation, my girlfriend, deserts me in this 

Godforsaken city to hang out with other people because she’s pissed that I 

forgot to bring the cocaine.” 

“No blowjob for you tonight.” 

“THAT, my friend, is a bad week!” -Bobble-bobble-bobble, Bobble-bobble-

bobble 

“Well at least it wasn’t me.” 

“Yeah, thanks. So…..what happened to Carl and Floyd?” Tony asked 

grimacing. “I knew those deadbeats were going to be no-shows.” 

“There was no room for them once Frank’s car got totaled. Kim had already 

promised rides to people, so that was that.” Besides,” Mahdakis said, taking a 

drag off his Tijuana Small, “Floyd hooked up with some banker chick. They had 

a date tonight.” 

“By banker chick, you mean teller, right?” 

“No, a real banker. Wealthy and everything.” 

“How the fuck did that idiot hook up with some tail like that? She has to be a 

cow.” 

“Not at all. She looks like a former model.” 

“Huh.” 

“Her name’s Kelly. She works at the Norford Savings and Trust where Carl 

and Floyd often crash. So when Frank had his accident, she recognized him 

from having to chase them out of the doorway in the mornings, and they started 

talking.” 

“What was she doing at Frank’s accident?” 

“She was the cause of it, man. From what I understand, she was just walking 

along and Frank turned his head to check her out. Next thing you know there’s a 

tree branch poking Frank in the eye.” 

“Ha-ha-ha-ha! What an asshole! I thought he lost his brakes or something,” 

Tony said with good humor. “How does Floyd get a banker chick? Goddamn 

it!” 

“I don’t know. A lot of women go for him. I don’t know why. He just has a 

way about him I guess.” 

“I guess.” 

“Hey.” Mahdakis motioned awkwardly to his friend. 

“What?” 

“Uh…..You mind dropping me off somewhere else?” 

“I thought you were going home.” 

“I am. But home is where the heart is, Tony, and it’s not Little Italy anymore.” 

“Ah,” Tony said, understanding. “Old Norford it is, then.” 

“Thanks, man.” 
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Upon looking in, 

I see a familiar face with an evil grin 

Glaring at me with eyes of sin 

Hissing all knowingly, 

 

“Let the games begin.” 

 

 

Ride the Snake 
 

ld Norford was a nauseatingly uppity section of Norford that went out of its 

way to distinguish itself from the other sections of Norford. For starters, it 

sold empty lots at nothing less than nine-hundred thousand. The town also 

instated a local provision in which anyone who wished to patron a business, or 

walk into any public building within the Old Norford boundaries, must display 

proof that they were from Norford, or be denied entrance. The proof was usually 

in the form of a Norford Card, in which citizens paid fifty dollars a year, so they 

may enter Old Norford establishments; thus easing the fragile minds of Old 

Norford Residents that most everyone who walked their streets were only people 

who could afford this and therefore, mostly white. The Norford Chamber of 

Commerce deemed this legal and allowed it because they got a fifty percent 

kickback of the card sales, which were great, as most Norford residents wanted a 

card in order to get access to the Old Norford beaches, parks, and civic center. 

And still yet, another way the town tried to disassociate itself from the other 

sectors of Norford was by prohibiting the construction of commercial retail and 

food stores. The spurious little town prided itself in its specialty shoppes. That’s 

right – ‘Shoppes’ – not ‘Shops’. Shoppes are quaint little boutiques and stores 

that display hand-carved signs outside the door (conforming of course to Old 

Norford strict commercial zoning codes), and sold only the high-end side of 

this-and-that’s, be it food, liquor, toiletries, or sunhats. Shops of course, are 

disgusting, dirty places the common Norford white trash frequents to by the 

same stuff at a third the cost. White trash by Old Norford standards was any 

bum who made less than one hundred and fifty thousand dollars a year. The 

residents of Old Norford would have no association with such a person that 

shopped at shops, and not shoppes. Unless of course, they themselves needed 

something in a pinch and had to drive a mile or three out of their way to the 

poorer sections of Norford for their last minute goods because it was six o’clock 

and their cute little shoppes had long since hung the hand-carved, ‘Back in the 

Morning…Tootles!’ signs out.  

Old Norford residents were also peer pressured by one another into speaking 

with absurdly pretentious European dialects; so as to further distance them from 

the rest of the uneducated, tasteless, Norford scum; and prove what a cut above 

O 



the rest of the human race they indeed were. Needless to say, words like darling 

were dahling, and color was colour at the local art store, an art store where the 

lowest priced item, a handcrafted paintbrush, sold for a mere sixty-five dollars. 

Anywho dahling, (oops, sorry……..Yours truly here, used to spend much time 

in Old Norford and every once in a while the utterly incongruous vernacular 

slips out….Hence, upon editing later, I shall dispose of such rubbish.) Anyway, 

the town was not without the need of public transportation; fact of the matter 

was, someone had to pump their gas, prepare their food, wipe the elderly asses, 

and wait the tables at the cozy little cafés and restaurants that neighbored the 

quaint little shoppes. Public transportation assured that, not only would these 

degenerate workers have a way into the fortress in a timely fashion; and 

therefore, be ready to serve by the time the Old Norford populace awoke at mid-

morning, but more importantly, assured that these filthy low lives had a way in 

which to exile once their services were no longer required for the day.  

 

This being understood about the pious little community, its reasonable how 

one would find it baffling that some of the greatest memories of Mahdakis’s 

teenage years were spent right there within those very borders. But that’s exactly 

how it was; and one such memory, the morning after the last Check Engine 

show in Camden, is a template of such memories. 

Waking to the smell of lavender flavored incense coupled with Strawberries & 

Cream bathroom air freshener, to the sound of her older skinhead brother blaring 

punk rock music from the attic, to the fuzzy feel of the rapidly fraying silk 

sheets, to the sight of her naked curvaceous body intertwined with his and, more 

importantly, to the comforting knowledge that he was safe. Safe in her arms; 

cocooned within a calming sense of belonging, purpose, want, and need; the 

beat of his heart, once again accompanied with a melody. He was with his true 

love. 

But with all that, came the familiar air of uncertainty. The uncertainty of what 

she was thinking (and why), or scheming to do next (and when), and then, how 

long this euphoria would last. But it was his choice, and he knew the plausible 

consequences. He knew he’d forfeited all control the moment he stepped 

towards her; yet he stepped anyway. The serpent that was their twisted, 

masochistic passion for one another had reawakened itself and was cotton-

mouthed; thirsty for new blood. And in its unyielding quest to quench the thirst, 

would lead them both down a long spiraling ride of emotional anguish and 

sexual nirvana, as only a serpent can be held accountable. 

But, so what?  

Wasn’t it better than being stabbed to death by a complete stranger in the name 

of macho heroics? Wasn’t it better than so-called friends being confused by your 

art and vision? Wasn’t it better than sleeping on the streets or risking your life 



for a handful of mind-altering substances? Wasn’t it better than anything he had 

been through the past year? 

It was. 

Still, in his heart he probably knew that someday she would turn on him again. 

He knew deep down, in places he chose not to delve, that she would always get 

the better of him. It was probably written in a scripture somewhere. He was sure 

of it. But we choose our poisons; our preferred method of execution, the better 

of the evils; and if nothing else, her evil made him feel. And feeling was 

essential for him to maintain the scarce connection he had with his own 

humanity. A suffocating humanity that had not seen the light of day for well 

over six months; a humanity that was choking on its own cud. 

Then there was his mental state. Her cryptic demeanor and way of thinking 

may have been erratic at times, and unorthodox at others, but at least it was 

thinking, and thinking was something he hadn’t done (or even witnessed) in a 

very long time. She made him think. Maybe it was because she spoke in riddles 

and constantly offered up outlandish philosophies that boggled the mind to the 

extent one needed to understand her point in order to make sense of the present 

moment. Maybe it was because he was simply infatuated with the beauty of her 

existence and understood the mind exercises to be a mere price of entry in to 

that beauty.  

As well, this same behavior of hers often forced him to exercise senses he 

didn’t know he had, or that had been lying dormant. In that, she was successful 

as could be in persuading him to connect with his spiritual side, whether he 

wanted to or not. Usually he did not.  

When she spoke to him, she spoke to him like a human being and listened to 

him without premeditated assumptions of his point. As well as she knew him 

(and she knew him better than anyone) she still hung on to his every word, as if 

it were the first time she’d heard him speak, or he was telling her of a late 

breaking news flash. 

What’s more, the dreaded ‘someday’ may be decades away. Someday may be 

tomorrow. Someday may be a year or two. Who’s to say when someday is? He 

wasn’t about to spend his today’s worrying about someday. Someday, in the 

positive sense, still had yet to show its tardy ass, so why then would someday, in 

the negative sense, rear its miserable head any time sooner?  

Her love was the fire in which he chose to keep warm from a biting cold 

reality that otherwise numbed his senses.  

Period. 

 

The moment of bliss he was feeling at present, however, was about to come to 

an abrupt halt because you can’t have just the good, and not the bad. You see, 

along with the other aforementioned familiarities, came another familiarity; the 



sound of her female-birth-giver coming home from working the night shift at the 

hospital. 

Upon hearing the front door open and close, Jezebel sprung up and whispered, 

“Shit! You got to hide….Now!” 

Mahdakis remembered the routine as if it were only yesterday. Slipping under 

the bed, he pulled the blankets to the floor around him, blocking any part of his 

naked body from being exposed, all the while listening to the sounds of Mrs. 

Crowley’s slow and tired footsteps clomping up the stairs, then into the hall just 

outside the bedroom door. ‘Knock-Knock’, “Jezzy?” And, without waiting for an 

answer, the door opened and Mrs. Crowley stepped inside to her half-naked 

daughter, who was frantically putting on pajamas. 

“Um…I’m half naked here!” 

“So? You used to be all naked when I changed your diaper. Nothing I haven’t 

seen before. When are you going to grow out of that baby fat, anyway?” 

“Very funny.” 

“You wouldn’t think so if it were your hands covered in doo-doo.” 

“Ew…that’s gross.” 

“Would you have preferred that I left you that way all day? I thought about it 

once or twice, you know.”  

“No. And I haven’t got an ounce of fat on me, either.” 

“Yeah, yeah…and I’m Jane Russell. Do you always sleep naked on the coldest 

day in February?” 

“I was changing out of my bed clothes.” 

“And into different bed clothes? Geez. You must have one hell of a day 

planned ahead for yourself, huh?” 

“Do you mind?” 

“Of course I mind. You’d better be careful or you’ll catch cold. 

Jezebel huffed. “What’s so urgent?” 

“Well Good morning to you too, sunshine.” 

“Good morning.” Jezebel conceded a hug. 

“Don’t you look in rare form,” Mrs. Crowley said with dry sarcasm. 

“I didn’t drink much at all last night, I’ll have you know,” Jezebel said 

defensively.  

“I said rare. Listen with your ears, Jezebel. Waking up hung over and looking 

like dog crap wouldn’t be rare for you, now would it? You look in rare form 

because you have a nice glow on your face. Where’d that glow of happiness 

come from? Huh?” 

“I don’t know.” 

“Mm-hm. Well listen, since you’re the big-shot now, with the hot-shot car, and 

I’m tired, not to mention I’m your birth-giver who lets you reside here for free, 

you’ll do what I ask; and what I ask, is that you pick up some groceries for me, 

and have them back here before I wake up from my nap at one o’clock. Here’s a 



list. And take this money,” she said, putting down come cash and a piece of 

paper on the edge of Jezebel’s dresser, “and bring back the change! Unless 

you’re going to buy some more of those happy pills you’re on. In which case, 

I’ll take a few.” 

“I’m not on any pills, birth-giver dearest. Believe it or not, this is el naturel.” 

“My hiney.” 

“It is!”  

“Whatever. I need these things back…..by noon would be just splendid if you 

could find it in that big heart of yours, okay?” 

“No problem. I’ll do it right after my shower.” 

“Good. And have the naked guy under the bed give you a hand,” she said, 

turning around and walking out the door. “Good morning, Mahdakis! Good to 

have you back…….ELMER, TURN THAT JUNK DOWN UP THERE!” 

  

***** 

  

The list Mrs. Crowley gave Jezebel was a small one, and with the two of them 

to each carry a bag, driving was unnecessary. The one and a half mile walk into 

downtown Old Norford would be a welcome excuse to get some fresh air. On 

the way back home they took pause at the only bus stop bench in town to take a 

rest and officially set things straight with one another. While there was a lot of 

silence between them, it was far from an uncomfortable one. The two of them 

needn’t ever say very much to one another if the mood to talk wasn’t there; their 

lovemaking spoke volumes for each of them. Words were purely a matter of 

courtesy. But given their second collapse, Jezebel felt courtesy a present 

necessity if they intended to move forward. As well, their stubborn ego’s needed 

to take a leave of absence for a while. “So, Dearie, it would seem I still have 

some feelings for you. I guess the cat’s out of the bag.” 

“Is that what you’re calling it these days?” 

“Must you be so flippant? I’m trying to reach out here, and it’s not exactly the 

easiest thing I’ve ever done. I know I’ve wronged you, and I know you’ve been 

hurt but hey, I’ve been through some shit, too.” 

“Jez?” 

“What?” 

“Are we together again, or not?” 

“You tell me. I need to hear it from you first because it’s your call. You know 

how I feel but regardless, there are some things we need to discuss, things that 

should be said to one another. Don’t you think?” 

He gripped her hand. “I think we’ve said them to each other the past two 

weeks, don’t you? I mean, what’s the point in writing out loves equation? It 

loses its magic and mysticism once you break it all down; in fact, it becomes 

more like a tedious science project instead of what it should be…” he squeezed 



her hand affectionately, “…two people who are attracted to one another, for 

whatever reason, and wish to care for that person…..for whatever reason. The 

reasons, while not without merit, are quite irrelevant. Most of the time it’s a 

quality within the other that we lack within ourselves that we recognize as being 

an essential element to our own being. Therefore, consciously or not, we 

understand the dire importance of feeding off that person. But there also has to 

be an attraction, and that usually comes from a childhood perspective; whether 

it’s someone who resembles our birth-givers, or one who is completely opposite 

of our birth-givers, or just someone who reminds us of our first boyfriend or 

girlfriend from third grade. Whatever, who knows why certain people need each 

other and find each other attractive. What I know is the two of us possess all the 

aforementioned elements. But if we sit and try to figure out why we are attracted 

to one another, and what element it is in the other that we need, there’s a chance 

that we could become quite disgusted with ourselves. What is important is that 

we do our best to stay true to one another along the way.” He pumped her hand a 

little and continued, “I love you Jezebel, and if you had come up to me six 

months ago or so, and asked if I had something that I wanted to talk to you 

about, wow, you would’ve gotten quite the earful. But time heals wounds, and 

often makes better people out of us. I know it has for me……I think….What’s 

more, I respect you to no end and will be damned if I’m going to sit here and 

watch you be humble yourself before me. I think too much of you for that.” 

“Thank you,” she said, looking down with a slight tear in her eye. “I didn’t 

know how to go about this, but like always, you seem to pull through for me 

when I need it the most. I love you too, Cupcake but, what’s the saying?” She 

took a pretentiously ponderous drag off her cigarette. “Don’t walk behind me, I 

may not lead. Don’t walk in front of me, I may not follow. Just walk beside me 

and be my friend.” She exhaled and said, “something like that.” 

“Sure. However you want it to be.” 

“So…….?” 

“So...” Mahdakis set the grocery bag down on the bench space beside him and 

then got down in front of her and bent his knees on the cold sidewalk, 

acquiescing to her unspoken wish of his submission. “I love you, Jezebel, and 

wish to make our love exclusive to one another again.” 

She smiled and wrapped her arms around his head as it fell inwards, resting 

against the warmth of her crotch. “Thank you,” she said. “Thank you. Yes.” 

After a moment he looked up into the intensity of her brown eyes, “Sometimes 

you don’t know what you got ‘till it’s gone.” 

“I’ve heard that before, and it’s the absolute truth.” She took another pensive 

drag of her cigarette. “You know what else is true?” 

“What?” 

She looked down upon him, smiling victoriously. “I own that sweet little ass 

of yours.” 
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